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TAX POLICY AND CAPITAL FORMATION

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee met at 10:5 a.m., pursuant to notice in Room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen and Brock.
Senator BENTSEN. The hearings will come to order.
Senator Brock is very interested, as are other members of this

committee, in this particular set of hearings on capital formation,
but unfortunately he is at another hearing which I just left, and that
is one of the problems we have in the United States Senate, too
many committees meeting at the same time.

I called these hearings today and tomorrow, along with Senator
Brock, who is the ranking minority member of the Subcommittee
to examine the future capital needs of the nation, and ways of stimu-
lating investment in the economy. Capital formation is a major
-problem facing this country and an ongoing concern of the Financial
Markets Subcommittee. This Subcommittee was one of the very first
to begin to focus on this issue to try to develop interest and attention
for it. Unfortunately, we have not had enough interest other than
from those directly concerned.

I do not believe the importance of capital formation has yet per-
meated the American consciousnes- in terms of what it means in
the way of jobs in this country. Right now we have 7.3 million Amer-
icans unemployed, and we have a million and a half new entrants
into the job market every year. There is enough idle industrial capacity
to provide jobs for some of these workers, but some of that idle
industrial capacity is the least competitive. Some of the idle industrial
capacity is that which has not been rejuvenated and has not had
modern equipment put in. It is the least competitive.

If we want to get back to full employment within a reasonable
amount of time. we are going to need a lot of new investment in
job-creating capacity, and we just are not getting it.

When I look at some of the modernized manufacturing capacity,
shipbuilding capacity in some of these other countries around the
world, and the minimum amount of disposable income that is being
invested in manufacturing capacity in this country, I cannot help but
have great concern.

(1)
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I -have heard some people say what we really want to do is to
become a service-oriented society. I do not a.gree. We sure do not
have high-paying jobs there, and I do not believe we can take care
of the balance of trade just taking in other people's washing, and
I do not think we can keep up the defense capacity of this country
just through service industries, which are necessary, but I do not
think it can become, and it must not become the dominant economic
force in this country.

I see forecast after forecast saying that manufacturing has become
a decreasing part of the GNP. 1 think this poses serious threat to
longrun growth prospects of our country.

Americans want to live better than their parents, and surely better
than their grandparents. That is what is exciting about this country
of ours, a chance to step up and improve the quality of life.

My grandparents came to this country from Denmark at the turn
of the century, and homesteaded in South Dakota. The first house
they had, they had to dig it out of the ground.

Now, we hear people saying we have to settle for a lowering of
the standard of living, that we want no growth Th this country.

When I find people who do not want growth, I usually find someone
who has it made. They want to keep the status quo. They want
to retire behind the moat and draw up the drawbridge.

What do you say to the 7 million who are unemployed? What
do you say to the great number of teenagers who listen to a com-
mencement address that tells them to go out and work in the system?
We do not shelve those people for three or four years. They go
on welfare, unemployment compensation. They are along the streets
at night looking for action, and some of them find it.

Back in the 1920s in England, they developed a generation such
as that. That must not happen in this country, and that is, again,
the reason we have to have economic growth.

We have to continue to expand.
I can recall a story that was told about Lyndon Johnson when

he was President. He was taking off in Air Force I from a Mid-
western city, and as the plane turned and banked over that city
one of the staff members looked out and saw rows of blockhouses,
and he made some derogatory remark about those houses, about
the sameness of them, about the oneness of them. That is all he
saw. 4%

But President Johnson saw something more than that. He looked
that staffer in the eye and said, "Just remember this, for everyone
who lives in those houses, that represents a step up, a step up from
where they came." That is what we have to keep alive in this country.

We have witnesses this morning that I think can provide us new
evidence on our nation's investment policies and capita/needs.

This morning, my Subcommittee on Economic Growth of the Joint
Economic Committee released a study by Professor Kendrick of
George Washington University, on capital growth, and Professor Ken-
drick is a witness here today. I would like to include a copy of
this study in the Record following my opening remarks.

We have copies of Professor Kendrick's study here for the Press.
Professor Kendrick has made a path-breaking attempt to account for
the total investment made in our economy from 1929 to 1973, and
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that includes both business investment in plant and equipment, as
well as families and governments in education, skill-training, research
and development, and in health.

I was very disturbed by his finding that the efficiency of the invest-
ment in our economy has fallen during the past decade, and I hope
we can look to ways of changing that.

We also have Michael Evans, of Chase Econometrics, Mr. Roger
Brinner, of Data Resources, Inc.

Finally, we want to hear from the businesses we count on to make
these investments, from Mr. Charls Walker, Chairman of the American
Council for Capital Formation.

Tomorrow, Alan 0reenspan, Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors, will testify on our capital needs.

(Committee on Finance press release announcing these hearings
and the study referred to by Senator Bentsen follow. Oral testimony
continues on p 16. ]
SENATOR LLOYD BENTUEN AND SENATOR BILL BROCK ANNOUNCE FINANCIAL MARKETS

SuscoMmITEt HEAsINOS ON TAX POLICY AND CAPITAL FORMATION
Senator Llo d Bentsen (D-Texas. Chairman of the Financial Markets Subcommittee,

and Senator Jiil Brock (R-Tenn.). the ranking Republican on the Subcommittee. an-
nounced that the panel will conduct hearings on February 18 and 19 to examine
the importance of enacting a tax policy this year to help meet our Nation's growing
capital needs, to create new jobs for our expanding labor force and to promote stable.
noninflationary economic growth. The hearings will be held beginning at 10 A.M.-
on both days in Room 2221. Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearings Senator Bentsen said. "Without the adoption of sound
tax programs, our economy will be unable to generate sufficient job opportunities
for our growing work force and the American worker will be the loser. Without
a tax policy that will help expand our nation's production of goods and services.
shortages will develop in the years ahead and the American consumer will he the
loser.'

"We need economic and tax policies that will encourage industrial expansion and
modernization, increase productivity and increase the quality of goods and services
produced. This is essential to keep prices down for the American consumer. Increased
productivity allows an employer to raise wages with,nit raising prices to his customers.

table economic growth that puts more goods ots the shelf is our economy's best
defense against inflation."

Adding to what Senator Bentsen said, Senator Brock stated, "Our economy faces
a huge demand for new capital in the years ahead and only with sufficient savings
and investment can we expect to meet that need, help curb inflation, and end the
recession."

The scheduled witnesses to date are:
February 18

Panel of economists consisting of.
Charis E. Walker, Chairman, American Council for Capital Formation
Michael Evans. President, Chase Econometrics, Inc.
Roger E. Brinner, Senior Economist, Data Resources, Inc.
John W. Kendrick, Professor, George Wasington University

February 19
Alan Greenspan. Chairman. Council of Economic Advisors
Sidney L. Jones, Assistant Secretary for Economic Policy. Department of Trea-

surex Sheshunoff. President. Sheshunoff and Company. Inc.

Because of time pressures, the Subcommittee is not able at this time to hear all
those persons it wished to have participate. However. those persons or institutions
who wish to submit statements for the record are invited to do so.

Statements submitted for inclusion in the record should be typewritten, not more
than 25 double-spaced pages in length, and mailed by February 28, 1976, to Michael
Stern. Staff Director. Senate Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Build-
inS. Washington. D.C. 205 10.
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JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITlEE PRsSS Ru EASE
February 18. 1976

NLW S7VDY SHOWS DLCLINL IN It-K1LN('Y O NATION'S ECONOMY4. WARNS OF INADiOLAIE
ULSINSS INV.SIMENT-t.EAttINO 10 II4K1HR PRICES AND I+LWLR JOBS IN 1HE IVILRE

The efficiency of the nation's economy has declined significantly during the lat
decade, according to a study released today by Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D-Texas).
Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee's Subcommittee on Economic Growth.
It now takes more investment in equipment and human skills to produce one dollar's
wprth of output than it did in 1966. The declining efficiency of new investment has
reduced the nation's economic growth by almost I percentage point per year since
1966, according to the study, and has cost the nation about SlO billion each year
in lost output.

The study attributes the reduced efficiency to a recent decline in expenditures for
research and development, bottlenecks in certain basic industries caused by inadequate
investment, restrictive economic policies that have held down production, and the
increased numbers of less-experienced younger workers entering the work force.

"Unless we reverse this downward trend in our nation's productivity, the result
will be higher prices and fewer jobs in the future." Senator Bentsen said in releasing
the study. "Much of the trouble has been due to a decline in business investme.
This study presents good arguments for new investment incentives and a strong recoveIry
to boost business investment and prevent a slowdown of our nation's ability to grow."

The study, entitled "Economic Growth and Total Capital Formation, "was prepared
for the Subcommittee on Economic Growth by John W. Kendrick, Professor of
Economics at the George Washington University and Senior Research Staff Member
at the National Bureau of Economic Research. The study was financed by grants
from the National Science Foundation.

"The American economy is falling behind and we need new investment Policies
to compete in the world and hold down prices at home." Bentsen said. "Last year,
for the first time. per capita income in two European countries-Switzerland and
Sweden-exceeded per capita income in the United States, and other countries are
rapidly catching up."

"Kendrick's study provides one explanation of why this happened and how we can
get our country back on the right track. Professor Kendrick recommends a variety
of ways to slimulate new investment, and I have asked him to testify on this sub.
ject-along with CIEA Chairman Alan Greenspan and others-before my Finance Com
mittee Subcommittee on Financial Markets today. February 18. and tomorrow. February
19.'"

"In recent decades the government of Great Britain has eroded the living standards
of its people by failing to provide adequate investment incentives. I do not want
1) see this country go the way of Great Britain." Bentsen said.

The Kendrick findings were part of a pathbreaking study of total capital formation
in the American economy from 1929 to 1973. Kendrick's study, and other findings.
are available from the Joint Economic Committee, while supplies last.

A summary of the Kendrick study is attached.

- SUMMARY

This study is a pioneering attempt to measure total capital formation in the United
States from 1929 to 1973. After adopting a much broader definition of capital than
that used in the official national income accounts. Professor Kendrick develops new
data on how much of our Gross National Product is devoted to capital formation;
how much of our total investment is performed by businesses, how much by households,
and how much by governments; how the productivity of our nation's capital has
changed; and how our nation'ss investment has been divided between human investment
and investment in plant and equipment. Finally, Kendrick looks at our current policies
toward capital investment and recommends changes needed to restore the nation to
its full growth potential.

In the study. Kendrick goes beyond the traditional idea of capital, defined as
"structures. producers durable equipment, and business inventory accumulation," and
adopts a much broader definition which includes not only business capital, but also
"all current outlays which increase the nation's income- and output-producing capacity
in future periods."

Using Kendrick' broad definition, capital formation consists of (I) "outlays for
all tangible durable goods (structures andcquipment) and inventory accumulation-by
all sectors, households and governments as well as businesses." (2) intangible invest.
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ments to enhance efficiency, such as expenditures on research and development (R&D),
education and training. health and safety, and worker mobility; and (3) tangible human
investment, including the basic costs of child-rearing. tangible investment. then, com-
prises all current expenditures which increase the amount of prodirctise resources
in the country, whilk intangible investment comprises all expenditures which increase
the productivity of tangible capital, and workers

One of the most startlin# results of the Kendrick study is his finding that the American
economy has been devoting a far greater proportion of its economic activity to new
investment than had been previously suspected. When all types of investment arc
counted, almost 50 percent of the nation's grom output goes to investment, according
to Kendrick. By contrast, only 18 percent of GNP is counted as investment under
the current definition. Much of what has not previously been counted includes invest.
ment in education, health, R&D. mobility and childrearing.

The trend in investment as a percent of (NP. however, is a source of great concern
to Kendrick. Between 1929 and 1966. the nation's investment grew from 43.1 percent
of gross output to 50.5 percent. Since then, however, it has fallen to 48.5 percent
in 1973. And the downtrend has probably been accelerated by the current recession.
Kendrick holds that this fall-off of investment may seriously jeopardize the ability
of the nation to attain needed longrun growth.

The main cause or the downturn, according to Kendrick. has been a major shift
in the nation's income since 1966 away from business and government to households.
Businesses tend to invest much more of their incomes than other sectors. For example,
in 1973, the business sector invested 128 percent of its disposable income, with the
extra 28 percent obtained from borrowing. Government. by contiast, invested 46.5
percent and households invested 38.5 percent (household investment includes much
or education, health, childrearing, etc.). Thus a shift in income from business and

governmentt to households reduces investment. And such a shift did occur-household
income grew from 63 percent of GNP in 1966 to 69 percent in 1973. At the same
time, the propensity of households to invest took a significant dive, falling from 42
percent of income in 1966 to 38.5 percent in 1973. The result was falling national
investment. As Kendrick emphasizes: "Since business has the highest investment/income
ratio (greater than unity), it is obvious that diversion of disposable income from business
tends to reduce the national investment ratio." To restore investment in the nation,
Kendrick urges measures to channel added disposable income to business, as disucssed
below.

The composition of the nation's investment has also significantly changed over time.
In 1929, 71.5 percent of total investment was tangible investment, and only 28.5
percent in such intangible investments as education, health, R&D, etc. By 1973. thc
ratios were 56.6 tangible and 43.4 intangible. The biggest growth came in education
and training, which grew from 20.0 percent of total investment in 1929 to 30.9 percent
in 1973. The effect of this, according to Kendrick. has been to make tangible investment
much more productive, at least until recently-R&D makes new machinery more
productive than old. and education and training makes workers more productive.

The shift from tangible to intangible investment has been accompanied by a shift
from business to government investment. Kendrick's data on the sectoral compsition
of capital show that business accounted for 30.6 percent of capital in 1929 and only
21.3 percent in 1973. By contrast, government doubled its contribution to total capital.
from 11.4 percent in 1929 to 23.2 percent in 1973.

Using the broad definition of capital, Kendrick estimates the Gross National
Wealth-the total value of the nation's capital-at $15.6 trillion in 1973, almost 9
times the GNP for that year. By contrast, in 1929 the nation's wealth was $1.2 trillion.
When corrected for inflation, the nation's wealth tripled between 1929 and 1973.

One issue of major concern to Kendrick is that while the amount of capital needed
to produce a dollar's worth of output fell between 1929 and 1966. since then it
has risen. In other words. the nation's capital stock in all its forms is becoming less
productive. This declining productivity of total capital reduced the nation's growth
rate by 0.6 percent between 1966 and 1973. Kendrick attributes this to a recent
fall-off of R&D expenditures, bottlenecks in certain basic industries caused by in-
adcquate investment, restrictive macroeconomic policies that have held down produc-
tion, increased investment for environmental and occupational health and safety pro.
grams which add to cost but not output. and the influx in the 1960's of larger num be
of less-experienccd younger workers.

Tro restore the historic increase in capital productivity and insure that sufficient
investment is made to achieve the nation's longrun growth objectives. Kendrick makes
a number of policy rccommendations in his concluding section. In addition to urging
increased R&D expenditures by government and new incentives for household saving
and investment. Kendrick'urges the following major changes to spur business investment:
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In my view the most important policy objective which would both reverse the
downward trend in the saving-investment ratio and improve the allocation and
productivity or capital would be to increase the disposable (after tax) income
of the business sector as a percentage of ONP. reversing the decline which began
in 1966. Since the business sector consistently plows back all of its gros disposac
income, and more, Into investments, an increase in its relative income would
obviously tend to increase the national saving-investment rate. The shortages of
capacity encountered in 1973, the eventual capacity requirements of the current
expansion, the continuing pressures for cost-reducing innovations, the further capital
requirements of social programs, (EPA and OSHA in particular) and domestic
energy programs all point to the desirability of a faster relative increase in business
investment.

One way to accomplish this objective would be the pursuit of monetary and
fiscal policies during this'economic expansion that would permit the restoration
of higher rates of return than were permitted by the restrictive. anti-inflationary
policies followed in the recoveries of 1967-69 and 1970-73. Possibly the adoption
of a stronger incomes policy would be called for later in this expansion as an
alternative to a profit squeeze leading to contraction.

An alternative or supplement to the above policy would be a reduction in
business income taxes. This could take one or more of several forms: An increase
in the investment tax credit; a decrease in corporation income tax rates; further
reduction or elimination of the double taxation of dividends; recognition of
"inflation accounting," particularly the restatement of depreciation charges from
historic book costs to current replacement costs, in calculation of business income
subject to tax; and possibly the institution of a R&D tax credit of 10 to 20
percent, or possibly a larger credit on incremental R&D.

The study, prepared by Professor Kendrick for the Joint Economic Committee, was
based on a book to be published this spring by the National Bureau of Economic
Research, titled The Formation and Stocks of Total Capital. Professor Kendrick 's basic
research at NBER was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation.
Copies of the Kendrick study for the Joint Economic Committee are available from
the Committee while supplies last. (Study errata: Table 3, last column, the next to
last figure should read 56.2 rather than 46.2.)

ECONOMIC GROWmH AND TOTAL CAPITAL FORUATION

By John W. Kendrick*

Evaluation of the impact of the tax system, and changes in taxes, on economic
growth and progress requires an understanding of the chief sources of economic growth.
Broadly defined, capital formation, in all its many forms, is by far the most important
source of Frowth.

As traditionally measured in the official national income accounts, capital formation
or "investment" comprises only the tangible, nonhuman categories of purchases of
new structures, producers' durable equipment, and business inventory accumulation,
plus net foreign investments. This narrow defintion was in line with Keynesian micro-
economic theory, which highlighted business tangible investment as the chief indepen- 0
dent variable involved in determinin; the level of national income and product. Cer-
tainly it is the most volatile form of investment over the business cycle, and is heavily
influenced by conditions in the financial markets

However, from the viewpoint of economic growth analysis, it is useful to define
and measure net investment more broadly as comprising all current outlays that augment
income- and output-producing capacity (capital) for future periods. Gross investment
includes additionally the investment required to offset capital consumption (chiefly
depreciation) reflecting the gradual wearing out andlor obsolescence of capital. Thus
broadly defined, capital formation consists of outlays for all tangible goods (structures
and equipment) plus inventory accumulation of all sectors, households and governments
as well as business, and of intangible investments designed to enhance the efficiency
of the tangible factors. The intangibles comprise outlays for research and development
(R. & D.), education and training, health and safety, and mobility. Also, for the
sake of logical consistency. one may also include tangible human investment, defined
as the cost of rearing children to working age, which parallels the cost of the brick,
mortar, and machines that comprise the tangible nonhuman fixed capital. The intangi-

eProfessor economics, George Washington University, and senior research staff member. National
Bureau of Economic Research.
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bles are generally embodied in the human and nonhuman capital, increasing the produc-
tivity of the physical constituents.

The importance for analysis of looking at all forms of investment is that they all
compete for the finite savings of the community; and that to promote the optimum
allocation of resources, investments in each type should be carried to the point where
the expected rate of return equals the marginal ost of funds. Even though we recognize
that human investments, In particular. are undertaken for noneconomic as well as
for economic reasons, in varying degree, it is nevertheless useful to have estimates
of all forms of investment in devising policies to influence economic growth. At least
rough allowance can be made for the nonpecuniary as well as the monetary returns
to human investment in attempting to formulate growth strategies. ,

Since the U.S. national income and product accounts do not identify, or provide
estimates for many of the categories of "total investment" as defined above. I undertook
the preparation of estimates of such investments, together with the associated capital
stocks, in a study soon to be published by the National Bureau of Economic Research.,
For this paper. I have updated the gross investment estimates, by type and sector,
through 1913. In the following section. I summarize briefly the chief findings of the
study.

GRoss INVETMENTS iN RELATIoN To ONP

In table I the ration of gross saving and investment, as conventionally defined,
to GNP is shown for selected business cycle peak years. 1929-73. The ratio of the
current dollar magnitudes has been relatively stable at around one-sixth. In constant
prices, the ratio was higher in 1929 and 1949 than in more recent years.

TABLE I.--INVESTMENT IN RELATION TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

CFoss Pivt pu e ai 2.-
nationl product forein Invett (

(1) (2)

Billions of cutet dollrs:
126 ............................................. 103.1 17.0 16.5
1948 ............................................. 257.6 47.9 1.6
1657 ............................................ 44L 71.2 16.1
1M ........................................... 749.9 12., 16.5
196 ............................................ )M l60. 9 14.3
1673 ............................................ .1,264. 20.4 16.2

Bilio of 1958 dolls:
1926 ............................................. 201.6 42.0 20.6
1948 ............................................ 323.7 6.1 19.4
157 ............................................. 45L 5 72. 3 16.0
1966 ............................................. 65S 1 111.4 16.9
IM ........................................... 725.6 10.7 " I.I
1173 ............................................ 83. 2 13. 2 16.

Sowce: wnv of Economic Analysis. U.S. Departint of Commerce.

In comparing estimates of the saving and investment concept expanded to include
nonbusiness tangible capital outlays, and intangible investments of all sectors, it is
necessary to adjust the official GNP estimates for comparability. We make no attempt
here, however, to enlarge the estimates generally to include all imputations for non-
market activities and other adjustments sometimes advocated to produce a better wel-
fare-oriented measure. Rather, we adjust the official GNP estimates only for the several
items necessary to obtain consistency with the expanded investment estimates. As shown
in table 2, these ccomprise the impted rentals on nonbusiness capital stocks, invest-
ments charged to current expense by business, and imputed compensation of students
and the frictionally unemployed which is included as part of human investment. It
will be observed that the adjustments to GNP rose gradually from 24 percent in
1929 and 27 percent in 1948, to around 34 percent in 1969 and 35% percent in
1973. In constant prices, the upward trend was less marked, and levelled out at around
32 percent in both 1969 and 1973.

John W. Kendrick. The Formation and Stocks of Total Capital (New York: National Bureau or
Economic Research. in press). This volume and the subsequent research by the author at NBER have
been supported by grants from the National Science Foundation.
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TABLE 2.--ADJUSTMENTS OF COMMERCE DEPARTMENT ESTIMATES OF GNP FOR CONSISTENCY WITH TOTAL
INVESTMENT AND CAPITAL ESTIMATES

tin billion of dollarsl

11169 197)

C0r1e4t dollars:
GNP. commerce oc..... .'929.1 1294.9

Plas:
Personal sector imputations:

Student Compensati ............ 92.3 148.1
Fnlsoinal unemployment ............... .............. 16.0 24.1
Rentals on hosehold capital ........ ........... 00.1 138.5
Rentals on institutional capital ............. 5.7 8.5

Susiless: lvestments charged t0 current account:
langilhd. ........ 2.3 3.3In ib. 3S.4 4S.6CoGeal l~ernments: Imputed rentals on puolic capital ............... 67.0 93.2

Equals: Adjusted GNP . ................................ I.21. ,54 3
Ratio to Commerce GNP........ ......... 1.343 1.35S

Constant 19A3 dollars:
Commerce GNP....24.7
Adjusted GNP............................ .72 32

Ratio ............................................. 1.321 1.316

The Commerce Department estu.nale of GN P for 19%9 was sUbsequently revised si, htly upward from the number shows
here wtoch is constant with the adjusted ONP series for the per1d 19Z9 69 preseh-ed in John W. Kendreck, "The Iof.
maon and Stocks of Total Capital. (ew York: National Bureau of Economic Research, forthcoming 1976.)

Even in relation to a significantly larger GNP. as adjusted, total gross investment
was a much larger proportion that conventional investment-around halt by the latter
19600s. as compared with one-sixth by the conventional measures. And even though
adjusted GNP rose somewhat relative to the official numbers, the ratio of total gross
investment to adjusted GNP rose significantly between 1948 and the latter 1960's.
The proportion in 1948 (as in 1929) was close to 43 percent; by 1966 it reached
50.5 percent. Significantly. the ratio receded thereafter to 49.5 percent in 1969 and
48.5 percent in 1973. (See table 3.)

The ratios of total net investment to NNP were only about half the gross ratios
in 1929 and 1948. but thereafter showed an even sharper relative increase-from
21.4 in 1948 to 29.7 in 1969. (We have not extended these estimates to 1973.)
In constant prices, the rise in the total investment proportion was somewhat less marked.
since the implicit price deflators for gross investment rose more than those for adjusted
GNP. On the real basis, the proportion increased from 44. percent in 1948 to 49%
percent in 1966. and leveled out thereafter, according to our preliminary estimates.*
As noted below, the leveling out in the real investment ratio, and drop in the current
dollar ratio, was associated with a deceleration In the rate of growth in total capital
after 1966. which was one factor in the subsequent slowdown in growth of real product
and productivity.

COMPOSITION OF INVlIST1MSNT sy Type (TR.E 3)
All of the increase in the ratio of gross investment to adjusted GNP was due to

the relative increase of intangible investments from about 12percent to 21 percent
in 1973. The increase was steady, with exception of the last subperiod, when the
intangible investment ratio dropped slightly. The tangible, nonhuman investment ratio
showed no pronounced trend, accounting for a bit over 23 percent of adjusted GNP
in 1929, 1948 and 1973. Tangible human investments in rearing, after dropping from
7.7 percent in 1929 to about 3% percent in the mid 1940's, rose relatively to over
6 percent in the latter 1950's. Since then a steady relative decline, reflecting the
declining birth rate brought the ratio down to 4.3 in 1973. Presumably, the decline
is continuing, releasing funds for other types of investment as well as for consumption
(since rearing costs not only reduce family savings, but also have an abstinence effect).

SSee Kendrick. ibid., Table 3-3.
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TABLE 3.-TOTAL G*O5 INVESTMENT. BY TYPE US. DOMESTIC ECONOMY
Ito Wis of doilan amd peorcitas; sdeold woi

tntaftible smietE luah id in

Ga d aid nd Tanstotal ToW trauwnI safety Mobiliy R. & 0. tota1

SiNbis of current
dolliis:

19 9 .... ......... ',5.0 15.7 I1.03943~ . 3..4.630 1 0.3 39.2I" ....... ... I3.9 45.0 31,0 6.6 2.4 94.9295 3 ............... 2??.0 92.1 61.4 10.6 10.6 10.3 119.21966 495.1 19&1I 131.4 21.4 11.0 2.3 917 71969 .. . . 611.1 267.8 192.4 z?. 9 21.3 26.2 344.01973.. bI. 0 369.6 262.6 4.9 31 0 30.1 431.4Portent distaibution oftotal tro$$ Investmlt:
.43.1 21.5 20+0 3:! 4 6 .5 71:519 48 .. ..... . n 42 .7 2. 1 I 2 .0 3. 7 4 + 7 I. 6 6 . 9!

191.............' ,4.6 34.0 22.5 4.0 3.8 3.8 (4.01966 ............. ,W.S 40.0 27.1 4.3 3.4 4.S 60.029 .............. 49.0 43, 31.5 .6 .S 4 46.21973 .............. . ' 48.5 43.4 30.9 5.4 3.6 3: 6.6

IPrmt of adiusled GNP.

Within the intangible cale )ry the sharpest proportionate increase was in R. &
D. outlay% up to the mid.I190ns, but then the ratio to adjusted GNP dropped from2..3 percent in 1966 to 1.7 percent in 197.1. This decline has been cited as oneexplanation for the productivity lowdon (and has prompted proposals for a R. &
D. tax credit).

Outlays for education and training the largest type or intangible investment grewsteadily from less than 9 percent of adjusted (;NP in 1929 to more than 15 percent
in 1969. but then declined a hit between 1969 and 1973. Health and sarely outlaysrose relatively over the entire period, from 1.5 percent in 1929 to 2.6 percent in
1973. Mobility outlays did not quite keep pace with GNP sagging from 2.0 percent
in 1929 and 1948 to 1.8 percent in 1973.

Si( I(RAL. COMPOSITION
With regard it the sector composition of gross investment. all of the net increase

in the ratio to adjustJ GNP came in the public sector. The Government investment
ratio peaked in 1953 at 11.5 percent, however, and therafter sagged, particularly in
the 1969-73 subperiod. After 1953. both business and personal investment strengthened
sonchwat relatively, although the business investment ratio fell from a peak of 12.8
percent in 1966 to 11.8 percent in 1969. The personal investment ratio has held
quite steady at around 26% percent in the 1966-73 period, close to the 1929 ratio.Changes in the ratio of gross investment it) GNP for each sector can be better
understood by looking first at the ratio of the setoral disposable income to GNP.
and then at the proportion of that income devoted it investment. (See table 4.)
Thus, it is apparent that the increase in public investment as a proportion of GNPwas due chiefly to the relative increase in public revenues. While the government
take from (GNP more than doubled, the propomrion of public revenue channeled intoinvestment rose modestly from 44.3 percent in 1929 to 46.5 percent in 1973. Itwill also he osberved that the Government share of gross product incomee) rounded
out in the latter 1960's and the drop in the public investment ratio 1969-73 was
due to the declining government income share reinforced by a mild decline in the
ratio of public investment to revenues.
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TALE 4. --TOTAL GROSS INVESTMENT, SY DOMESTIC SECTOR, IN RELATION TO GROSS PIOPJCT AND SECTORAL
DISPOSAL INCOME

fPWNMOMes elctd Peek Yeers 1920-731

12 148 1957 III low 1978

0IfrNP . .............................. 78.8 70.4 68.5 63.0 i'.0 .,8
Inv.l0. . ....... ... .............. . 33.2 3.2 37.3 411 3. 4 I S
Inv.,GNP ............................... 26. 1 24.1 2$. ?6.4 26.5 ks. 5

DIIGNP ................................... 10.0 10.2 10.1 12.5 9.5 9.3
Inv.1l .................................... 124.4 123.3 109.5 102.4 123.9 1?0, 0
I -,GNP ................................... 12.4 12.6 11.1 2.1 11.3 11.9

Gveun.eoits:
D IGNP .................................... 10.4 11.1 20.9 24.2 231.4 iI.7
Inv O1 .................................... 44.3 28. 6 522 46.3 48.1 46.5
IsvJGNP .................................. 4.6 5.2 i. 11.2 11.3 10.1

Notes: 0I -Disposable income of easrct eq.uls I111 income earned f1em crCent prodvcb plUS tfasfers (idud-
lng taWes, is the case om gIvernmeb) GIeceived flom ole ses less transfer (and t) pamontL. Inv.-Toti ross
lamismet, both tasible end intanplie. f easc sectt. GNP-Sum of dispAl inome of each sector (incl ilng 1est-olo

ewold. nd shown he) pln the stasa dimspo tw lIno lacd produce

Conversely. the share of the personal sector in gross national product declined over
much or the period. as a result or increases in personal tax rates. But the proportion
of disposable personal income devoted to investment rose. so that the ratio or gross
investment to groms product remained relatively stable. It should be noticed, however.
that thewe tendencies were reversed after 1966. when the share of personal income
in GNP rose. but the proportion or income devoted to investment fell, resulting in
continuing stability of the invcstmcnl/GNP ratio.

Ilusines, disposable income (cash flow) was 9.3 percent of GNP in 1973. a bit
lower than the 10 percent or 1929. But the ratio gross investment to income was
128 percent, somewhat higher than in 1929. Consequently. the investment/product
ratio in 1973 was only slightly below the 1929 figure. The business share or gross
prmloiir wa, higher' in 1966 The sharp drop between 1966 and 1969 was partially
offset by a significant rise in the investment/income ratio, but declining relative income
was nevertheless responsible for a percentage point drop in the ratio of gross business
investment to GNP.

Although business was a net borrower throughout the period, usually investing about
one-quarter more than its internally generated funds, even in good years, the other
two domestic sectors were net savers. Saving exceeded investment, as defined here.
by more than 2 percent of disposable income, on average. in the personal sector.
and by an average of over 3 percent in the public sector. It will be remembered
that in our study we sharply separate current and capital accounts, so that saving
represents the difference between a sector's disposable income (including imputations)
and its current outlays. In this view, whereas the public sector has generally been
a borrower, tin net balance, the borrowing has been less than public investment in
most years. indicating net saving tin current account.

Before leaving the topic of investments, the importance of sectoral-shifts should
he pointed up. Thus, given the often-overlooked fact that governments invest a higher
proportion of their disposable incomes than persons, the relative shift of gross income
and product from persons to governments between 1929 and 1966 contributed to
the rising national total saving-investment ratio. It also contributed to the faster increase
in intangible than in tangible investment, since a much hiher proportion of public
than of private sector investment is devoted to intangible outlays than enhance produc.
live efficiency. Since 1966. however, the reverse shift of income back to the personal
sector played a role in the declining national saving-investment ratio, accentuated by
a reduction in the investment/income ratio of persons. The relative decline in total

ross investment alsa reflected a drop in the business income/product ratio, particularly
between 1966 and 1969. Since business has the highest investment/income ratio (greater

than unity). it is obvious that diversion of disposable income from business tends
it reduce the national investment ratio.

(iSS CAPitAl. Siux'Ks IN RUIATION iO GNP

As a rcull if the high and rising (until 1966) rate or saving and investment, plus
ination, the current value of the total gross capital stock increased from about $1.2
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trillion in 1929 to 15.6 trillion in 1973. an average annual rate of increase or 6.0
percent. The growth rate or adjusted GNP was 6.I percent. so the capital coefficient
showed a slight net decline from 9.4 in 1929 to 8.9 in 1973. (See table S.) Conversely.
the ratio of product (income) to total capital increased on balance from 10.6 percent
in 1929 to 11.2 percent in 1973. With some adjustments to convert product to factor
income this relation can be used to calculate the rates or return on capital, which
we do in a later section. Note, however, that after leveling out 1966-69, the capital
coefficient rose, implying a declining rate of return in recent years.

TABLE $.-TOTAL U.& GROSS NATIONAL WEALTH AND PRODUCT, ELECTEDD YEARS, 1tz43
Ibodlr a~ieat Is bilm~l

Prke
deflate's

A-Absolute lOel

Adijstd GNP:
12 ......................................................... 8127 505 2?
1 ..48 ................................................. 328 77.9 421156 .... .............................................. 983 114.6 86
I1 ................................................... 1248 134.4 "17
1573 ...... 00................................... ....... 1,154 156.3 1105*

TOW CNW-
1525 ................................................. 1,203 45.4 2.64t
1548 ......................................................... 30l 7&.0 3,564
156 ........................................................ 8 518 11t5 I$;3

6 ......................................................... 10. 01 135 8010
1573 ..................................... 0.......... 1K,641 15.1383

B-Avrae annual erentage rat" of dange

Adjusted GNP:1,7t-73 ...................................................... 6, .34
1521-48 ..................................................... .5.1 2. 3
194-.66 ...................................................... 6.4. 2. 3 4.0
15-4 ..................................................... 3 4.3 3.8
196,73 ................................................... .. 5 5.1 3.6

Total GNW:
152--73 ..................................................... 6 0 s.0 2. 5
1525.48 ..................................................... 4.5 2.7 L.1
1948-66 .................................................... 6.0 2.6 3.3
166- ...................................................... .6 4.5 4.0
1961-73 ..................................................... 5.4 S.4 38

C-Ratios. GNWIGNP
Total GNWGNP:

1929 ......................................................... 9.4 .90 1o.s
1548 ......................................................... 9.2 ..8 9.4
1966 ........................................................ 87 1.03 84
1M ......................................................... 8.7 1.04 8.4
1573 ........................................................ .5 1.05 8 5

In constant prices the relative growth of product was more pronounced, since the
implicit price deflator for GNP rose by 0.3 percentage point a year less than that
for capital (which we ca!l GNW. for "gross national wealth"). As shown in table
3 the average annual rati, of growth of real GNP was 3.4 percent compared with
2.9 percent for real GNW 1929-73. This is reflected in a net decline of the real
capital coefficient from 10.5 in 1929 to 8.5 in 1973. This means that "total capital
productivity" (the inverse of the capital coefficient) rose an average annual rate of
0.5 percent. This is a measure of all the noninvcstment related forces affecting economic
growth; notably, changes in (I) values and institutions; (2) rates of utilization of
capacity; (3) actual efficiency in relation to potential efficiency with a given technology;
(4) economies of scale. (5) the degree of economic (allocalive) efficiency; and (6)
changes in the inherent quality of natural and human resources. In addition, possible
error% in the estimates of capital and product, if not ofetting. could affect the produc-
tivity estimates.

As was true of the current dollar capital coefficient, however, the real coefficient
alms leveled out between 1966 and 1969 and rose somewhat to 1973-which means
that total capital productivity dropped. This i% consistent with other evidence in produc-
tivity. Real product per man.hour. as measured by HLS (which does not take account
of nonhuman capital inputs) showed a retardation in growth after 1966. and so did
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Kendrick's total tangible factor productivity series, which takes account of tangible
nonhuman as well at human capital inputs, but not inputs of real intangible capital.3

In order to qualify rates of change in productivity, it is desirable to confine the
measures to the private domestic business economy. for which the real pi.-duct and
capital measures are independent. (In the nonbusiness sectors, we impute a rental
value to the capital stocks and add it to labor compensation to estimate income
and product originating.)

In table 6, line 6, it can be seen that the rate or growth of tangible capital (human
and nonhuman) productivity, which was 1.7 percent a year 1948-66, slowed to 0.2
percent 1966-1973. (These numbers are lower than the usual measures of total tangible
factor productivity, which adjust human capital to reflect changes in average hours
worked.)

TABLE 6.-MAJOR COMPONENTS OF US. ECONOMIC GROWTH

Ifrivate domestic business economy. overact annual pe1centage rates of chanel

1948-66 1966-73

1- Real adjusted gross product ................................................... 4. 1 3.$2. Real gross capital stock-otal ................................................... 3.1 4.1
3. 1antgble capital .............. 2.4 3.3
4. lntangble capital .......... 4.1 5.2
5. Ratio: real lotal capital over real tangi, capital (2-3) .............................. 1 .8
6. Ta.ogible capital productivit (1-3)........... .......................... 1. .2
7. Total capital productivity (-2) ................................................ 1.0 6

Presumably, a major element helping to explain changes in tangible capital productivi-
ty has been the growth of intangible capital per unit of tangible capital, since the
intangibles are designed to increase the quality and efficiency of the human and nonhu-
man tangible factors in which they are embodied. Line 3 shows the relative growth
of intangible capital, weighted to give effect to its smaller share of the total capital
stock than that of the tangibles. In the period 1949-66 the relative weighted growth
of intangibles accounted for 0.7 percentage point, or over 40 percent, of the 1.7
percent increase in tangible capital productivity. Total capital productivity (the relation-
ship of real product to total capital, intangible as well as tangible) grew at an average
rate of 1.0 percent a year. This reflects the net effect of the half dozen major noninvest-
ment forces noted earlier.

The contrast of the 1966-73 period is startling. Even though intangible capital grew
even faster relative to tangible capital than in the 1948-66 period, its 0.8 percent
a year weighted relative increase was associated with only a 0.2 percent a year increase
in tangible capital productivity, and thus with a 0.6 percent annual decline in total
capital productivity!

The marked deceleration in productivity. based on this and other measures, appears
to be due to a number of factors. The slower rate of growth after 1966 meant fewer
opportunities for economies of scale, of course. The bulge in labor force growth after
1965 reduced the average experience of workers, and slowed the growth of real product
per worker for the time being since compensation and value added of young workers
are below average.

The rate of utilization of the labor force was lower in 1973 than in 1966 (4.9
percent unemployment vs. 3.5 percent); yet there were capacity bottlenecks in many

basic industries, e.g., steel, aluminum, paper, and petroleum. This suggests that there
had been inadequate business tangible investment in the several earlier years. and
possibly some misallocation of investment. The inadequate amount, in view of the
rapid growth of thc labor force, was related to a declining net rate of return on
investment, expecially when adjustments to profits are made for revaluation of book
deprecation charges to replacement cost. The declining rate of return reflects the
use of macroeconomic policies to combat the accelerating inflation which, on balance,
held increases in the price level below increases in unit costs. Some misallocation
of investment probably resulted from the wage and price control programs from August
1971 to April 1974.

Further. the increasing amounts of investment required for environmental protection
and occupational health and safety reduced the proportion available for direct produc-
tive purposes. Since the benefits of these programs are not reflected in real product
but the investments are reflected in the real capital measures, the programs tend
to reduce increases in productivity as measured.

3 See John W. Kendrick, Postwar Pruductivity Trends in the United States. 1948-1969 (New York:
National Bureau of Economic Research. 1973).
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It also seems probable that the relative decline or R. & D. investments. and the
leveling out or the relative R. & D. stock (see below) tended to slow down productivity
advance, since R. & D. is the fountainhead of scientific and technological advance.

Finally, there wcre various negative social tendencies, particularly in the latter 1960's.
which probably reduced productivity growth. Examples arc increasing drug use and
crime, increased anti-establishment and the antibusiness sentiment, and a possible
loosening of the work ethic. The development or social indicators has not yet reached
the point of permitting the quantification of the economic impacts.sif these and other
social developments.

COMPIOSI1ION (F GRO S WLAIA.H

Just as intangible investments rose as a proportion of total investments up until
the latter 1960 s. so have intangible capital stocks increased as a prop tion or total
wealth-from about 23 percent in 1929 to almost 40 percent in 1973. (See table
7.) Out it is apparent that the relative growth or intangible capital has been decelerating
since 1966. This importantly reflects the leveling out of the ratio of R. & D. stocks
to total capital after 1966 following on the most rapid relative growth of any Form
of capital. But the relative growth of both educational and health capital. which had
exceeded 50 percent between 1929 and 1966 also slowed down. Yet their proportions
of the total continued to expand slowly, as did that of mobility costs, which had
dropped somewhat prior to the mid.I960s.

TABLE 7.-COMPOSITION Of TOTAL CAOSS DOMESTIC WEALTH
Ily type and by 9Ws; lectad ysas

Tassihe " a-it IUntangMe capital
Nonhumn

Yw Total Human Nonhuman Tota Human (R. & 0.)

A. Percetep disUibuon by majcr
type:

92 ........................... 76. 24.5 52.3 3.2 23.6 0. z
........................... 73.0 21.3 51.7 27.0 64 0.6
.......................... .61.9 1&i1 50.8 31. 27 1.4

1956 .......................... 3.2 16.3 469 358 34.3 2.
199 ........................... 61.5 15.2 46.2 35.5 359 2.
1 ...................... 60.2 15.1 45.1 39.5 37.2 2.1

Addendum:
net foreip

claims as
Year Persona Besiness Govenments cow

B. Percentap distribution, by major sectors:
192 ........................................... 5.0 30.6 11.4 1.4
1948 ........................................ 6.2 22.4 21.4 1.3
1957 ......................................... 55. 22.6 21.4 .9
1966 ........................................... 5.4 21.9 22.7 .
19o ........................................... 54.9 21.6 23.5 .
1973 ........................................... 55.5 21.3 23.2 .4

With respect to tangible capital, human tangile. while risin; absolutely as the
adult population grew. had declined relatively until the latter 1960"s when the proper.
tion le.eled off a% a result or the bulge in labor fox gi.tiAlh. No-nhuman capital
grew less rapidly than the total throughout the period. due particularly to the relative
decline of land and other natural res)urces. Machinery. equipment. and nonbusiness
durable% were the only type of langibles whose ratio to total capital expanded.

When the various% types of capital arc recombined inhuman and nonhuman categories.
it is %cen that the human share rose steadily from 47 percent in 1929 to almost
52 percent in 1973. The relative growth of human'-intangibles more than offset
the relative decline of tangible human capital. The recombination or capital types
into human and nonhuman groupings is. helpful in computing rates of return, which
we disc'u. in the next section.
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With regard to the sectoral composition of capital (see panel B of table 7). it
is apparent that the share of general governments more than doubled over the 40.
year penod 1929-69. before receding slightly 1969-73. The relative growth of public
wealthwasprimarily at the expense of the relative share of business, which declined
steadily, an to a lesser extent at the expense of the personal sector. But the personal
sector share did grow somewhat 1969-T3. while the business sector share continued
to recede. Note also that net foreign claims (including monetary metals), despite a
substantial absolute growth, declined in importance relative to domestic wealth
throughourthc period.

RAILS o" R|uumN oN ToTAL. CAIAL
Rates of return can be conmputed by dividing factor compensation. gross or net

of depreciation, by the value of gros or net total capital stocks. In addition to overall
rates of return, returns on human and nonhuman capital may he calculated separately
by splitting national income between labor and property compensation and dividing
by the tcorresponding wealth estimates.

As shown in table 8 ross and net rates of return on total capital exhibit similar
levels and movements. On a net basis, the 10.0 percent return in 1973 was virtually
the ,ame as it was in 1929. on the eve of the Great Depression. Returns during
the early postwar period were significantly higher, reflecting the capital shortages carrie
over from the depression and World War II, in conjunction with generally high levels
of aggregate demand. Rates of return in 1957 and 1966 were below the 1941-33
levels, reflecting more ample capital supply. but still well above the 1973 rate. The
1960 rate was lower than 1957. reflecting the incomplete recovery from the 193
contraction; and the 1969 rate was lower than the 1966 gate,. rejecting the restrictive
monetary and fiwal policies ado.p.ted to combat inflation. Rates of return in 1973
were still lower, due ito the net effect of wage and price controls as well as continued
restrFictive macroeconomic policies.*

TABLE &--RATES OF RETURN ON TOTAL CAPITAL STOCKS EMPLOYEO-D.S. PRIVATE
DOMESTIC BUSINESS ECONOMY

Jim permaa stlwtd peak yswsl

Totl Huana Nahuam

A. Cross rat"s of rtl:
192 ......................................................... 10.2 11.7 9.2
Is" ......................................................... 12.1 12.2 12.0
15 ......................................................... 12.1 13.5 10.
1%17 ....................................................... 11.4 12.7 10.1
190 ......................................................... 10.0 12.3 9.7
196 ......................................................... 11.8 12.2 11.4
1** ......................................................... 10.$ 11.7 9.9
191 ............3'.......................................... . 10.4 10.g 10.1

a. hot late$ of return:
1929.................................................. 10.0 10.1 10.0
198 ......................................................... 13.4 12.6 14.2
19S3.................................................. 1&.1 14.8 11.4
1957.................................................. 11.6 13.4 9.9
1960.................................................. 11.0 1?. 9 9.2
1966.................................................. 11.4 12.8 10.7
I9 ......................................................... 10.6 12.2 8.9
1913' ....................................................... 10.0 11.2 LI

I Pmky.

Some analysts prefer to look at gross rate% of return, which do not require a necessari-
IK' %omchwat arbitrary division (tf gross income between depreciation and profit. But
She gross rates tell much in the %ame story, except that they were fraotionaly higher
in the boundary years than the net rates, and did not rise as much in the 1947-53
period.

The two sets of rates diverge somewhat with respect to human and nonhuman
returns however, On a net basis, the rates of return on the two types of capital
were almot the same in- 1929. hut by .1953 the human return significantly exceeded
the rate of rettirn on nonhuman capital. Although both trended downwards after 1933
cxccpt fair the 1960-66 improvement, human capital continued to enjoy a higher rate

A
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of return than the nonhuman. But between 1969 and 1973. the decline in the return
on human capital was much sharper than that on property.

On a gross basis, the rate of return on human capital started out in 1929 significatnly
higher than that on nonhuman. Thereafter, the pattern was similar to that for the
net rates, except that by 1973 the differential between the two sets of rates had
narrowed substantially. In fact, between 1969 and 1973 while the gross rate of return
on human capital dropped markedly, that on nonhuman capital rose slightly. This
buoyancy apparently reflected the shortages of business productive capacity, despite
the downward pressures on overall rates of return on capital as a whole.

CONCLLDIN (OMMbNTS

In order to promote the resumption of economic progress (defined as increasing
real income per capita), which most Americans seem to want, the material in this
paper strongly suggests that an acceleration in the rate of capital formation is not
required so much as an acceleration or productivity advance. Here. we are not referring
just io the cyclical recovery of productivity which is currently underway and will
extend well into 1976. Rather we are referring io an acceleration of the trend-rate
ofproductivity advance, at least back to the 19411-66 rate.

Of course it would be helpful at least to halt and possibly to reverse the drop
in the national total- saving-investment ratio which began in 1966 after two decades
of advance. But the rate of growth in real total capitalstocks accelerated to a record
rate between 1966 and 1969, and decelerated only modestly 1969-73. The problem
is that the rate of increase in real product lagged, indicating a drop in total capital
productivity. compared with significant advances 1948-66. This suggests, in turn, that
a major attack on the problem must come through some reallocations of investment
and capital, in order to increase capital productivity.

In my view the most important policy objective which would both reverse the
downward trend in the %avinc-investment ratio and improve the allocation and produce.
tivity of capital would be to increase the disposable (after tax) income of the business
sector as a percentage of GNP. reversing the decline which began in 1966. Since
the business sector consistently plows back all of its gross disposable income, and
more. into investments, an increase in its relative income would obviously tend to
increase the national saving-investment rate. The shortages of capacity encountered
in 1973. the eventual capacity requirements of the current expansion, the continuing
prc.u#, rast cost-reducing innovations, the further capital requirements of social pro.
grams (EPA and OSHA in particular) and domestic energy programs all point to
the desirability of a faster relative increase in business investment.

One way to accomplish this objective would be the pursuit of monetary and fiscal
policies during this economic expansion that would permit the restoration of higher
rates of return than were permitted by the restrictive, anti-inflationary policies followed
in the recoveries of 1967-69 and 1970-73. Possibly the adoption of a stronger incomes
policy would be called for later in this expansion as an alternative to a profit squeeze
leading to contraction

An alternative or supplement to the above policy would be a reduction in business
income taxes. This could take one or more of several forms: An increase in the
investment tax credit; a decrease in corporation income tax rates; further reduction
of elimination of the double taxation of dividends; recognition of "inflation accounting,"
particularly the restatement of depreciation charges from historic book costs to current
replacement co s, in calculation of business income subject to tax; and possibly the
institution of a R. & D. tax credit of 10 to 20 percent, or possibly a larger credit
on incremental R. & D.

The last proposal, although a new one, seems particularly appropriate at this time
io reverse the relative decline on R. & D. investment. Studies by Terleckyj, Griliches.
Mansfield and others all indicate a high productivity effect and rate of return on
R & n ,ssillays, particularly those designed to improve producers' goods and processes.
In my view. a most important element in raising the productivity trend is a renewed
relative growth in the stock of knowledge and know-how resulting from R. & D.
emobodied in men and machines.

This brings us to the public eclor. There. too. I believe that a stronger and steadier
expansion of expenditures to support R. & D. is desirable. It will also aid in maintaining
and possibly increasing the national saving-investment ratio if the public sector continues
its relatively high ratio of investment to disposable income. As io allocation of invest.
ments among the alternative types discussed in this study, and among specific projects,
more work is needed io refine cost-benefit and prospective rate-of-return estimates.
and to regularife capital budgeting.
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Generalized social and private rate-of-return studies would also help in guiding per.
sonal sector investment decisions. For example. recent studies indicate a shar drop
in rates of return to investing in higher education between 1969 and 1975. As a
result, the fraction of young men choosing college has declined. Our numbers also
suggest that the incremental returns to human investment (predominantly education)
had dropped faster than the incremental rate of return on nonhuman investment
1969-73, but we did not include rate-of-return estimates by category of investment,
by sector. Support for development of more such estimates could have a big payoff
in making possible more rational investment decisions, and a more efficient capital
mix.

As far as the personal sector is concerned, it is significant that the ratio of investment
to disposable income has dropped from the peak rate reached in 1966. In part, this
may reflect a decline in expenditures for rearing children as a fraction of DPI. But
it does indicate that the potential for higher saving and direct investment is there.
Investment in self and in one's family could be stimulated by more generous deductions
in the personal income tax for outlays for education, training, medical purposes, and
mobility. Recommendations for liberalization should not be made, however, unless
studies indicate a sufficietly high social rate of return on such expenditures.

In conclusion I must note that my observations on possible tax policies to promote
capital formation stem from my personal interpretations of the material presented
here.plus my general reading of recent economic history.* Others may well come
to different conclusions. But regardless of differences among analysts, the broader
view provided by the new total investment and capital estimates should help in clarifying
the issues and reaching a sounder policy consensus.

Senator BENTSEN. I am going to ask you gentlemen to please limit
your prepared remarks to 10 minutes each. We will -ake the full
statements in the record, and hopefully we will have some of these
other Senators appear, and then we will let them proceed on questions.

Dr. Kendrick, will you proceed?

A PANEL OF ECONOMISTS CONSISTING OF: CHARLS E. WALKER,
CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION;
MICHAEL EVANS, PRESIDENT, CHASE ECONOMETRICS, INC.;
ROGER E. BRINNER, SENIOR ECONOMIST, DATA RESOURCES,
INC.; JOHN W. KENDRICK, PROFESSOR, GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
Professor KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman. in the 10 minutes I have, I

want to do three things: First. to review trends in capital formation
and investment, and second, to comment on the capital requirements
for the last half of the decade of the '70s, with particular reference
to the Council of Economic Advisors' projection, and third, to express
my views regarding possible incentives to stimulate capital formation.

On the trends, based on the official national income accounts, gross
private domestic investment has maintained a fairly stable ratio to
GNP in good years of around one-sixth, and fixed business investment
of a bit over 10 percent. The ratio has dropped cyclically, of course,
from 1973 to 1975.

For purposes of analyzing economic growth, it is necessary to define
investment more broadly than the Commerce Department and include
all outlays that add to or replace income and output-producing capaci-
ty for future periods.

Sece Richard R. Freeman. "Overinvestmcnt in College Training.- The Journal of Human
Resources. X-3. 1975.

SAfter having drafted this paper I was interested to find much the same viewpoint ably expressed
by Albert T. Sommers. "Social Goals and Economic Growth-The Policy Problem in Capital Forma.
tion." The Conference Board Record. December 1975.
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Some define total investment as including tangible capital formation
of the household and government sectors as well as that of business,
plus intangible investments of all sectors. This means research and
development, education and training, health, safety, and mobility out-
lays.

In a recent study for the National Bureau of Economic Research,
which was summarized in this paper presented by the Joint Economic
Committee that Senator Bentsen just referred to, I have developed
estimates of U.S. total investment, and the associated stocks of capital
in the private sector.

These estimates show on the table, and ir you have this print in
front of you, you might look at table 3, and you will notice on
the left-hand column at the bottom that the ratio of total investment
to GNP rose from 43 percent in 1948 to 50.5 percent of GNP in
1966, thereafter dropping back to 49 percent in 1969 and 48.5 per-
cent in 1973. In other words, it dropped 3 percentage points in
total investment over the last 9 years or so.

The increases from 1948 to 1966 came in the intangible investment
category entirely, R&D and education and training, and so forth,
which rose from about 12 percent to 21 percent of the adjusted
GNP. These increases were concentrated in the public sector, which
had gotten an increasing share of GNP largely at the expense of
the personal sector and also there was an increase in the proportion
of the revenues devoted by government to investment objectives.

I do not think we relaize that government spending really consists
almost 50 percent of investment-type outlays, equipment, health, edu-
cation and so forth.

Now an analysis of the decline in the total of the savinginvestment
ratio after 1966 is instructive as we look ahead to w a we can
do to stimulate capital formation. The important point to note with
regard to the drop of 3 percentage points in investment is that this
was due in part to intersectoral shifts of disposable income away
from business, which has the highest ratio of investment to income,
that is, business invests more than 100 percent of its cash flow, and
here, if you look at the committee print, table 4, on page 5, you
note that in 1973, business was spending 28 percent more than its
retained earnings and depreciation charge. So business does invest
more than any other sector of its disposable income.

But its disposable income dropped from 12.5 percent of GNP to
less than 9.5 percent from 1966 to 1973.

Also, there was a shift away from government, which also invests
more than the personal sector and the personal sector gained from
63 percent of GNP up to about 69 percent of GNP, and this shift
was compounded by the fact that persons began investing less of
their disposable income over this period, from 1966 to 1973.

Now, in my view, the drop in the business sector share of GNP
was largely the result of macro-economic policies designed to combat
inflation after 1966, which prevented prices from rising as fast as
unit costs during the booms of 1969 and 1973-1974.

Further the wage and price controls of 1971 to 1974 also tended
to hold down profit and to distort profit and investment patterns
which aggravated the capacity shortages of basic industries that we
well remember from 1972 to 1973.
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Now, another highly significant recent trend which is often over-
looked, although I see Michael Evans makes a good deal of it in
his testimony, and rightly so, -has been the marked slowdown in
productivity and, first of all I refer to capital productivity, since this
slow-down has been even more pronounced than the slowdown in
labor productivity.

The average rate increase per unit of tangible stock in the economy
dropped to .3 of a percent from 1966 to 1973. 1 might say that
the point the Senator referred to about the drop in total capital
productivity is shown in the committee print on page 8, if you take
account of all capital including the intangible capital resulting from
education, R&D, and so forth, and embodied in human beings. We
find there was an actual decline in total capital productivity after
1966 of between .5 percent and I percent a year.

Now, the drop in capital, purely tangible capital productivity was
not due to a deepening of capital per worker. Indeed, due to the
accelerated growth of the labor force and employment after 1966,
real capital stocks per person engaged slowed from 2.3 percent growth
rate up to 1966 down to 1.8 percent after 1966, and I think this
was one element in the slowdown in labor productivity, as measured
by real gross product per worker. This slowed from 3.2 percent growth
per annum up to 1966, down to 1.8 percent from 1966 to 1973,
and as we know, productivity dropped in 1974, although it is coming
back somewhat with the recovery in 1975.

I believe that the increase in capital formation required for environ-
mental protection, occupational health and safety, and other social
programs was undoubtedly a factor in the slowdown in the growth
of real product in relation to real capital, but I believe the more
important factor must have been a slowing-down in the rate of
cost-reducing innovations.

I do not agree with the overly dramatic phrasing of the title in
an article in Business Week of February 16, 1976, "The Breakdown
of U.S. Innovation," on the front of this Business Week. They say"the breakdown of U.S. innovation." That is overstating it. We know
the journalists like to be overly dramatic, but there was a slow-down
in innovation, reflected in productivity, which I think was due to
several things.

In the first place, R&D expenditures have declined markedly as
a percentage of GNP from 3 percent down to 2 percent since the
1960s, and this means a drop in business R&D and much more
so in government-financed R&D. This has slowed the rate of increase
of inventions and thus the potential innovations actually undertaken
by business.

The main eoint in this article is that businessmen are less willing
now to take risks. After all the shocks .of the last half-dozen years
with the roller-coaster commodity price inflation, with price controls,

, with the OPEC cartel action, all of these shocks have tended to
increase the risk premium that businessmen wish on new investments,
and this point was made very ably, I think, by Alan Greenspan in
this year's report of the Council. The risk premium has gone up,
affecting the business demands for innovation and risk-taking.

The CEA in' its recent annual report, looking ahead now to the
rest of the decade, they infer from a BEA study-that is the Coin-
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merce Bureau of Economic Analysis, that the ratio of business fixed-
investment to GNP would need to be 1.5 to 2 percentage points
higher in the latter hair or this decade than it was In the first hair
in order to achieve a full employment or real GNP in 1980, plus
meeting the capital requirements of the 1970 and 1972 pollution
controllaw, and also the greater energy independence goals.

My chief criticism of the BEA study is that the projected capital
requirements may be a bit on the high side since a net increase
in the capital- coefficient was projected based on the trends of the
period 1963 to 1970.

But as I noted earlier, there were net declines in capital coefficients,
whicb is the inverse of capital productivity, in the prior 15 years,
and I believe that appropriate policies could result in somewhat lower
rather than higher capital coefficients in 1980 than in 1970.

But I do not want to quibble over the study of the Council and
the BEA. In general, I do agree that higher saving-investment ratios
to GNP may well be needed for several years to come in view of,
one, the continued rapid increase of the labor force and prospects
of that until the late 1970s, and two, the need to increase capital.
per-worker to maintain past trends of rising real income and product-
per-worker which most Americans seem to desire, and here let me
interpolate that I agree whileheartedly with Senator Bentsen that the
no-growth viewpoint is confined to a rather small band of ivory tower
intellectual-types.

Certainly as we look at the behavior of the American people, they
want to improve their material status, if we look at the labor unions
and the individual worker, in trying to find employment that pays
more than his previous job, and so forth. I think our aspirations
are still outrunning our realizations in the material sphere, which
does not mean we are materialistic necessarily, because the material
base is necessary for higher levels of cultural activity and so forth.

Number three, the increased necessary capital requirements are in
the environmental programs and so forth, and there is a necessity
to look at other national welfare areas. I am concerned about the
growing gap in the real national security outlays in this country and
in the Soviet Union and some certain other possible adversary coun-
tries. We may need more industrial capacity to increase our military
production unless arms limitation agreements are reached and that
is not at all certain as we look ahead.

Now, in recognizing the possibility of error in the BEA projections
with respect to capital shortages in years to come, I believe there
is less risk in adopting stimulating policies than in doing nothing.
We all know that investment has a multiplier effect on national in-
come, and we will get the faster recovery if we get more investment
in the several years ahead.

This will reduce excessive unemployment faster than would other-
wise be the case.

.. Senator BEiNTSIN. Professor Kendrick, you have gone over i0
minutes, and I think we will make that 15 minutes for each of you.

Professor KEiNDRICK. Thank you very much.
Senator BENTSIEN. We will summarize today.
Professor KENDRICK. All right.
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Another reason for stimulating investment is that there is a possibili-
ty we will run into bottlenecks as full employment is achieved, when
we go into 1979 and also capital will accelerate productivity and
the increases in real income per worker.

Also, I tiiink this will help to mitigate increases in unit costs that
typically appear in the later phase of a business cycle expansion.

Coming now to possible incentives to #et more capital formation,
I think the most important force is something that is occurring autor-
tically now, and that is the recovery in corporate profits and net
income or proprietors.

Macroeconomic policy should continue to promote this economic
recovery, back up to rates of return on investment comparable to
those earned in the mid-1960s which was a good period.

With due allowance for inflation effects, that is. Since business
typically plows back all of its cash flow on balance, and more, as
I pointed out, into capital formation, the increase of 2 or 3 percentage
points in the business cash flow share of GNP over and above the
1963 proportion should mean a similar increase in the capital forma-
tion ratio.

This objective implies a monetary policy which would continue to
hold interest rates within a moderate range, somewhat similar to what
we have had in recent months, and the fiscal policies which would
promote the reduction of the Federal Government deficit in step
with the recovery of net private borrowing to finance the growth
of private capital formation.

Finally, a full employment surplus of the Federal Government would
contribute both to a high rate of private investment and to a mitigation
of the inflationary pressures normally built up as the expansion con-
tinues.

To play it on the safe side, I believe that Congress should give
serious consideration to supplementing the forces of recovery, how-
ever, by a modest reduction of business income taxes. As I noted
in the Joint Economic print, this could take one or more of several
forms.

One, a decrease in corporate income tax rates of several percentage
points. Two, an exemption of a portion of dividends from double
taxation, more than the present $50 or $100 exclusion we now have.
Three, recognition of some form of inflation accounting, in calculation
of taxable business income. Four, a further increase in the investment
tax credit, which I understand the labor unions favor as well as busi-
ness organizations, and five, possibly an expansion of the tax credit
to apply to R. & D. outlays as well as to plant and equipment expendi-
tures.

The exemption from taxation of some portion of corporate profits
paid out in dividends has the special attraction of promoting equity
financing vis-a-vis the debt financing of capital formation. That is,
as we now know, interest is deductible as an expense, and dividend
payments are not. They are taxed as corporate profit, and then they
are taxed to the owners again as dividends. This would help to put
equity financing on the same basis as debt financing which should
improve the coporation balance sheets.

The final point that I conclude with is that the R. & D. tax
credit-and this. I think, is important to try to stimulate research
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and development which has dropped-it is the fountainhead of
technological progress, the source or product inventions and innova-
tions, and I think this drop in R. & D. in the last decade has con-
tributed importatnly to the slowdown in production. This increase
in R. & D. would increase the projects in the pipeline, some of
which would bear fruit during the current recovery, would help to
increase capital productivity, and would mean we can provide full
employment in 1980 with somewhat less tangible capita formation
than otherwise would be required.

Thank you very much.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kendrick.
Mr. Churls Walker, would you proceed, pleas?
Dr. WALKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased

to be here to speak for the American Council for Capital Formation.
I was impressed with your opening statement and I am pleased to
associate myself almost fully with Professor Kendrick's remarks. I
think the analysis that he presented, plus the recommendations that
he made are, as best as I can tell, fully consistent with our views.
This will facilitate summarization of my statement and I can yield
back quite a bit of the time that you have granted.

Mr. Chairman, the case that the American Council, supported by
about 1,600 businesses and individuals in favor of increasing capital
formation, makes for a higher rate of capital formation can be sum-
marized succinctly in six statements.

First, rapidly rising productivity provides jobs and economic growth,
helps contain inflation and enhances our competitiveness in world
markets.

Second, trends in productivity reflect mainly the skills and habits
of the workforce plus the quantity and quality of- the stock of real
capital or productive investment.

Third, changes in the quantity and quality of productive investment
reflect decisions to consume, save, and invest.

Fourth, although many factors affect such decisions, the impact
of the Nation's tax system is among the most important. I

Fifth, in this Nation, in our judgment, we overtax savings and invest-
ment and undertax consumption.

Sixth and finally, one of the most promising and feasible means
of promoting faster capital formation is, therefore, to shift the tilt
in the tax system away from excessively stimulating consumption
toward fostering savings and investment.

These six statements are by no means universally accepted; there
are some who would argue that, left alone, the capital formation
problem will take care of itself. But I submit that the views I express
are gaining widening support, both among the public and in the Con-
gress. This naturally leads to the question of why Congress has been
relatively slow in addressing the problem, a matter I shall return
to toward the end of my testimony.

I note that all the studies I am familiar with on the long-term
capital outlook agree that the demand for capital will be increasing
in the future. Then I note a point that is not seriously disputed-that
capital formation promotes growth in economic activity, and I cite
examples in this country relative to abroad.
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Then I prese t the argument that capital formation creates jobs,
and dampens inflationary pressures, and finally I turn to the six recom-
mendations of the Council.

Senator BENTSEN. What page is that on?
Dr. WALKER. On page 9 and I am going to read these and if

you gentlemen want to discuss them in the question period I will
be happy to respond.

RECOMMENDATION NO. I
We must begin to eliminate the two-tier tax on corporate profits

and tax business income only once. Whether the best approach is
to grant the individual a credit for all or part of the corporate profits
tax, permit dividends to be deductible against the corporate tax, a
combination of the two or other variations-all these approahces
deserve additional discussion and debate. The important point is that
we get started, one way or another, down this road. Most of the
major European nations have done so.

L.et me say that if we truly comprehended the benefits to our
economy I believe we would repeal completely the corporate profits
tax. I know that sounds extreme. But such a repeal, if coordinated
with strong control of Federal spending (reducing the rate of growth
in the Federal establishment) or if tied in with an increase in taxes
on consumption, would have a very favorable impact on jobs, growth,
and prices stability. And the case is strengthened by the fact that
we simply do now know who finally pays the corporate tax-except
that it is people, not corporations.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 2

Permanently extend the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) at a 12 per-
cent level, remove rescrictions relative to earnings, and make it fully
"refundable" (that is, grant it as a cash rebate to businesses which
earn nothing or too little to realize the full benefits of the credit).

Professor Kendrick is correct that the President's Labor-Manage-
ment Advisory Committee endorsed unaminously a J 2 percent incen-
tive a year ago, but there has been an attrition in that position since
then.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 3

Provide for simpler and more liberal depreciation allowances.
Depreciation allowances under the Tax Code are too small. For

example, the United States has the most restrictive depreciation al-
lowancc provisions of almost any major industrial country. -More
realistic ways to permit businesses to depreciate assets and recover
investments, particularly during these inflationary times are needed.
One approach would be to liberalize the Accelerated Depreciation

'Range by extending it from the existing 20 percent up to 40 percent
or more. Another would be to permit business to "catch up" with
inflation by permitting depreciation on a replacement rather than
original cost basis.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 4

More equitable capital gains tax rates.
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There have been a number of sound proposals which merit serious
consideration for making the capital gains tax more rational by taxing
a smaller portion of the gain the longer the asset is held. I think
much of the argument here has been missed in recent years, because
the minimum income tax which Conoress enacted in 1969 is an add-on
tax rather than an alternative tax. Thus it tends to hit right at the
capital gains sector.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 5

Provides tax incentives (or stock ownership.
A plan allowing taxpayers to defer tax payments or providing for

tax credits for income invested in common stocks up to some limit
would have a number of desirable benefits. Such a plan would en-
courage additional savings and investment in productive equity mar-
kets, thus stimulating business expansion, which in turn will provide
new jobs and greater material well-being. The program would have
the desirable socially stabilizing benefits of expanding ownership of
American enterprise to many more citizens and providing additional
motivation and reward for individual nestegg savings.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 6

Provide tax deferment for dividend reinvestment.
I have been impressed by a plan to defer tax on dividends until

the stock is sold. I think you would get a big bang for the buck.
Mr. Chairman, these six recommendations are not intended to be

exhaustive. If these recommendations are as strong as I think they
are. and as Professor Kendrick thinks, why haven't they been ac-
cepted? I am sorry to intrude on your turf, but I would like to
mention that, after 7 years of working rather closely with the Federal
tax system, there seems to me to be three very important myths
with respect to that system.

The first myth is propagated by the press and perhaps some politi-
cians-that the rich get away with murder when it comes to paying
taxes. I 'have seen the figures year after year after year the one
out of the hundred of the high income persons who pays little tax
gets the headline, the 99 percent who pay very high levels of taxes-in
fact, through the nose, do not get the attention.

According to the Brookings Institute, our average Federal income
tax rates range from 0 percent for non taxpayers (now negative for
some receiving the earned income credit) up to 10 percent in the
lowest brackets, and up to 33 to 40 percent in the higher brackets,
depending on your assumptions on the incidence of the corporate
tax. That is progressive enough for me, and I think it is progressive
enough for most Americans.

So I think we have a basically fair income tax system despite what
you read in the newspapers.

The second myth is that corporations can be taxed without hurting
people. This is nonsense. Corporations are simply legal arrangements
for doing business, and the taxes they pay are either passed forward
in the form of higher prices to consumers, or backwards to the factors
of production, including owners. That is one reason we are short
of capital formation.

People pay taxes; corporations as such do not.
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The third myth is that there are literally billions upon billions of
so-called tax loopholes or tax expenditures that, if plugged, could
result in sharp reductions in the tax bills of most Americans.

This is not so. Many of these so-called tax expenditures or
loopholes," and I prefer to call them tax preferences, zing right

in to help the low- and middle-income taxpayer. The biggest area
is homeownership and another big area is employer contributions to
pension funds. You add up this $90 billion (even though it is not
theoretically addable), $70 billion is in the individual area, and only
about $20 billion in the corporate area.

Mr. Chairman, so long as these myths prevail, I think constructive
changes in the tax laws to permit capital formation are going to
be very hard to sell politically.

To the extent we are successful in educating the public on this
problem, the task of you in Congress who perceive the real nature
of the problem as well as its solution should be that much easier.

Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Walker, as always you are interesting and

= concise, and we will wanV to ask you some questions after we let
the rest of these witnesses make their comments.

Mr. Evans, if you would, proceed, please.
Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here this morning to comment on the capital

shortage needs. My paper is long, and I will try to stay within the
allotted time by summarizing it briefly.

I believe the most critical issue facing the U.S. economy today
is the lack of growth in productivity. That explains both high inflation
and high unemployment.

Like most other people throughout the world, Americans have
become accustomed to a steadily rising standard of living. Yet this
can be accomplished only if productivity continues to rise, f)r in
the long run the difference between the percentage increase in the
aggregate wage rate and the consumer price index is equal to the
growth in productivity.

Wage increases which are not offset bv productivity gains Can be
offset only by higher prices or lower profit margins; but with average
mar gins less than 5 percent, there is not much more room to squeeze
in that direction. Thus if productivity gains are close to zero, wage
increases are inevitably translated fully into price hikes, and the infla-
tionary spiral continues to accelerate.

Furthermore, an equal percentage increase in both wages and prices
implies a reduction in the standard of living as long as the personal
income tax schedule is progressive and is based on current dollar
levels of income.
- Unlike fluctuations in the real sector, inflationary spirals do not
tend to gravitate toward an equilibrium position. Thus if we are to
reduce the rate of inflation in the long term, we must increase the
rate of growth in productivity; all the gimmicks to delay or retard
price increases, including# but certainly not limited to wage and price
controls in all their various disguises, will not increase the standard
of living one whit.

One statistic goes far in explaining the problem of inflation which
we have had during the past 10 years. For the first 20 years of
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the postwar period, namely from 1947 to 1966, output/man-hour in
the private sector increased at an annual average rate of 2.9 percent.
For the next 10-year period, 1966 to 1975, it has increased by only
1.3 percent. These figures are based on official BLS estimates which,
as we shall see below, are actually somewhat overstated for recent
years.

Even if we take into account that 1975 is a recession year and
assume that productivity growth will rebound in thus upturn just as
rast as it has in other recoveries--surely a generous assumption-we
find that the average annual increase over the 12-year period 1966
to 1977 is only 1.8 percent. And we believe that even this number
is somewhat of an overestimate.

In my prepared remarks in table I, you have tabulated the postwar
record for increases in out put per man-hour in the private sector.

Does everyone have table I? These figures show the average growth
rate has declined to 0.1 percent. While this figure is affected in
some degree by the recession, the overall trend is certainly in the
downward direction. "

It should be noted that this very low increase in productivity ex-
plains why it is possible for the real wage to have declined 4 percent
from April 1966 to April 1975.

The principal factors determining the rate of increase in productivity
are usually given as follows.

(I) Proportion or fixed business investment to gross national
product.

(2) Proportion of output devoted to spending on research and
development (R. & D.).

(3) Mix of employment: proportion of production to overhead wor-
kers.

(4) Mix of output: relative growth rates of the manufacturing and
service sectors.

(5) Training and education of the labor force.
While I believe that all of these factors have a bearing on the

rate of technological growth over the long run, the evidence given
in figures I through 3 in my handout indicates clearly that the amount
of investment spending has the greatest direct influence on productivi-
ty growth.

In figure 1 we note the slowdown in constant-dollar plant and
equipment spending which has occurred since 1966, particularly, when
we extract the estimated figures for spending to meet environmental
and safety standards. Whereas it increased by 4.6 percent per year
for the period from 1949 to 1966, it is projected to rise only 1.9
percent per year from 1966 to 1977.

The slowdown is very clearly shown in this figure, and that is
quite an astonishing decline. We can never be absolutely positive
that the slowdown in productivity after 1966 was due to the reduced
rate of growth in investment. However, additional supporting evidence
can be gathered by examining the investment and growth patterns
of the U.S. economy with those of' the other leading industrialized
countries or the world. These comparisons are provided in the next
two graphs.

In figure 2 we find almost a perfect correlation between the propor-
tion of GNP spent on fixed'investment and the growth in productivity.
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Figure 3 documents the extent to which increase in output/man-
hour in the U.S. have fallen behind growth in the rest of the world.
Even when one adjusts these for lower wage gains in this country,
the evidence explaining the weakness of the dollar seems compelling.

In figure 2, we have investment as a percentage of GNP on the
horizontal axis, and we have increases in productivity on the vertical
axis. You can see there is almost a perfect correlation, and the U.S.
wins the anchor spot, in reverse, for both of those indexes. We are
even below the U.K., a fact that surprises a number of people.

In figure 3, here again, we see that the rate of'growth in the
U.S. has indeed been substandard. No one really expects us to keep
up with Japan, but all the other industrialized countries have had
a rate of produtivity increase which is far above the U.S.

I am tempted to conclude by looking at these graphs and say
we must be doing something wrong.

There are a number of other factors which contribute to the slow-
down in productivity growth. One of these factors is the proportion
of GNP spent for R. & D. spending. In table 2, we note that the
proportion of R. & D. as a proportion of GNP has declined rather
markedly from the peaks that were reached in the mid- 1960s.

The other three factors which I listed previously in my remarks
have also contributed to the recent slowdown, although not to the
same great extent.

While environmental and safety standards in the overall rate of
growth during the last 10 years have clearly reduced the amount
of productive investment undertaken, the major factors of the slow-
down are found in the financial sector.

The major events which have occurred, all of which are interrelated,
are as follows:

( I ) Internal liquidity has been sharply reduced relative to investment
needs. These figures are shown in table IV.3.

(2) The costs of external financing in debt markets has risen sub-
stantially without a corresponding gain in the rate of return.

(3) Equity financing has all but disappeared as higher interest rates
have depressed many stock prices below book value. With the recent
increases in stock market averages we find this is still the case for
many capital-intensive companies.

(4) Bank financing, the only other alternative source of funds, has
been available only at interest rates which were-well above long-
term market rates. Furthermore, as we have already mentioned, even
this source of financing will not be available to many firms during
the next credit crunch during what we think will be the next credit
crunch in 1977 and 1978.

Now, to summarize the problems. First, decrease the corporate in-
come tax rate to 40 percent. This cut is very similar to the one
which was called for by President Ford earlier this year and was

/ quickly buried by Congress. Yet this method would not only be the
simplest but would be the most efficient, since it would not cause
firms to undertake certain types of expenditures instead of others
because of tax ramifications. This cut would add about $7 billion
to cash flow this year and about $20 billion in 1984, or about
one-third of the additional funds needed.
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It is probably worth noting, however, that in congressional hearings

this method has repeatedly been rejected in favor of more complicated
schemes, ostensibly on the grounds that other plans are specifically
designed to create jobs or spur investment, whereas the extra cor-
porate profits might not be used for any productive purpose. The
logic of such an approach is not strong enough to warrant any com-
mcnt, but since this is a popular political view, businessmen may
be well advised to push for other combinations of incentives which
would serve to increase cash flow by the needed amount.

Two, -depreciation allowances should be based on replacement
rather than historical costs. The same overall effect could undoubtedly
be accomplished by r9rthezshortening of tax lives on plant and equip
ment, yet it seems thit now is the time to face up to the problems
which are caused by inflation and the degree to which reported profits
are actually overstated. This method would not be without its
problems, since it would require an estimate of replacement costs.
However, this problem could be met in principle by using the BLS
and NIA price indexes for detailed components of plant and equip-
ment. Even if these indexes understated the true rise in prices, the
discrepancy between depreciation allowances and actual replacement
costs would be smaller than it is now by an order of magnitude.

Senator BENTSEN. You would summarize please, Mr. Evans, in the
interest of time?

Mr. EVANS. Yes.
Three, integration of the personal and corporate income tax

schedules has been discussed for many years, but the first steps have
yet to be taken in this direction.

Four, additional expansion or the investment tax credit could be
undertaken in two ways. First, the rate itself could be increased and
the restrictions with respect to the amount of deductions which can
he taken could be eased substantially. An increase from the present
effective rate of 6.5 percent to 12.0 percent would raise approximately
$4 billion. Furthermore, the tax credit should be extended to cover
a larger proportion of the investment expenditures which must be
undertaken due to environmental, safety, or consumer regulatory stan-
dards.

We are not suggesting that Congress is about to rush out and
implement these tax changes during the next session. However, I feel
the figures which we have developed here suggest that the additional
amount of national savings needed to generate $4.6 trillion of invest-
mcnt during the next decade can be obtained ir the Federal Govern-
ment is willing to redirect its share or the increased revenues back
to the corporate sector. Our estimates indicate that this job is feasible,
although they certainly do not suggest that it is without its short-
term political drawbacks.

There is a lot of material not covered here, Mr. Chairman, but
in view of your requests I will end my remarks now.

Senator BE-NTSEN. Mr. Brinner?
Dr. BRINN,.R. Thank you very much. I will try and keep myself

quite brief, so I will try to summarize my statement.
I think you will see as I present my position and as you read

my study, that I do have some slightly different perspectives than
the other three memhcrs of the panel. First or all, I think we have
a basic problem in trying to define a "capital shortage."
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Some people might mean that capital formation will be inadequate
to sustain the trend growth rate of capital and total output. I would
agree that if productivity were sustained at its historic rates the expan-
sion will be less rapid in the next 15 years than it has been in
the last 15 years, although this will be due to the slower expected
growth rate of labor.

I estimate that the 1990 full employment per capita output level
will be from 2.5 to 10 percent below what it had been if the previous
rates of output had been sustained. However, this is not necessarily
good evidence that the United States would be suffering from a capital
shortage. After all, in a free market economy where the citizens
wake the choice, there is a logical problem in claiming that there
is tot) little investment. We are basically saying that citizens are mak-
ing the wrong choices.

On the other hand, I realize we have a mixed economy and the
tax structure influences the citizens. In the statement I have prepared,
I analyze distortions in this choice pattern which has been created
by inflation: I am really not in the camp that would argue moving
toward consumption taxes rather than income taxes. I feel the equity
arguments in favor of an income tax far outweigh any modest efficacy
arguments for a consumption tax. a

A second way that people talk about capital shortages is in terms
of financial problems of the corporate sector, rising debt to equity
ratios, and so forth. DRI agrees that in the absence of new tax policies
there will be an extension of, although not an acceleration of, the
financial pressures which have been building since the mid-1960s.
For example. cash flow will continue to provide a smaller share of
capital expenditures. There has been a rebuilding of corporate balance
sheets in the recent recovery, but we are ta king about long-term
trends here.

A little-noticed element in the discussion of capital shortages is
that inflation has distorted the measurement capital income. Inflation
creates problems for measurement of capital income that do not exist
when we are labor income.

For example, during the relatively mild inflation during 1950 to
1965, the effective tax burden, on say, triple A Seasoned bonds was
not equal to the tax levied on the typical individual of 40 percent,
but closer to 60 or 70 percent.

That is because we do not allow the individual to make a deduction
to maintain the purchasing power of his wealth. We ought to be
taxing the difference between the nominal yield and inflation.

So if we did move to a system of inflation accounting for both
personal and corporate taxes, we would be changing the elect of
our tax system on the incentive to save.

(I would like to say that increasing the incentive to invest would
definitely increase savings, but unfortunately, the evidence is very
mixed on that point.)

Let me try to pursue how we might remedy the inflation distortions
of the personal income tax. It may seem that everyone would be
forced to work with a computer, but in fact that is not true. For
things such as interest on savings accounts, we would simply have
the bank calculate what the inflation adjusted return is and report
that to the individual each year. It would be very easy for the banks
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to do this, and in some references that I provide in my statement,
I have worked out the exact procedure.

Now, as for bonds, it would be easier, I think to take an alternative
but equivalent approach. That is, when the individual calculates his
gain on schedule D, simply allow the individual to write up the
purchase price of his bonds, and indeed I will suggest the same for
stocks, by the inflation that has occurred between the purchase date
and sale date of this equity instrument. I

For example, if when you purchase the bond or stock, the Consumer
Price Index sto)d at 1, and when you sold it, it .-tood at 2, then
you would double your effective purchase price before computing
the capital gain.

This would be equivalent to the proposed treatment of savings ac-
count interest. It is important to note that not just those assets which
are currently classified as capital assets should get this treatment.
This inflation imposes a tax on everyone who is saving, whether they
put their money into the stock market, bond qiarket or into savings
accounts.

Senator BIUNISEiN. You wouldn't be concerned about the great
disparities in inflation between various items?

Dr. BKINN:R. What I would use is something like the Consumer
Price Index.

Senator B1ENTSIEN. I understand, but you have great variances within.
Dr. BRINNI-R. There are variances for items within the Consumer

Price Index, but it has been shown that the aggregate indexes are
representative. Even when you compare the typical expenditures of
the wealthy versus moderate versus low-income people, the respective
price indexes do not differ tremusiduu.,ly.

The most recent episode of food inflation you might have thought
would have provided the most dramatic chance for differences, but
studies by the University of Wisconsin and other places indicated
that the CPI is a representative index for all classes. It would come
closer to measuring the real income rather than the current tax struc-
ture which ignores inflation altogether.

On the corporate level I would argue that we ought to try to
alleviate two problems. One is the bias against equity investment in
the corporate sector that exists due to the corporate profits tax.

I would propose to do this by allowing full deductibility of dividends.
Prof. Martin Fledstein, of Harvard, has estimated that using 1974
as an example, corporate profit taxes would have fallen by something
like $29 billion.

Of this $29 billion, $27 billion would have been distributed as
extra dividends, and $2 billion would have been seen as increased
retained earnings.

Now, these are equilibrium movements. They would not happen
instantaneously. but rather over a period of 3 to 5 years.

As to the question of the total loss in Federal revenue, I said
that $27 billion would go out as increased dividends that would be
taxed at the personal level.

So we gain back in $10 to $15 billion there. Therefore the net
revenue loss would be approximately $15 to $20 billion.

Given that the-dividend behavior would change gradually-over 3
to 5 years just by the fact that the corporation would not immediately

@*.1 0 - ?I -- 3
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respond by increasing dividends. I think this is a modest amount
that would help support the recovery of the economy.

A gain, at the corporate level, I would do several other things. I
would move to inflation accounting, and this would encompass several
aspects.

First, depreciation should be on an effective replacement cost, or
an approximate replacement cost basis. If you did this alone, there
would be a significant drop in corporate taxes. However, I think
since we are trying to get a better definition or income, we should
recognize that corporations with a large volume of outstanding debt
do benefit from inflation to the extent that it is easier to pay back
that debt.

That is, the real burden of that debt is decreased by inflation.
A thorough study Sidney Davidson and Roman Weil indicates that

if you took those two steps corporate income would decline, but
only by approximately 5 to 10 percent.

So we would not have a major loss there. We would have as
a better measure of income across corporations. Moreover, if you
are trying to stimulate ca ital formation ou would probably like
to suprx)rt high growth industries and WeirI and Davidson note that
this kind of inflation accounting would prove that the earnings or
high growth firms were better than their current income statements
%ay they are, compared to the slow growth, old industries. This revela-
tion should enhance thq.r ability to attract the funds they need to
sustain growth.

Given that time is short I think that it probably would be good
to close at this point and then let you pursue any or the points
I have brought up.

Senator BEN-riN. I noticed in the testimony of Dr. Kendrick that
- part of the reduction in productivity on capital investments results

from a lack of research and development.
We bad Dr. Gilpin of Princeton who testified before my Economic

Growth Subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee and he made
the same point, but he coupled it with an explanation of what he
thought some of the reasons happened to be.

Pure research was very much in vogue back in the 1950's. A lot
of corporations were doing it. A lot of corporate presidents were
dedicating substantial sums of money to pure research. The results
were not patentable and sure didn't show up in the profits per share
for the next year or the next 5 years, and a lot of those corporate
presidents were anticipating retirement in the next 5 y.-ars.

They weren't particularly interested in doing research for one of
their successors. They were interested in what their particular stock
bonus was. or the year-end cash bonus was, and in impressing the
board of directors and their shareholders.

They soon decided that it wasn't in their personal interest to spend
a lot of money on pure research, and I think that is what has hap-
pened.

I think you are seeing some very real emotional and selfish objec-
tives that are involved and that they play a part in the decision
there.

How do you *ct around that in this country of ours? We are
dropping behind in the amount of money we spend on research and
we were the ones who were making great strides.
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Dr. Gilpin, in his study for us, thought the way to get around
it was to do more in the way of pure research in the universities,
with all of that available to business, to try to utilize it for
breakthroughs.

But he couldn't figure out a way to get businesses to do more
of it, since they couldn't see a direct payoff, and yet the full
knowledge that we have to keep doing it is widely held.

Do any of you have any comments on that?
Professor K.NI)RICK. You are quite right about business not spending

very much for basic research. I think that over 90 percent of the
expenditures are for applied research and development and engineer.
ing, where the payoffs can be seen down the road.

Senator BENTSMiN. Not too far.
Professor KENI)RICK. Not too far, yes.
Senator BINTSEN. "Before I retire as company president."
Professor KEN)RI'K. Yes.
Now, I think that is one reason why the Congress in its wisdom

established the National Science Foundation and put the resources
of the Federal Government behind supporting basic research in view
of this fact that most industry research is more short term and more
applied.

think it is very important in addition with respectto what can
be done to stimulate private research. that the Federal Government
support R. & D. through the Science Foundation, through DOD,
through NASA, and so forth, that this continue to grow at a gradual
pace more or less in line with GNP, and that we not have an off-again,
on-again support for basic research which, as you remember, as we
began to phase out of Vietnam, and that was in 1969 and 1970,
led to an unemployment of scientists and engineers as many of those
defense programs of research were suddenly phased out without
anything to take their place.

/think that that is one thing, a fairly steady Government support
for the basic kind of research, as well as the research connected
with defense and other national programs.

But with regard to the fact that private research is biased toward
the applied variety, that is why I believe a case can be made for
an R. & D. tax credit, say the 10 or 12 percent that you now
have on machinery and plant investment, recognizing that there are
external situations, as the economists say, in this research in that
the community benefits and other companies benefit from the research
anid therefore I think part of the cost could be borne by Government
through this kind of a tax credit.
-That is part of the ca.e for the situationn and I think that this

credit should apply to grants made by companies to universities and
to nonprofit research organizations, which might be more in the basic
research areas.

So, I think that is part of the case for this tax credit, that we
do benefit, all or us, from the basic research and since the company
doesn't sometimes get as much benefit as is necessary to justify it
on a pure profit calculation, that the credit will help to stimulate
more of the research which is for the benefit of the whole economy.

Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Walker, Dr. Kendrick suggests a further tax
credit for research.
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There are students of the tax law who argue that when we give
these tax preferences or incentives, that we distort the dccisionmaking
process that we would normally have for'business and that we don't
really rely on the market forces than you get an artificial jiggering
of that decision.

Now, you have had substantial experience both in Government and
out. What do you say on that?

Dr. WALKI. If those people would change the word "distort" to
"affect," I would be a lot closer to them.

They seem to me to be starting from the assumption that we have
a perfect tax system as it is, one that does not affect market decisions.
This is incorrect.

In fact, the basic thrust of my testimony today had to do with
the tilt favoring consumption versus saving and investment. But, I
would go a step further. We have a mixed economy. We have an
affluent economy. We have a nation in which the people have made
it clear that in the light of our affluence they want to serve certain
goals that we couldn't serve IO) years ago when just getting enough
to cat was a problem. These goals have to do with the improvement
of the environment and things of that type.

Now, in a pure market economy where you are trying to maximize
your short-run return-I think that is a shortsighted view for a busi-
nessman, and I think he ought to maximize the long-term return
to his stockholders--

Senator BENTSEN. I agree with you, Dr. Walker, but I am not
sure that can he done.

Dr. WALKER. Yes. As the famous fellow said, "In the long run
we are all dead," and a chief executive may be retiring in 5 years,
so his view is not going to be so long run. That's why short-run
profit maximization is often the goal.

We want to serve these public ends, and if we want to do it
through Government there seems to me to be basically two ways
to approach it.

You can try to do it through the route of direct subsidization
and this is very popular among many academic economists.

They would say, "Why have a tax preference such as the investment
tax credit. We could use the same amount as a Federal appropriation
aimed basically at the same purpose."

My objection to this is at least twofold: First of all, when you
start setting up direct subsidy programs, you have got to select people
to run them who make decisions as to project versus project and
person versus person. I don't like the "rule of men" as contrasted
with the "rule of law,"

In other words, you would have to have a bureaucracy of some
sort.

Senator BENTSEN. Don't say "as you would have." I was quoting
someone else.

Dr. WAI.KER. I was using "you" in a generic sense, Senator.
Senator BENTSZ-N. All right.
Dr. WALKER. I think we have gone too far down that road relying

on bureaucracy and the "rule of men."
If you take the tax preference or subsidy approach if the public

wants to subsidize certain types of activity, then giving a -tax credit
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for that purpose does not in my judgment distort the basic precepts
or the market economy. The businessman will then make the decision
on the basis of having ground in the tax effect on the after-tax profit.

I think a carefully conceived tax preference or tax subsidy approach
is generally far superior to the direct subsidy approach.

The disadvantage is, you get them in the law and they are liable
to stay there for a longer period than needed, I would therefore
accompany tax subsidy or preference in the law with, at the least,
an automatic review on a periodic basis.

When I was a Treasury official, we recommended three new sub-
sidies adopted in 1969. One had to do with investment in antipollution
equipment; one had to do with rehabilitation of slum property; and
I think the third had to do with railroad rolling stock-those three
preferences were put in the Tax Reform Act of 1969. But they expired
in 5 years.

Something proved such as the Investment Tax Credit needs little
review. But now preferences, if not for limited periods need periodic
review by Congress.

This approach is definitely not inconsistent with a market economy.
Soundly conceived tax legislation can abet social goals without

distorting the private decisionmaking process.
Senator BiNTSEN. Let me ask one other question. because I have

been sympathetic to the idea that you ought to be able to use effective
replacement costs in your depreciation schedules, because that is more
realistic, but I would like someone to address themselves to the practi-
calities of the determination of replacement costs, the mechanics of
that, as compared to just the accounting entry oF what actual costs
are, which is a very easy thing.

How do you keep from having a continual wrangle with IRS in
that situation?

Dr. BRINNIER. Some of the groups that have looked at that have
come to the same conclusion you just reached, that an exact replace-
ment cost approach would be- impossible to audit and would hence
lead to litigation and what they suggest in its place is to use an
aggregate or average index such as t e GNP deflator or the durable
equipment deflator-something that measures roughly the movements
in the price of new equipment.

Again, like the discussion we had earlier with respect to the Con:
summer Price Index, this would not be an exact figure, but it would
be better than assuming zero inflation.

Senator II-NTSI:N. Is there any further comment on that?
Professor KI-NIRICK. I know that Mr. George Tuborg is a student

of that view, that rather than try to price out the exact structures
of the exact equipment that rifle company is depreciating, that an
overall index, such as the depletion for structures and equipment
of the GNP would greatly reduce any controversy and in effect stylize
the whole computation.

Senator BIENTSIN. Mr. Evans and Dr. Brinner, you have recently
made some projections concerning the Federal budget which are
disputed by the administration.

Do you have any comments and rebuttal? You have had substantial
variance from what the administration has said.
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Mr. EVANS. Yes. The official budget and estimate for 1977 of $395
billion, our best estimate is that it will be about $30 billion higher
than that.

Half of that approximately is due to the fact that we are predicting
a higher rate of inflation and higher interest rates, and therefore,
everything will cost more and the debt for the Government will be
somewhat larger. But about $15 billion of that reflects the fact that
we do not expect programs to be cut back to the extent that President
Ford and his administration propose.

I think the passage of $96.1 billion public works programs, passed
by heavy majorities in the House and Senate would appear at this
point to be put into law. That is one example of the sort of thing
that could happen.

We see virtually no progress being made as far as reducing the
deficit, which is unusual. Usually, the deficit is countercyclical. It
is large in recessiions, and declines in periods of prosperity. I do
not see this occurring.

Furthermore, to carry this out further, we have predicted that unless
there is a change in the mix of fiscal and monetary policies that
we would expect another recession to occur in 1978, and at that
point, if nothing changes, then the Federal budget deficit would ap-
proach levels of $150 billion.

Dr. BRINNER. We do not foresee as much of a threat in the future
of a major depression or recession, whatever your favorite word is
there, but we do agree that the Federal Budget should be, and in
all likelihood will be higher than the estimate of President Ford.
We feel that the Ford budget is essentially a statement of philosophy.
Therefore in our forecast we look for a higher level of spending,
and we welcome that. We also look for an extension of the current
tax cuts, and our estimate again is that we would not see the big
tax cuts that President Ford's budget calls for along with his big
expenditure cuts.

Senator BI-NTSU:N. Senator Brock?
Senator BROCK. Why do you think we need an increase in Federal

spending?
Dr. BKINNEIR. Even with the forecast that we have the Federal

Government share of GNP is not rising. It is actually falling. The
fact of the matter is that if we had the cuts in expenditure and
the cuts in taxes that the budget message calls for, we would have
a depressive effect on the economy.

Modern economists agree that the stimulative effect of a tax cut
is not as great as the stimulative effect of an equal expenditure in-
crease. By a similar logic you see that if you make an equal tax
cut and an equal budget cti that yu will depress the economy.

Senator BRoCK. Are you concerned about the size of the deficit?
Dr. BIiNNEia. Yes, but I think the best way to cut the deficit

in a long-run sense is to get the economy rolling again.
Senator BRo((K. How much would that take?
Dr. BRINNI-iR. You would have to specify your choice of how fast

you would approach full employment.
Senator BRoCK. Make your choice.
Dr. BRINNI-R. I would like to see a stimulus of $15 to $25 billion.
Senator BROCK. Over the President's budget?
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Dr. BRINNER. Over what we are projecting. The most optimistic
outlook we see is 6 percent unemployment by the end of the 1970's.
We do not see 5 percent much less 4 percent, unemployment until
the 1980's.. It is asking a lot of patience of the American public.

Senator BROCK. Give me a budget figure, then. I do not think
I understand you. You said that you wanted $15 to $25 billion more
than what you wanted? What do you want? How much more do
you want?

Dr. BRINNFR. In fiscal year 1977, we look for $351 billion in receipts
and $394 billion in outlays.

Senator 3ROCK. That is the present budget.
Dr. BRINNER. Yes. I am sorry.
Instead of the President's budget, we are predicting that in 1977,

and this is a calendar year, we will have a deficit of approximately
$40 billion.

Now, recall that this similar deficit is achieved in a different way.
We have higher taxes, and we have higher expenditures. On the other
hand, we get the economy going somewhat stronger, and --

Senator BOcK. Let's keep it to one point at a time. What is
your expenditure level?

Dr. BRINNFiR. All right. $393 billion in 1976, $421 billion in 1977
and $448 billion in 1978.

Senator BROCK. And where do you increase the taxes?
Dr. BRINNER. Actually, we are talking about an increase relative

to the program of President Ford. We are talking about an extension
of the current cuts, so we are rally maintaining the current tax
philosophy.

Senator BROCK. But you said you had an increase in taxation.
Dr. BRINNER. Relative to the Ford program.
Senator BROCK. You would not cut taxes--
Dr. BRINNER. We would not cut taxes as much as he does, and

we would not have a cut in expenditures.
Now, the exact numbers for Federal expenditures in 1976 calendar

year, $393 billion and in 1977 $421 billion.
Senator BROCK. What level of deficit would be projected for 1977?
Dr. BRINNER. For 1977 we are projecting a $38 billion deficit,

and approximately a $30 billion deficit for the succeeding 2 years
as well.

Senator BROCK. In other words, you say that if you increase spend-
ing and do not cut taxes as much as he has proposed, it would
generate more revenue, and therefore your deficit will not be any
greater than that which he has suggested?

Dr. BRINN-R. The first year, the effect might be to increase the
deficit, but if you add them up over the next 5, and prevent the
recurrence of recession, then you come out ahead.

Senator BROCK. How do you prevent the recurrence of inflation?
Dr. BRINNER. Prevent the recession by an accommodative monetary

policy, by maintaining expenditures, and by not cutting back on pro-
grams to retain public confidence.

I think Mr. Evans" statement was "return of inflation, plus prime
rates in the double-digit level."

Senator BROCK. You do not think your approach would add to
inflation?

Dr. BRINNFiR. It would add somewhat to inflation.
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Senator BROCK. How much?
Dr. gRINNER. Perhaps I percent a year. Given the current excess

capacity we have in labor and capital resources, you would not find
substantial extra inflation coming from the added stimulus I havesuggested.Senator BROCK. I find that a remarkable statement to make, since

in the last 3 or 4 years, unemployment had no bearing on inflation.
Dr. BRINNI-R. If you say unemployment has no bearing on inflation,

you are not making the economists' assumption of "other factors
equal."

If we had had higher unemployment, you would have seen greater
wa#e pressure, which would have fed into prices. Careful studies have
indicated that OPEC alone is responsible for from one-half to two.
thirds of the inflation in 1975. If you add to that the actual price
increases, you can explain the inflation. You do not have to look
to the old-Cashioned demand-pull type of inflation.

This was a new type of inflation that we can't control as easily.
Senator BROcK. I did not think cost-push was that new.
Dr. BRINNER. There as not a cost-push at all. The typical cost-

push was an effort to respond to failing profit margins. Our recent
inflation primarily derives from external factors.

Arthur Burns, even if he would like to, cannot control the sheiks
in Arabia or the weather in Kansas.

Senator BIkOCK. Mr. Evans?
Mr. EVANS. This commodity inflation is not new. It is one of the

oldest explanatios of inflation that has been around. In 1950. Profes-
sor Dusenberg of flarvard wrote an article that is often quoted, point-
ing out that increases in commodity prices has been one of the major
causes of inflation. a-

So I do not think we can say this is a new measure of inflation.
We have to say that recently when commodity prices have gone
up, there have been productivity increases to offset them. We have
run out of productivity increases. All of these are passed along. Until
we get productivity going again, I think we are in for a worse infla-
tionary spiral then we had last time. So I do not agree with Dr.
Brinner's forecast.

Senator BROcK. Neither do I. but we will have to wait and see
what happens, I guess.

Let me just ask one more question.
Dr. Brinner, you suggest that in your merging of individual and

corporate taxation that the exempt portion would be that portion
which paid out dividends, and that it would not be retained. Why?

Dr. BRINNER. I would favor retention of a tax levied on the retained
earnings, because the corresponding capital gains are not taxed at
the personal level until they are realized.

Now, once a capital gain is realized on corporate equity, I would
follow the recommendation of the Carter Commission that said we
should allow accumulated taxes on retained earnings to be used as
a credit against the capital gains tax. Indeed, I am calling for a
vertical integration of corporate and individual income taxes that
would tax the income as it accrues, rather than as it is realized.

Remember that the inflation accounting that I also proposed for
capital gains taxation would also influence the capital gains. This
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would be far beyond many of the current proposals to have a rising
exclusion proportion and so forth. I am sympathetic to changes in
the taxation of capital ains, but I want to maintain the equity of
the tax system by doing it carefully and adjusting the personal income,
tax carefully.

Senator BROCK. Wouldn't it be easier to compute -,.tained earnings?
Dr. BRINNER. You could. That is the equivalent in my view, and

I would be just as happy to see that.
Senator BROCK. It is not quite equivalent. It depends on who pays

when. It is conceivable that if it is in effect--
Dr. BRINNI-R. If you compute them, then individuals who have a

higher personal tax rate than the corporate tax will end up paying
higher taxes, and people with a lower personal tax rate would pay
lower, and, of course. I would like that. I do not see that as politically
feasible as the idea I proposed. If you support that I would support
it, also.

Senator BROCK. One last question, and I would like to have any
of you comment. There is a sort of interestin; twist to capital forma-
tion in Sweden that you probably are familiar with, in which they
allow a corporation to set aside 40 percent of the pretax earnings,
of which 46 percent is paid into a special trust fund controlled by
the Government, and that trust fund is released after 5 years, but
any of it can be released at any time to give a shot to the economy.

But it is left there until released by the Government to reinvest
it in activity or whatever. I find that sort of an interesting concept
in the sense that it combines capital formation with the counter-
cyclical applications. I think that is wise, but it is asking a lot more
of Government that we usually get. It might be beneficial. I wonder
if any of you have had experience with it, or would want to comment
on it.

Dr. WALKER. Senator, I think that it is certainly more preferable
to the recommendations that we get almost with regularity of this
country vis-a-vis the investment credit, that either it be varied by
the powers-that-be, up and down for cyclical purposes, or through
the political process that it be cut off by act of Congress as it was
in 1965 or 1966, and I remember very well, from 1969.

Senator BENTSE-:N. Of course, you always get a tremendous lag in
whatever Congress does on something like that.

Dr. WALKER. Yes. I have a table over here to show that the cutoff
in 1966 was almost at the month of turndown in business expenditure
on plant and equipment. So this is full of human error and forecasting
error, but it knocks the dickens out of the entrepreneur and the
people making use of it.

This is somewhat in the middle. You can make your basic plans
on the longer range aspect, and if there is a cyclical part that comes
into the picture which you didn't expect, then that is sort of like
a little whipped cream on top of the dessert.

Dr. BRINNER. I might add to the issue of planning problems that
some studies that I have made indicate that variation in the effective
cost of investment is much more due to the fluctuation of interest
rates than it is to changes in the investment tax credit. If you could
stabilize interest rates you would stabilize the cost factor. This would
stabilize investment more than having a flexible tax credit.

Senator BROCK. How would you stabilize interest rates?
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Dr. BRINNER. If you look at a graph of the rate of growth of
the economy and the reserves provided by the Federal Reserve System
over the past 20 years, there is marked similarity. You see the credit
crunch, a shortage of reserves every time the economy expands
strongly for 4 to 6 quarters. The Fcd. in effect, jams on the brakes.

Senator BocK. Would you require the Federal Reserve to have
a certain percent monetary increase each year?

Dr. BRINNEIR. I believe some discretion is useful, but I would hope
that the lessons in the past lead to an avoidance of extreme, stop-
go policies.

Senator BRoc'K. I think we all agree with that, but the question
I asked, then, still remains-how? You would not suggest that we
fix interest rates by statute, would you?

Dr. BRINNER. No; I do not. They have a function that they perform.
but I am afraid that effective price moves too rapidly up and down.

Senator BRocK. Thank you very much.
Senator BIENrSI-N. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your

testimony. We are very appreciative. We have taken your entire
testimony and put it in the record as submitted.

Thank you.
IThe prepared statements of Messrs. Walker, Evans, Brinner, and

Kendrick follow: I

4
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STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLS E. WALKER, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am grateful for the opportunity to present the views of the

American Council for Capital Formation to this Committee. The goals

of tho Council are supported by some 1600 individuals and businesses

that believe a higher rate of capital formation is essential to the future

wellbeing of this nation.

Sunmary

Mr. Chairman, the case that the American Council makes for

a higher rate of capital formation can be summarized in six statements.

Firitt rapidly risip productivity provides jobs and economic

growth, helps contain inflation, and enhances our competitiveness in

world markets.

Second. trends in productivity reflect mainly the skills and habits

of the work force, plus the quantify and quality of the stock of real capital,

or productive investment.
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Third. changes in the quantity and quality of productive invest-

ment reflect decisions to consume, save and invest.

Fourth, although many factors affect such decisions, the

impact of the nation's tax system is among the most important.

Fifth1 in this nation, we overtax savings and investment and

undertax consumption.

Sixth and finally, one of the most promising and feasible means

of promoting faster capital formation is, therefore, to shift the tilt in

the tax system away from excessively stimulating consumption toward

fostering savings-and investment.

These six statements are by no means universally accepted;

there are some who would argue that, left alone, the capital formation

problem will take care of itself. But I submit that the views I express

are gaining widening support, both among the public and in the Congress.

This naturally leads to the question of why Congress has been relatively

slow in addressing the problem, a matter I shall return to toward the

end of my testimony. First, permit me to make a few remarks

concerning the relationship between capital formation and other important

economic variables, and to summarize some of the tax actions recommended

by the American Council.

Capital Formation Promotes Economic Growth and Productivity

To the best of my knowledge, all of the recent serious studies of

our long-term capital outlook agree that the demand for capital will be

increasing at a much greater rate than we have experienced in the recent
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past. By the best estimates available, the U.S. will need the incredible

sum of $4. 5 trillion in new capital funds in the next 10 years - - three times

the $1. S trillion of the past decade. The Bureau of Economic Analysis

of the Department of Commerce has concluded that private fixed investment

must increase from the 10. 4 percent of GNP that characterized the

1965-1974 period to 12 percent of GNP between now and 1980, if we are to

have a capital stock sufficient to promote full employment, control

pollution, and maximize development of our domestic energy resources.

It is true that some serious students of the capital formation

problem have argued that the U.S. will just skirt the edge of a severe

capital shortage. These experts have made the assumption, however,

that the federal budget will come into balance by 1977 or 1978 at the latest

and that the Federal government will be a net provider of savings

(that is, produce a large surplus in its budget) for the last half of this

decade.

Given the real world of Washington, and even with the early

promise of the new Congressional budget process, there is serious

question whether the Federal government will produce net savings for

the economy on any sustained basis. On the contrary, we know from

long experience that the cost of projects perceived as worthy and

requiring Federal funding always exceeds available revenues. Thus,

if we are realistic, the needed increase in necessary investment capital

will have to come from the savings of the American people and the

profits of American business.
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It has been recognized by economists, at least since the days of

Adam Smith, that in order for a society to grow and prosper it has to

accumulate capital and channel it into productive Investrfient. In other

words, a society must consume somewhat less than it produces and use

its savings to create capital goods which in turn increase productivity,

The main source of our notion's prosperity has been our willingness and

ability to save and produce product, P capital.

The close relationship between capital investment and economic

growth and productivity is well known and has been well documented.

Since 1960, the United States has had the lowest level of capital

investment ankung its major competitor countries. Significantly, among

these major industrialized nations, only the United Kingdom has shown a

rate of productivity growth slower than that of the United States. Japan's

rate has been triple our own; the rates in Germany, France and Canada

are substantially higher than ours.

All of these nations give more favorable tax treatment to capital

investment than do we. In today's highly mechanized world, productive

investment is the keystone of productivity. If, through underinvestment.

we lose the ability to compete effectively with other industrialized nations,

we will find ouselves in an intolerable situation. Unless changes are made,

we will suffer a further loss of markets and jobs to competitor countries,

and a decline of our world political, economic and military position.
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Capital Formation Creates Jobs

The U.S. Treasury estimates we will need to create almost

Z0 million now jobs by 1985 to reach a full employment economy. By

contrast, we created about 13 million new jobs during the past decade.

Henry Wallich, of the Federal Reserve Board, and others have

concluded that as a result of inadequate past investment, the United

States is already experiencing an overall shortage of capital with respect

to jobs. Under this condition, which we have experienced in the recent

past, there are not enough Jobs to provide full employment even when

industry is operating close to desirable levels. Thus, capital capacity

falls short of labor force capacity. Labor has fully as much interest as

business in remedying this serious condition.

There is much evidence to show the importance of increasing

investment to creating jobs. Data Resources, Inc. has determined

that there was a positive correlation of 69 percent in the United States

between changes in employment and investment for the period 1948-1974.

Yet, unfortunately, our capital to labor ratio for new workers

is declining, while most of the European countries and Japan have been

rapidly increasing their capital investment per worker ratio. Professor

Paul W. McCracken, former Chairman of the Council of Economic Adviserr,

has concluded, by using historical figures reported in constant dollars,

that the amount of nonresidential capital formation per person added to

the labor force in the United States during the 1970's has declined bly

ZZ percent from the levels reported in the 1956 to 1966 decade. Also,



Professor David Meiselman of Virginia Polytechnic Institute has

calculated that in dollars of 1958 purchasing power, from 1961 to 196S

there was an increase of $55, 000 in the gross stocks of business capital

for each person entering the labor force. During the 1966-1970 period,

it had fallen to $46,000, and during the 1971-1974 period, it had fallen

again to only $41,000. -

To be more specific, during the Z0-year period from 1947 to 1967,

the shares of U.S. income going to labor in the form of wages and salaries

and to capital in the forms of before-tax profits, interest, and rents

remained basically constant. Approximately 70 percent of the income

went to labor and approximately 30 percent to capital. There was a

rapid growth in capital stock during this period, averaging 3.7 percent

per year while labor input grew at an average 1.4 percent per year.

Thus, the capital labor ratio increased at an average of 2. 3 percent

per year, which was also essentially the same as the increase in the

productivity of labor and in the real wage. The rate of return per unit

of capital remained relatively stable during this period.

Since 1967, however, there has been a significant decline in both

the capital share, with labor getting a much larger share, and in the

pre-tax rate of return to business capital. The estimated pre-tax rate

of return on the invested capital of non-financial corporations has

-declined from about 14 percent in 1967 to about 8 percent in 1974. The

process of business adjusting to lower returns to capital results in a

decline in capital formation until the stock of capital shrinks relative to
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labor. As capital becomes less abundant relative to labor, its rate of

return rises. But as a result, we end up with less capital relative to

labor which in turn diminishes the productivity of labor. Diminished

labor productivity in turn causes a lower wage rate in real terms which

results in a decline in real economic growth, thus reducing new job

formation.

In other words, without increased capital formation, increased

productivity will be stifled, real economic growth will diminish, and

fewer jobs will be e'reeed.

The slower rate of economic growth, as a result of the capital

shortage, will nut only reduce the employment opportunity among the

firms that survive the shortage, but will totally eliminate employment

opportunities among those marginal and smaller businesses which

cannot survive the shortage.

Capital Formation Dampens Inflationary Pressures

During 1973 and the early part of 1974, our economy suffered

major shortages in many basic industries including chemicals, steel,

paper, and fertilizer. These shortages served to exacerbate inflationary

pressures aind hinder growth in the economy. This lack of sufficient

industrial capacity was a result of inadequate prior investment -- a

capital shortage in the affected industries.

Allen Sinai of Data Resources, Inc. and M. I.T., and Andrew

Brimmer of the Harvard Business School, have defined a capital shortage

as an economy in %hich (1) the financial system falls to provide the

W.II 0 - TO -. 4
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necessary fund. to finance the economy's expenditures at reasonably

stable rates of interest; or. (2) capital expenditures are insufficient

to generate enough capacity to meet the demands of the economy at

reasonably stable prices. We have already experienced these results

and, unless we take appropriate actions, a much msoro severe impact

can be anticipated.

The Countit of Fc onotic Advisers has noted several inhibiting

factors which may ca'sse business to fail to provide the adequate new

invevtanent to avoid future shortages. For example, actual rates of

return on business investments have lagged, in recent years, an a

result of such things a, increased price instability, experiments with

wage-pri( e controls, and increased couits resulting from environmental

and Piafety regulations. These factors force businesmen to increase

their ".nvextrent risl;" pre-riurns, in turn reducing the number of

acceptable investments.

Also, general price inflation has raised corporate taxes by a

greater proportion than the before-tax return on fixed capital. This has

occurred because inflation-induced inventory profits have boosted the

tax base. In addition, inflation has caused the real value of historical

cost depreciation allowances to decline.

The increa,:e in corporate debt-e"uity ratios has partially resulted

from the tax treatment of interest as deductible expense. This has made

debt financing particularly attractive during inflationary periods thus

increasing business financing risks whiich in turn has increased the

cutoff rate of return on many new projects.
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Finally, fiscal policies have been biased against private

investments by emphasizing the stimulation of consumption through

Federal tax and expenditure policies rather than investment. When

these policies have led to inflation, monetary restraint has been imposed

which has led to incomplete capital formation through the business cycle.

To reiterate, inflation will occur as a result of insufficient

productive capacity as the economy moves toward full employment. If

there is adequate capital formation there will be no major widespread

capacity shortages and thus inflationary pressures will be mitigated,

even in a period of rapid economic growth.

Recommendation 1l

Elimination of double taxation of corporate dividends.

We must begin to eliminate the two-tier tax on corporate profits

and tax business income only once. Whether the best approach is to

grant the individual a credit for all or part of the corporate profits

tax, permit dividends to be deductible against the corporate tax, a

combination of the two or other variations -- all these approaches deserve

additional discussion and debate. The important point is that we get

started, one way or another, down this road. Most of the major

European nations have done so.

Let me say that if we truly comprehended the benefits to our

economy I believe we would repeal completely the corporate profits tax.

I know that sounds extreme. But such a repeal, if coordinated with strong

control of Federal spending (reducing the rate of growth in the Federal

establishment) or if tied in with an increase in taxes on consumption.
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would have a very favorable impact on jobs growth and price stability.

And the case is strengthened by the fact that we simply do not know who

finally pays the corporate tax -- except that it is people,, not corporations.

Recommendation 92

Permanently extend the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) at a 12 percent

level, remove restrictions relative to earnings, and make it fully "refundable"

(that is, grant it as a cash rebate to businesses which earn nothing or too

little to realize the full benefits of the credit).

Arguments pro and con with respect to the ITC have been hashed

and rehashed time and again since it was first enacted in 1962 on the

recommendation of President John F. Kennedy. Most observers agree

that the credit has been a valuable device for reducing the cost and

increasing the supply of capital - - and, in so doing, providing jobs and

material supplies which reduce inflationary pressures. (Labor members

of the President's Advisory Council on Labor-Management Relations

unanimously endorsed a 12 percent ITC in early 1975.)

Recommendation 03

Provide for simpler and more liberal depreciation allowances.

Depreciation allowances under the Tax Code are too small. For

example, the United States has the most restrictive depreciation allowance

provisions of almost any major industrial country. More realistic ways

to permit businesses to depreciate assets and recover investments,

particularly during these inflationary timesare needed. One approach

would be to liberalize the Accelerated Depreciation Range by extending it
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from the existing 20 percent up to 40 percent or more. Another would be

to permit business to "catch up" with inflation by permitting depreciation

on a replacement rather than original cost basis.

Recommendation 94

More equitable capital gains tax rates.

There have been a number of sound proposals which merit serious

consideration for making the capital gains tax more rational by taxing a

smaller portion of the gain the longer the asset is held. Such an approach

would he'.p free up locked-in capital, encourage new investment, and treat

long-term investors and small businessmen more equitably. The existing

minimum income tax, which falls heavily on capital gains, should be

shifted from an "additional" tax to an "alternative" tax.

Recommendation #S

Provide tax incentives for stock ownership.

A plan allowing taxpayers to defer tax payments or providing for

tax credits for income invested in common stocks up to some limit would

have a number of desirable benefits. Such a plan would encourage

additional savings and investment in productive equity markets, thus

stimulating business expansion, which in turn will provide new jobs and

greater material well-being. The program would have the desirable

socially stabilizing benefits of expanding ownership of American enterprise

to many more citizens and providing additional motivation and reward

for individual nest egg savings.
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Recommendation #6

Provide tax deferment for dividend reinvestment.

Deferral of personal taxes on corporate dividends immediately

reinvested in the same business would probably cost little in terms of

revenue in the short run -- and practically none in the long run - but at

the same time provide a significant incentive to increasing the equity

funds that a debt-heavy corporate structure so badly needs. Even though

now taxable, the dividend reinvestment plans now offered by a number of

companies attract a relatively large amount of funds. Tax deferment

should increase that amount significantly.

Mr. Chairman, these six recommendations are not intended to be

exhaustive, nor could they be achieved overnight, but they are goals that

Congress could move toward in an effort to shift the tilt of the tax system

from its current bias toward consumption in order to stimulate much-needed

capital formation. If, as I have argued, the case for capital formation is

so strong, and if the answers are-on paper at least-relatively simple, why

has action not yet been taken in any significant degree?

Somq Practical Problems

The answer to that question is not simple -- it is perhaps as complex

as our system of government itself. But I submit that, from a practical

political standpoint, there are three major stumbling blocks. And I fully

understand, Mr. Chairman, that I as a layman am, in a sense, intruding

on your "turf," for surely Members of Congress are fully aware of the

practical problems involved. But the same cannot always be said for

the public in general or even the press.
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Mr. Chairman, after seven years of working rather closely

with the Federal tax system. I have concluded that three.widely held

myths provide the greatest obstruction to shifting the bias in the tax

laws so as to foster capital formation and productivity.

The first n jl_1i, propagated by the press and some politicians, is

that the rich get away with murder when paying taxes. To be sure,

disclosure that a handful of millionaires escape Federal taxes in any

"given year (the preceding or succeeding year may be a very different

matter) makes the typical taxpayer's temperature rise and his blood boil.

But the fact is that the rich do pay taxes - - and in large amounts, both

absolutely and in perc'entage terms, These figures are available from

Treasury -- and they not only give the lie to those who maintain that the

rich pay little while the poor get clobbered; they also show that the

situation has improved markedly since passage of the Tax Reform Act

of 1969. The fact is that affective Federal income tax rates range from

zero froin nontaxpayers to 10 percent in the lowest bracket up to 33 to 40

percent in the top brackets. That's progressive enough for me and,

I think, most Americans. And it also indicates that our Federal

individual income tax system is fundamentally fair.

The second myth is that corporations can be taxed without hurting

people. This is nonsensical. Corporations are simply leg,l arrangements

for doing business and the taxes levied on them are either passed forward

tu cutituniers or backwards to owners and other factors of production.

If forward, they raise the cost of living. If backwards, they reduce the
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attractiveness of investment in business and impede the very capital

formation that is so crucial to jobs, growth and inflation control.

A third myth is that there are literally billions upon billions of

"tax loopholes" that, if closed by the Congress, could result in sharp

reductions in the rates applicable to the typical individual taxpayer.

Not so. Many of those tax preferences affect the "typical taxpayer" --

especially such things as the deductibility of interest on mortgages, state

and local property and income taxes, charitable contributions, and

employer contributions to employee pension plans. You would not know

it from the press, but of the $904 billion in so-called tax preferences

or "expenditures" ("loopholes" to some) more than $70 billion accrue to

individuals, instead of corporations, and largely to low and middle-income

taxpayers at that.

So long as these myths prevail, Mr. Chairman, constructive

structural changes in tax laws to promote capital formation are going to

be hard to sell politically. One goal of the American Council for Capital

Formation is to attempt to dispel these myths. To the extent we are

successful, the task of those of you in Congress who perceive the real

nature of the problem, as well as its solution, will be that much easier.

Thank you very much.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL EVANS, PRESIDENT,
CHASE ECONOMETRICS, INC.

CAPITAL SHORTAGES AND PRODUCTIVITY SHORTFALLS

THE DECLINE IN PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

The most critical issue facing the U. S. economy today is the lack of

growth in productivity; it explains both high inflation and high unemployment.

Like most other people throughout the world, Americans have become accustomed

to a steadily rising standard of living. Yet this can be accomplished only

if productivity continues to rise, for in the long run the difference between

the percentage increase in the aggregate wage rate and the consumer price

index is equal to the growth in productivity. Wage increases which are not

offset by productivity gains can be offset only by higher prices or lower

profit margins; but with average margins less than 5%, there is not much -

more roim to squeeze in that direction. Thus if productivity gains are

close to zero, wage increases are inevitably translated fully into price

hikes, and the inflationary spiral continues to accelerate. Furthermore,

an equal percentage increase in wages and prices implies a reduction in the

standard of living as long as the personal income tax schedule is progressive

and is based on current dollar levels of income. While boosts in exogenous

prices such as food, fuel, or imported commodities are likely to intensify

this process, it is quite capable of continuing indefinitely without shocks

from outside forces. Unlike fluctuations in the real sector, inflationary

spirals do not tend to gravitate toward an equilibrium position. Thus if we

are to reduce the rate of inflation in the long term, we must increase the

rate of growth in productivity; all the gimmicks to delay or retard price

increases, including but certainly not limited to wage and price controls

-in all their various disguises, will not increase the standard of living

one whit.
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One statistic goes far in explaining the problem of inflation which

we have had during the past ten years. For the first twenty years of the

postwar period, namely from 1947 to 1966, output/man-hour in the private

sector increased at an annual average rate of 2.91. For the next ten-year

period, 1966 to 1975, it has increased by only 1.31. These figures are

based on official BLS estimates which, as we shall see below, are actually

somewhat overstated for recent years. Even if we take into account that

197S is a recession year and assume that productivity growth will rebound

in this upturn just as fast as it has in other recoveries -- surely a

generous assumption -- we find that the average annual increase over the

twelve-year period 1966 to 1977 is only 1.8%.

Table I contains the tabulation of the postwar record for increases

in output/man-hour in the private sector. We have ta;en three-year averages

rather than yearly figures in order to smooth out the fluctuations in produc-

tivity caused by sharp changes in output. While some traces of recessions

still remain in these numbers, the overall swings in productivity emerge

much more clearly than is-the case in the series for annual changes. As is

shown in the accompanying table, productivity rose very rapidly in the years

immediately following World War II (no figures are available before 1948)

because of the large proportion of GNP devoted to investment to replace

obsolete plant and equipment. Productivity increases then declined to the

2.61 range for the period 1956-1961, slightly below the long-term average.

They then rose rapidly from the period from 1962 to 1968, due to the increase

in investment spurred by the investment tax credit and liberalized deprecia-

tion allowances, and also spurred by the substantial increases in Federal

spending for research and development. Beginning in 1969, both of these
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Table I

Three-Year Period
Ending In

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

- 1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
197S

Average Annual Growth Rate
in Productivity, Private Sector

S.3
4.8
4.3
3.1
2.8

3.7
2.3
2.5
2.1
3.2

2.8
2.9
3.3
'.9
4.1

3.6
3.8
3.2
3.0
1.8

1.3
1.7
2.7
3.3
1.1
0.1

driving forces toward higher growth were removed. The investment tax

credit was cancelled, and recurring financial crises reduced the amount

of money available for new investment spending. As we discuss below. the

proportion of GNP devoted to R & D spending also declined substantially.

The reinstatement of the investment tax credit in 1971 did raise investment

above the levels which would otherwise have been reached, but this was off-

set by the substantial expenditures required for environmental and safety
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standards. As a result, productivity actually declined for the first time

in the postwar period last year and for the three-year period 1973-197S

has shown virtually no improvement. It should also be noted that this very

low increase in productivity also explains how it is possible for the

real wage to have declined by some 4% in the period from 1966 through

April 1975.

The principal factors determining the rate of increase in productivity

are usually given as follows;

I) Proportion of fixed business investment to gross national product

2) Proportion of output devoted to spending on research and development (4 6 D)

3) Mix of emloyment: proportion of production to overhead workers

4) Mix of output: relative growth rates of the manufacturing and service

sectors

S) Training and education of the labor force

While we believe that all of these factors have a bearing on the rate of

technological growth over the long run, the evidence given in Figures I -

3 indicates clearly that the amount of investment spending has the greatest

direct influence on productivity growth.

In Figure 1 we note the slowdown in constant-dollar plant and equip-

ment spending which has occurred since 19b6, particularly when we extract the

estimated figures for spending to meet environmental and safety standards.

Whereas it increased by 4.6% per year for the period from 1949 to 1966, it

is projected to rise only 1.9% per year from 1966 to 1977. Even if we factor

back in the nonproductive expenditures on plant and equipment, which clearly

leads to an overstatement of the growth rate of productive capital, we obtain

an annual increase of Only 2.7% per year.
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We can never be absolutely positive that the slowdown in productivity

after 1966 was due to the reduced rate of growth in investment. However.

additional supporting evidence can be gathered by examining the investment

and growth patterns of the U. S. economy with those of the other leading

industrialized countries of the world. These comparisons are provided in

the next two graphs. In Figure 2 we find almost a perfect correlation

between the proportion of GNP spent on fixed investment and the growth in

productivity. Figure 3 documents the extent to which increases in output/

man-hour in the U. S. have fallen behind growth in the rest of the world.

Even when one adjusts these for lower wage gains in this country, the evi-

dence explaining the weakness of the dollar seems compelling.
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The other major factor contributing to a slowdown in the rate of

productivity is a decline in the proportion of GNP spent for R A 0 spending.

For this purpose, figures on Federal R G 0 spending are most relevant, since

much R_ 0 spending in the private sector is really aimed at the development

and marketing of new products. R 6 0 spending in high-technology areas is

particularly likely to prove beneficial because of the spillover effects

into the private sector; hence the important advances in niniturization are

a direct result of the research done in the space program during the 1960's.

The average lag between initial expenditures for R 6 D and actual increases

in productivity is likely to be somewhat longer than for plant and equipment

purchases; surveys have shown that the average payout does not begin for

five years and the lsUed effect is diffused over many more years. Even so,

we can note the positive relationship between the increase in R A D spending

in the late 19SO's and early 1960's (the post-Sputnik boom) and the rise in

productivity through 1968, and the slowdown since 1968 as a reflection on the

very meagre increases in productivity recorded in recent years. Figures for

Federal and total R 4 D spending as a pruportion of total GWP are given in

Table (V 2.

O-l 0o- is -- S
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Table 2

Research and Development Spending as a Proportion of GNP

19S4

195

19S6

1957

1958

19$9

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

196$

1966

1967

196

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

(1)
Fed. R 4 0

3.138

3.509

4.859

6.119

6.791

8.059

8.752

9.264

9.926

11.219

12. 553

13.033

13.990

14.420

14.952

14.914

14. 764

14.982

15.875

16.472

16.955

(2)
Total RA 0

5 .651

6.182

8.375

9.791

10.734

12.381

13.SS1

14.346

15.426

17.093

18.894

20.091

21.894

23. 205

24.669

25.686

26.047

26. 745

28.402

30.427

32.045

(3)
GNP Curr. $

364.8

398.0

419.2

441.1

447.2

483.8

503.8

520.1

560.3

590.5

632.4

684.9

749.9

793.9

864.2

930.3

977.1

1054.9

I15.0

1294.9

1397.4

(4)
(1)/(3)'100

.86

.88

1.16

1.39

1.52

1.67

1.74

1.78

1.77

1.90

1.98

1.90

1.87

1.82

1.73

1.60

1.51

1.42

1.37

1.27

1.21

(1)-(3) in billions of current dollars

(4)-(5) in percent

(S)
(2)/(s)*100

1.55

1.55

2.00

2.22

2.40

2.56

2.69

2.76

2.7S

2.90

2.99

2.93

2.92

2.92

2.86

2.76

2.67

2.54

2.45

2.35

2.29

Cols.

Cols.
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The other three factors listed on page 4 have also contributed to

the recent slowdown in productiVity, although the effects have not been as

dramatic. Turning to the employment statistics, manufacturing workers

represented 3S.3% of total wage and salary workers in 1946, 32.9% in 19S6,

30.0% in 1966, but only 24.7% in 1976. Detailed figures for production and

overhead workers are not available outside the manufacturing sector, but it

is likely that a similar trend has occurred across the economy. Finally,-

the number of working women entering the labor force has risen at an average

annual rate of 2.0% since 1966, compared to an increase of less than half

that amount. These workers in general have not had the training or education

of primary workers, which tends to retard the increase in productivity. If

we assume that these workers are paid their marginal product, which is a

highly tentative assumption, that could account for as much as % per year

decline in the rate of growth of productivity.

Even If we make generous allowances for these latter factors, however,

we interpret the available evidence to mean that well over half of the decline

in productivity growth over the past decade has been due to a slower rate of

growth in the productive capital stock. We now turn to the major reasons why

this has occurred and indicate how this will effect economic growth both

during the next business cycle and over the coming decade.
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FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS ON INVESTMENT

While environmental and safety standards and a somewhat lower overall

rate of growth during the past ten years have clearly reduced the amount of

productive investment undertaken, the major factors for this slowdown are

found in the financial sector. The major events which have occurred, all

of which are somewhat interrelated, are as follows:

1) Internal liquidity has been sharply reduced relative to investment needs.

These figures are shown in Table IV.3.

2) The costs of external, financing in debt markets has risen substantially

without a corresponding gain in the rate of return.

3) Equity financing has all but disappeared as higher interest rates have

depressed many stock prices below book value.

4) Bank financing, the only other alternative source of funds, has been

available only at interest rates which were well above long-term market rates.

Furthermore, as we have already mentioned, even this source of financing will

not be available to many firms during the next credit crunch.

We now examine each of these factors in turn.

The figures in Table IV.3 indicate that, when inventory financing needs

are taken into account, firms now have to borrow almost three times as much

as they did in the 1961-1968 period. While the need for external finance

has subsided somewhat this year as a result of the decline in inventories,

the problem will once again become serious in 1977 and 1978. Thus for the

decade of the 1960's we find that the average borrowing requirement for the

corporate sector was $18 billion per year, compared to an estimated $77 bil-

lion for 1977 and 1978.
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Table 3

Internal Liquidity Ratios

1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1955
1956
1957
1955
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

196S
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

(1)
Fixed
Business
Invest.

23.4
26.9
25. 1

27.9
31.8
31.6
34.2
33.6

38.1
43.7
46.4
41.6
45.1

48.4
47.0
51.7
54.3
61.1

71.3
61.6
83.3
88.8
98.5

100.6
104.4
118.2
136.2
149.2

147.9
174.1
201.7
215.9
220.6

243.0
274.6
312.2
351.7
390.7

(a) ( (3) + 4(4) ] # 1

(2)
Nonfarm
Inventory
Invest.

1.3
3.0

-2.2

6.0
9.1
2.1
1.1

-2.1

5.5
5.1
0.8

-2.3
4.8

3.3
1.7
5.3
5.1
6.4

8.6
15.0
7.S
6.9
7.7

4.3
4.9
7.8

1).4
11.9

-17.7
9.2

20.1
8.6
2.7

14.8
21.9
2S.7
28.3
29.8

(3)
Retained
Earnings
& Deprec,

19.7
22.6
19.2

24.8
23.3
22.5
24.7
26.3

33.9
34.8
35.0
32.8
39.4

38.1
39.7
46.1
48.4
54.S

63.1
68.6
68.3
71.0
72.4

70.6
82.9
95.2

114.0
129.1

121.5
147.1
165.2
161.4
167.7

192.1
213.0
230.5
250.5
275.4

(4)
Inv.
Val.

-5.9
-2.2

1.9

-5.0
-1.2

1.0
-1.0
-0.3

-1.7
-2.7
-1.5
-0.3
-0.S

0.2
-0.1
0.3

-0.5
-1.7
-1.8
-1.1
-3.3
-S.1

-4.8
-4.9
-6.9

-17.3
-35.1

-11.4
-13.7
-18.1
-17.1
-14.4

-16.4
-14.7
-14.4
-16.6
-21.5

(5)
Internal
Liquidity(a)
Ratio (IV)

.716

.799

.803

.799
.714
.728
.708
.778

.867

.765

.738

.785

.868

.789

.843

.895

.887

.888

.873

.830

.813

.781

.709

.678

.771

.776

.773

.748

.783

.806

.774

.708

.728

.757

.749

.715

.689
.677

(6)
Internal
Liquidi ty(b)
Ratio (II)

.644

.704

.914

.638

.583

.688

.680

.827

.748

.676

.719

.828

.782

.740

.814

.813

.808

.801

.773

.697

.743

.717

.650

.644

.726

.716

.691

.658

.858

.747

.689

.668

.706

.701

.684
-6S4
.632
.623

(b) (3) 1 ( () + (2) - (4) 1
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The figures in Table 3 indicate that the ratio of internal cash

flow to Investment needs will continue to decline during the next ten

years. In addition, we believe that the profit and retained earnings

figures used in these tables overstate the amount of internal liquidity

available. As long as inventory valuation adjustment continues to be a

significant part of total proportion of total profits, firms are paying

taxes on profits that they did not really earn. Depreciation allowances

are understated in times of inflation, as discussed below. In addition,

creative accounting practices which tend to capitalize current expenses

and treat all income gains as ordinary income but most losses as extra-

ordinary income are still widespread and tend to mask the true seriousness

of the aggregate liquidity problem. Thus we are drawn to the conclusion

that firms will have to rely more heavily on outside sources of funds;

however, it is not all obvious where they will raise these funds. We

consider the three major possibilities: the bond market, the equity

market, and the banking system.

During the period from 1966 to 197S, the long-term bond yield has

risen from approximately 5% to 10%. Since the rate of inflation has also

increased about S%, the real rate of interest has not risen and for 1975

will average only about lh% because of tire recession; however,_we expect

it to return to its normal non-recession range of 3 to 4% during the next

two years.

Many economists have argued that since the real rate of interest has

remained unchanged, the incentive for investment likewise should not have

been affected. Such economists proceed by estimating investment functions

with the real, as opposed to nominal, rate of interest as the principal
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financial independent variable. Upon somewhat closer examination, this

turns out to be a remarkably poor argument. We consider the following

points.

I) In the 1947-1966 period, interest rates remained under 5% and the

average after-tax return on invested capital was about 12%. Thus entre-

preneurs received a substantial additional return for investing their

money in risky assets instead of putting it in the bank.

Nowadays the rate of interest has risen to 10%. If the return on

equity had similarly increased to the 20% range, the differential would

have been maintained. However, that is clearly not what happened, as the

return on capital remains at about 12'. This extremely narrow differential

offers much less incentive to reinvest corporate earnings. If these earn-

ings can be loaned out at 10' with virtually no risk, why increase plant

and equipment spending to earn a 12% rate?

2) The reverse side of the same argument has led to the demise of the stock

market as a practical mudi, of raising additional 0 ds. Clearly the rate

of return on equity must be somewhat greater than on fixed-income securities

to compensate for the greater risk involved. With interest rates near the

10% mark, the practical result has beenl to push many stock prices below book

value, ard in some distorted cases below cash value. Even a recent 40% rise

in the market averages has not been sufficient to pull stock prices of many

firms above water.

3) Depreciation allowances are valued at historical rather than replacement

cost. This has, of course, always been the case, but the problem was not

very serious when the ratc af inflation was 2 to 3% per year. The use of
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accounting tax lives, which in general are somewhat shorter than actual

e conomic lives, tended to offset the inflation bias. However, with capital404th

goods prices rising in excess of 10% per year over a five-year period, the

offset is clearly no longer sufficient. The problem is most serious for

the utilities, many of whom are required by re,;latory authorities to use

straight line depreciation and unrealistically long tax lives; they are

doubly penalized during periods of inflation.

4) As interest rates rise, debt service increases as a proportion of total

profits. Net interest as a proportion of gross nonfinancial corporate pro-

duct has risen from less thar 1% in the 1946-1957 period to over 4% today.

Besides reducing corporate profits it also increases the degree of risk

because of greater leverage.

Many firms who did not choose or were unable to use the bond markets

used to be able to turn to the equity market. The main problem with this

approach is that the current stock price of many companies, particularly

those who have the greatest need for borrowed funds, is below book value.

It could be argued that this is a temporary phenomenon and that the rapid

recovery will bring a return of investor confidence and rapidly rising

stock prices. In order to evaluate this thesis, it is necessary to con-

sider the long-term trends in relative returns for different types of

financial assets and to make some predictions about where these are headed.

It should be obvious that we are not trying to predict the stock market

over the next few days, weeks, or even months, but we must examine some

long-term trends to be able to determine whether stock prices will rise

above book value again.
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A number of studies, particularly by Lorie and Fisher at the University

of Chicago. have examined the alternative yield of financial assets during

the past SO years. However, for purposes of our analysis, it seems more

relevant to examine the behavior during the past twenty years. For the

period 1954.197S we find the following summary statistics:

Average Aaa corporate bond yield S.7%
Average rate of inflation (CPI) 3.4,

Average increase in stock prices (SP 500) S.3%
Average dividend on these stocks 3.7%
Total return on equities 9.0%

It is interesting to note that the total 9% return on equities is identical

to the 9% return calculated by Lorie and Fisher for the period 1926-1960.

The spread between total yields on bonds and stocks is 3.3%, slightly below

the 4% figure estimated by others. However, the real rate of return on bonds

is only 2.3%, well below the 3S% figure usually quoted as the "real" rate of

interest. Part of this is due to the lagged response of bond rates to changes

in the rate of inflation. We have found that a five-year period of adjustment

is needed to account fully for this phenomenon; if we take an average 2'-year

lag in the CPI, the average rate of inflation for the 1952-1973 period is only

2.4%, which puts the real rate of interest at 3.3%.

Our forecast shows that we expect the rate of inflation to average 8%

for the next five years, and we expect the real rate of interest to remain

about 3h%. Based on this analysis, we predict an averaLe corporate bond

yield of about 11%s for the remainder of this decade. This would indicate

that the total return on equities would have to be in excess of 15% per year.

Ne predict that after-tax corporate profits will grow no more than 10% per

year during the forthcoming decade. Hence in equilibrium this implies a

dividend yield (i.e., dividend/stock price) of between 5 and 6%. The latest
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yield figure indicates that yields are now about 4S%. Thus our gloomy

forecasts, if true, can spell only disaster for the stock market. While

short-term rallies may occur from time to time during the next year, the

overall trend for the next three years would appear to be in the negative

direction. Under such circumstances, the equity markets simply cannot be

considered a reasonable source of external financing.

That would appear to leave the commercial banking system as the only

major source of external financing. However, the banking system is unlikely

to serve such a function. Rapid loan expansion cannot occur unless it is

matched by an equally rapid deposit expansion. Yet with continuing higher

and rising interest rates, deposit expansion in all types of financial insti-

tutions is likely to slow rather than accelerate. It is of critical importance

that banks themselves cannot expand their loan base without increasing their

capital, but they are just as vulnerable to the constraints of equity financ-

ing as the firms to whom they would loan money.

a
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PATHS TO GREATER PRODU-TIVITY OVER THE NEXT DECADE
During the past ten years the principal thrust of fiscal and monetary

policy has been to reduce the growth in productivity. Clearly the lawmakers

have not structured their bills with that language in mind, but the net

result has been the same. Little question exists that fiscal policy has

tilted in favor of expanding consumption, both through lower personal income

taxes and greatly increased transfer payments. While businesses have been

helped somewhat by one cut in the corporate income tax rate, the liheriliza-

tion of depreciation allowances, and a now-you-ee-itnow-yot-don't investment

tax credit, the cumulative effect has clearly been unequal. Monetary policy

has created three credit crunches in the past ten years, which have left

massive scars on investment plans without significantly affecting consumption.

Finally, the thrust of environmental and safety legislation has increased

fixed business investment by approximately $10 billion per year without

offering any help or even suggestions for additional funding. As a result,

the amount of productive investment which would otherwise have been under-

taken has been considerably reduced. This grand scheme has resulted in a

decline in the growth rate of productivity from 2.9. for the 1947-1966

period to only about It for the last ten years.

The set of policies we really need, therefore, is not one which causes

recessions every four years on schedule, or even one which manages to contain

these cyclical patterns by continuously pumping more money into the consumer

sector. We need a comprehensive policy which is designed to foster economic

stability and rapid growth, and this can be accomplished only by tilting in

favor of investment. As we have mentioned several times throughout this

report, only by increasing productivity can we lower the rate of inflation

and hence return to a path of economic stability which is unmarred by
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recurring crises of rapidly rising prices. We have tried the alternative

path for the past decade, and it has been found sadly wanting.

How much investment would be needed? According to our no-recession

alternative, the growth rate of real GNP will average 3.7% per year over

the forthcoming decade. This can he divided into a 2.3% annual increase

in man-hours and a 1.4 annual incrvaae in output/man-hour. According to

Okun's Law, which still continues to be a very useful approximation, every

It increase in real growth results in a decline of 1/3% in unemployment.

Turned around, this means that every It increase in real growth raises

employment 1/3% and output/man-hour, or productivity, 2/3%. Thus if we

were to return productivity to its earlier average of 2.9%, this would

represent an increase of 1.5% per year. Thus real GNP would have to

increase 21% faster per year, or rise at an average annual rate of 6%

over the decade. This would be well above the previous record of 4.7%

per year from 1958 to 1968.

If we use the no-recession alternative as the baseline for this calcu-

lWtius -- since we wouid obviously need at least an even-handed monetary

policy for such growth to exist -- a 6% growth could be accomplished by

adding approximately $0.8 trillion to investment over the next ten years.

This number is obtained by cumulating the right-hand column in the follow-

ing table.
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GNP, 19s $ GNP, 19s $
no recession 6% growth Incremental Investment Needed

Year baseline rate GNP 19SS !(a) Current $(b)

197S 793 793
1976 846 841 .. .
1977 891 891 - -
1978 92S 944 19 6 14
1979 950 1001 51 17 41

1980 978 1061 83 28 72
1981 1008 112S 117 39 106
1982 1041 1192 ISI so 145
1983 1074 1264 19f 63 19S
1984 1103 1340 237 79 261

(a) Using long-term investment multiplier of 3.0

(b) Using implicit deflator for fixed investment taken from the no-recession
alternative

We thus arrive at the conclusion that it would require a total of $4.6 trillion

investment over the next decade to return the rate of increase in productivity

to the levels which were obtained in the 1947-1966 period. This could reason-

ably be called the "high investment" alternative.

It is, of course, all very well to pull numbers out of thin air to explain

how we can return to a satisfactory rate of growth. It is equally clear that

we can accomplish no such thing unless the savings can be generated to produce

this amount of investment. We cannot tilt in the direction of more consumption

and more investment at the same time. Thus we must now look for the sources

of an additional $0.8 trillion in savings.

In determining the sources of this needed savings, it may be useful to

look at the income distribution of the additional GNP. If we use the numbers

given in the above table and convert to current dollars by multiplying them

by the estimates of the implicit GNP deflator given in the no-recession alter-

native, we find that current-dollar GNP is some $2.4 trillion higher over the
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decade if real GNP grows at 6% rather than 3.7%. We do not assume that

prices are any higher, since the increased productivity will at least

offset the pressures due to greater demand and lower unemployment.

Under ordinary circumstances, an increase in GNP is distributed as

follows: 2/3 goes to disposable income, 20% 30es to the government, and

the remaining 13% goes to after-tax profits and depreciation. These mar-

ginal figures are somewhat different from the averages; the combined

government sector now comprises 36% of GNP, but (a) the overall tax system

is regressive, due to its heavy dependence on social security and real

estate taxes, and (b) as employment and income rise, unemployment compen.

station insurance and welfare payments fall rapidly. Thus this means that

of the extra $2.4 trillion, $1.6 trillion would go to consumers, $0.S tril-

lion to the combined government sector, and $0.3 trillion to businesses.

The $0.5 trillion can be further disaggregated into approximately $0.4 to

the Federal govenment and $0.1 trillion to state and local governments.

We can assume without any hesitancy that the additional $0.3 trillion

received by businesses will be used for greater investment. However, that

still leaves a gap of $0.S trillion. The consumer sector cannot be counted

on supplying the major portion of this. If we assume that the savings rate

stays at approximately n%, the increase in additional personal savings will

be only slightly more than $0.1 trillion. This leaves a gap of $0.4 trillion,

which coincidentally (maybe) is the site of the additional revenues accruing

to the government sector.

Thus our conclusion boils down to the following. If the Federal govern-

ment is willing to take the extra- $0.4 trillion in revenues which they would

receive under a 6% growth rate and return this total sum to the corporations,
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the economy will be able to generate enough investment to reach this 6%

growth rate; otherwise investment and savings will both fall short. The

same objective simply cannot be accomplished by returning all or part of

the money to the consumer sector, since then the needed investment would

not be available to support the large increase in jobs which would occur.

Bottlenecks and inflation would result, and we would return to the same

treadmill on which the economy is now operating.

We must now ponder how Congress might go about reducing corporate

taxes and increasing depreciation allowances by $0.4 trillion over the

next ten years. This would amount to approximately $20 billion in 197S

and climb to about $60 billion per year by 1984. After-tax profits plus

depreciation will total S200 billion this year and about $S00 billion in

1944. Hence we are suggesting that these amounts be increased by 10% per

year. Stated in these terms, the numbers do not seen quite that huge,

although they would dwarf any previous changes made to corporate cash flow.

Yet the combination of decreased taxes and increased transfer payments this

year, which was denounced by some Congressmen as being too small, did

increase personal disposable income by over 5% for the year. At any rate,

we now suggest some of the changes which might be used to generate this

increased cash flow. Wherever possible we have indicated approximate

magnitudes.

1) Decrease the corporate income tax rate to 40%. This cut is very similar

to the one which was called for by President Ford earlier this year and was

quickly buried by Congress. Yet this method would be not only the simplest

but would be the most efficient, since it would not cause firms to undertake

certain types of expenditures instead of others because of tax ramifications.
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This cut would add about $7 billion to cash flow this year and about

$20 billion in 1954, or about one-third of the additional funds needed.

It is probably worth noting, however, that in Congressional hearings

this method has repeatedly been rejected in favor of more complicated

schemes, ostensibly on the grounds that other plans are specifically

designed to create jobs or spur investment, whereas the extra corporate

profits might not be used for any productive purpose. The logic of such

an approach is not strong enough to warrant any coment, but since this

is a popular political view, businessmen may be well advised to push for

other combinations of incentives which would serve to increase cash flow

by the needed amount.

2) Depreciation allowances should be based on replacement rather than

historical costs. The same overall effect could undoubtedly be accom-

plished by further shortening of tax lives on plant and equipment, yet

it seems that now is the time to face up to the problems which are caused

by inflation and the degree to which reported profits are actually over-

stated. This method would not be without its problems, since it would

require an estimate of replacement costs. However, this problem could

be mot in principle by using the BLS and NIA price indexes for detailed

components of plant and equipment. Even if these indexes understated the

true rise in prices, the discrepancy between depreciation allowances and

actual replacement costs would be smaller than it is now by an order of

magnitude.

It is difficult to estimate exactly how much additional cash flow

this would generate, since it depends on the method used, the average

life of machinery and plant, and the rate of inflation. If we assume
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that the average life of equipment is twelve years and the rate of inflation

is 6% per year, then on average each new purchase of capital equipment costs

twice as much as did its predecessor. However, we also have to take into

consideration that corporate taxes are already reduced through rapid depre-

ciation allowances in early years which represent tax savings. Thus a more

likely plan would allow additional depreciation based on replacement value

only on the undepreciated portion of the asset. While under this plan a

firm might theoretically take no depreciation until the life of the asset

had expired only, that would occur only in the unreal case where the interest

rate stayed below the rate of inflation. Depending on the modifications in

such a plan, it could account for all of the additional cash flow needed,

although it seems extremely unlikely that Congress would want to put all of

its eggs in such an untested basket.

3) Integration of the personal and corporate income tax schedules has been

discussed for many years, but the first steps have yet to be taken in this

direction. The basic aim of such a proposal would be to end the double

taxation on corporate dividend payments; this could be accomplished in a

number of ways. The simplest would be to treat dividends like interest

payments, i.e., deductible by corporations as a business expense. Other

more complicated ways would involve giving individuals a credit for the

tax which was paid by the corporations on the profits used to pay the

dividends. It has been estimated that such a scheme would reduce total

tax payments by $15 billion per year, which would also account for almost

all of the additional cash flow needed.

0.117 0 - '06 -- 4
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4) Additional expansion of the investment tax credit could be undertaken

in two ways. First, the rate itself could be increased, and the restric-

tions with respect to the amount of deductions which can be taken could be

eased substantially. An increase from the present effective rate of 6.S%

to 12.0. would raise approximately $4 billion. Furthermore, the tax credit

should be extended to cover a larger proportion of the investment expendi-

tures which must be undertaken due to environmental, safety, or consumer

regulatory standards. We estimate these expenditures to be at least $10

billion per year; a tax credit which permitted the writeoff of half of

these expenditures against taxes would certainly not seem unreasonable.

Thus nearly half of the needed funds could he raised from a widening and

broadening of the investment tax credit.

We are not suggesting that Congress is about to rush out and implement

these tax changes during the next session. However, the figures which we

have developed here suggest that the additional amount of national savings

needed to generate $4.6 trillion of investment during the next decade can

be obtained if the Federal government is willing to redirect its share of

the increased revenues back to the corporate sector. Our estimates indicate

that this job is feasible, although they certainly do not suggest that it is

without its short-term political drawbacks.

0
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THE CHOICE OF ALTEkNATIVES

Fiscal and monetary policy have been much maligned in recent years,

and indeed the weight of the evidence suggests that the last three cycles

could have been ameliorated if we had not engaged in the arcane art of

fine tuning. Yet this certainly does not imply that the best way to run

the country is to sit back and do nothing at all. The U. S. economy is

badly out of equilibrium, and while it will eventually head back there

under its own steam, we need to undo many of the problems which have been

created by government policy during the past ten years.

If the traditional measures of monetary and fiscal policy are used,

which call for budget-cutting and monetary stringency whenever inflation

begins to reappear, we will continue to have major business cycles

indefinitely. We are in fact headed for a recession in 1978 more severe

than the one from which we have just emerged if monetary policy follows

its previous pattern and leads to yet another credit crunch. At a minimum

we need an even-handed set of monetary and fiscal policies to permit the

economy to grow steadily for a fcw ycars and regain its long-term momentum.

Yet setting the economy back on the road to equilibrium is only the

first task which awaits us. Once we have accomplished this, the economy

will find itself at a watershed. During the entire postwar period, the

size of the government sector has been increasing, and investment as a

proportion of GNP has gradually declined. In the past ten years this has

caused the rate of productivity gain to fall from 3% to 1% per year, and

has resulted in a decline in the real wage which can be reversed only by

continuing tax cuts. We must decide if we are to regain our rising standard

of living at home and our economic dominance abroad, or whether we are to
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follow Great Britaiv down the road to the status of a second-rate economic

power.

This decision is clearly a painful one, for it involves reducing the

size of either the consumer or the government sector. Yet the public and

the Congress should at least be made aware that we face a rather narrow

alternative set of choices, A return to higher productivity, lower infla-

tion, and a resumption of increases in the standard of living can he accom-

plished only by raising the ratio of investment to GNP, and that in turn

can happen only If tw e importance of the other major sectors in the economy

are reduced. Faced with this decision, many other countries have chosen to

restrict the growth of the consumer sector. While this is certainly a

logical outcome of our comments, we would expect that given the decision

to increase investment, a reversal in the growth of the government sector

would be the preferred outcome in this country.

0
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROGER E. BRINNER, SENIOR ECONOMIST,
DATA RESOURCES, INC., AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

The possibility of a capitol shortage has received substantial attention during
the past year, but a significant amount of confusion still exists. There are
two basic issues: how to recognize a capital shortage if one stares at you and
how to respond If one challenges you. Unanimity is impossible on the answers
to these questions, but the following comments should command general agreement
with only minimal reservations:

1. A capital shortage is a different type of problem than, say, an oil embargo
or a crop shortfall. The effects of a capital shortage are felt Indirectly
because society consumes the product of capital, not capital itself. One
measure of the adequacy of capital formation Is thus the adequacy of the
corresponding aggregate output growth, given the expected increases in
labor and raw material inputs. However, a secular deceleration of
output is not necessarily a sign of capital shortage, particularly in a
free market economy.

2. If the growth of demand were to exceed that of potential, a physical capital
shortage would eventually manifest itself in increased inflton.Tht~S
type of shortage would self-destruct as higher prices encouraged greater
supplies and reduced demands.
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3. Many, authorities analyzing this Issue focus primarily on the symptoms of
a financial capital shortage: double-digit long-tern Interest rates,
risng debt-equ ratios and declining cash flow - capital expenditure
ratios. The economic recovery which began in mld-1975 has helped to
rebuild corporate liquidity and strengthen balance sheets but DR[ estimates
that In the absence of new tax policies the next ten to fifteen years
will see an extension of, although not an acceleration of, the financial
pressures which have been building since the mld-1960's. Corporations
will find that profits and depreciation allowances provide a continually
smaller share of fu,4s for capital expenditures. The residual financing
will be heavily dependent on debt, with short-term financing bearing a
rising share of the burden. As a result, Interest rate risk premia are
likely to remain high, creating especially serious financing problems for
firms without prime credit ratings.

4. The type of shortage under debate is not a temporary credit crunch such
as the half-dozen or so the U.S. economy has experienced In the postwar
era. It Is a major, sustained shortfall In capital formation.

S. If a capital shortage should develop, the list of contributing factors
will be headed by stop-go monetary and fiscal policies, a tax structure
which Ignores the Impact of Inflation on capital replacement costs and
favors debt finance over equity finance, and a weak econoaW producing
large government deficits.

The remainder of my remarks will be devoted to providing a quantitative background
for these comments and to clearing up a fundamental confusion about capital
*needs." The major thrust of my argument is that the introduction ofnew legis-
lation to aid capital formation cannot be Justified on the basis of vague
arbitrary determinations of national needs. The legitimacy of any change must
be properly derived from a recognition of the capricious, inflation-induced
distortions In personal and corporate income taxation or a new perception of
the net efficiency costs of the current tax structure relative to Its distri-
butional benefits.

The Selection of an Arbitrary Growth Standard

In attempting to assess the adequacy of capital formation, two choices for an
output growth standard come immediately to mind -- mainto~nIng the average his-
torical rate of growth in total output or in .f. can output. In either
case, It is most appropriate-to speak In term of potential, full-employment
output rather than actual output with its aisuciated business cycle fluctuations.

4
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An econometric analysis of the historical record* suggests that from 1960 to
197S potential GNP Increased by:

.1.4% each year through productivity Increases.

- .4% for each 1% Increase In the capital stock.

- .6% for each 1% Increase In the labor force.

The particular combination of 1.8% labor force growth and 3.7% capital stock
growth witnessed during the past 15 years produced an estimated 4% compound
rate of growth In potential output. The individual contributions were the
following:

1.4% productivity increases

+1.5% capital stock growth effect
(.4 x 3.7% capital stock growth)

1 1.1% labor force growth effect
(.6 x 1.8% labor force growth)

* 4% potential GNP growth

The population increased at 1.1% per year, hence w capital potential output
Increased at 2.9% (4-1.1%) per year.

Capital Formation Reouired to Achieve the Targets

Let us use 1975-1990 as the planning horizon.

Assuming that the growth of productivity Is sustained at Its historical rate
of 1.4%, the capital stock growth rates required to achieve 4% total or 2.9%
per capital growth can be derived. The Bureau of the Census predicts that
population will Increase at a slower rate, approximately .9% per year. The
full employment labor force will expand approximately 1.5% per year, reflecting
1.2% growth in the 18-64 age-group population and .3% growth In labor force
participation.

'*R. Brinner, "The Growth of Potentlonal GNP," Data Resources U.S. Long-Term
Bulletin, Winter 1976
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Table I uses these assumptions to derive the required capital stock growth rates.

Table 1. - Derivation of Capital Stock Growth Requirements:1975-19W0

Capital Stock Growth Reulrements:

To Match 2.9% Trend Growth To Match 4.0% Trend Growth
In Per Capita Output In Total Ogtout

Target Growth Rate ofPotentlal Output 3.8% (2.9%+.9%) 4.0%

Less Contribution of Increased
Productivity -1.4% -1.4

Less Contribution of Labor Force
Growth (.6 x 1.5%) - .9% -..9

Equals Required Capital Contribution 1.SS 1.7%

Implies Required Capital. Stock Growth
(Capital Contribution +..4)

This straightforward arithmetic suggests that capital stock growth at 3.75%, a
rate approximately equal to that achievedduring the past 15 years, would be
sufficient to achieve the 2.9% historical average growth rate of per
output. A virtually impossible acceleration of capital formation would be
required to match the 4% total potential output target because very substantial
Investment would be necessary to offset the deceleration In labor force growth.

Expected Future Capital Formation r-

The forecasts of future capital stock growth from the Data Resources' model
suggest that neither the per capital nor the total output target will be met:
capital stock growth will approximately equal 3.3% per year from 1975 to 1990,
primarily due to the weak economy foreseen between no and 1980.* The previous
arithmetic of output-capital growth linkages suggests that the per capita output

*Like all forecasts over a 15-year horizon, there is uncertainty associated with
this forecast. Let us consider a range of 3.0% to 3.6% as feasible.
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growt target of 3.8% would be missed by approximately 2% per year and thus
by 1990 output would be 214 below the targeted level.'

The Necessity of Tax Policy Cbanoes

In assessing the meaning of capital formtion projections below these required
by the arbitrary growth standards, It is worth noting that the Idea of capital
"requirements" or 'needs' may seem somewhat out of place in a market economy:
the choices of citizens determine the allocation of national income between
consumtion and saving and, hence, the extent of capital formation. However,
in our mixed economy the tax structure influences both the level of savings
and the allocation of savings among sectors of the economy.
The tax influence on Individual choices Is generally viewed as a balancing of
efficiency costs against distributional benefits. The tax structure was devised
to serve various purposes and as circumstances change it deserves re-examination.
The most substantial reasons I see for change today are: 1) inflation has pro-
duced capricious distortions of capital taxation and, 2) the corporate income
tax bias in favor of debt finance has led to undesirably high debt-equity posi-
tions for many corporations.

Inflation-Induced Distortions of Capital Incoe Taxation

Inflation creates serious problems for the measurement of capital Income.
The classic definitions of income are those of Henry Simons: "a) ... the
amount by which the value of a person's store of property rights would have
increased, as between the beginning and the end of the period, if he had
consumed nothing, or b) the value of the rights which he might have exercised
in consumption without altering the value of his store of rights."** with

*The answers are contingent upon a host of critical assumptions, some apparent
such as 1.4% growth in productivity and other less to. If anything, these are
optimistic results. It Is quite easy to postulate an alternative, plausible
set of assumptions which produce potential output growth of 3% to 3.5% per year
rather than the 3.6% embodied in the current set of assumptions. However, such
a shortfall would be largely due to factors other than an inadequacy of capital
formation.

"Henry Simons, Personal Income Taxation, 1938, p. 49.
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respect to capital, these definitions clearly Imply that Income should not include
that portion of the gross return which merely maintains the purchasing power of
the original Investment. The yield properly subject to taxation Is the nominal
yield minus the Inflation rate. It can be readily shown that taxation of the
nominal yield produces a rising tax burden as Inflation Increases even if the
legislated tax rate remains constant.*

Table 2 demonstrates this phenomenon with respect to Interest earned on seasoned
AM corporate bonds. The entries all relate to a hypothetical taxpayer with a 405
marginal personal Income tax rate. Because taxes are levied on the nominal
Interest rate, and not this rate minus the Inflation rate, the effective tax
rate ranged from 64% to 71% during the period of mild, 112% Inflation prior to
1966. Furthermore, the effective tax rate frequently exceeded 100% during the
past 10 years: the income tax thus absorbed more than the true Income and was
effectively extended to be a wealth tax. This was apparently not a conscious
tax policy, but rather a capricious result of inflation. The results are more
dramatic If one uses the lower Interest rate paid on savings account deposits,
thus this is not a penalty levied only on the wealthier members of society.

Fortunately, the remedy is relatively simple. First, instruct financial Insti-
tutions to calculate and report to taxpayers the inflation-adjusted real return
paid on deposits and the real interest cost charged on loans. Then require the
reporting of the Inflation-adjusted net Interest receipts on Individual income
tax returns rather than the nominal receipts currently reported. Second, In the
case of bonds, permit the taxpayer to write-up the purchase price of each bond
(by the amount of inflation between purchase and sale) before calculating the
Schedule 0 capital gain.*

*This distortion is, therefore, entirely separate from the well-known effect
created by a progressive tax rate structure under conditions of inflation.
The progressive rate effect produces rising tax burdens for both capital and
labor income, while the other effect discussed above distorts only the
measurement of capital income.

**I have detailed these procedures elsewhere and would be happy to explore them
further In the oral presentation If you so desire.

R. Sinner (1973), "Inflation, Deferral and the Neutral Taxation of
Capital Gains,; National Tax Journal, December.

R. Brinner (1974), Taxationif Capitl Gains: Inflation and Other
Problem," New England Economic Review, September/October.

R. Brinner (IR prs) infl aoUn--e4d Tax Problems for he Capital
Markets," to be published by Rockefeller Comission on Critical
Choices for Americans.
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Table 2. - The True Tax Burden on Interest Income
(assuming a 401 personal tax rate)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S)
Af ter-tax After-tax Effective Tax

Nominal Nominal Inflation Real Rate on Pre-Tax
Rat11 R turn, Ratet !gg Rea) Return

1950 2.61 1.6% 1.2% .4% 71%
19SS 3.1 1.9 1.4 .5 71
1960 4.4 2.6 1.6 1.0 64
1965 4.5 2.7 1.8 .9 67

1966 S.1 3.1 2.8 .3 87
1967 5.5 3.3 3.2 .1 96
1968 6.2 3.7 4.0 -. 3 114
1969 7.0 4.2 4.8 -.6 127
1970 8.0 4.8 S.S -. 7 128

1971 7.4 4.4 4.S -.1 103
1972 7.2 4.3 3.4 1.0 76
1973 7.4 4.4 S.6 -1.2 167
1974 8.6 5.2 10.3 -5.1
197S 8.8 5.3 8.8 -3.5

Explanation of Columns:

(1) Average yield on seasoned AAA corporate bonds
(Source: Federal Reserve Board)

(2) Assuming a 40% tax rate for purposes of illustration
.6 x COL.(1)

l 31 Percentage Cchange In GNP deflator from preceding year
4) Col.(2) - Col.(3)
5 Tax collected as percentage of pretax real return •

(Col.() - Col.(2)l + (Col.(l) - Col.(3))

*The pretax, real return (Col.(I) - Col.(3)J was negative and a
loss should have been recognized as an offset to other Income.
Instead a tax was, of course, levied. The ratio Is thus
negative and misleading.

*The pretax, real return was nil. The ratio is therefore
infinite.
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The definition of Income from the sale of corporate equity, homes, livestock and
other capital assets suffers from the same type of distortion durisig periods of
inflation. Table 3 analyzes the Income and tax burdens corresponding to hypo-
thetical equity Investments, The remedy Is the same as that suggested for bonds
In the previous paragraphs -- permits taxpayers to write-up the asset purchase
price when calculating the capital gain.on SchedulqO.

Table 3. - The $inflation Tax* on Capital Gain Income
An Analysis of Hypothetical $10,000 Investments In a Typical Portfolio

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Inflation-
Nominal Approximate Adjusted
Gain Tax Gain

1950 $3945
195S 1220

771
68

228
37

$986 $1210
30S 79

193
17
57
9

-4S
-386
-269
-366

-69 -17 -403

39
136
16

10
34
4

-295
-186
-246

-141 -35 -341
-41 -10 -203

Effective
Tax

Rate (%)

82%
384

-430
-4

-21
-3

4

-3-18
-2

10
5

412 103 316 33

Extra
Inflation

$684
285

204
114
124
101 I

Interpretation

Gain overstated

Apparent gain actually
corresponds to pur-
chasing power loss:
tax should be a credit

84 > Loss understated:
should be greater.

84
81
66 }

,ed

Apparent gain actually
corresponds to pur-
chasing power loss: ta
should be credit.

75 " Loss understated: cred
41,4 should be greater.

24 > Gain overstated.

Notes:

Ca) The fourth quarter average value of the Standard and Poor Composite Index (S&P)
is the hypothetical purchase price. The sale price is 98, a recent peak value
of the Index.

(b) Nominal Gain a $10,000 x ((98/S&P at purchase) - 11

Cc) .25 x (b)
(d) Inflation-adjusted gain 0 $10,000 (" l today) -1(S&P/CPI at purchase)

(e) (c) f (d) x 100 - Tax as percent of inflation-adjusted gain

(f) c) - .25 x d) * Approximate tax collected minus 25% of inflation-adjusted gain

40

(a)
Date of

Hypothetical
Stock

Purchase

1960
1965
1966
1967

1968

1969
1970
1971

1972

1973

1974

0
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As a quid pro L., the inflation-adjusted gain should be fully included In taxable
income. Irmons' definition of income Is accepted, then It Is proper to recog-
nize his other prime rule: the tax due on Income should be Independent of the
source of such Income. The current structure eumbodying Partial exclusion of
nominal gains and separate tax rate schedules for wage and capital income Is
largely a set of unsuccessful approximations of Simons' philosophy. Of course,
even with the Inflation adjustment, capital gain Income would still receive
preferential treatment because the accrued tax Is deferred until the gain is
realized, or the tax Is forgiven altogether at the death of the Investor.*
Thus the effective rate on the nominal gain is loser to 7% than the apparent
2S% or 3S% ceiling.*

Table 3 largely speaks for Itself. Once the purchase price of the hypothetical
portfolio has been written-up to reflect the Inflation between date of purchase
and date of sale, most gains are found to be Illusory. The value today Is below
Its inflation-adjusted purchase price for each portfolio purchased between 1960
and 1973. The only portfolios showing meaningful gains are those over two
decades old or those purchased in the fourth quarter of 1974 at the recent bottom
of the market.

These aggregates present an important problem, yet they hide an equally signifi-
cant horizontal equity problem apparent from some other research I have recently
completed: the Inflation distortion Is proportionately greatest at the low
and middle ranges of the Income spectrum. These groups typically invest in
stocks with a lower appreciation rate due to their (tax-induced) preference for
stocks with relatively high payout ratios. Therefore, their nominal gains are
proportionately smWller and real losses proportionately greater.

One can examine these statistics and draw other interesting conclusions, but I
should warn against one singularly unwarranted conclusion. The apparent pattern
of larger "extra taxes" correspnding to longer holding periods might Initially
suggest that a larger fraction of capital gains should be excludable from taxable
income the longer an asset has been held, a proposal received with some enthusiasm
In the past by the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee.

*The preceding value judgments are the responsibility of this author and are
not intended to represent the official position of Data Resources, 1Ic. or
Harvard University.

**The 7% estimate Is drawn from George Break and Joseph Pechman, Federal Tax
Reform, the Brookings Institution, page 92.
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Unfortunately, such a rule would exacerbate the distortion in years with nominal
losses and Increase the lock-In effect by discouraging sales. Moreover, Inflation
does not truly provide a logical basis for such treatment. The arithmtic
of compound interest indicates that, for example, In an environment of constant
inflation and appreciation rates, the Inflation-adjusted, true gain actually
rises as a share of the nominal gain the longer an asset has been hold: given
8% appreciation and 4% inflation, the Inflation-adjusted gain as a share of the
nominal gain rises from SO% (4S'* 8%) at the end of one year to 64, 59, and
721 at the end of S, 10, and 2S years, respectively. In brief, an additional
1% of this nominal gain could legItimately be Included for each year of owner-
ship In a world of steady Inflation and appreciation at these rates.

The assertion that Inflation calls for Increasingly favorable treatment the
longer an asset has been held stem from a confusion between the proeortional
and the absolute effect of Inflation. The compounded appreciation of each
asset will otpace the Inflation bite if the Inflation and appreciation rates
are stable.*

The distortion of personal Income taxation by Inflation is only one-half of
the story of disincentives to save and invest due to Inflation. The other half
relates to tax definitions of corporate income from inventory profits and deduc-
tions for depreciation and not Interest paid. Inventory profits from price
changes can be illusory In the sam sense as the capital gains discussed above.
The per unit replacement cost of inventory goods is analogous to the Standard
and Poor price Index used in the preceding analysis.

Similarly, the value of the plant and equipment capital stock should be adjusted
to reflect the increase In the replacement cost of the remaining stock. In
the simplest world, a world In which the prices of all machines and buildings
merely match aggregate Inflation, the correct depreciation charge Is usefully
approximated by the assumed depreciation fraction multiplied by the current
cost of an equivalent new machine, rather than the ogjjne! machine cost. (On
the other hand, If machinery or building price inflation exceeds aggregate
Inflation, there is an argument for recognizing a partially offsetting gain.)
The Impact of the Implied changes in tax accounting would differ substantially
across firms, but careful studies suggest that, on average, reported income
would be reduced to 60.70% of current levels and tax revenues might fall by
$W-lS billion. On the other hand, many corporations are heavily debt-financed
and the real burden on this debt is reduced by inflation.

*Let n-rate of appreciation, pirate of inflation and k-number of years the
asset 0as been held. The nominal gain per dollar Invested (NG) thus equals
1(1+n x-11 and the Inflation-adjusted gain (IAG) equals ((l ni - (14p)K).
In the latter case, the $1 purchase price Is written up by the inflation
over the k years the asset is held. After one year, the ratio of the lAG
to the NG equals the real return divided by the nominal rate of appreciation,
(n-p)/n. As k Increases, the numerator grows more rapidly than the denominator
and the ratio approaches a value of one as the examples in the text suggested.
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Recognition of this Implicit gain to shareholders partially offsets the previously
discussed inflation losses, increases "inflation-adjusted corporate income" to a
median value of 90-96 of reported income and, therefore, cuts the potential
revenue loss substantially. However, the minimal aggregate Impact hides an
extremely large spread of effects at the firm level. The most thorough study
to date IS. Oavidson and R. Wel, "Inflation Accounting. Financial Ana
Journal January/February 1976) suggests that redefined ln7m d range from
approximately 10% to 2001 of currently reported Income. Therefore, It would
probably be necessary to phase In any changes In the measurement of corporate
incoe to avoid severe disruptions In the financial markets.*

An equally Important aspect of inflation-neutral accounting would be the re-
statement of stockholder equity on a comparable basis with debt. Fixed assets
valued at depreciated purchase cost substantially understate the current equity
of the shareholder. In contrast, the dollar value of debt Is the correct measure
of current liabilities and needs no redefinition. Therefore Inflation-adjusted
balance sheets would demonstrate that debt-equity ratios have not been rising
as dramatically as current accounts would Indicate. I suspect that the differen-
tial impacts at the firm level would be especially enlightening. From the point
of view of encouraging growth and technological progress, It is highly likely
that the accounting changes would Indicate relatively improved earnings for
high growth industries. Such Industries have newer capital stocks and more
leveraged positions, hence the depreciation adjustments would be relatively low
and the Inflation gains relatively high.

In any event, It should be clear that inflation has contributed to the potential
for a capital shortage in several ways. It has produced an excessive taxation
of personal and corporate Income and thereby reduced the private saving possible
from any given gross Income.

If tax policy is not changed, capital markets can be expected to adjust to the
inflation with sustained high interest rates as the result. For example, to
achieve the I.5M real, after tax return roughly characteristic of 1950-1966,
a taxpayer In the 40% bracket expecting sustained 5% inflation would demand
a nominal yield of 10.8%. The 40% tax due on 10.8% would be 4.3%, offering an
aftertax 6.5% nominal return, and a 1.5% real return after subtraction of the
S% Inflation premium. Interest rates of 10-11% would obviously discourage Invest-
ment., The most likely equilibrium result combines Interest rates near 9% with cor-
respondingly lower saving and capital formation. Rough calculations suggest that
100 to 200 basis points could be shaved from Interest costs if the suggested
Inflation adjustments were ade in the definition of Income.

The "bottom line'" message of this analysis Is that the tax structure must be
changed merely to return to the Intended, effective policies in place prior
to the onset of virulent Inflation.

*Extremely low values primarily reflect poor profit performance in the year
examined such that a modest change in expenses will produce a large percentage
change In profits. The very high values correspond to hlghly-leveraged
utilities.
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A Proposed Tax Package

I have intentionally avoided mentioning the perennial favorites In discussions
of tax policy and capital formation - the investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation. The economics profession appears to have reached a consensus
here:

1) The Investment tax credit gives "a larger bang per buck* of tax
revenue foregone.

2) The potentially beneficial countercyclical effect of the credit
Is weakened by legislative and corporate decision lags.

3) The "bang per buck" is diluted because the credit is permitted
on all qualified Investment rather than only investments over
the average level of prior years.

4) It Is appropriate to view these incentives as crude adjustments
of taxation for the problems created by Inflation and by the
taxation of corporate income at both the corporate and the
personal level.

The fourth point Is particularly important. The distortions are now sufficiently
large that it would be appropriate to discard the investment tax credit and
excessively accelerated depreciation in favor of a revised structure.

A useful approach would be to exchange the current set of ad K adjustments
for 1) a redefinition of capital Income in the personal an-the-corporate
tax laws to reflect the burden of inflation plus 2) partial Integration of the
personal and corporate Income taxes. The redefinitions of capital income
would reduce corporate liabilities only slightly at current Inflation rates If
the legitimate gains from debt were recognized as well as the higher depreciation
costs. The revenue Impact of inflation-adjustments to personal interest and capi-"
tal gain Income depends critically on the rate of inflation. Assuming adjust-
ants of tax rate schedules to maintain aggregate revenue, It appears that low
and middle Income groups would be the primary beneficiaries during mild Inflation
and that upper income groups would gain during rapid Inflation.

The Integration proposal I favor would permit full deductability of dividends
but retain the tax on undistributed profits. Econometric analysis completed
by a respected authority, Professor Martin Feldstein, suggests that such an
integration program would Increase dividends by 83% and Increase retained
earnings by a small amount.* For example, In 1974 corporate dividends were

*Martin Feldstein, "Corporate Tax Integration," Encouraging Capital Formation
through the Tax Code, Cummittee on the Budget, United States Senate, September
18 and 19, 1975.
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$33 billion, retained earnings equalled $52 billion and corporate income tax
revenues equalled $56 billion. According to the Feldstein estimate, full
deductibility of dividends would have stimulated an Increase in dividends of $27
billion to the $60 billion level. This would have reduced corporate tax liabilities
by approximately $29 billion (48% of $60 billion), thus augmenting retained
earnings by $2 billion - the tax saving minus the dividend increase. Assuming
that personal tax rates would be increased to compensate for the corporate revenue
loss, a personal tax Increase would approximately offset the dividend Increase,
therefore leaving disposable income and personal savings largely unchanged.
($10 to $1S billion of the new personal tax revenues would automatically com
from personal taxes on the dividends. The tax rate changes would thus be required
to raise $15 to $20 billion.)

The integration would, however, still have a very significant ipact. It would
remove the incentive to finance capital expenditures through the sale of debt
rather than equity. Equally Important, It would increase the attractiveness
of stock market investment for middle income investors. For example, the
total corporate and personal tax burden on a dollar of corporate source income
for a taxpayer with a 30% personal tax rate would decline from a current level
near 50% to approximately 35." As a result, stocks could effectively compete
with other investment vehicles at 11 income levels.

The Tax Packaoe and Capital Formation

This package would primarily improve the allocation of savings across sectors
of the economy and remove the bias In the choice of debt or equity finance
within the corporate sector. The redefinition of capital Income would protect
the return to saving from capricious Increases during periods of inflation,
but it is unclear that total savings would increase in response. There simply
is no conclusive evidence that a higher rate of return encourages individuals
to save a larger fraction of their income. Each dollar saved makes a larger
contribution to eventual retirement or bequest funds If the interest rate is
higher, thus If the individual has a fairly rigid conception of the "nest-egg"
he is seeking for his old age, a higher rate of return will In fact reduce
current savings. Unless the share of Income saved responds positively to the
rate of return, aggregate saving and hence capital formation cannot be
Increased by any fiscal policy except by sLimulatlng aggregate income or
reducing government deficits. The efficiency gains from a better allocation
across sectors and the distributional equity benefits from a correct definition
of Income are sufficient grounds to support the package. A stimulus to
aggregate capital formation would be a useful but nonpredictable bonus.

*The tax rates are calculated on the basis of the previous 1974 data plus an
assumption that the capital gain tax is equivalent to a 7% tax on retained
earnings.

e-1i1 O- 7s -
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STATEMENT BY JOHN W. KENDRICK, PROFESSOR ECONOMICS,
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

3CTI OR CAIr*.L FOI4AfI

In my prepared statement I shall try to do three things brieflyt

1. Review trends in capital formation or "Investment'using
broader definitions than those underlying the official
national income accounts;

' 2. Comment on capital requirements 1976-1980 vith reference
to the 1976 Annual Report of the council. orftonomig Advisers; and

pit 3. Press my views regarding possible incentives tor'capital formation.

'trends in Caita4l Formation.

based on the official national income and product accounts, gross private
d4oestio investment has maintained a relatively stable ratio to GCP in good years
'd around 1/!, and business fixed investment likewise at a bit over 10$. The

..,fatios dropped cyclically from 1973 to 1975.
For purposes of analyzing economic growth, it is useful to define '

ceasure investment more broadly to include all outlays that add to (or replace)
lacome- and output-produciog capacity for future periods. So defined# "total
investment" includes tangible capital formation of the personal and government
actors, as veil as of business. plus intangible investments of all sectors:
research and development (R&D), education and training, health and safety and 1
mobUty outlays. In a recent study for the National Bureau of Ecooomic Research,
suaftris" .and extended In a paper Just printed for the Joint Economic Comittee#k
I haye developed estimates of U. 5. total in:'cstzcnt and the associated stocks of'
capital, by type and by sector.

The estimates show that the ratio of total investment to GNP (adjIusted
,for' €onisteesy) rose from about 43% In 1929 and 19 8 to 5C1% in 1966. Thereafter,
It dfopped beck to 49% In 1969 and hef% in 1973.

The increases from 19Wh to 1966 cape in the intangible investment category,
whieh rose from 12% to about 21% of adjusted (21P. The Increases.e 're concentrated
n the puU11o sector, reflecting tbh the increasing share of Ott? accruing to

.sovexjmets (at the. expense of the persoral sector) a an increase in the proportion

*John V. Iendrick, The Formation and St"il~ of Total Capital (New York: National
Bureau of lemmicl Research, In press).4A

. : qPnm -c "rowth "a Total• Catal I ca, h stw #repr for the U" -.tSub ottmon Eoom e Growth of the Joint Seo,wo4a.od C ttee,.:Con ,ess f the

?I
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of revenues devoted by governuents to total investment objectives.

An analysis of the decline in the total saving-investeant ratio after
1966 is instructive fro the vievpoint of formulating policies to stimlate
capital formation in the period ahead. The most important point to note is
the inter-sectoral shifts of disposable income avay front business, vhich has
the highest ratio of investcent to incoej, and to a lesser degree away from
governments, in favor of the personal sector| which has the lowest ratio of
total investment to disposable incoce, at Ali$ In 1973. (See Table 4 of the
Joint Coeittee Print.) This vas compounded by a decline in the personal
investment ratio, not fully offset by a rise in the business investment ratio.

Business Alsposable income (cash flow) dropped from 12 % adjusted QM? In
1966 to 9.3% in 1973. Although the ratio of business investment to disposable
income rose from 100% to U, business Investment as a share of MW fell from
12.8% to 11.9%. In o view, the decline in profit rates vas due to mcro-ecooouic
policies designed to combat inflation %.hich prevented prices from rising as fast
as unit costs in the booms of 1969 and 1973. Further, the vage-pr ice controls of
197-74 tended to distort profit sod investment patterns, aggravating the capacity
sLrtfaes vhich'dvveloped in 1972-73.

The Government share of MIP also dropped by more than 2 percentage points
196-73,p and its investment ratio by over one percentage point. Although
disposable personal Income rose from 63% of C0? In 1966 to alamt 69% 1973, total
personal investa~mt renained a constant 26J% of Gn. As the CM annual report
eaphasizes, fiscal and other eacro-econoice policies have definitely favored
consumptLon in recent years.

One other highly significant recent trend# often overlooked, has been the
&arked slo--dovn in capital productivity,, ihch hes been even nore pronounced
than the slow-down in labor productivity. The average annual rate of increase
of real grria Iproduct per unit of real gross tangible capital stock In the
business economy slowed from 1.0% 191-6 to only 0.,4 1966-73. ThIs vas not
due to a deepening of capital per yorker. Indeed, due to the accelerated growth
of the 16ubor force and employment, real gross capital stocks per person engaged
slowed from a 2.3% average annual growth rate 1918-66 to 1.4 1966-73. This was
one element In the slov-down in labor productivity, as measured by real gross
product per person engaged, frm a 3.2% growth rate per annum, on average from
198 to 1966, to 1.% 19W73.

The increase in capil formation required for environmental protection,
occup.ional health and safety, and other social programs was undoubtedly a factor
in the slov-down in _grovt of real product as mesured in relation to real
capital. But I bellcve that the more important factor must have been a slowing
down In the rate of cost-reducing innovations. I cannot agree vith the overly-
dramatic phrasing of the title of an article In Business Week (Feb. 16, 1976),
"The Breakdon.m of U. S. Innovation." But there vere several important reasons
for a slow-dovn.0 In the first place, research and development expenditures
'have declined markedly as a percentage of Gross National Product since the
rd-1960s. This has slowed the rate of Increaseof inventions and thus of

3Thes estimates vill be published in a forthcoming publication by The Conference
Board, Rev York, 'The Gross Rtional Wealth of the United Statesj, by Sector ai
Indutry.."
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potential lo.rations actually udertaken by business.

This is significant since a rce -ed acceleration of capital prod*Jctivity
lould clearly reduce the anornt of now capital required for any given rate of
ilncrtase in real GUP.

Capital .equirer-nts.

The CFA in Its recent annual report infers tro-4 a MEA study that the
ratio of business fixed Invcot.ant to G:NP would reed to be at least l percentage
points higher in the latter half of the decade 19l-aO tLan it was In the first
half in order to achieve a full enployaent level of real GhP in 1980j and to
eet the capital requirements of the 1970 and 19(12 Pollution Control lave and

of greater energy independence gols.4

My chief criticism of the BA study Is that the projected capital
requirements cay be on the high side, since a net increase In the capital
coefficients was projected based on 1963-70 trends. But as noted earlier
there were net declines in capital coefficients (the inverse of capital
productivity) in the prior 15 years and I believe that appropriate policies
could result in soc*vbat lover, rather than higher, capital coefficients
in 19aO than in 1970.

In general., ho'dever I agree with the CFA that higher saving-Investr.ent
ratios to GNP may well be needed for several years to cone in viev of:

1. The continued rapid increase in the labor force in prospect,
until the late 1910s;

2. The need to increase capital per worker in order to rs'ntain
psst trends of rising real lncoie ar.d product :-,r - which
most Arericans ceev to desire;

3. The require-;ents of environmental and energy progra-a:.s; and also

4. The need to accomodate possible new initiatives in the national
security and social welfare areas.

It seems to me that even recognizing the probable margins of error in the
projections of M and others of capital shortageso there is less risk in
adopting policies-to stiailate saving and investment than there is in doing nothing.
A faster increase in capital for.ation u1ll1 strengthen the forces of recovery,
and reduce excessive une-.ployrent faster than -ould othervise be the case.
It will also eecrease the likelilhood that expansion ,I11l run into capacity
bottlenecks before full e~pl.ojent is achieved. And by dee;enin& capital and
reducing the average age of plant and equipment, it ".A11 help accelerate labor

Econosie Report of the President, January 1976, pp. 39-7.
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productivity and the associated Increates In real Income per worker. These
factors "-ill have the added be.cfit of helping ltitate the accelerated
Increases in unit costs that typically appear in the latter phase of a business
cycle expansion. It should also be noted that by the end of the decade, vhen
3bor force &ro.th is projected- to decelerate and anti-,polliston proanras vll

be in plvz'e policies can be tiz< L.ed to pe.-it relative increases in consumption
as required to ;.Aintain high levels of aggregate derar.d.

Incentives for Capital Forrstion.

IThe most i po:1aut force vork~ng to raise investront is the current
recovery of corporate profits and the net income of proprietors. Macro-economic
policies should continue to promote that recovery back up to rates of return
conparahle to those earned in the rid-1960s, with due allowance for inflation
effects Since business typically ploughs back all of its cash flaw (retaine4
earnings plus .a~tsl consumption charges) and more, on balance, Into capital
torn.ation, the increase .2f 2 to 3 percentage ;oint.s in the business ca;h fl1w
share if O0 over the 1973 proportion, vhich this objective lisplies, should iean
a sinlar Ifckrease La the capital formation ratio.

This objective lplies a rnnetary policy that would continue to hold interest
rates within a moderate range end a fiscal policy that would promote the reduction
of the Federal Government deficit in step vith the recovery of net private borrowing
to finance the growth of capital forcatlon. Ultimately., a full-employcmant surplus
vould contribute both to a high rate of private investment and to the mitigation
of Inflationary pressures vhich normally build up as full employment is approached.

To play on the safe side, I be" I eie that Congrcs should give serious
consideration to supplementing the Iarces of recovery by-todest reduction of
business locoz e taxes. As I noted in the Joint Comittee print, this could
take one or more of several ?ors:

A decrease in corporate inco.,e tax rates;

An exemption of a portion of dividends from double taxation;

Recognition of some form of "inflation accounting" in calculation
of ta:%able business income;

A further increase in the ievestzent tax credit; and

Possibly an expansion of the tax credit to apply to P&D outlays
as well as to plant and equipment expenditures.

T.. exemption from taxation of sooe portion of corporate profits paid out
in . - "'-4s bes the special attraction of pro.oting equity finadcing vis-a-vis
the Aebt financing of capital for-ation. T'hls would help restore a better balance
to cort."eCttoa balance sheets ........
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but the proposal which I shvld le to conclude by discussing further
Is one wich h-as received less attention than the otters: the enactment of
an PAD tax credit. 1" is, of co'u-se, an Sn-cst-ect in that it enhances
future irco e-/r¢&cind ca;city J.st UI!. plet and C.ulp?:)t outlays do.
ROD Is 'rtles'ltrly t-.orant as the fountainhead of technological progrCss
and the source of cast-reducing product and process inventions and inA*ovstlons.
As noted earlier, I believe the reduction of. PO) as a fraction of GO Over
the pest decade contributed i:ortnatly to the productivity slov-toVJIn. A
sting ultion of RIM outlays uould accelerate the co-pletion of projects 001
In the pl4-lir e ard increase the Lwb.r of projects that cogd be un44rtaken
In coming years, co-." of vW'.:h .-.>ud bent C.-uit d'uirng the current recovery.
A portion of these would be capital-sevr4 develop:%nts, ".hach .o',4d help Oeet
the capital requirements projected for 19 0 vlth less new tangible capital
for.tion.

An alternative to an PAD tax credit of, say IV,, would be a larger credit,
say 30%, on increaental outlays for RkD (over and above outlays of the prior
year, or so:* other base). This would cost the goverm-ent less in revenues

4 foregone, and possibly provide a greater incentive for Increasing private MD.
A novel feature which I would add is that P&D otlays by ranufacturers of
producers' goods be alloed a larger tax credit. A nore favorable treatment
of R&D for producers' goods recognizes the dual Importa6ce of process and
product innovations in those industries. Improvements in the quality of
producers goods result in productivity improvements in the purchasing industries.
Further, cost-reducing innovations in the manufacture of producers goodsp by
reducing relative prices to purchasers, encourage tangible Investments, the
carriers of technological progress.

[Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m. on February 19, 1976.1

rJ



TAX POLICY AND CAPITAL FORMATION

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY t9, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SuscoMmirrEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS

OF THE COMMITrEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:04 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the subcommittee) p residing.

Present: Senators Bentsen and Fannin.
Senator BENTSEN. These hearings will come to order.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN

This morning the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee begins
the second day of hearings on the vitally important issue of tax policy
and capital formation. Our witnesses this morning are Senator Paul
Fannin, one of my colleagues on the Finance Committee, Alan Green-
span, chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, Assistant Secre-
tary of Treasury Sidney L. Jones and Alex Sheshunoff, a specialist
in bank analysis.

The purpose of the hearings is to examine the importance of enact-
ing a responsible tax policy this year to help meet our Nation's grow-
ing capital needs, to create new jobs for our expanding labor force
and to promote stable non-inflationary economic growth.

We must steer our economy to a course of stable, durable growth
and avoid a sorrowful repetition of the boom and bust cycles of
the past which have been accompanied by painful inflation and unem-
ployment distortions.

Without the adoption of sound economic and tax programs our
economy will be unable to generate sufficient job opportunities for
our*growing work force and the American worker will be the loser.
Without a tax policy that will help meet our economy's future capital
needs, we will be unable to prevent shortages of scarce resources
and manufactured products in the years ahead and the American
consumer will be the loser.

As our economy recovers from the recession, we need economic
and tax policies that will encourage industrial expansion and
modernization, boost productivity and prevent inflationary bottlenecks
and capacity shortages from developing in the future. This is essential
to keep prices down for the American consumer. Increased productivi-
ty will enable employers to raise wages without raising prices to
customers. Stable economic growth that puts more goods on the shelf
is our economy's best defense against inflation.

(90)
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The Treasury Department has estimated that capital requirements
for gross private domestic investment will be in excess of $4 trillion
during the 1974 to 1985 time period. Our capital requirements are
indeed large and require much greater public attention.

Unfortunately today there is substantial evidence that the United
States has not been keeping pace with other industralized nations
with respect to economic growth and capital investment.

An important starting point in any discussion of capital formation
is the pattern of economic growth. The average annual rate of real
economic growth during the 1960's for the 20 nations belonging to
the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (0ECD)
ranged from a high of I I. percent for Japan, to a median of about
5 percent for Australia, the Netherlands and Norway to a low of
2.8 percent for the United Kingdom. The United States during this
time experienced an average growth rate of 4 percent a year-17th
among the 20 nations.

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE IN REAL GROWTH FOR MEMBER NATIONSOF OECD. 1969-70

[in perceml
Japan ............. .............. 11.1 Norway ........................... O
Greece ............................ 7.6 Belgium ......................... 4.9
Portugal ............................... 6.3 Denmark ............................ 4.9
Yugoslavia ............................ 6.7 West Germany ...................... 4.8
France ............................... 5.8 Austria ............................... 4.8
Italy ........................... ..... 5.6 Iceland ............................... 4.3
Canada ............................. 5.2 United States ....................... 4.0
Finland .......................... 5.2 Luxembourg ....................... 3.3
Australia ........................... 5. I United Kingdom ....................... 2.8
Netherlands ....................... 5.1 I .......................... 4.0

Source: Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation.

Of the many factors that influence economic growth rates, none
is more important than the level of capital investment. A strong rate
of new capital investment is required to generate sustained economic
growth. However during the 1960's, the United States had the worst
record of capital investment among the major industrialized nations
of the free world. A study prepared by the Department of the Treasury
indicates that total U.S. fixed investment as a share of national output
during the time period 1960 through 1973 was 17.5 percent. The
U.S. figure ranks last among a group of II major industrial nations;
our investment rate was 7.2 percentage points below the average
commitment of the entire group.

INVESTMENT AS PERCENT OF REAL NATIONAL OUTPUT 1960-73

Total Nonresiden.
fixed' ial fixed

Japan ..................................................... 35.0 29.0
West Germany .............................................. 25.8 20.0
France ....................................................... 24.5 18.2
Canada ..................................................... 21.8 17.4
Italy ......................................................... 20.5 14.4
United Kingdom ............................................ 18.5 15.2
United States ................................................. 17.5 13.6
II OECD Countries ......................................... 24.7 19.4

' Including residential.
Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury.
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We can take steps to remedy this problem.
I have proposed several tax measures to help our economy generate

sufficient capital for sustained economic growth.
Earlier in this Congress I introduced the "Stockholders Investment

Act." to encourage greater individual savings and investment and to
stimulate our capital markets. Under this proposal, the maximum
capital gains rate would decrease annually during the holding period
of an asset until-after 15 years-the maximum rate dropped to 14
Percent. The tax treatment of capital losses would also be liberalized.

he amount of capital losses allowable as a deduction against ordinary
income would increase from $1,000 tb $4,000. -

My capital gains proposals would encourage the risktaking spirit
in America. They would restore the incentive for potential investors
to take the risks inherent in equity investing. This is vitally important
to our efforts to expand job opportunities, thereby providing a larger
tax base that will more than compensate for these tax code changes.

America's economic growth has always depended upon the rise
of dynamic new companies like Polaroid, Xerox and IBM in the
past two decades. Historically, firms of this type have initially been
financed by individual investors. But if the individual investor has
left the stock market, if the bulk of investment funds are flowing
through institutions--which clay "follow the leader." concentrating
their holdings in a few stocks other institutions favor-the dynamic
young companies-the IBM's of the next decade won't get off the
ground.

Another proposal to promote greater savings and investment is my"educational savings plan."
This proposal will also stimulate the depressed housing and construc-

tion industries and help hard-pressed middle-income Americans
finance the education of their children. The Educational Savings Plan
would' provide a Federal tax credit for parents who save for either
vocational or other higher educational expenses of their children.
Under this proposal a taxpayer would contribute as much as $250
annually for each dependent child to an educational savings plan
and subtract a tax credit equal to 20 percent of that contribution.
These savings must be placed in a financial institution which invests
at least 50 percent of its assets in housing-related investments. The
educational savings plan is intended to improve the performance of
the American economy in several ways: First, it encourages the Amer-
ican people to save more. Second, it will help parents finance the
education of their children and hence the long-run productivity of
the American labor force will be enhanced. Third, since a tax credit
is provided for savings accounts in financial institutions whose port-
folios tend to include large holdings of residential mortgages, the
housing sector will be benefited with a stable supply of long-term
mortgage money.

An effective way to create new jobs and reduce the unacceptably
high level of unemployment would be to enact an employment tax
credit. Giving q 10-percent credit on the wages of new employees
hired this year and next-up to $900 per worker-could create from
600,000 to I million new jobs by the end of 1977.

I introduced the "Employment Tax Credit Act of 1975," to help
strengthen our economic recovery by giving American businesses a
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tax incentive to hire new workers in 1976 and 1977. The current
unemployment rate is unacceptably high. We must look for new
remedies such as an employment tax credit to supplement existing
programs for combating this problem.

Under my proposal, a firm would receive a credit against its 1976
Federal Income Tax for every worker hired in 1976 over its work
force level of 1974 and 1975, whichever is higher- The bill also
allows a firm a credit against 1977 income taxes for every worker
hired in 1977 over its work force level in 1974, 1975, or 1976,
whichever is highest. The amount of the credit is 10 percent of the
wages paid to each new qualifying employee up to a maximum credit
of $800 per new worker.

My proposal has several distinct advantages compared to other
unemployment programs. The cost per jobs created is significantly
lower than under other programs. The direct Treasury- revenue loss
under my employment tax credit proposal would be about $800 for
each new worker hired. This compares very favorably with the various
public sector employment programs which have a cost of between
$8,000 and $12,000 per job. In addition, Americans hired as a result
of this employment tax credit will have a job with a future. Public
sector jobs programs provide no guarantee that permanent jobs in
the private sector will be available upon termination of the public
employment program.

These proposals would help our economy meet our growing capital
needs.

At this point in the hearing record, I would like to insert three
fact sheets describing my proposals.

[The information follows:]

FACT SHEET OF SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN'S PROPOSED STOCKHOLDERS INVESTMENT
Aci-S. 443

I. Limitations on the Stock Holdings of Pension Managers-No pension fund could
qualify for favorable tax treatment unless the assets of the fund were placed in the
hands of a manager who invests no more tban 5 percent of its aggregate discretionary
pension assets in any one equity security and in addition who acquires no more than
1O percent of any equity security of any one company with respect to the aggregate
discretionary pension accounts. This limitation would not apply retroactively. Managers
of pension accounts would not be forced to dispose of current stock holdings to
meet these- limitations, but they could not acquire additional shares of any security
in which the pension manager had reached the limitation.

If any manager of tax exempt pension funds exceeds these limitations (for example
by purchasing an additional I percent of the total equity securities of a company
in which it already holds 10 percent a penalty tax equal to 5 percent of the excess
holdings would be imposed on the manager by the Internal Revenue Service. In the
event that the manager fails to dispose of the excess holdings within 180 days. IRS
will inlps an additional penalty of 100 percent of the excess on the manager.

E-xcess holdings that result exclusively from fluctuations in market values will not
be subject to a penality tax. These limitations will not apply to investments in companies
with a capital account of less than $25 million. These limitations apply only to pension
plans and not profit sharing plans.

Limits on institutional holdings are necessary to protect the more than 30 million
on priviate pension plan participants from excesive concentration of pension invest-
ments in only a few -icect stocks and to encourage greater institutional interest in
well-managed small and medium size companies. In addition, these limits would help
prevent a small number of large institutional investors from achieving t(o much control
over our economy.

2. Venture Capital From Pension Funds-Pension managers would be given leeway
to invest I percent of the asset, of any pension plan in companies with capital accounts
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of less than $25 million. This would be an exemption from any prudent man rule
for I percent of the pension assets. However. the leeway clause would not relieve
fiduciaries from any prohibitions against self-dealing or fraudulent transactions. The
"leeway clause" would relieve a fiduciary from liability with respect to the risk of
an invesiment.

This provision would facilitate the flow of pension investments to new and expanding
smaller companies that are in great need of equity capital and which present a higher
than normal risk but offer the possibility of a higher than normal return.

3. Graduated Capital Gains Tax-Under present law maximum capital gains rate
is 35 percent without regard to the special minimum tax provisions or any other
provisions. This legislation would decrease the maximum rate annually over the holding
period of a capital asset until the maximum rate was reduced to about 14 percent
for assets held 15 years. Capital losses would be provided comparable sliding-scale
treatment over the holding period of the asset. The present 6-month holding period
for capital gains treatment would be extended to 12 months. This would be phased
in by I month per year.

This provision would help reduce the lock-in of long term assets and provide greater
liquidity in our capital markets. A graduated capital gains rate would also encourage
the risk-taking spirit in America which has been so important to economic growth
and the creation of new jobs.

4. Liberalized Capital Loss Treatment -Today. if an individual's capital losses exceed
his capital gains he can deduct up to $1.000 against his ordinary income each year.
This hasn't changed since 1942 yet per capital disposable income has risen over 400%
since then. This bill would allow the individual to deduct up to $4.000 of capital
losses against ordinary income. It would also allow a three year carryback of capital
losses against capital gains.

Liberalized loss treatment would encourage more risk investment which is so impor-
tant in starting new businesses and crcatin# new jobs. It would also encourage investors
to take their losses, thus providing greater liquidity in our capital markets.

PROVISIONS OF THE ~EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS PLAN" S. 66

I. A taxpayer can contribute as much as $250 annually for each dependent child
to atm "educational savings plan" and subtract a tax credit equal to 20 percent of
that contribution from the taxpayer's Federal Income tax. If no plan is opened for
an individual by his parents or guardian, he can contribute $250 annually to an educa-
tional savings account for his own education and subtract a credit equal to 20 percent
of that contribution.

Example: A family saving for the education of two dependent children in a
qualified plan could save $500 annually and reduce their tax liability by $100.

2. Any funds which are withdrawn from an educational savings plan and used for
an educational purpose such as tuition or fees at an eligible educational institution
or for reasonable living expenses during participation in such a program would be
free of any further taxation. However. if the plan is terminated or the funds withdrawn
for other than an educational purpose, the tax credits must be repaid to the Treasury.
'his provision is waived if the person for which the plan was established has died
or become disabled.

3. The definition of "eligible educational institution" would closely follow the defini-
tion of post-secondary education adopted by the National Commission on the Financing
of Post Secondary Education. This would include institutions-of higher education and
vocational schools either accredited by an official accrediting agency and recognized
by the Office of Education or institutions otherwise eligible to participate in Federal
programs, such as those recognized by the Veterans' Administration. Presently. approxi.
mately 10,000 public and private post-secondary educational institutions would be ac-
cessible to students and families under this definition.

4. A plan cstablishcd for dependents could continue until the youngest child rcachcs
25 years of age or as long as the child reMains a student at which time the plan
automatically would terminate. A plan established by the taxpayer for himself could
continue until the taxpayer was 25 years old or as lhtfg as he remains a student.

5. During the cars that a taxpayer withdraws money from one of these plans.
the taxpayer would be required to file a supplemental tax form specifying the use
of these funds. Falsification of this supplemental return would subject the taxpayer
to existing penalties for tax fraud.

6. Educational savings plans can be administered by savings and loan associations
mulutal savings banks, and other federally insured financial institutions that invest
at least 50 percent of their asseLts in housing. The earnings in these plans would
he determined by competition us well as the existing authority of the various Govern-
ment agencies that regulate such financial institutions.
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IMPACT OF THE "'EUCAIIONAL SAVINGS PLAN
The savings plan is directed at meeting two of these basic goals of the American

peoplI-the opportunity for a better education and for home ownership.
The Department of the Treasury estimates that 15 million families would save for

the education of 33 million children through these plans and that approximately $9
billion would be deposited annually in the thrift institutions which offered them. Most
of these funds would be channeled into home mortgages and provide-the Nation
with a more stable source of financing for as many as 300,000 new homes a year.

The Treasury estimates a $1.7 billion annual revenue loss from the tax credits allowed
on educations savings plans. However the building of an additional 300,000 homes
would result in over a billion dollars in Federal revenue from taxes on wages and
profits in the home building industry. Reductions in Government expenditures or unem-

ployment compensation for construction workers would further reduce this revenue

DESCRIPION OF 111e EMPLOYMENt TAX CREDI1 ACt

Title. The title of the bill is the "Employment Tax Credit Act of 1975." S. 2629.
General Description: The bill would give any firm or other employer a tax credit

against its 1976 Federal income tax for every worker hired in 1976 over its employment
level of 1974 or 1975 whichever is higher. The bill also allows an employer a tax
credit against 1977 income taxes for every worker hired in 1977 over its employment
level of 1974. 1975 and 1976 whichever is highest. The amount of the credit is
10 percent of the wages or salary paid to each qualifying worker, up to a maximum
credit of $800 per qualifying worker. To obtain the credit, the firm must hire workers
who have been unemployed or not working for at least 6 weeks prior to the date
of employment. Finally, the dollar value of the credit earned for all but the first
two employees hired must be plowed back into new investment.

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

I. The tax credit applies to tax years ending on or before December 31, 1976,
and December 31, 1977. All business firms and other employers who pay Federal
corporate or other income taxes are eligible.

2. The amount of the credit is 10 percent of the wages or salary paid to each
qualifying employee, up to a maximum credit of $800 per qualifying employee. The
tax credit formula automatically prorates the credit earned for employees not on the
payroll for the entire year.

3. To provide the greatest employment stimulus without giving windfall credits to
firms hiring workers who would have been hired even without the tax credit, the
bill uses the following provisions to determine the firm's tax credit.

a. The number of employees qualifying for the $800 credit during a tax year is
to be the smaller of:

I. The number of workers hired during the year who had been not working for
at least 42 days-prior to the date of employment and who remained on the firm's
payroll for at least 13 consecutive weeks or for any 30 weeks during the year. The
term "not working." includes those unemployed, on unemployment compensation, and
those just entering the labor force: and

2. The net increase in the firm's payroll employment during the tax year over its
base period employment. For 1976 the net increase is the difference between the
firm's average employment in 1976 and the firm's average employment in_ 1974 or
1975 whichever is higher. For 1977, it is the difference between the firm's 1977
employment average and that for 1974, 1975, or 1976 whichever is highest. "Average
employment" for a year is computed as the average of the daily employment for
the firm for all business days during the year, with part-time employees converted
to full-time equivalents and excluding Employees not actually on the payroll, such
as those on sick leave, layoff, or on unpaid leave.

b. 7'he dollar value of the tax credit earned for all but the first two qualifying
employees hired by the firm during the tax year cannot exceed the firm's net investment
in new plant and equipment for the year. "Net investment" is defined as the difference
between the firm's total investment during the tax year which qualifies for the 10%
investment tax credit and the depreciation allowance taken by the firm in computing
its Federal income tax liability for the year. If the net investment made by the firm
is less than the employment tax credit earned by the firm, then the tax credit is
reduced to the net investment level.

Example: A firm hiring 4 more workers in 1976 that it did in either 1974 or
1975 and which hired at least 4 workers during the year who were previously not
employed for at least 6 weeks would qualify for a credit of up to $3.200 against
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its 1976 business taxes (4 times $800). The first $1,600 or this it would receive
regardless of how much investment it made during the year; the remainder would
be allowed only ir the firm made at least $1,600 net investment during the year.
However,

a. If the firm hiared 4 more workers in 1976 but hired no previously unemployed
workers (e.g. simply hired workers from other firms) it would qualify for no tax
credit; or

b. If the firm hired 4 previously unemployed workers but did not expand its total
employment (e.g. simply hired workers to replace some who were fired or laid off),
it would receive no tax credit.

4. Only workers employed in the United States or its possessions could qualify
for the employment tax credit.

Emloyment Effect and Cust: As part of a comprehensive recovery program, this
bill could create about 300.000 to 300.000 jobs per year for the next two years
above the number that would be created without the tax credit. This could reduce
the unemployment rate by as much as I percentage point below what it otherwise
would be.

The direct cost to the Treasury would be in the range of $500 to $600 million
per year. Much of this revenue loss, however, would be immediately recouped from
reduced unemployment compensation, reductions in welfare costs, and increased income
taxes paid by newly hired workers. The increased tax payments alone would come
to about $240 million yearly, while the reduced welfare and unemployment compensa-
tion costs could add sufficiently to this to reduce the Treasury loss to near zero.

Senator BE:NTSEN. Our first witness this morning will be Senator
Paul Fannin, one of my colleagues on the Finance Committee.

Mr. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers, is now at the White House and he will be here later this
morning. In addition. we have the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Sidney Jones who will be offering comments.

Senator Fannin?

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL J. FANNIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and may I first com-
mend the chairman for his leadership in this very important activity.
What he has stated this morning is so factual as to the tremendous
need we have for capital formation incentives. We have great opportu-
nities in this Nations especially in the energy field if we can obtain
the capital that is so badly needed.

It is estimated that in the next decade we will need over $1 trillion
for the financing of the energy programs that can be carried forward.
I know the distinguished chairman, with his vast experience in this
field and coming from a State that produces a large portion of the
petroleum products which are essential to the welfare of this Nation,
realizes that we need to do something about natural gas and other
energy problems. He has specifically brought out the need for develop-
ing coal gasification projects. It is estimated that a single coal gasifica-
tion plant could cost up to $2.1 billion.

That is just one of the great needs that we have. In many areas
where smaller amounts of capital are needed and smaller companies
will be involved, there are problems also.

I refer to the geothermal programs, one in California by San Diego
Gas and Electric. I know the problems they have had with financing
which are indicative of the problems others are running into in getting
to programs that would be very beneficial to this country.

Mr. Chairman, this morning I especially appreciate this opportunity
to testify before your committee on what is as you brought out clearly
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the Nation's principal economic problem-the lack of adequate capital
resources to meet the Nation's needs. As my colleagues on the com-
mittee know, it has been my position for some time to express alarm
at the increasing financial weakness of the private sector of our econo-
my.

The distinguished chairman has brought out comparisons of our
Nation with other countries of the world. The causes of this shortfall
of capital resources have developed over a period of years. Our
Federal fiscal and tax policies have contributed directly to this pressing
problem. Federal deficits have required the Government to borrow
massive amounts from the private sector, thereby depeleting the
resources available for private endeavors and at the same time stimu-
lating inflation. Deficit spending has never carried with it more
precarious consequences than it does at the present time. There con-
tinue to be serious questions as to how much money can be drained
out of the economy to meet Federal spending extravagances without
stifling the economic recovery presently underway.

Mr. Chairman, we are here today, however, to examine the adequa-
cy of current Federal tax policies to meet the Nation's capital needs.
It is my conviction that our present tax structure clearly encourages
consumption and discourages investment by placing a heavier tax A-
bility on dollars saved or invested than on dollars spent. This
misdirected policy stifles the need for increased capital formation
which is the fundamental prerequisite for sound economic growth.
A new tax policy must be adopted to counter this trend and renew
the interest and ability of individuals and corporations to invest in
our Nation's future economic well-being.

Regardless of the economic system employed by a society, the abili-
ty to employ its citizens in constructiove jobs and improve the well-
being of all its people is directly related to its savings and investment
policies. Capitalist, Socialist, and Communist societies share this
economic reality. A fundamental difference between these economic
systems is the manner in which resource allocation decisions are made.
Socialist and Communist economies utilize a central decision-making
system in which the government determines what portion of the na-
tional income is invested and what is available for consumption.
Capitalist societies depend upon the market mechanism to allocate
financial resources. National policies affect those market allocation
decisions, but they do not mandate them. Individuals and businesses
maintain the prerogative to invest or consume.

Mr. Chairman, it is nothing short of tragic that current rhetoric
labels as tax loopholes any Federal policies which encourage and
strengthen the private sector. The plain facts are that in October
1975, 83 percent of The labor force was employed in the private
sector with the remaining 17 percent working for various levels of
government. An 8-plus percent unemployment rate cannot be reduced
in any significant way by enacting massive temporary public employ-
ment jobs. The only way to provide sufficient numbers of permanent
jobs to meet diur employment needs is by strenthening the Nation's
private sector.

Mr. Chairman. the United States retains a position of economic
leadership because it has enjoyed an adequate combination of several
economic variables, along with political stability and improving social
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mobility. This ability to exert economic leadership has waned in recent
years due to a comparatively inadequate investment in productice
capacity.Tl'heC ongress must face up to the harsh economic facts confronting
the Nation. The United States lags behind most industrial societies
both in capital investment and productivity growth. We ranked 17th
among 24 OECD nations in the rate of real economic growth during
the decade of the 1960's. Treasury Department figures indicate that
total U.S. fixed investment as a share ofr national output during the
period 1960 through 1973 was 17.5 percent which ranked the United

states last among a group of I I major industrial nations. These facts
disturb me greatly.

Believing that Congress must address this problem in the immediate
future. I introduced S. 2909, the Investment Incentives Act of 1976.
This bill is designed to bring new savings and investment incentives
to individuals and to corporations both small and large. It is my
belief that a carefully designed series of tax incentives must be adopted
in order to stimulate investment throughout our complex society. No
single tax incentive would achieve this objective. S. 2909 is drafted
to reach broadly across the private sector to create new jobs for
our expanding labor force, increase productivity, improve our environ-
ment and working condition and achieve energy independence.

My bill takes action in six specific areas.
I. There is an exclusion of_$500 of interest income from savings

accounts and similar savings devices with savings institutions.
2. There is an exclusion from income of the first $1,000 ($2,000

if a joint return) of net capital gain on sales or exchanges of securities.
This applies only to the extent that an equivalent amount is invested
in securities of a domestic corporation within the same taxable year.
The provision would result in a deferral of tax, but not in an elimina-
tion of tax.

3. The corporate surtax exemption would be increased to $100,000
and the surtax rate would be reduced from 26 percent to 22 percent
over a 5-year period. The normal tax rate of 22 percent is replaced
by a series of rates ranging from 18 to 22 percent

4. The investment tax credit rate is increased to 10 percent on
a permanent basis for all taxpayers, including public utilities. The
used property limitation is to be set at $100,000 and any unused
credits may be carried over to future years without limitation until
fully utilized. Except in the case of utilities, no more than 50 percent
of tax liability may be offset by the credit in any one year. -

5. The double taxation of corporate earnings is addressed in two
ways. First, individuals may exclude from gross income dividends
which are reinvested in common or preferred stock--but not- debt
instruments- with the limitation that no more than 25 percent of
an individual's taxable income could be reduced by use of this exclu-
sion. Second, domestic corprations my deduct dividends paid on
preferred stock issued after enactment.

6. The cost of required but non-productive pollution control facili-
ties and equipment may be written off in one year.

Mr. Chairman, the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
has calculated the revenue impact of the-various features of S. 2909.
In addition, Chase Econometrics has placed the provisions of S. 2909
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into its econometric model. The resulting figures provided by Chase
are very encouraging. While the Joint Committee estimates that the
potential revenue loss to the Treasury is as much as $10.2 billion
in 1976 and $24.2 billion 1981, the Chase figures indicate a potential
net gain to the Treasury by 1978 or $5.7 billion, increasing to $9.8
billion in 1981. Therefore, while the various provisions of the Invest-
ment Incentives Act may be viewed as costing the Treasury specified
sums, this type of isolated analysis does not take into account the
new revenues resulting from an expanded economic base which these
investment incentives would foster.

Mr. Chairman, I believe this comparison between the Joint Commit-
tee's figures and those resulting from an econometric analysis should
be instructive to the Finance Committee and the Congress. The Joint
Committee's figures are not inaccurate, they simply do not reflect
the effect these various tax measures would have on the economy
in total.

Mr. Chairman, again, I express my appreciation for this opportunity
to appear before this subcommittee to address this difficult and chal-
lenging problem.

[ ask that my full introductory statement on S. 2909 as well as
the bill itself be made a part of the hearings.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much Senator Fannin. We will
be very pleased to do that.

[The remarks on S. 2909 introduced by Senator Fannin follows:J

(From the Congressional Record. Feb. 2. 19761
By Mr. Fannin:

S. 2909. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide incentives
for additional capital formation in the United States. Referred to the Committee on
Finance.

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President. today I introduce the Investment Incentives Act of 1976.
This bill is designed to provide the private sector of our Nation with the ability
to meet our future economic and social needs. Action must be taken immediately
to establish Federal tax policie% which will expand the ability of the private sector
to provide new jobs for our growing labor force, increase productivity, improve our
environment and working conditions and achieve energy independence.

The Investment IncentivesAct includes tax incentives to promote increased savings
and investment by both individuals and corporations. Our present tax structure clearly
encourages consumption and discourages investment by placing a heavier tax liability
on dollars saved or invested than on dollars spent. This misdirected policy stifles
the need for increased capital formation which is the fundamental prerequisite for
sound economic growth. A new tax policy must be adopted to counter this trend
and renew the interest and ability of individuals and corporations to invest in our
Nation's future economic well-being. My bill represents such a new direction.

- Mr. President. regardless of the economic system employed by a society, the ability
to employ its citizens in constructive jobs and improve the well-being of all its people
is directly related to its savings and investment policies. Capitalist, socialist, and com-
munist societies share this economic reality. A fundamental difference between these
economic systems is the manner in which resource allocation decisions are made.
Socialist and Communist economies utilize a central decisionmaking system in which
the government determines what portion of the national income is invested and what
is available for consumption. Capitalist societies depend upon the market mechanism
to allocate financial resources. National policies affect those market allocation decision,
but they do not mandate them. Individuals and businesses maintain the prerogative
to invest or consume.

Mr. President let us look at the harsh economic reality facing our Nation. The
United States lags behind most industrial societies in both- capital investment and
productivity growth. The average annual rate of real economic growth during the
decade of the 1960's for the 20 OECD nations ranged from a high of 11.1 percent
for Japan to a median of about 5 percent for Australia. the Netherlands and Norway.
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to a low of 2.8 percent for the United Kingdom. The United States during this time
experienced an average growth rate of only 4 percent a year-17th among the 20
nations.

Capital investment is the key element influencing economic growth. The United
States retains a position of economic leadeship because it has enjoyed an adequate
combination of several economic variables along with political stability and improving
social mobility. However. a quick examination or the relative rate of capital investment
in this country during the 1960's will illustrate that our present economic position
is in jeopardy. The gap has increased between the U.S. level of investment measured
as a share of national output and the commitment or other leading industrial nations.
Treasury Department figures indicate that total U.S. fixed investment as a share of
national output during the period 1960 through 1973 was 17.5 percent which ranks
the United States lasi among a group of I I major industrial nations. Our investment
rate was 7.2 percentage points befow the average commitment of the entire group

I ask unanimous consent that this Treasury Department table be pnnted in the
Record at this point.

There being no objection, the table was ordered to be printed in the Record, as
follows.

INVFsr.MENT AS PERuENT OF REAL NATIONAl OUTPUT. 1960-73
Total Nonresiden-

fixed I tial fixed

Japan...... ......................... 35.0 29.01
West Germany . .................................. 2.8 20.0
France .................................. 24.3 18.2
Canada - -.............. 21,8 17.4
Italy .... ........ ............................ 520 14.4
United Kingdom 1................ .18. 1.2
United Stales . . ........... ........ 17.5 13.6
II OECD Countries ...... ....... 24.7 19.4

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, Prof. Paul W. McCracken, former Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers has estimated that the amount of nonresidential capital
formation per person during the 1970's is 22 percent below the level reported in
the decade of 1956 to 1965. It is true that the United States still maintains a con-
siderably higher capital to labor ratio than does Europe or Japan.

However, our advantage has deteriorated as other nations have increased their capital
investments per worker. The Commerce Department estimates that since 1960 the
existing base of plant and equipment assets has nearly doubled in France and Germany
and more than tripled in Japan. The United States experienced an increase of no
more than 50 percent during the same period.

I ask unanimous consent that a table prepared by Dr. McCracken for use during
his statement before the Committee on Ways and Means. January 29. L975. be printed
in the Record.

There being no objection the table was ordered to be printed in the Record. as
follows:

GROSS NONRLESID.%rIAt FIXED INVFSMENT PIER PERSON ADDED ro CIVILIAN I.ABOR FORCE

IIn 1958 dollars

Period: Amount
1956-60 .................... $49.500
1961-6. .................................................. 55.300
1966-70. . . . . . . ".... 46.400
1971-74.... ...................................... ' 41.000

8 Estimate based on incomplete data for 1974.

'OECD concepts of investment and nationai product. The OECD concept includes nondefense
government outlays for machinery and equipment in the private investment total which required spe-
cial adjustment in the U.S. national accounts for comparability. National output is defined in this
study as 'gross domestic product." rather than the more familiar measure of gross national product
to conform with OECD-definitions.

OIncluding residential.
Source: U.S. Department of the Trasury.

S-17 0O- is - a
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Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President. the problems addressed by the Investment Incentives
Act are shared by individuals and corporations. Individuals add to the capital base
by depositing money in a variety of savings institutions, purchasing various forms of
securities and by investing in unincorporated business ventures. Corp.ratiors add to
the capital base by actions similar to those takenby individuals with tic emphasis
on investing in actual pro luctive capacity.

Corporations have four sources of capital available to them. There are serious
problems associated with each of these four sources.

First. depreciation charges are a source or funds as they allow a business to set
aside a certain percent of funds as a-reserve to replace worn out equipment. However,
depreciat ion is based on cost without considering replacement costs. As a result,
profits are artifically high thereby causing higher taxes and less cash for investment.
It has been estimated that corporations have understated depreciation by $29 billion
in the period 1970.1973. Although current depreciation provides cash flow available
for capital expenditures, it is not new capital but a recovery of capital already com-
mitted to productive resources.

Second. retained earnings have been a major source or capital with shareholders
taking out about 40 percent or earnings in the form of dividends. Shareholders have
realized the advantage to them in having business reinvest the remaining 60 percent
because their share values would be enhanced by the earnings. In recent years, however,
as share values have been depressed, dividend payments have been substantially higher.

Third, a substantial portion of companies are finding it necessary to borrow funds
for investment. Many have already reached their maximum debt capacit) as the
debt-to.equity ratio for industrial companies has increased from 25 to over 40 percent
in the last decade.

Fourth. the balance of needed funds must be obtained through the issue of new
equity securities. There has been a substantial decline in the amount of new equity
capital raised in the past few years. It his become increasingly difficult to float large
isues of equity except at prices that are not acceptable either to management or
to the shareholders.

Mr. President. C,,ngress must take steps at once to modify Bur Federal tax policies
in order to direct more financial resources into productive capacity. The Investment
Incentives Act accomplishes this required redirection. The provisions of the bill are
as follows:

First. in exclusion of $5O of interest income from savings accounts and similar
,avings devices with savings institutions.

Second. an exclusion from income of the first $1.000-$2,000 on a joint return-
-of net capital gain on sales or exchanges of securities, but only to the extent that
an equivalent amount is invested in securities of a domestic corporation within the
same taxable year. Thus. the exclusion is to apply to changes in investment, but
not where the taxpayer withdraws his funds for use for other purposes.

The taxpayer's basis in the "replacement securities" is to be reduced by the amount
excluded from income on the sale or exchange of -the "original securities." As so
modified, the provision would result in a deferral or tax, but not in a elimination
of lax.
I Third. the corporate surtax exemption is increased to $100.000 and the surtax rate

ik reduced from 26 percent to 24 percent over a 5-year period. The normal tax
rate of 22 percent is replaced by a series of rates ranging from 18 to 22 percent.
I ask unanimous consent that tables depicting these corporate tax reductions to be
printed in the Record at this point.

There being no objection- the table was ordered toprinted in the Record as follows:

Ile percenl

Normal
Taxable income: tax rate

$0.00 or less -------------------------------------- ----- ----------------- Is
$50,000to $100.000 --------------------------------------------------------- 19
$100.000 to $500,000 -----------------.------------------------------------ 20
$500,000 to $1.000,000 ----------------------------------------------------- 21
$1.000.000 and over --------------------------------------------------------- 22

(in pVrCeMIl
Surtax Surtax

exemption rate
1976 ---- ---------------------------------------................ $50.000 26
1977 ------------------------------------------------------------- 60.000 26
1978 ----------------------------------------------------------- 70000 23
1979 ------------............................................... 80.000 25
1980 ----------------------------------------------------------- 1 00,000 24
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Mr. FANNIN. Fourth. the investment tax credit rate is increased to 1O percent on
a permanent basis for all taxpayers including public utilities. The used property limiation
is to be set up at $100,000 and any unused credits may be carried over to future
years without limitation until fully utilized. However, except in the case of public
utilities no more than 50 percent of tax liability may be offltt by the credit in any
one year. Utilities would be able-pursuant to the Tax Reduction Act--to reduce
tax liability by 100 percent in 1976 and by decreasing amounts until the 50 percent
figure is reached in 1981.

-Fifth, a partial elimination of double taxation of corporate earnings is included in
this legislation. First, individuals may exclude from gross income dividends on common
stock or domestic corporations to the extent those dividends arc reinvested in common
or preferred stock-hut not debt instruments--of domestic corporations. A limitation
is placed on the exclusion so that no individual could use the exclusion to reduce
his taxable income by more than 25 percent. Second. domestic corporations may
deduct dividends paid oin preferred stock issued after the date of enactment of the
legislative proposal To qualify. preferred stock would have to be nonvoting, limited.
and preferred as to dividends, and entitled to a liquidating preference.

Sixth. a complete writeoff in I year of required hut nonproductive pollution control
facilities and equipment is provided.

Mr. President, the staff of the Joint Comnmittee on Internal Revenue Taxation his
provided an estimate or the reduction in Federal individual and corporate income
tax revenues f(or calendar years 1976-81 resulting from enactment of the In.esiiment
Incentives Act. I a%k unanimous consent that the analysis of the Joint Tax Committee
staff and a compilation of these figures be printed in the Record at this point.

There being no ojbt:ction the analysis was ordered to he printed in the Record
as follows:
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ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN FEDERAL INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY UNDER THE CAPITAL
FORMATION PROPOSAL. CALENDAR YEARS 1976-81

[DoUr amot in biloml

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY

Interest income exclusion: Exclusion of $500
interest ($1.000 for joint return) from savings
accounts. etc.. with savings institutions ......

Exclusion from income of certain capital gains
received by individuals: Exclusion of the I st
S 1.000 of net capital gains ($2.000 for joint
returns from the sale of becunities to the ex-
tent an equivalent amount is invested in
securities of a domestic corporation:

(a) 90 percent utilization''........
(bI 50 percent utilization''........

Exclusion of dividends on common stock:
Exclusion of dividends on common stock of
a domestic corporation (up to 25 percent of
taxable income) to the extent they are rein.
vested in common or preferred stock:

(a) 90 percent utilization'..........
(b) 30 percent utilization'.........

CORPORATE INCOME

Reduction in corporate tax rates:
Normal tax ......................
Surtax ...................

Increase in surtax exemption to $100.000 by
1979 ................. . .

Extension of the 10 percent investment tax
credit rate and repeal of the time limitation
on carryovers .................

Deduction for dividends paid on certain pre-
ferred stock ............. . . . . . . .

One year amortization of pollution control
facilities .......................

Compilation of estimated reduction in Federal
individual and corporate income tax
liability:

(I) Individuals:
H igh ................ .............
low . .....................

(2) Corporation ......... .............
(3) Total: Individuals-and corporation:

Low ........................
High ...................

$2.0 $2.1 $2.2 $2.3 $2.4 $2.6

.5 .5 .6 .6 .7 .8

.3 .3 .3 .4 .4 .4

2.81.6 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.5
1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5

1.3 1.4 1.5
-... ......... 1.3

1.6 2.3 3.0

(1) 3.3 3.5

.1 .2 .3

1.9 1.6 1.5

5.3
3.9
4.9

5.7
4.1
8.8

8.8 12.9
10.2 14.5

6.2
4.4

13.1

15.5
17.3

1.7
1.4

3.6

1.8
3.1

4.7

1.9
3.4

5.0

3.7 3.9 4.2

.4 .5 .7

1.3 1.2 1.1

6.6
4.8

12.1

16.9
18.7

7.2
5.1

15.2

20.3
22.4

7.9
5.5

16.3

21.8
24.2

*These levels of posubse depe of utilizaLion are illustrative only.
'These estimates do nol reflc the impac of change in basis.
Les than S.O.00.000.

Mr. FANNIN. The gradual implenicntation or the several tax incentives in this bill
explain the increase in its cost to the Treasury over the years 1976-81.

Mr. President. it always is essential to consider the revenue impact of any tax
proposal before the Congress. The intent or the Investment Incentive Act is to increase
the productive capacity of the Nation's private sector and thereby create new sources
of revenues which in turn will increase everyone's income including that of the Federal
Government.

('hac l-cononltrics has run the provisions of the investment Incentives Act through
its econometric model. The resulting figures clearly indicate that enactment of the
Investment Incentives Act would result over a period of 5 years in an expanded
national economic base with an increase in gross national product, jobs and Federal
revenues.
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Chase's Standard Forecast estimates that the gross national product will be S1.673
trillion in .1976 increasing to $2.592 trillion in 1981. Enactment or the Investment
Incentives Act would increase those figures to $1.679 trillion in- 1976 and $2.689
trillion in 198 1, an increase of $16 billion and $97 billion respectively.

Gross private investment is projected by Chase's Standard Forecast to be $230
billion in 1976 and $402 billion in 1981. Enactment of the provisions or my bill
would increase these totals to $242 billion in 1976 and $421 billion in 1981, a gain
of $12 billion and $19 billion respectively.

Of particular note is the negligible effect this proposal would have on the Federal
deficit. Chase's standard forecast shows a $60.2 billion deficit in 1976 and a $79.5
billion deficit in 1981. Again, enactment of the Investment Incentives Act would slightly
increase the 1976 deficit by $3.5 billion to $63.7 billion but decrease the 1981 figure
by $9.8 billion to $69.7 billion. Therefore, while the Joint Tax Committee estimates
a potential revenue loss from my bill of $10.2 billion in 1976 and $24.2 billion
in 1981, those figures do not take into account the increased revenues resulting from
the expanded economic base which these tax investment incentives would create.

Noteworthy also is the positive effect the Investment Incentives Act would have
on the Nation's unemployment rate. The standard projection used by C'hase Economet-
rics is an unemployment rate of 7.66 percent ror 1976 and 9.3 percent for 1981.
Enactment or the Investment Incentives Act would decrease the 1976 figure by 0.27
percent to 7.39 percent and the 1981 figure by 1.3 percent to S percent.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that a series of figures be printed in the
Record comparing Chase Econometrics' standard economic projection for the years
1976-81 with those projections premised on the enactment of the Investment Incentives
Act.

There being no objection, the table was ordered to be printed in the Record as
follows:
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(Dath, fr s are in biltos

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1. GNP in current dollars:
(a) ....................
( ..............

(c) ....................
2. GNP in constant dollars:

(a) ....................
(b) ....................

$1.663
1.679

$1,865 $1,991 $2,097 $2.334 $2.592
1.907 2.058 2.176 2,432 2.689

16 42 67 79 98 97

$852 $892
861 914

$879 $866
910 900

$913 $964
952 1.000

(c) ..... .............. 9 22 31 34 39 36

3. Gross private investment:
(a) ................
( ....................

$230
242

$273 $270 $262
298 306 294

$336 $402
371 421

(O ... ............

4. Unemployment rates
(percent):

(a) .. . ............. ..(h) ...............

() . ............

5. Federal Goverment deficits:
(a) ................
(b) ....................

(W ...... .............

6. Personal income:
(a) ..................
( ......

(c) ................

7. Consumers Price Index:
(a) .. ......... .......
(M ...................

(c) -- -- - _ ------ -- --

12 25 36 32 35 19

7.66
7.39

-. 27

- $60.2
-63.7

7 1 8.7 10.7 10.6 9.3
7.0 8.0 9.8 9.0 8.0

-. 3 -. 7 -.9 -1.6

-$56.0
-56.4

-1.3

$64.3 $92.2 $90.6 $79.5
58.6 81.7 78.0 69.7

-3.5 -. 4 +5.7 +10.5 +12.6 +9.8

$ 1.390
1.395

$1,561 $1.688 $1800 $1.961
1.579 1,722 1.848 2.022

$2.151
2.222

S 18 34 48 61 71

172.7 186.0 202.0 216.5 229.3
172.5 185.4 201.4 216.0 228.9

241.7
241.9

+.2 -. 6 +.6 +.5 -. 4 +.2

8. Interest rates 91.day
Treasury bills (percent):

(a) ...................
b) ....................

(c) ....................

9. 4 to 6 mo. commercial paper
(percent):

(a) ........... .......
(b) ................

7.22 8.84 9.31 6.69 5.36
7.20 8.14 9.19 6.20 4.70

-. 02 -. 70 -. 12 -. 49 --66

7.86 10.19 I103 8.16 6.37
7.74 9.14 10.67 7.27 5.70

(C) .................... -. 12 -1.05 -.36 - .89 -1.17 -.36

I0. Prime commercial bank
rate (percent):

(a) ....................
(b) ....................

8.80 11.12 12.32 9.82 8.48
8.69 10.18 11.98 9.07 7.82

(c) .................. -.11 -%94 -.34 -. 75 -. 66 -. 15

5.38
5.43

+.05
9

6.81
6.45

8.38
8.23

Note: (a) Chase Econometric Standard projections. (b) Entment of the Investment Incentives
Act. (c) b-a (subtracting the "standard projection" figures from the Investment Incentives Act
figures lives the actual effect the tax proposals would have on the economy).

I I I II I I I I I III I/ I I II I I I

--
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Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, the time has come for Congress to take the necessary
steps to enact capital formation incentives. The Nation's economy must have the solid
boost that the Investment Incentives Act would give, it. Anything less than a resolute
commitment to updating and expanding the capital base of Ihe Nation's economy
would be a dereliction ofduty on the part of the Congress.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of th- Investment Incentives
Act of 1976 be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the bill was ordered to be printed in the Record as
follows:

s 2wf5

ir e #.# Oed by eke nedr an d to/ Rpveseeaeis ,4 ike flited Sates a/ Amren on on (Cisxrrss asemMlr.
lb.l Ohm Act no" ht cled at Slo "'Vpstah -tmatslO Incenuie Act %at 1975**

See', 2 Partiall esomton (room git ifwn slm¢. saterc'u anc diti Jrndo fromn %,atsnp depamlh anSIo etai ai pdni

(a) In General.-Part III of subchapter B of chapter I of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to items specifically excluded from gross income) is amended-

( I ) by redesignating section 124 as section 126, and
(2) by inserting after section 123 the following new section:

1. * 104 Partial tftuaum t4 Inscreit and niliucndh retw Saien8% t) fgotuts

"(a) General Rule.-Gro s income does not include any amounts of interest received
by. or credited to the account of. a taxpayer from a financial institution as interest
or dividends on savings .deposits or withdrawable savings accounts during the taxable
year to the extent that the aggregate amount of such interest and dividends does
not exceed $500 ($1.000 for joint returns).

"(b) Financial Institution.-For purposes of this section the 'Term financial institution'
means-

"( I) a commercial or mutual savings bank whose deposits and accounts are insured
hy the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or otherwise insured under State law,

"(2) a savings and loan, building, and loan, or similar association, the deposits
and accounts of which are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion or otherwise insured under State law, or

"(3) A credit union, the deposits and accounts of which are insured by the National
Credit Union Administration Share Insurance Fund or otherwise insured under State
law.

"S" 124 Partial Liusu"'n Sir ('criann (apital Gains

"(a) General Rule.-In the case or an individual, gross income does not include
amounts realized as gain by the taxpayer during the taxable year from the sale or
exchange of stock or securities which-are capital assets in the hands of the taxpayer
to the extent that during such year such taxpayer purchases stock or securities issued
by a domestic corporation for an amount which equals or exceeds the amount of
such gain.

"(b) Limitation.-The amount of the exclusion allowed under subsection (a) may
be not exceed S1,(X)0 for any taxable year. ($2.000 if joint returns)

"(c) Domestic Corporation.-For purposes of this section the term 'domestic corpora-
tion" means any corporation which is incorporated under the laws of any State of
the United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or
any possession of the United States.

"(d) Application With Section 1202.-No amount taken into account under this
section for the taxable year shall be taken into account purposes of section 1202
(relating to deduction of capital gains). No amount taken into account under section

2(2 for the taxable year shall be taken into account under this section."
(b) Adjustment to Basis.-Secclion 1016 (a) of such Codc (relating to adjustments

to basi) is amended by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (22) and
inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and "and" and by adding at the end thereof
the following new paragraph.

"(23) for amounts allowed as exclusions for capital gains realized on the sale or
exchange or stock or securities under section 125.'"

(c) Clerical Amendmen.-'The table or sections for such part III is unended by
striking out the last item nd inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"Sec. 124. Partial exclusion of interest and dividends from savings deposits.
"Sec. 125. Partial exclusion of certain gains.
"Sec. 126. ('ross references to other Acts.".
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SLC. I REDUCTK)N IN CORPORATE TAX RATES AND INCREASE IN SJRIAX EXEMPTION.

(a) Normal Tax.-Section I I(b) or the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
to normal tax on corporations) is amended to read as follows:

"'(b) Normal tax.-The normal tax shall be determined in accordance with the follow.
ing table:

"If the taxable income is: The tax is:
Not over $50.000 ......... ........ 1M of the taxable income.
Over $50,000 but not over $100,000 ...... $9,000, plus 19% of excess over $50,000.
Over $100.000 but not over $500.000 $18,500. plus 20% of excess over $ 100,000.
Over $500.000 but not over S 1,000,000.. $98,500, plus 21 % of excess over $500.000.
Over S1000.000 ........................ $203.500. plus 22% of excess over

$1.000.000."

(b) Surtax.-Section I I(c) of such Code (relating to surtax on corporations) is
amended-

( I ) by striking our "and" at the end of paragraph (2),.
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu

thereof a comma and "and", and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
"(4) 25 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977,
"(5) 24 percent in the case of a taxable year beginning after December 31. 1979.".
(c) Surtax Exemption.-Section I I(d) of such Code (relating to surtax exception)

is amended to read us follows:
"(d) Surtax Exemption.-For purposes of this title, the surtax exemption for any

taxable year shall be determined in accordance with the following table, except that
with respect to a corporation to which section 1561 or 1564 (relating to surtax exemp-
tions in case of certain controlled corporations) applies for the taxable year, the surtax
exemption for the taxable year is the amount determined under such section:

Then the surtax
"if the taxable year begins after December 31 of: exemption is:

1975 ....................................... ......................... . $50.000.
1976 ............ .................................................... 60.000.
1977 .................................................................. 70,000.
1978 .................................................................. 80,000.
1979 and thereafter .......................................... I00000."

(d) Technical and Conforming Amendments.-
(1) Paragraph (7) of section 12 of such code (relating to cross references for

tax on corporations) is amended by striking out "$50,000".
(2) Section 962(c) of such Code (relating to surtax exemption for individuals electing

to be subject to tax at corporate rates) is amended by striking out "$50,000" and
inserting in lieu thereof "the amount of such exemption in effect for such taxable
year".

(3) Paragraph ( I ) of section 1561 (aj of such Code (relating to limitations on certain
multiple tax benefits in the case of certain controlled corporations) is amended by
striking out "$50,000".

S5t' 4 CHANGES IN HE INVESTMENT CREDIT

(a) I0 Percent Credit.-Scction 46(a)( I )(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to amount of investment credit is amended)-

( I) by striking out "and before January I, 1977," ir. clause (i),
(2) by striking out "and before January I, 1977, and placed in service by the

taxpayer before January I. 1977, and" in clause (ii) and inserting in lieu thereof
"and", and

(3) by striking out "after January 21, 1975, and before January I, 1977" in clause
(iii) and inserting in lieu thereof "after January 21. 1975."

(h) Limitation on Amount of Credit.-
(I) In General.-Section 46 (a) (2) of such Code (relating to limitation based

on amount of tax) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) Limitation based on amount of tax.-Notwithstanding paragraph (I). the credit

allowed by actionn 3H for the taxable year shall not exceed 50 percent of the liability
fir tax for such taxable year.".

(2) Public Utilities.- Section 46 (a) of such Code is amended-
(A) by striking out paragraphs (4) and (5).
(I) by red.signating paragraph (6) as paragraph (4), and
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(C) by striking out "subparagraph (C) or' in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (4).

as redesignated by subparagraph (B) of this paragraph.
(c) Carrybacks and Carryovers.-Section 46 (b) of such Code (relating to carryback

and carryover of unused credits) Is amended-
(I) by striking out "7" in paragraph (I)(B),

-(2) by striking out "10" and "9" in the second sentence of paragraph ( I).
(3) by striking out "'7 taxable years"' in the third sentence of paragraph (I) and

inserting in lieu thereof' "'taxable years ". and
(4) by striking out "by substituting '13 taxable years' for '10 taxable years' and

'12 taxable years' for '9 taxable years' in the preceding sentence." and inserting in
lieu thereof "by substituting '13 taxable years' for 'taxable years' the first time it
appears in the preceding sentence and by substituting '12 taxable years' for 'taxable
years' the second time it appears in the preceding sentence."

(d) Public Utility Property.-Section 46 (c) (3) or such Code (relating to public
utility property) is amended by striking out "4j7 or' in subparagraph (A).

(e) Conforming Amendment.-Section 48 (f) of such Code (relating to estates and
trusts) is amended by striking out "$25,000" each place it appears in paragraph (3).

SEC S PARTIAl. EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF CERTAIN DIVIDENDS

(a) In General.--Part Ill or subchapter R of chapter I or the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to items specifically excluded from gross income), as amended
by section 2 of this Act, is amended-

( I ) by redesignating section 126 as section 127, and
(2) by inserting after section 125 the following new section:

SEW. I6 PARTIAL EXCLUSION OF DIVIDENDS PAID BY DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS.

"(a) General Rule.-In the case of any taxpayer other than a corporation gross
income does not include any amounts or dividends received by, or credited to the
account of, a taxpayer during the taxable year to the extent that, during such year,
such taxpayer purchases common or preferred stock issued by a domestic corporation
for an amount which equals or exceeds the amount of such dividends.

"(b) Limitation.-The amount of the exclusion allowed under subsection (a) may
not exceed 25 percent of the taxable income of the taxpayer for the taxable year
determined without regard to this section.

"(c) Definitions. for purposes of this section-
"(I) Dividend.-The term 'dividend' means a dividend, as defined in section 316,

paid by a domestic corporation with respect to its common stock.
"(2) Domestic Corporation.-The term 'domestic corporation' means any corporaiion

which is incorporated under the laws of any State of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any possession of the United
States."

(b) Clerical Amendmcnt.-The table of sections for such part III, as amended by
section 2 of this Act. is amended by striking out the last item and inserting in lieu
thereof the following.

"Sec. 126. Partial exclusion of dividends paid by domestic corporations.
"Sec 127. Cross references to other Acts.".

SEC 6. DtDU(IIONS FOR DIVIDENDS PAID

(a) In General.-Part VIII of subchapter B of chapter I of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to special deductions for corporations) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new section.

SEC(. 51 DIVIDENDS PAID ON C(IRIAIN PREFERRED SOCK OF DOMESIK" CORPORATIONS.

"(a) Amount of Deduction.-In the case of a domestic corporation, there shall
be allowed a a deduction an amount equal to the amount of individuals paid during
the taxable year on its preferred stock.

"(b) Definitions.-For purposes of this section-
"'( I ) Domestic Corporation.-The term 'domestic corporation' means any corporation

which is incorporated under the laws of any State of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any possession of the United
States.

"(2) Preferred Stock.-The term 'preferred stock' means stock issued after December
31, .1975. if the dividends in respect of such stock cumulative are limited to the
same amount, and payable in preference to the payment or dividends on other stock.

0(c) Application with Section 247.-No amount taken into account under this section
for the taxable year shall be taken into account for purposes of the taxable year
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shall be taken into -account for purposer, of section 247 (relating to deduction for
dividends paid on certain preferred stock of public utilities). No amount taken into
account under section 247 for the taxable years shall be taken into account under
this section."

(b) Clerical Amendment.-The table of sections for such part VIII is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"Sec. 251. Dividends paid on certain preferred stock of domestic corporations.".

SI( 1 ONE YEAR AMORIlZAIlON OF' POLLUION CONTROL FACIIEIIIS -f

Section 169 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to amortiation of
pollution control facilities) is amended-

(1) by striking out "60 months." and "60 month" in subsection (a) and inserting
in lieu thereof "i 2 months." and "I 2-month'". respectively.

(2) by striking out "60-month" in subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof
"I 2-month'",

(3) by striking out "January 1. 1969," in subsection (d)(1) and inserting in lieu
thereof "January I, 1976," sand

(4) by striking out subsections (d)(3) and (d)(4) inserting in lieu thereof the follow.
ing.

"(3) Federal Certifying Authority.-The term 'Federal certifying authority' means
the Administrator of the Environmental Proection Agency.

"(4) New Identifiable Treatment Facility.-For purposes of paragraph (I) the term
*new identifiable treatment facility' includes only tangible property (not including a
building and its structural components, other than a building which is exclusively a
treatment facility) which is of a character subject to the allowance for depreciation
provided in section 167, which is identifiable as a treatment facility, and which is
property-

"'(A) the construction, reconstruction, or- erection of which is completed by the
taxpayer after December 31, 1975. or

"(B) acquired after December 31, 1975. if the original use of the poperty commences
with the taxpayer and commences after such date.

In applying this section in the case of property described in subparagraph (A),
there shall he taken into account only that portion of the basis which is attributable
to construction, reconstruction, or erection after December 31. 1975."

SW." 9 UFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) In General.-Fxcept as otherwide provided, the amendments made by this Act
apply to taxable years beginning after December 31. 1975.

(b) Section 8.-The amendment made by section 8 applies to property placed in
service after the date of enactment of this Act.

Senator BENTSEN. We have with us also this morning Mr. Sidney
Jones, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY L. JONES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY FOR ECONOMIC POLICY,- ACCOMPANIED BY BILL
GOLDSTEIN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY
Mr. JONES. Thank you Mr; Chairman. I will summarize my statement

as rapidy as I can and then present it for the record. I also asked
Mr. Bill Goldstein of the Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Tax Policy to be with me.

Senator BENTSEN. Why doesn't he just move up here
Mr. JONES. In case you had questions on tax policy.
I welcome this opportunity to discuss the process of capital forma-

tion because I agree with both you as chairman and Senator Fannin
about its importance. Adequate capital formation is required for
economic growth and the creation of job opportunities, along with
the moderation of price increases and maintaining competitive position
in international markets.
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However, capital investment is only one of the diverse claims against
the national output. Therefore the quantity and type of capital forma-
tion in the future will depend upon what national priorities are
established and what time periods are used for planning economic
policies. I firmly believe that the challenge of achieving capital forma-
tioj goals can be met but success will not be automatic and we
must accomplish several basic changes in policy.

As Senator Fannin has pointed out there are many variables which
shape economic growth and the United States is indeed fortunate
in having a favorable mix of these variables.

They change over time and they differ from country to country;
however, I think there is almost universal agreement that a strong
rate of new capital investment is fundamental to sustain economic
growth.

The United States, unfortunately, has had a disappointing record
in several of these categories. We rank 17th in a list of 20 nations
belonging to the OECD in annual growth in real output per year.

Second, we rank last in a list of I I major industrial nations in
terms of capital investment as a share of our gross national product.

Not by coincidence we also rank last in a list of important nations
in terms of average rate of growth in manufacturing output per
man-hour and gains in the gross domestic product per employed per-
son.

I think it should be clear from every economic study that I am
familiar with that there is a close relationship between capital invest-
ment and various measures of economic growth and productivity.
A dynamic economy is needed to create jobs by applying new
technology and expanding productive capacity as a basis, in fact the
only basis, for raising the general standard of living.

Inadequate capital investment limits new job opportunities and leads
to inflation as productivity fails to rise as rapidly as labor and material
costs.

Third, there have been many specific examples of production bot-
tlenecks resulting from inadequate capacity during periods of
economic expansion. This was certainly our experience under the
Cost of Living Council. When the economy began to grow we
discovered that several of our basic industries had inadequate capacity.
It is true that current statistics concerning the utilization of plant
and equipment suggest that there is extensive slack in the economy.
However, I think it should be emphasized that this slack can disappear
very rapidly as economic growth occurs.

Furthermore, it is n-aive to assume that companies will operate
at 100 percent of their physical capacity. In reality, the average rate
of plant utilization has been 83 percent over the last 15 years.

Only once did it exceed 90 percent and that was in 1966.
Fourth, I think there is a growing recognition as Chairman Green-

span will emphasize, that changing labor and material costs, particu-
larly energy prices must also he considered in evaluating the adequacy
of existing plant and equipment.

The fifth problem that has developed concerns our financial markets
which have experienced considerable strain as the combination of
private financing needs and public claims have increased rapidly.
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Corporations have traditionally relied on retained earnings and
capital consumption allowances for approximately two-thirds of their
financing requirements. However by 1974 nonfarm, nonfinancial cor-
porate businesses relied on external funds up to 55% percent or their
total needs. It is estimated'that over 80 percent of the rise in corporate
long-term funds over the past decade involve the sale of debt issues.
This strong preference for debt issues particularly the influence of
tax laws, which allow interest payments to be deducted from taxable
income, has brought about a doubling of the debt-equity ratios.

The resulting fixed charges consisting of payments of principal and
interest have made corporate financial positions much less liquid and
less flexbile in reacting to the adversities that accompany problems
and the general pressures caused by economic recessions.

I would also agree with Senator Bentsen's opening comment that
the market for new issues has dried up considerably and the dynamic
and creative aspect of that sector of our economy is in rather serious
trouble at the moment.

Fortunately, these problems have been recognized and major efforts
are now underway to correct the liquidity and solvency positions
of American businessmen.

Considerable progress has been made and companies are clearly
intent on continuing the correction process. The major factor in this
adjustment has been the sharp improvement in corporate profitability
beginning in 1975, which is expected to be continued this year. This
important turnaround follows a long period of deteriorating profits
beginning in the mid-1960's and lasting until lastyear.

for example in 1965 the adjusted-that is, adjusted for the invento-
ry evaluating, adjustment and the inadequacy of depreciation charges
which are based on historical costs-these adjusted after-tax profits
of nonfinancial corporations represented 6.8 percent of total national
income. By 1973 that figure had declined to 3.3 percent.

Similarly, if one looks at a profit margin concept, the profits fell
from 10.2 percent in 1965 to 5.1 percent by 1973.

Most important, if one looks at the rate of return on capital invest-
ment, that figure declined from 10.1 percent to 6.1 percent.

I believe that these figures partially explain the loss of investment
incentives and the financing problems that have occurred. A major
factor in.the achievement of our future national capital formation
goals will involve a continued recovery of business profits necessary
or encouragitlg future investment and for providing an important

source of financing.
A listing of these five problems does not mean that the United

States has not had economic progress-it has.
Over the last 15 years the increase of real output of goods and

services has gone up 60 percent. The real income of the average
American has risen by over 50 percent. The number of Americans
living in families with income below the poverty level has declined
to 10.2 percent. And 20 million new jobs have been created. -

I would also like to emphasize that part of the explanation for
why we rank last in capital investment and productivity is related
to the type of economy we have. For example, the United States
is a very large and relatively mature economy, which means that
other nations are still trying to catch up to our level.
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Second, our economy has traditionally emphasized consumption.
That consumption has been a vital part of our economy, it has
sustained output, encouraged employment and actually led to capital
investment.

Third, much of the U.S. investment is for what we might call ser-
vices, that is, housing, government services and the services com-
ponent of personal consumption.

Fourth, the United States has a large share of its capital investment
committed to the replacement and modernization of existing facilities.
We did not have our plant and equipment destroyed by the Second
World War and thus ours tend to be somewhat older and replacement
and modernization is very important.

Fifth, many companies have provided a diversified group of Govern-
ment incentives to encourage investment. In fact, in several countries,
the basic industries are frequently controlled by their foreign govern-
ments and special financial and operating assistance may be provided
to preferred private companies to assist in their development if it
is considered to be in the national interest.

I might comment that I recently returned Saturday from a trip
to five other nations. I was very impressed with the questioning mood
that I found in these countries. I believe they are beginning to seriously
question the efficiency of these nationalized industries andthe planned
and controlled economies which they are operating. I believe they
look to the United States as a more viable, a more creative and
a more productive system and for that reason our economic recovery
is particularly important as a signal or example for other nations.

Fortunately, the United States has avoided most of the capital allo-- .....
cation and special incentive programs used in these other countries
but there are many Federal programs which do provide direct financial
support through the Economic Development Administration, the Small
Business Administration, and some 169 different Government credit
programs.

However, most important, the Federal Government influences
capital investment through its budget decisions and through specific
legislative requirements involving safety, health and environmental
standards.

Total government spending at the Federal, State and local levels
now represents over one-third of the total gross national product
and its actual influence is even broader since it frequently provides
capital grants to stimulate new projects, extensive funding and research
and development and other specific incentives.

In summary there are four major points concerning private fixed
domestic investment which should be emphasized.

First, capital investment is a fundamental factor in national
economic development. And the absolute level of such spending has
been very large in the U.S. economy over the years.

Second, other industrial nations have tended to allocate a substan-
tially larger share of their national output to new capital formation
in recent years and the gap has tended to increase.

Third, there are several underlying economic reasons for the rela-
tively low position of the United States as to capital formation commit-
ments as a share of total economic output.

But a review of these moderating influences provides only an ex-
planation, not a solution.
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And fourth, the quantity and quality of capital investment in the
United States should not be evaluated in terms of simplistic com-
parisons with other nations, with historical patterns, or some arbitrary
growth goals. Instead, the adequacy of capital outlays can only be
judged in terms of the achievement of our basic economic goals
of creating more jobs for a growing labor force, a stabilizing of prices,
of increasing the productivity of our workers, and of meeting specific
environmental safety, health and resource development objectives.

I might add as an economist, as one observes the level of unemploy-
ment, the level of inflation, the inadequacy of productivity, and other
concerns which we have I think that is the true measure of the
inadequate level of capital investment in recent years, not some esti-
mate of what the shortage might have been.

Let me turn briefly then to the estimates of future capital formation
needs. These are extremely difficult to estimate because the exact
nature of the future course of economic development cannot be fore-
told in advance. Some industries will need more capital than estimated;
others will need less. Entirely new needs will appear. In short, we
cannot predict with extreme accuracy the level of capital investment
we will require. However, I think there are at least two basic trends
that should be obvious.

First, that total private domestic investment will be very large com-
pared to historical totals as the economy grows from the current
level of output of $1.5 trillion, to over $3 trillion by the mid-1980s.

Second, the relative share of private investment in new plant and
equipment as a claim against the total gross national product will
have to rise to achieve the desired national economic goals.

I am aware that Chairman Greenspan will follow me and he will
discuss in detail the study prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis of the Department of Commerce for the Council of Economic
Advisers and I will not repeat findings.

However, in summary, they are that we will have to substantially
increase the relative share of capital investment in the gross national
product over the coming years if we are to achieve the underlying
goals of the U.S. economy.

Let me conclude finally by jumping to my third section which
is labled "Government Policies."

Here I would like to review in detail some of the problems which
have developed. I believe that future fiscal and monetary policies
will have a very major impact on the achievement of capital formation
goals. In particular, inflation must be better controlled and the
Government must avoid disrupting the capital markets if the private
sector is to acquire the necessary investment funds.

A balancing of the Federal budget over time is a necessary
prerequisite to achieve the goals discussed earlier. Unfortunately, the
Federal Government will have reported a deficit in 16 of the past

' 17 years ending with fiscal year 1977.
During a single decade from fiscal year 1968 through fiscal year

1977, the cumulative Federal deficits will total $267.5 billion.
The net borrowings for supporting over 100 of-budget Federal pro-

grams are expected to total another-and this is only the net bor-
rowings, not the total loans-are expected to total another $229 billion
during that single decade.
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That means that the Federal Government will have usurped a total
of one-half trillion dollars out of the capital markets in a single decade
beginning with fiscal year 1968 and ending in fiscal year 1977.

ut I believe that the most disconcerting point of all is the upward
momentum of Federal outlays which will have risen from $268 billion
in fiscal year 1974, to $374 billion this fiscal year. a jump of 40
percent in just-two fiscal years. Another large increase in Federal
outlays will occur in fiscal year 1977 at least according to President
Ford s recommendation that the budget be held to $395 billion.

Part of this sharp increase-in outlays is, of course, the result of
automatic stabilizers such as unemployment compensation benefits
which respond to recession problems. But a review of the budget,
I believe, will clearly indicate that most of the added spending has
become part of the permanent programs of government and will ex-
tend out into the future.

Government spending both for temporary stimulus and for per-
manent programs has increased at a rate that is creating serious
resource allocation problems which will not conveniently disappear
-as the current recovery soon moves into its second year.

We must recognize the basic reality that when a combination of
public and private demands for goods and services exceeds the under-
lying productive capacity of the system the inevitable result is an
overheating of the economy followed by inflation and eventually
economic recession.

The strong underlying growth trends of the U.S. economy will con-
tinue to provide for further economic progress but we cannot realisti-
cally expect to satisfy every new public claim by shifting resources
away from the private sector.

This simple guideline has been frequently violated, as total demand
has been stimulated beyond the capacity of the economic system
twice within the past decade creating an unfortunate boom and reces-
sion sequence with severe inflation and unemployment distortions.

If escalation of government spending levels has seriously eroded
our fiscal flexibility, the lag impact of past spending decisions will
affect the allocation of resources far into the future.

In summary, the achievement of private domestic fixed investment
goals will require more realistic and sustainable government policies.

My final point is to briefly refer to the tax policies which clearly
affect capital investment with regard to the levelof corporate income
taxes and the incidence of where they are levied, the investment
tax credit depreciation guidelines and other tax incentives which
frequently are used by the government.

I can only point out that Treasury officials have frequently presented
testimony on all of these fundamental tax policy issues and Secretary
of the Treasury Simon made statements on July 8 and July 31 before
the House Ways and Means Committee.

Senator BINTSEN. We will accept that for the record.
Mr. JONES. In conclusion then I would like to emphasize that the

United States has a strong cyclical recovery underway. The rapid
growth of the U.S. economy will continue. However, continued
prosperity cannot be taken for granted. It must be earned.

We must be willing to allocate niore of our resources to current
investment rather than to current consumption if we are to prepare
for the future.
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The logic of this recommendation is not based on any arbitrary
investment level assumed to be necessary to avoid some capital
shortage; or on statistical comparisons with other nations or earlier
time periods.

Instead the required emphasis on investment reflects the nation's
fundamental economic goals of reducing both inflation and unemploy-
ment, of improving productivity, of remaining competitive in interna-
tional markets and of achieving specific environmental safety and
resource development objectives.

With so many unfulfilled current needs, this is a difficult concept
for some to accept because they would prefer current consumption.
However, I am convinced that our potential ability to achieve our
economic goals will be unnecessarily restricted if we fail to prepare
for the future.

The simple truism that we cannot consume more than we produce
needs to receive greater attention in the discussion of national priori-
ties.

Thank you very much.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
When you are talking about debt/equity ratios in this series of

tables, I am not sure that you have it here, but how do we compare
now with other nations in our debt/equity ratios?

Mr. JONES. We do not have as high debt/equity ratios as say,-Japan
-or many European nations, because of the different economic system.

In Japan, for example, the government has a very close relationship
with business and through the Bank of Japan they are allowed to
use much more extensive debt than would be customary in the United
States.

However, I think that the important point is that as we have seen
during the last business cycle, as we have increased debt/equity ratios
from about 20 percent, where they were historically, up to about
40 percent at the present time, when you have specific company
problems or you have general economic problems in a cycle, they
are unable to react and handle these changes so it is not the absolute
level that is of concern; it is instead the growing fixed charges of
principal and interest which companies appear to be having more
difficulty in handling during periods of economic strain.

Senator BENTSE;N. When you talk about an 83 percent utilization
of capacity, was that for a period of 10 years, that number?

Mr. JONES. Over the last 15 years the average figure--
Senator BENTSEN. How many years?
Mr. JONES. Fifteen. The average figure has been 83 percent.
Senator BENTSEN. What was it last year?
Mr. JONES. In the fourth quarter it was 70 percent. So we are

historically below the average but, as I pointed out in my testimony
and as we saw in 1972-73-74, that slack can disappear very rapidly.
It should be emphasized that this is a general measure. It does not
apply to specific industries where that slack can disappear even more
rapidly. Nor does it account for the change in energy costs which
may actually have caused some of the older equipment to be obsolete.

Senator BENTSEN. That is one of the questions I wondered about.
When you talk about an 83 percent or 70 percent utilization, I wonder
how you really work out the percentage? I would assume in many
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instances the capacity that is put aside is the oldest manufacturing
capacity and the least efficient.

Mr. JONES. Absolutely. Absolutely.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I appreciate very much your statement and your

comments. We have some serious problems. I know in my own State
of Arizona the mining industry is in the doldrums, affected both
by the price of copper on the world market being very low, and
then their costs of production have gone up apprecably because of
the requirement for pollution equipment. Does the Treasury prefer
to have a longer writeoff than the I-year requested by industry for
pollution equipment depreciation?

Mr. JONES. Let me ask Bill Goldstein if he will respond. He is
our Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Thank you.
Senator Fannin, I don't think we have a firm position on that,

but that is one of the things we are studying. The difficulty is, as
you know, we are having great struggles in trying to draft regulations
is how you identify the pure extra burden of pollution control equip-
ment and separate it out from equipment which has productive use
as well.

Senator FANNIN. If the equipment is added in at the time of con-
struction I can understand that, but if the equipment is specifically
required by the EPA then there shouldn't be any doubt about it.
It is required equipment and not .only is there a problem from the
standpoint of the cost of the equipment, but then it is the retardation
of the efficiency of the plant, consequently a reduction in productivity.

So there shouldn't be any question in that case, should there?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. No. As you know, though-and of course it varies

from industry to industry. The mining industry may be unique but
frequently the equipment is designed to produce valuable byproducts
even if it is added on later. But I think we would agree with your
position that to the extent you can identify exactly what you are
talking about, a fair writeoff would be an appropriate incentive.

Senator FANNIN. One of the problems we have facing us is, as
you suggest, government spending is increasing at a rate that is creat-
ing serious resource allocation problems. Of course, it will not disap-
pear as the recovery moves into its second year. What do you believe
to be the broad effect of the government program in the public
works, public employment area?

Mr. JONES. As you know, the spending next year for manpower
training total will be about $8 billion for a variety of institutional
and on-the-job training. During the fiscal year 1977 we anticipate
that a number of public service employee jobs will begin to phase
out. These were put in place in 1973, 1974, partly in 1975.

The administration hopes that the strong recovery in the private
sector will begin to create permanent meaningful jobs and that the
public service jobs can then be phased out. But there will continue
extensive spending for various manpower programs.

Senator FANNIN. You are consistent with the President's veto of
the measure that is going to be voted upon today as far as the
override is concerned.
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Mr. JoN s. Assistant Secretaries are always consistent and as an
economist I have some skepticism about public service employment.

As Senator Bentsen. pointed out there are other ways of doing
it.

Senator FANNIN. One of the great problems we have is to get
labor and management working together and to get the individuals
to, I think, realize the benefits that many tax measures offer. It seems
to me the future of jobs in this country and good jobs and good
paying jobs, quantity and quality of jobs, depends on the ability of
the companies to finance their programs. Now, I am sure if we are
talking about what I just asked you about, the plans that we have
as far as the depreciation schedules are very important. But also
the investment tax credit which has been before us and it's off again
on again, as you know, with the utilities that have a very serious
problem in investment programs today. They have had a lower rate,
4 percent against a 10 percent when we did approve it, now of
course they are at 10 percent. Don't you think that we should do'
everything we can to convince the union leaders that organized labor
should support these programs. As to estimates or specific increases
in jobs, for instance, when we go from say, 9 percent to 10 percent
or 10 to II percent, what it might do in the way of affecting jobs
that would be made available?

Mr. JONES. I think, Senator, that there is among the leadership
of labor a recognition of this important point. The Labor-Management
Advisory Committee did join, I think, unanimously, in fact, in support-
ing recommendations for the investment tax credit and also involving
the 6-point program proposed in October concerning electric utilities.

I have long believed that when businessmen come to Washington
to .present their views that they would be wvll advised to bring their
union representatives so that there would be a combination presenta-
tion made, because, for example, Mr. Woodcock in a television pro-
gram on one occasion very explicitly emphasized that it was indeed
corporate profits which provided part of the financing and incentives
which provided jobs for his union members.

I think the leaders do recognize this. The problem is convincing
the general public that this is in their interest.

Senator FANNIN. I wish you were totally right on that. I just can't
agree with you you have the support when we needed it really, and
in another vein, another subject, just recently of course we saw what
happened with the natural gas deregulation that we all were working
toward accomplishing as one objective. The administration had that
objective and many of us in the Congress had and we did not get
the support of the labor leaders because I don't think they understood
just exactly what was involved and this does mean jobs to them.
I think it is the same idea but that is really on a different subject
than what we are talking about but I do appreciate your testifying.

Mr. JON-S. Thank you.
Senator BINTSIN. Mr. Jones, I was concerned about the January

housing start figures that the Commerce Department released yester-
day. They are down for the fourth month in a row. Are we tilting
back toward recession in the housing industry?

Mr. JONU.S. Unfortunately, Senator, I have been out of the country,
just arriving back a few days ago. I have not had time to analyze
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those in detail. I can give yoia my general observations. In planning
for 1976 we did not include a very large increase in housing starts
as part of our economic outlook. [believe they finished the fourth
quarter of 1975 at an annual rate of about 1.4 million starts and
I thought that for the year in total we might go up to perhaps 1.6
million starts as a target or 1.5 million. In January starts were disap-
pinting and did fall as you indicated. There was a decline in
December also.

The problem in housing appears to be, in my mind at least, more
of a price issue and uncertainty about energy, the availability of ener-

y. and whether they will be able to commute. The price of a new
ome, I understand, has jumped from about $37,000 up to about

$43,000, which means that it is very difficult for people to buy homes.
And even though mortgage and interest rates have begun to come
down slowly, as we all know they are very sticky on the way down.
So housing was not looked to as a booming area in the economy.
However, I do not believe given the very large inflows of money
into the mortgage markets that has been occurring now for several
months, that a decline or certainly not a collapse in housing will
occur.

Senator B1NTSI'N. Mr. Secretary, we appreciate your testimony very
much. We appreciate your presence this morning. Thank you.

Mr. JONES. Thank you.
I The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows.]

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY L. JONES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY FOR ECONOMIC POUCY

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Subcomittee:

I welcome this opportunity to discuss the process of
capital formation, financial institutions and possible
incentives for encouraging capital investment. These
topics are of fundamental importance in establishing national
economic priorities. Experiences with sharp cyclical swings,
unprecedented double-digit inflation, unacceptable levels of
unemployment and uncertainties about the future adequacy of
raw materials and productive capacity have created increased
concern about our national economic prospects.

Adequate capital formation is required for economic
growth, creation of job opportunities, moderation of price
increases and maintaining our competitive position in international
markets. However, capital investment is only one of the
diverse claims against the national output. The quantity
and type of capital formation in the future will depend upon
what national priorities are established and what time
periods are used for planning economic policies. The challay"
of achieving capital formation goals can be met but success
will not be automatic and major policy changes are required
to: (1) eliminate the chronic Federal deficits which divert
resources and disrupt financial markets; (2) reverse the
long-term decline of business profits which are the basic
incentive for new investment and an important source of
financing, and (3) provide a positive tax environment which
is not biased against savings and investment.

I. Capital Investment Background

Economic growth depends upon: (1) the accumulated
stock of productive assets; (2) the pace of new capital

WS-658
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investments (3)the application of advanced technology;
(4) the quality of the national labor force -- its education,
training, discipline and commitment; (5) the available
infrastructure of transportation communication, financial
institutions and services, (6) access to raw materials;
(7) managerial skills! and (8) the organization of the
economic system. The mix of these economic factors varies
for each country and changes over time as substitutions
occur. However, most analysts agree that a strong rate of
new capital investment is required to sustain economic
growth.

The United States retains a position of economic
leadership because it has had a favorable mix of the important
economic variables, along with political stability and
improving social mobility. The absolute amount of gross
private domestic investment has grown rapidly over the
years, as summarized in Table 1, and should begin to improve
in 1976 following the declines in spending caused by the
recession. Nevertheless, it is unrealistic to assume that
the historical patterns of investment and productivity will
be adequate to meet the economic priorities of the future.
A review of the performance of the U.S. economy indicates
several areas of concern.

- First, during the decade of the 1960's, the United
States-ranked 17 in a list of 20 industrial nations belonging
to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) as to the average annual growth rate of real output
(see Table 2). o

Second, a study prepared by the Treasury Department
indicates that total U.S. fixed investment as a percent of
national output during the time period 1960 through 1973 was
17.5 percent using OECD definitions for comparing the different
countries. The U.S. figure ranks last among a group of
eleven major industrial nations. Furthermore, the gap
between the level of private fixed investment in the U.S.
economy, measured as a share of national output, and the
commitments of other industrial nations tended to increase
over time. When only nonresidential investment is considered
the total amounts are lower but the relative position of the
United States is not changed. As discussed below, the low
ranking of the United States is the result of several basic
characteristics of our economic system. However, it is a
useful signal for calling attention to fundamental concerns
about the undesirable levels of inflation, unemployment and
productivity over the past decade.
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Investment as Percent of
Real National Output 1960-73*

Total Nonresidential
Fixed** Fixed

Japan 35.0 29.0
West Germany 25.8 20.0
France 24.5 18.2
Canada 21.8 17.4
Italy 20.5 14.4
United Kingdom 18.5 15.2

U.S. 17.5 13.6

11 OECD Countries 24.7 19.4

* OECD concepts of investment and national product. The
OECD concept includes nondefense government outlays for
machinery and equipment in the private investment total
which required special adjustment in the U.S. national
accounts for comparability. National output is defined in
this study as "gross domestic product," rather than the
more familiar measure of gross national product, to conform
with OECD definitions.

** Including residential.

Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury

Third, the United States also ranks last in a list
of seven major industrial nations as to the average annual
rate of growth of manufacturing output per manhour and
gains in the gross domestic product per employed person
from 1960 through 1973. During that period the amount
of Real" capital investment per additional civilian employee
declined and the historical U.S. advantage in "real" output
per employed civilian compared to other industrial nations
significantly narrowed. Various studies have indicated the
close relationship between capital investment and various
measures of economic growth and productivity. A dynamic
economy is needed to create jobs by applying new technology
and expanding productive capacity as a basis for raising the
general standard of living. Inadequate capital investment
limits new job opportunities and leads to inflation as
productivity fails to rise as rapidly as labor and materials
costs.

J
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Productivity Growthg 1960-1973
(Average Annual Rate)

Gross Domestic Product Manufacturing output

per employed person per manhour

United States 2.1 3.3

•: pan 9.2 10.5
West Germany 5.4 5.8
France 5.2 6.0
Canada 2.4 4.3
Italy 5.7 6.4
United Kingdom 2.8 4.0

11 OECD Nations 5.2* 6.1

* Average for 6 OECD countries listed.

Source: Department of the Treasury

Fourth, there have been many specific examples
of production bottlenecks resulting from inadequate capacity
during periods of economic expansion. During the period of
wage and price controls extending from August 1971 until
June 1974 the Cost of Living Council became increasingly
concerned about the prospects for inflation resulting from
raw materials shortages and inadequate productive capacity
in several basic industries. Current statistics concerning
the utilization of existing plant capacity suggest that
extensive slack exists in the system since the operating
rate was 70.8 percent in the fourth quarter of 1975. However,
it should be recognized that this figure can change rapidly
as economic recovery occurs. It should also be emphasized
that the concept of operating at 100 percent of physical
capacity is misleading. Over the last fifteen years government
figures indicate that manufacturing capacity utilization
averaged 83 percent despite some periods of intense output.
The highest figure reported during those fifteen years was
91.9 percent in 1966. Most companies need to preserve some
reserve capacity to handle unexpected output requirements
anti to accommodate maintenance and replacement needs.
Changing labor and material costs -- particularly energy
prices -- must also be considered in evaluating the actual
adequacy of existing plant and equipment. While it is
unlikely that widespread productive capacity bottlenecks
will develop during the next few months of economic recovery,
achievement of the Nation's longer-term economic goals will
require increased capital formation.
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Fifth, the financial markets have also experienced
considerable strain a. the combination of private financing
needs and public claims have increased rapidly. Corporations
have traditionally relied on retained earnings and capital
consumption allowances for approximately two-thirds of their
financing requirements. However, in 1974 nonfarm nonfinancial
corporate businesses required $101.8 billion of external
funds out of total financing needs of $183.3 billion, or
55.5 percent. It is estimated that over 80 percent of the
rise in corporate long-term funds of $270 billion over the
past decade involved the sale of debt issues. This strong
preference for debt issues -- particularly the influence of
tax laws which allowed interest payments to be deducted from
taxable income - has brought about a doubling of the debt-
equity ratios. The resulting fixed charges, consisting of
payments of principal and interest charges, have made corporate
financial positions less liquid and less flexible in reacting
to the adversities of company problems and the general
pressures caused by economic recessions.

Fortunately, these problems have been recognized and
major efforts are now underway to correct the liquidity and
solvency positions of American businesses. Considerable
progress has been made already and companies are clearly
intent on continuing the correction process. The major
factor in this adjustment has been the sharp improvement in
corporate profitability beginning in 1975 which is expected
to be continued this year. This important turnaround follows
a long period of deteriorating profits beginning in the mid-
1960's and lasting until last year. For example in 1965 the
adjusted after tax domestic profits of nonfinancial corporations
represented 6.8 percent of total national income by 1973
that figure had declined to 3.3 percent. Similarly, adjusted
after tax profits of nonfinancial corporations as a percent
of gross product originating in nonfinancial corporations
fell from 10.2 percent in 1965 to 5.1 percent by 1973.
Finally, over the same period the rate of return on capital
investment declined from 10.1 percent to 6.1 percent.

These figures partially explain the loss of investment
incentives and financing problems that have occurred. A
major factor in the achievement of our national capital
formation goals will involve a continued recovery of business
profits necessary for encouraging future investment and for
providing an important source of financing.

The five problem areas described above do not mean that
economic progress in the United States has not occurred. In
fact, over the past fifteen years the U.S. economy has
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increased the real output of goods and services by 60 percent;
the real income of the average American has risen by over
50 percent; the number of Americans living in families with
incomes below the poverty level has declined to 10.2 percent
of the population; and 20 million new jobs have been created.

In describing the relatively slower rate of capital
investment in the United States and the disappointing
productivity figures, it should be recognized that there are
many factors that influence a nation's level of investment.

First, the unusually large size of the U.S. economy and
its rie=tvely advanced stage of development, particularly
the accumulated total of previous capital investments,
creates a different investment environment. Having already
developed an impressive productive capacity it is to be
expected that our rate of additional growth would be lower
than the development rates of other nations who are still
striving to achieve our relatively advanced level of economic
activity.

Second, the U.S. economy has traditionally emphasized
consumption which has contributed to strong demand for goods
and services leading to ,sustained output, employment and
investment. In 1975 personal consumption totaled $963 billion,
or 64 percent of the toIa1 gross national product and government
purchases of goods and services amounted to $331 billion, or
22 percent. By way of domparison gross private domestic
fixed investment was $112 billion, or 7.5 percent of the GNP
(this figure does not include residential construction or
inventory spending). Personal and government consumption
outlays have long dominated the GNP so that gross savings
flows required for private capital investment have been
relatively low in the United States throughout the postwar
period.

A third, important factor affecting the pattern of U.S.
investment, compared with other nations, is the relatively
large share-of total capital outlays committed to the services
category, which includes housing, government and other
services. Our heavy investment in the services category
emphasizes consumption but moderates the expansion of productive
capacity relative to other nations (see Table 3).

A fourth influence on the pattern of capital investment
in the United States is the relatively large share of our
investment that must be used for replacement and modernization
of existing facilities. It is estimated that 62 percent of
U.S. capital investment from 1960 to 1971 was committed to
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replacement needs, compared to the United Kingdoms 61 percent
Canada, 52 percent; France, 54 percent; West Germany, 53 percent;
and Japan, 31 percent. This divergent pattern reflects the
advanced status of economic development in some nations and
the postwar experience of Europe and Japan in restoring their
devastated industrial facilities following World War II.
The heavy replacement requirement does provide a continuing
opportunity to introduce new technology into the U.S. economy.
However, the replacement outlays do not add to the net total
productive capacity of our economy.

Fifth, many countries provide a diversified group of
government incentives to encourage investment. Basic
industries are frequently controlled by foreign governments
and special financial and operating assistance may be
provided to preferred private companies to assist in thier
development if it is considered to be in the national
interest. The United States has avoided most of the capital
allocation and special incentive programs used in other
countries but there are some Federal programs which provide
direct financial support through the Economic Development
Administration, the Small Business Administration and some
169 different government credit programs. The Federal
Government particularly influences capital investment
through its budget decisions and specific legislative requirements
involving safety, health and environmental goals. Total
government spending at the Federal, State and local levels
now represents over one-third of the total GNP and its
actual influence is even broader since it frequently provides
captial grants to stimulate new pTojects, extensive funding
of research and development and other specific incentives.
The wide array of government credit and incentive programs
emphasizes the mixed nature of the current U.S. economy.

In summary, four major points concerning private fixed
domestic investment should be emphasized:

1. Captial investment is a fundamental factor in
national economic development and the absolute level of such
spending has been very large in the U.S. economy over the
years.

2. Other industrial nations have tended to allocAte
a substantially larger share of their national output to new
capital formation in recent years and the gap has tended to
increase.

3. There are several underlying economic reasons for
the relatively low position of the United States as to
capital formation commitments as a share of total economic
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output but a review of these moderating influences provides
only an explanation, not a solution.

4. The quantity and quality of capital investment in
the United States should not be evaluated in terms of
simplistic comparisons with other nations, historical
patterns or some arbitrary growth goals. Instead, the
adequacy of capital outlays can only be judged in terms of
the achievement of our basic economic goals of creating more
jobs for a growing labor force, the relative stability of
prices, the productivity of our workers and the degree of
progress in meeting specific environmental, safety, health
and resource development objectives.

II. Future Capital Formation Needs

The dynamic nature of the U.S. economy makes it impossible
to predict the exact amount of future capital needs. The
pattern of economic growth can only be estimated in gerneral
terms and actual events are often much different than expected.
The relationship of capital investment to future output is
particularly difficult to predict because capital/output
ratios change over time. Some industries will require more
capital per unit of output in the future and others will
require less. The replacement rate of existing assets will
also change as labor and materials costs -- particularly
energy prices -- affect the mix of production factors.
Unexpected private capital demands will undoubtedly develop
and anticiapted claims may moderate or completely disappear.
In short, the timing and magnitude of actual investments
will likely be quite different from the current projections.

Despite the forecasting difficulties, it is possible to
identify two basic trends: (1) total private domestic
investment will be very large compared to historical totals
as the economy grows from the current level of output of
$1-1/2 trillion to over $3 trillion by the mid-1980's; and
(2) the relative share of private investment in new plant-
and equipment as a claim against the total GNP will have to
rise to achieve the desired national economic goals. Both
of these basic trends were recently identified in a major
study prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the
Department of Commerce for the Council of Economic Advisers
which was published last month in the Economic Report of the
President (see pages 39 to 47). The major conc us ons-of-
that study are attached to this testimony. Table 4 summarizes
the shift in business fixed investment as a share of GNP
from an annual average of 10.4 percent in 1965-70 and in
1971-74 to an annual average of 12.0 percent during the
time period 1975-80. For the entire decade of the 1970's
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the growth rate is estimated to be 11.4 percent but the rate
must be accelerated to compensate for the sluggish pace of
investments during the 1974-75 recession. In Table S some
cumulative estimates of the dollar amounts -- stated in
constant 1972 dollars -- required during the decade of the
1970's are indicated for a series of different assumptions
involving changing capital to output ratios for different
industries and fulfillment of existing pollution control and
energy resource development goals. Once again, it should be
emphasized that actual events may be significantly different
from the specific percentages and dollar figures indicated
but the massive amounts of capital required and the necessary
acceleration of future business capital investment to a
level above the growth rate of the recent past are clear.
The policy conclusions of the Council of Economic Advisers
are particularly significant:

"if ratios of fixed investment to GNP substantially
in excess of 10 percent are unattainable, full
employment cannot be achieved by 1980 at capital-output
ratios and productivity growth rates as high as those
projected with the assumption that the environmental
and energy goals are to be met. Whether full employ-
ment can be achieved at all by 1980 under these con-
ditlons depends first, of course, on the reliability
of the previous estimates, and then on the ease of
input substitution and on the flexibility of relative
factor prices. If the estimated capital requirements
are not met, the 1980 output level could be lower
than projected, owing to lower productivity or
lower employment, or both. Alternatively, goals
concerning pollution control and energy independence
might have to be scaled down. Either of these possi-
bilities seems far less desirable than providing
incentives to raise the share of investment in GNP."
(Economic Report of the President, January 1976, p. 46.)

This summary statement provides a basic reference
point for evaluating our future business capital requirements:
If we are to achieve our output and employment goals with
more stable prices along with specific environmental and
and energy resource development objectives the pace of
capital formation must be accelerated. The magnitude of
the necessary tilt toward investment is not large in
percentage terms but in the multi-trillion dollar economy
of the near future the dollar amounts involved will be
large.

Several studies attempting to forecast business
capital investment requirements have also been prepared by
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private companies, and university scholars and their basic
conclusions are summarized in Table 6. The private-sector
forecasts use a different time frame covering the mid-1970's
to mid-1980's period, use current dollars to incorporate the
anticipated impact of inflation and frequently add residential
construction outlays to the business investment total to
estimate total private domestic fixed investment. Nevertheless,
the general conclusions are consistent with the Bureau of
Economic Analysis findings and the interpretation of the
Council of Economic Advisers that the achievement of the
Nation's basic economic goals will require a shift toward
increased capital investment to provide the several trillion
dollars of funds needed.

III. Government Policies

Future fiscal and monetary policies will have a major
impact on the achievement of the capital formation goals.
In farticular, inflation must be better controlled and the
governemnt must avoid disrupting the capital markets if the
private sector is to acquire the necessary investment funds.
A balancing of the Federal budget over time is a necessary
prerequisite to achieve the goals discussed above.

Unfortunately, the Federal Government will have reported
a deficit in sixteen of the past seventeen years ending with
FY 1977, as summarized in Table 7. During the single decade
FY 1968 through FY 1977, the cumulative Federal deficits
will total $267.5 billion. Net borrowings for supporting
over one hundred "off-budget" Federal programs are expected
to total another $229.2 billion during that single decade.
The Federal Government will have usurped a total of $496.7 billion
out of the capital markets during a 10-year period ending
with FY 1977. But the most disconcerting point is the
upward momentum of Federal outlays which will have risen
from $268 billion in FY 1974 to $374 billion this fiscal
year, a jump of 40 percent in just two fiscal years. Another
large increase in Federal outlays will occur in FY 1977 as
President Ford has asked for a budget that would limit
spending to $395 billion. Part of this sharp increase in
outlays is the result of "automatic stabilizers", such as
unemployment compensation benefits, responding to recession
problems but most of the added spending has become part of
the permanent programs of government and will extend out
into the future. Government spending -- both for temporary
stimulus and permanent programs -- has increased at a rate
that is creating serious resource allocation problems which
will not conveniently disappear as the current recovery soon
moves into its second year. We must recognize the basic
reality that when the combination of public and private
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demands for goods and services exceeds the underlying productive
capacity of the system the inevitable result is an overheating
uf the economy followed by inflation and eventually economic
recession.

The strong underlying growth trends of the U.S. economy
will continue to provide for further economic progress, but
we cannot realistically expect to satisfy every new public
claim by shifting resources away from the private sector.
This simple guideline has been frequently violated as total
demand has been stimulated beyond the capacity of the economic
system twice within the past decade creating an unfortunate
boom and recession sequence with severe inflation and unemployment
distortions. The escalation of government spending levels
summarized in Table 7 has seriously eroded our fiscal flexibility
and the lagged impact of past spending decisions will
affect the allocation of resources far-into the future. In
summary, the achievement of private domestic fixed investment
goals will require more realistic and sustainable government
policies.

Tax Policies

Federal tax policies affect capital investment decisions
by determining the after-tax earnings available for investment
and by establishing incentives or disincentives for future
investment. Several major tax policies play a major roles
(1) the corporate income tax, including the existing approach
of levying taxes at the corporate level on earnings and
again on the recipients of dividends; (2) the investment tax
credit; (3) depreciation guidelines; and (4) other tax
incentives designed to encourage investment for specific
purposes, such as the President's proposal for accelerated
depreciation for the construction of plants and purchase of
new equipment in high unemployment areas. The Secretary of
the Treasury and other Treasury officials have frequently
presented testimony on all of these fundamental tax policy
issues. Rather than repeating their views in this general
statement about the importance of capital formation, I refer
the Committee's attention to the benchmark statements presented
by Secretary William E. Simon on July R and July 31, 1975
before the House Ways and Means Committee.

IV. Summary

As the United States continues the relatively strong
cyclical recovery that began last April it is-important that
economic policies increasingly focus on longer-term goals.
The rapid growth of the U.S. economy to its present size and
the relatively low level of inflation until the late 1960's
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has resulted from the creativity and productivity of the
system. Continued prosperity, however, cannot be taken for
granted: it must be earned. We must be willing to allocate
more of our resources to current investment rather than to
current consumption to prepare for the future. The logic of
this recommendation is not based on any arbitrary investment
level assumed to be necessary to avoid some "capital shortage"
or on statistical comparisons with other nations or earlier
time periods. Instead, the required emphasis on investment
reflects the Nation's fundamental economic goals of reducing
both inflation and unemployment, improving productivity,
remaining competitive in international markets and achieving
specific environmental, safety and resource-development
objectives. With so many unfulfilled current needs this is
a difficult concept for some to accept because they would
prefer current consumption. However, our potential ability
to achieve all of our economic goals will be unnecessarily
restricted if we fail to prepare for the future. The
simple truism that we cannot consume more than we produce
needs to receive greater attention in the dicussion of
national priorities.
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7w" 1

Groi Private tXutic Fixed lnvstmntt 1950-1974 (Billion of dollar)

PAFS A. Nciimrl Dllars

Mmreidenti& Stutn Amidential

Year lowta ard Pro&%owsn Durable 8ugwt structures

1950 $47.0 27.1 19.9
1951 48.9 31.1 17.7
1952 49.0 31.2 17.8
1953 S2.9 34.3 18.6
1954 54.3 34.0 20.3
1955 62.4 38.3 24.1
1956 66.3 43.7 22.6
1957 67.9 46.7 21.2
1958 63.4 41.6 21.8
1959 72.3 45.3 27.0
1960 72.7 47.7 25.0
1961 72.1 47.1 25.0
1962 78.7 51.2 27.4
1963 84.2 53.6 30.6
1964' 90.8 59.7 31.2
1965 102.5 71.3 31.2
1966 110.2 81.4 28.7
1967 110.7 82.1 28.6
1968 123.8 89.3 34.5
1969 136.8 98.9 37.9
1970 137. 0' 100.5 36.6
1971 153.6 104.1 49.6
1972 178.8 116.8 62.0
1973 203.0 136.5 66.5
1974 202.5 147.9 54.6
1975p 197.5 148.7 48.8

PA' B. Oxw.vt 1972 M1L3!

1950 83.2 50.0 33.2
1951 80.4 52.9 273
1952 78.9 52.1 26.8
1953 84.1 56.3 27.8
1954 85.2 55.4 30.2
1955 96.2 61.2 35.1
1956 97.1 65.2 31.9
1957 9S.7 66.0 29.7

-" 1958 89.6 58.9 10.6

1959 101.0 62.9 38.1
1960 101.0 6.0 35.0
1961 100.7 65.6 35.1
1962 109.3 70.9 38.4
1963 116.8 73.5 43.2
1964 124.8 81.0 43.8
1965 138.8 95.6 43.2
1966 144.6 106.1 38.5
1967 140.7 103.5 37.2
1968 150.8 108.0 42.8
1969 157.5 114.3 43.2
1970 150.4 110.0 40.4
1971 160.2 108.0 52.2
1972 178.8 116.8 62.0
1973 191.4 131.3 60.1
1974 172.2 127.5 44.7
197Sp 149.0 112.4 36.6

Source: Department of Omncx e, Bureau of Exxmi c Analysis
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T~ABL 2

Average Annual Rate of Chapnge in Real Growth for Member Nations of OW,

1960-70

(percent)

Japan 11.1
Greece 7.6
Portugal 6.)
Yugoslavia 6.7
France 5.8
Italy 5.6
Canada 5.2
Finland 5.2
Australia 5.1
Netherlands 5.1
Norway 5.0
kelqium 4.9
Dehmark 4.9
West Germany 4.8
Austria 4.8
Iceland 4.3
Ireland 4.0
U.s. 4.0
Luxembourg 3.)
United Kingdom 2.8

Source: ,Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation.
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Output and Investment by Sector
1969-1971 Averages

United
States

United
France Gezanv Kingdom

(Current price percent)

Canada Japan

PAMtITIaS A

Ariculture

manufacturing
Utilities
General Services

(Dwellings)
(Government)
(Other Services)

Total

Sector Percentage of Total Outputs

3.0
1.6

30.3
2.3

62.6
(5.4)

i14.7)(4-7)

S.9
0.6

45. 3

1.8
46.2
(4.5)

(6.8)

100

3.2
2.2

50.4
2.3

41.9
(3.8)
(9.4)

(28.7)
100

2.6 3.9 7.3*
1.4 3.4 0.9

33.S 26.6 43.0
2.6 2.4 2.0

59.7 63.7 46.8
(2.3) (3.3) (NA)(10.1) (14.0) (3.1)

(47.3) (4 6.4
100 100 100

Sector Percentaqe of Total InveStment:

Agriculture
XLnng
Manufacturlnq
Utilities
General Services

(Dwe lings.**)
(Government)
(Other Services)

Total

3.6
1.0

19.7
5.2

70.3
(19.9)
(20.4)

100

4.6
.7

27.8
3.9

63.0
(26.3)
(12.6)
(23.9)
100

5.3*0 2.6 5.5
1.3 1.5 7..S

25.2 23.6 16.6
5.0 8.6 9.4

63.2 63.S 61.0
(22.2) (15.1) (21.5)
(9.9) (15.91 (17.9)

100 100 100

PPTYTInm ft

Agriculture
Mining
manufacturing

Utilities
General Services

(De11 ings)
(Government)
(Other Services)

1.3
0.6
0.7
2.3
1.1

(3.7)
(1.9)
J0.7 )

Sector Ratios: InvestMent Percentages
Dividedjby Output Percentages

0.8 1.7 1.0 1.4
0.9 0.6 1.1 2.2
0.6 0.5 0.7 0.6
2.2 2.2 3.1 3.9
1.4 1.5 1.1 1.0

(5.8) (5.8) (6.6) (6.5)
(1.5) (1.1) (1.6) (1.3)
(0.7) (1.1) (0.7) (0.5)

0.8
1.0
0.6
2.0
1.3
(")

(8.0)
(MA)

Source: OECD, National Accounts of OECD Countries. 1960-71.
* Output averages of Japan are for 1969-70
** Investment averages of Germany are for 19b7-68.
**e Investment in owner-occupied dwellings. For Canada, France and

the United Kilngdom the figure is from residential investment, which
differs slightly from the former cateqorv..

o-111 O - " -- 10

5.9
.9

26.8
3.9

62.5
(17.9)
(24.9)

110
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TABLE 4

T^PL. 4.-S#w-,t of bloin(id [ invelint i gross naelio&a ,predit: Autrimal dots and
proired rqviimiraeni t, ideatidpifds. 1965-

am 6-0 t 'im I 115- 117140

Siie of I175 dllar

Cuowlatve &ross nton ptodict (014P):
A-tval .....................................................
Projected ...................................

Cumulative bimess flied invetment:
Actual . ..........................
Pr acted capItAl4piut...................
Fied 1970 cl latiw:

Actual low'I........--.........................
Pre-1910 w... ........... ............ S

S. 99. 3 4,674. 5................ .... ... . . U .1

623.4 L I .......... .........
........ ...... U6.6 1.413.4

164.5 11."76.3 Its..4

Suuiniss filled avutoom as, percent of GNIP:
Actual .............. .... ............ 10.4 10.4............ i..
Projected cjo ratio ..................... ............................. 2.0 11.4
l.med Ile 0lco lt.is:

Actual low . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . 10.2 103.Preill/ law'..............................................7 9.

SOeitie Itr IGNP projection% in i9SO dollars provided by the oprtadment of Labo itis of Economic Grolth.
" "Actual Law" coitans pollution control espeiliters pursuant to the 1910 Clean Air Ameadments rd Is the 1912

lcdsral Water Pollution Act Armlmients, while "Pie.t1910 Law" #s iot mna~ these eoanddrst.
I tleu,d by Subtracting actual 1vesttmet tn 197 1-4 from the esiMate of livestnint rtuised during 1911-40.
llo'. -Thi 1%5-74 data in this table have not bee" raised to the new benchmark dala used elsewhere in this Repoli

since the ptoect-.ns ,'ii madile before the new dit wee available. Hover. vians the now data. bUiness .s.ed invest.
moot as nrceit of liP would have been the same for 196S-70 as shown on the table (10A perCent) and slightly lower Il
1911 -74 (10 Z Iercent instead of 104 percent)

Sodrces- Oartmnenl of Commerce (Bureau of Economic Analysis) end Departednt of Ube (Oiv-s . of Ecoomi c
ronh)

(As published in the Economic Report of the

President, January 1976, page 44)
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TABLE 5

TASm 5.-Fatus 1eti' MAe cumd.leivr total jusiot fixed intuw,,t ,ipiired/rom 1971
1kttAtl 1980.4; mejer audustri

IIa of lll dlo

F~tl TtelI eeO. Mila a I i uea: asdSems 0,vA i Wc

0) -V C --

$a liftt twntUe U

.. 1213.4 .5 l6.5 20.5j 1 .? 34IM.7 101.1 M.5 113.3 2257.
Aite ol0 Pet-

It0 a8sItd1.... 4113.. ..... .5 2.5 .1 . i , .Add INe I"demtulegoim Coo

wh e/evaehos. I Is

,47P.eg......0 .. O 43 0
cddIme lot

d10.d 4. .0 Sk 1 3 .4 .4 GL 4

, we..... 13. 3' ).0 : . : : .

A"4 for i"Ostfin
"--O decfooihe

0eloosm ........ - .1O - -13.1 -,0 - -1.O -. 0

A" for Osetiod62

WWPOON .. . 1.9 .0 As . 0 1 .0.O L.1 .9

Add Wo Im#"so In

mawstast in-evil by a4d1-

is owl ........ 2.0 .0 .4 .0 o .0 .0 1.3 0 .

rowed .......... 173. 4 78 11 -2 Z 11 0.0 U44.01 148. 6 101.4 ZU. ) 23LS UlI. 5

IlIdes poda iso by both lilk Me etvol elerpi ses
UC4eSats of hotels *ad Isuat nees. persa sad oveo serv, es. broam nvum. oaemle r45W a"

0smatefas *ad model. odeomlweai m gms bad MWioMe o pami5os.
I oaIsis of wheleOOle &ad tio led s sad ltriaea . eiueace &ad teal sllt.
o lacrese in degead Me in Ps ,bw dwsIs ery mo lsieesees mWdvs tlis dsce Ok se *000 @~ by$I.0

bells two"s Somesvtl veqoved fee prls a "of" edepeadeace.
I ANwegO. the eulps &ad colmlal-S swt vs of pstem resag ead MOIM 00Mf5m arse Mme WebeaGs1

to w0e P 0me o6 g 1461V puls sN fdlsde In. the sevu"bie o lowe-I e dwiat cc *o W bilwp-se
ols of"ss -M i aessum p o I exieladelsus -m plssft
MoOL.sD o m add ObbU humu af ewambi

(As published in the Economic Report of the
President, January 1976, page 45)



TABLE 6
ACTUAL AND PROJECTED INVESTMENT AS A PERCENT OF GNP

Bosworth
Average Duesenberry Chaserc
1965-1974 NYSE1/ Carronjf Friedman/ G.E.- DRI-/ Econometrics

Gross private domestic

investment 15.1 16.4 15.5 15.8 15.8 15.7 15.9

Non-residential fixed 10.4 12.1 11.3 11.5 11.4 11.0 11.8

Inventory 1.0 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.8

Residential 3.8 3.9 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.3

I/ The New York Stock Exchange, The Capital
Projections Throuuh 1985, September 1974.
in current dollars, 1974-1985.

Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S. Economy:
Figures shown are based on cumulative projections

2/ Barry Bosworth, Jame S. Duesenberry, and Andrew S. Carron, Capital Needs in the Seventies,
The Brookings Institution, 1975. Figures shown are based on estimates for 1980 in current
dollars from Table 2-12, p. 39 (note th* constant dollar 1980 figures in Table 2-11 project
gross private domestic investment as 15.8 percent of GNP).

2/ Benjamin V. Friedman, "Financing the Next Five Years of Fixed Investment* in President's
Authority to Adjust Imports of Petroleum, Public Debt Ceiling Increase; and Emergency Tax
Proposals; Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, January
1975, pp. 710-726. Figures shown are based on 1975-79 averages of current dollar projections.

4/ Reginald H. Jones, "Capital Requirements of Business, 1974-85,0 Testimony submitted to
Subcommittee on Economic Growth, Joint Economic Committee, May 8, 1974. Figures shown are
based on cumulative projections in current dollars, 1974-1985.

5/ Data Resources, Inc., Summer 1975, 'Special Study: The Capital Shorte'e." Summary table on
insLie cover. 1985 data only, current dollars, standard forecast.

6/ Chas-t Econometrics August 1975. "The Next Ten Years: Inflation, Recession and Capital
Shortage." 1984 data only, current dollars. Table, page 01 of 14. No recession run.
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TABLE 7

FEDERAL BUDGETS

CHANGES IN THE UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS

BY FISCAL YAR, 1961-1977
(dollars in billions)

Fiscal Year over
Preceding Year

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976 (est)

1977 (est)

Federal Dollar
Outlays Increase

$ 97.8 $ 5.6

106.8 9.0

111.3 4.5

118.6 7.3

118.4 -0.2

134.7 16.3

158.3 23.6

178.8 20.5

184.5 5.7

196.6 12.1

211.4 14.8

231.9 20.5

246.5 14.6

268.4 21.9

324.6 56.2

373.5 48.9

394.2 20.7

Percentage
Increase

6.1

9.2

4.2

6.1

13.8

17.5

13.0

3.2

6.6

7.5

9.7

6.3

8.8

20.9

15.1

5.5

Surplus
or Deficit

-3.4

-7.1

-4.8

-5.9

-1.6

-3.8

-8.7

-25. :

+3.2

-2.8

-23.0

-23.2

-14.3

-3.5

-43.6

-76.0

-42.9

Source: Economic Report of the
Table B-63, p.245.

President, January 1976,
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Senator BENTSEN. Chairman Greenspan, we are pleased to have
you. Would you come forward and take the witness table.

STATEMENT OF ALAN (;REENSPAN, CHAIRMAN; AND BURTON G.
MALKIEL,, MEMBER, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Mr. GREENSPAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am .oined this morning by my colleague, Burton Malkiel, who

as you Know is a member of the Council of Economic Advisers
and I will proceed as you should like, sir.

Senator BFINISEN. If you would proceed with your testimony sir.
Mr. GREINSI'AN. We have formal testimony which we should like

to submit for the record. It is somewhat long and we would like
to usurp from it if I may.

Senator BiNISI:N. That would be fine.
Mr. Gc-E'NSPAN. I would submit the total statement for the record.

We are pleased to appear today before the subcommittee to discuss
capital formation and our analysis of capital needs and requirements
in the coming years. This is a topic of considerable interest at the
moment and of great importance to the restoration of a stable high-
employment prosperity. There have been a number of studies of the
capital formation issue and a number of different estimates or projec-
tions of possible shortfalls in capital investment in the years ahead.
The Council of Economic Advisers with the help of the Bureau of
Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce, has examined
a number of thesK issues in detail during the past year. As you
probably know, a summary of this analysis is included in this year's
economic report. My remarks this morning are based upon that analy-
sis.

I would like to begin by noting that it is our belief that the adequacy
of capital formation in the period immediately ahead is one of the
key issues which we face.

There is a very strong possibility that the structure of final demand
may remain too consumption-oriented and business fixed investment
too weak to permit adequate economic performance during the
remainder of the seventies. Capacity bottlenecks were encount-red
in a number of basic commodities in 1972 and 1973, giving rise
to concern that a shortage of capacity may materialize well before
we reach an acceptably low level of unemployment. Such a shortage
could intensify inflationary pressures in the later stages of recovery,
retard long-term economic growth, and make the achievement of en-
vironmental and energy goals more difficult.

At first sight the concern with capital shortages appears misdirected.
In an economy in which the prices of all inputs and outputs and
the composition of final demand are free to adjust, there is no reason
to expect a chronic shortage of any type of productive facility. To
be sure, temporary bottlenecks may occur in a dynamic economy
because future demands cannot be anticipated perfectly and because
there are lags in the adjustment process. But in time such bottlenecks
would be eliminated, as investment shifted toward the most profitable
areas of resource application.

In what sense, then, can there be a valid concern with inadequate
capital formation? One way of looking at the capital formation issue
is to ask whether the investment spending expected under current
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conditions is likely to be adequate for the attainment of certain
long-term objectives, such as full employment, greater energy indepen-
dence, and a cleaner environment.

Even before the 1974-75 recession idled large amounts of produc-
tive capacity, investment incentives may have been reduced by a
number of factors. Several of these factors arc related to inflation
and if they recur or persist they may inhibit investment in the present
recovery.

First, the before-tax rate of return that business requires to un-
dertake new investments has been driven up by several forces, while
actual rates of return, at least on past investments, have lagged behind.
Risk premiums have risen to reflect the increased amplitude of
macroeconomic disturbances. Experiments with wage-price controls
have lessened the incentives to invest. Moreover, compliance with
changing environmental and safety regulations requires increased in-
vestment, creates some uncertainty, and adds to the cost of produc-
tion. At the same time, despite changes in the corporate tax laws,
general price inflation has raised corporate taxes more than in propor-
tion to the economic before-tax return on fixed capital. Inventory
profits have boosted the tax base and the real value of historical.
cost depreciation allowances has declined.

Second, the increase in debt-equity ratios during recent years has
made business more vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the credit markets
and to the unanticipated changes in the rates of inflation and profits.
The resulting unfavorable structure of business liabilities may have
created some structural financing problems, and it may have increased
default risks, the costs of financing, and the cutoff or required rate
of return on new projects.

Third, fiscal policies may have been biased against private invest-
ment. In periods like 1973, when the economy was already ap-
proaching its capacity limits, government transfer payments continued
to increase rapidly. In periods of slack changes in Federal tax and
expenditure, policies have also been oriented more toward consump-
tion than investment. Investment was the last sector to be stimulated
by expansionary fiscal policies, and the first to suffer when these
policies led to either more inflation or to offsetting monetary restraint.
Cyclical recoveries of investment may therefore have been incomplete,
with cumulative effects on the size of the capital stock.

Fourth, the long-term savings incentives of persons may have been
reduced through government policies favoring consumption. The scope
of government transfer programs and the level of social insurance
benefits have increased rapidly in recent years. This development may
eventually encourage less reliance on personal savings to protect a
future standard of living. Moreover, incentives to save may also have
been reduced by Federal controls on interest rates on many types
of savings. On the other hand. individuals have increased their savings
rate in reaction to the diminution of the real value of their financial
assets and the greater insecurity about future living standards that
the high rates of inflation and unemployment of the past few years
have caused. -

The actual volume of business fixed investment that is likely to
he forthcoming during the remainder of this decade under the existing
structure of tax laws and economic incentives is difficult to forecast.
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If we had a perfect long-term forecast, we could directly assess the
adequacy of the ,xpected investment, provided the investment
required to meet certain objectives could be estimated with a high
degree of reliability. Since this is not possible we have attempted
to estimate the capital stock that may be needed to achieve certain
goals. The implied investment requirements are than compared with
recent levels and trends in the investment Share of gross national
product. Given the large number of conditions and qualifications that
must be attached to any estimate of capital requirements, no such
exercise can be conclusive. Nevertheless, after all due qualification,
the results suggest that increased rates of capital formation pre desira-
ble and that policy changes including the reconsideration of the exist-
ing tax laws and incentive structures will probably be required to
increase the investment share of GNP.

To throw some light on the question of capital adequacy, which
has been widely debated during the past year, the Council of
Economic Advisers commissioned the Bureau of Economic Anilysis
of the Department of Commerce to conduct a study of the capital
that would be required to achieve a real output level presumed to
be consistent with an unemployment rate below 5 percent by the
end of the decade.

The capital stock necessary to produce the output levels specified
for 1980 is assumed to include facilities to meet certain environmental
standards currently in effect, and to allow the greater degree of energy
independence which has been advocated by the Federal Government.
Estimates were prepared of the investment in pollution control facili-
ties necessary to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Amendments
of 1970 and the Federal Pollution Act Amendments of 1972. Further-
more, an attempt was made to estimate the additional investment
required in the mining of coal, crude petroleum, and natural gas,
and in electric utilities using fuels other than oil and gas, to prevent
the 1980 share of imported crude and refined petroleum products
from exceeding its 1973-74 level of 36 percent of total domestic
consumption.

Since so many specifications and data adjustments are necessary
to obtain numerical estimates of capital requirements, these estimates,
of course, are not and can not be definitive. Their usefulness depends
upon the realism of the assumptions employed in deriving them. These
include the degree of labor force utilization and the composition of
otput and final demand in 1980 as well as the links from specified
output levels to capital "requirements" and the link from "required"
capital to investment. The data on capital stock and discards by indus-
try are weak. Moreover, a number of unspecified economic assump-
tions have to be made to insure that the implied accumulation process
is consistent with a movement toward economic equilibrium and stable
real rates of return.

The results are highly sensitive to changes in the output mix-for
instance, between manufacturing and other more capital-intensive sec-
tors such as agriculture, mining, transportation, communication, and
utilities.

Subject to all these qualifications, certain conclusions can be drawn
from the estimates. Business fixed investment will likely have to
average 12 percent of GNP from 1975 to 1980 to meet the capital
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requirements projected for 1980. Since investment is expected to
amount to less than 10 percent of GNP in 1975-76, investment ratios
even higher than 12 percent may be necessary in the next 4 years
to put enough capital in place by the end of 1980 to meet the
goals previously stipulated.

The broad summary estimates underlying this conclusion are shown
in Table II in our formal presentation and in the text we referred
to it.

If ratios of fixed investment to GNP substantially in excess of 10
percent in the years immediately ahead are unattainable, the achieve-
ment of full employment by 1980 will depend on-the ease of input
substitution and on the flexibility of relative factor prices. If the esti-
mated capital requirements are not met, the achievement of full em-
ployment by 1980 will depend on the ease of input substitution and
on the flexibility of relative factor prices. If the estimated capital
requirements are not met, the 1980 output level could be lower than
projected, owing to lower productivity or lower employment, or both'
Alternatively, goals concerning pollution control and energy indepen-
dence might have to be scaled down. Either of these possibilities
seems far less desirable than policies which would help raise the
share of investment in GNP.

To achieve this goal, increased savings incentives may have to sup-
plement increased investment incentives once the economy's resources
are utilized more fully. Whether an increased savings rate may be
required, however, depends not only on the potential demands for
business investment but also on the demands for residential construc-
tion and net foreign investment and whether new policy initiatives
are developed that would require extra investments in areas such
as energy, safety, or the environment beyond 1980.

At the present time macroeconomic policies that continue to stimu-
late the economy to a fuller utilization of its resources will also en-
courage investment. But, a steady and sustained expansion will provide
a far better economic climate for investment than a path of excessive
expansion followed by another cycle of inflation and recession. During
the initial phases of the recovery a slower rate of increase in Federal
outlays and a reduction in the budget deficit would permit a more
expansionary monetary policy to be carried out with less risk of infla-
tionary pressures. Such a policy mix would tend to shift the composi-
tion of output toward investment. If Government deficits do not
decline rapidly enough as the recovery proceeds, the savings necessary
to insure a satisfactory rate of private investment may be preempted,
and the expansion could stall sometime before employment returns
to an acceptable level. The President's prograni of reducing the growth
in Federal outlays in this and in coming years is designed, among
its other goals, to avoid such an impasse.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I know it is not an exact

science, but this testimony here, although very interesting, is replete
with "mays." Does that mean "probabilities"?

Mr. GREENSPAN. Basically, the word "may" means probabilities
because if one understands the underlying ranges of error in a number
of the particular estimates we make, "may" is a more appropriate
term than "will."

t See p. 55.
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Nonetheless, you are asking for our best judgment--
Senator BENTSEN. That is right.
Mr. GREENSPAN. And our best judgment are these estimates and

forecasts and in a certain respect it really doesn't matter whether
the numbers themselves are exact. It is fairly clear that if we are
to sustain a full employment, high productive labor force, we must
increase the proportion of productive facilities type investment as
a percent of GNP.

I think that conclusion, one can pull the "may" away from it.
Senator BENTSEN. That is basic, it seems to me.
Mr. MALKIEL. If I might add one thing, Alan. I am struck by the

similarity in the kinds of estimates made by many different people
who have studied the problem.

I think it is very hard to escape the conclusion that some increase
in the share of UNP devoted to investment will be required if we
are to meet the important goals we have as a nation.

Senator BENTS-N. Let me ask you to comment on the Congressional
Budget Office's statement.

Their statement is that under the President's budget proposal GNP
would be about 1.6 percent lower at the end of 1977 and the unem-
ployment rate would be about six-tenths of a point higher compared
to simple continuation of current spending levels.

In addition, they indicate that the President's proposed spending
cutbacks have very little short-run impact on inflation.

Would you care to comment on those projections?
Mr. GRIEENSPAN. Certainly.
First of all, the key judgments in that analysis are about the level

of Federal, State, pnd local outlays, and in the aggregative sense,
private demand including capital investment.

This can be done by a number of different means, we all use
various different types of models with greater or lesser degrees of
accuracy in them.

From what I gather with respect to the Congressional Budget Office
estimate, the difference largely is involved in our view of the extent
to which private demand in general and investment specifically will
be expanding later this year and into calendar year 1977.

The data we have at this point, say, capital appropriations, new
orders, and the various commitments to plant and equipment expendi-
tures are still not exhibiting very much strength. Nevertheless, our
analysis together with the-underlying conditions, of increased cash
flow in the business sector, improved liquidity, and higher levels of
stock prices all have very significant implications for the course of
capital investment in the latter part of the 1970's.

In our view, unless we are able to reduce the budget deficit along
the lines that the President has suggested we are likely to confront
financial demands in excess of the savings of our system. This would
mean significant pressure on the commercial banking system and the
possibility that we would reignite inflationary forces.

Now, the CBO view, at -least as I interpret it, would be that private
demands will expand more slowly than we expect and the shortfall
in private demand which they foresee is the key to their view of
the economy in 1977.
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Our view is that there is a strong probability that private demand
will rise substantially in 1977. Therefore, we believe that a fiscal
policy which meets that likelihood is very critical. If we pursue exces-
sively expansionary fiscal policies on the assumption that private de-
mand will be sof stand we are wrong; our capacity to turn that
policy around is going to be very, very limited.

Senator BEN'rSEN. Well, I would agree with that. You say that the
major difference in the estimates is the question of what private de-
mand will be, and you are optimistic that demand is going to be
high; the CBO says it will be low.

Don't I remember, Mr. Chairman, in the fall of 1974 you were
estimating that capital spending by business in 1975 was going to
continue high?

Mr. GRE nNSIAN. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, I--
Senator BENrstN. [)o I recall that conversation with you?
Mr. GRIEENSPAN. You are quite correct.
In fact, I don't know when I changed but I will try to give the

specific date. As I recall, in the early fall of 1974--
Senator BENTSEN. I think I discussed that at the White House with

you in September or so.
Mr. GRI .ENSPAN. That sounds about correct. I think your memory

is excelled t.
At the time there were very heavy backlogs of capital appropriations

and from what we could see at that point there was no evidence
of significant deterioration.

In retrospect, I probably would have forecast precisely the same
outcome at the same time and, in a way this suggests that all forecasts
are subject to error.

But,-I think you are raising an interesting question. Let's then raise
the issue: Suppose we are wrong. I think one of the things we must
do is ask ourselves what are the consequences of policy if we are
wrong.

And in this particular instance it is certainly possible that, after
taking account of all the information, we are overestimating the expan-
sion of private demand.

As I indicated before-even if there was a 50-50 probability that
private demand would expand only sluggishly, a fiscal policy which
was insufficiently expansive or inadequate in retrospect is far easier
to correct with less damage to the economy than a policy which
presumes and acts upon the assumption that private demand will
be weak and, provides massive fiscal stimulus.

It is much easier to provide additional stimulus if it is required
than it is to reduce stimulus that is required.

So in that context, Mr. Chairman, the weight of the evidence should
be clear and conclusive that recovery will be inadequate before one
should even contemplate greater stimulus than we are advocating.
I must say to you, Mr. Chairman, the numbers through at least early
February do not suggest that the economic recovery is petering out.

Senator BENTSEN. My concern as we discussed it in the early fall
of 1974 was the fact that we were in a recession moving deeper
into one and my experience in corporate boardrooms is that the
first thing business does on their capital spending when they see
a recession happening is to put those things on the shelf and wait
until things turn around and that's what came to pass.
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My concern now is-I am wondering what the attitude is, I might
say, in the boardrooms today.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Well, from what I can judge, Mr. Chairman, it
is still cautious. Less cautious than 2 months ago but nonetheless
still cautious.

I think that still substantial uncertainties about governmental policies
and a number of other issues are inhibiting the implementation of
very major investment requirements.

I think that governmental policies should address precisely the issue
that you are raising. In what manner can we dissipate at least part
of the uncertainty and strengthen the incentives for business to move
in this direction.

There is just no question that the underlying potential rates of
return on new facilities, and the level of future capacity requirements,
indicate the need. The cash flow is available; profits have improved
significantly, and at this stage I would say that the issue of uncertainty
may well be the force most inhibiting the capital goods expansion.

Senator BINTSEN. My concern, too, is for the small businessman
who in this kind of situation, it seems to me, from the publicity
that has accrued to the banks, and the problem listed banks, that
there is a demand by the small businessman for loans but there is
a reluctance on the part of the banks to do the kind of financing
that they need because they are trying to clean up the quality of
their loans and unquestionably small business has a higher percentage
of problems credit-wise than do the major businesses.

So, it seems to me that the small businessman is in a difficult
period in trying to expand or to grow.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, small business usually is more
seriously affected during a period of recession.

There is some evidence that it is picking up but I think I agree
that the need for financing is pretty general and smaller businesses,
largely because they are small, have more difficulty in obtaining some
types of credit at the costs that are consistent with substantial expan-
sion.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with you and
the other witnesses in saying that we are going to have to continue
to raise the standard of living in this country that we are going
to have to have capital investment to increase productivity and I
commend the administration for putting incentives for capital forma-
tion in the President's budget recommendations.

I am disappointed that the administration and Congress have failed
to act affirmatively in this area. The lack of investment is something
I have been working on since about 1973 in this subcommittee and
unfortnuately we have not made the kind of progress other than
to air the problem and try to get some support for what we are
doing.

Let me ask you about housing. I am concerned about this report
that just came out, January housing is down for the fourth month
in a row.

I see a very slow dropping of long-term interest rates. What can
be done to try to bring the long-term rates down some more?

You know, I look at a mortgage payment on a home, a monthly
payment, say on a 30-year mortgage, looking at that interest, and
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there is substantial variance in that payment if it is 6 percent or
I I percent interest.

What can we do to get a better correlation for a faster drop in
long-term rates?

Mr. GREENSPAN. First, Mr. Chairman, let me say that while 1, too,
was disappointed at the decline in starts in December, building permits
rose significantly and permits are usually a better indicator of what
is going on in housing than the start levels themselves.

Still, housing starts, obviously, are far below any normal demand,
even though thie rise in permits does suggest that the start figures
in February and March will be above the January level.

There is still no question that housing starts are well under what
would probably be the normal longer term level of, say, 1.8 million
to 2 million a year. One reason for this, as you point out, is mortgage
interest rates. o I

A substantial part of the mortgage rate level is clearly what we
call inflation premiums. Lenders tend to build, incorporate some
aspect or part of their expectation about the decline in the future
purchasing power of the dollar into the level of rates.

Studies have shown reasonably conclusively that it takes a long
while for an acceleration of inflation to become imbedded in long-
term rates and it takes a long while to unwind these expectations.
We are beginning to see some lessening of the so-called inflation
premium and if we can keep the inflation rate declining long-term
interest rates will also decline.

The most important thing that we can do to get the mortage rate
down is to bring the inflation rate down in the longer run. If we
don't get the inflation rate down, it is going to be exceptionally
difficult to get any interest rate down. I think we are moving in
that direction and hopefully we can continue to obtain lower rates.

Mr. MALKIEL. Could I just add that the policy mix that we have
proposed in the economic report, primarily to stimulate investment,
could also be of enormous benefit to housing.

We believe very strongly that if we are able to get control of
the budget, if we allow theb deficit to decline rapidly as the economy
picks up, there will be less of a drain on savings and this would
permit a more expansionary monetary policy to be undertaken with
less inflationary risk. We believe that such an altered policy mix,
where we get the budget under control, is likely to lead to lower
long-term rates and an investment climate that would stimulate both
private investment and the housing industry.

Senator BENTSEN. When you have a situation where you are using,
say, 70 percent of your productive capacity, when you had a situation
where you had 8 million unemployed, and when you had a situation
where the inflation was not resulting from too many dollars chasing
too few products, but more of hopefully a one-time inflation from
commodity price increases such as OPEC quadrupling the price of
oil, worldwide droughts which took the price of grain up, why couldn't
we have had a more moderate monetary policy that did not push
interest rates to the level it did.

I frankly strongly disagree; it seems to me that in those conditions
we should have had a more expansionary monetary policy.

Do you care to comment on that?
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Mr. MAI.KIEL. Well, I think we actually have had an expansionary
monetary policy. If you look at the level of interest rates now, cer-
tainly by that criteria, I think it is very difficult to argue that monetary
policy has not been highly accommodative of this recovery.

Senator BEiNTSIEN. Recently. You know, when I was arguing this
before, it was very much the other way.

Mr. MALKII-L. I think it is useful to go back to Alan Greenspan's
statement o( interest rates and inflation in 1974. It is very difficult
to foresee financial markets equilibrating at low interest rates when
we are running double-digit inflation.

I think this is really the key element. I think it is important---
Senator BFiNTSEN. The kind of inflation it was, I don't think, was

being given proper credit.
Mr. GRI-:NSPAN. I think the markets themselves were adjusting to

the fact o.f inflation. One could persuasively argue that the immediate
roots of much of our recent inflation were the substantial rise in
oil and grain prices. It was nonetheless accommodated by our moneta-
ry system. Even while it may well be true that certain sort of ex-
ogenous forces like that are the initial cause of the rate of inflation,
it tends to be self-perpetuating. I think that the financial system,
the money markets and the people who act within them tend to
make judgments in the broader-in a much broader sense. It was
their judgment, perhaps incorrect, that there was more to the inflation
than strictly the one-shot effect of oil and grain prices.

In my view I think that there is probably a great deal to be said
for that. I think there is a large number of financial factors which
are very important contributors to the rate of inflation. Unless the
financial system accommodates price increases in oil and elsewhere.
that you won't get a real inflation.

What you will get instead is a rise in prices of oil and food, for
example, which would force prices of other commodities down without
significantly altering the average aggregate price level.

This type of thing is quite complex and I wish we understood
it a great deal better than we do.

Senator BI-NTSEiN. Let me ask auiother question. Two of the witnesses
who appeared before this committee yesterday spoke of the decline
in investment in research by American business and that has led
to a dropoff in productivity. I agree with them on that but my concern
is how do you encourage that investment?

I can't help but remember that back during the fifties it was very
much in vogue to do a lot of research. Some of it was pure research,
but business and management moved away from that pretty fast as
they didn't see immediate payoffs.

They didn't go to the bottom line. The presidents of corporations
were interested in what happened in the next 5 years and what hap-
pcned to the stockholders.

So, what we have seen now is a use of a lot of technology that
is on the shelf with minor modifications to it.

How do we get the kind of basic research -done in this country
that was being done?

Mr. GRE ENSPAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that that phenomenon
is one aspect of the increased uncertainty that business has with
respect to the moderate to distant future. One of the things that
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we often fail to keep in mind is that in facilities planning you are
considering a plant or a process where useful life probably extends
out some 20 to 30 years.

If the general view is that the economy in which it will be dealing
is knowable and the legal and institutional rules of the game are
knowable, deicisionmakers are more willing to bear obvious un-
foreseen risks which lie in the future: They are more willing to make
longer term investments.

Now, basic R&D is essentially a very long-term investment and
its payoff is really dependent-upon the degree of risk one sees out
quite a good deal in the future.

The extent to which people are willing to commit resources to
use in the distant future is one of the measures that one could perhaps
appropriately use to gauge the extent of confidence in the solidity
or the knowability of the future.

Senator IEINTSEN. You know, I think it is something more than
that. I think that is part of it, I would say that is part of it. but
I think also it is the personal ambitions of management looking to
the short term and their future often, and that basic research is
really a long-term payoff and that often they are looking at trying
to be certain that they have an increase in earnings per share during
their tenure.

Maybe they are retiring in 5 years.
How do you get around that?
Mr. GREIEINSPAN. Well, as I see it that phenomenon has probably

not changed much since the 1950"s, so, I am not sure we can use
that as an explanation.

Mr. MALKII..". I would say one thing that certainly has changed
is that, by most reasonable measures, corporate profitability has in
the recent past declined rather sharply.

The corporate profits---
Senator BENTSIN. That may be one of the reasons.
Mr. MAI.KII... I suspect that this is one of the reasons and profiabili-

ty declined particularly during the period of the late 1960's and early
1970's when we were going into an inflationary period.

Senator l3-NTSl-N. I think that is an excellent explanation.
Mr. MALKI'L. The inflation increased effective tax rates on corpora-

tions and did in fact hurt profitability.
Senator BI-NTS-N. A fellow cuts out everything he can to try to

keep up his earnings per share.
Mr. MAI.KII.. Exactly.
Perhaps one of the encouraging things we see is that as the inflation

subsides-and the recovery procceeIs-a fundamental restoration. of
profitability is now taking place.

We think this will become increasingly apparent to businessmen
as the year proceeds. Moreover, the so-called quality of the profits
are better as well; that is, less of them are fictitious inventory profits;
less of them come from underreporting of depreciation allowances.
All this. of course, is a result of the somewhat lower inflation rates
that we have been able to achieve.

I think the fundamental solution to the R&D problem must be
in the corporate profit picture. I think this really underscores the
need for an understanding of the role of profits in business investment
both in facilities and in research.
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Mr. GREENSPAN. I would agree with that.
Senator BINTSEN. Well, gentlemen, we thank you for your time.

We are appreciative of your time. We will see your full testimony
in the record.

I think you said you had something to amplify above what you
presented.

Mr. GRI-I-NSPAN. YCS.
Senator BEN'ISEN. We appreciate that very much.
Mr. GRFI'NSPAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr,MAI.K1.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BEiNrS-N. Thank you, gentlemen.
J'Fhe prepared statement of Mr. Greenspan follows:J

S1AIIMINI O AlAN (;i-FNsPAN, ('AIRMAN. AN) BUNION G. MAIKItI, MI;MIR.
('ot;N( ii oi FoiNiMic AIostIs

We are pleased tit appear today before this Subcommittee to discus% capital formation
and our analysis of capital need% and requirements in the coming years. This is a
topic or considerable interest at the moment and of great importance to the restoration
of a stable high-employment prosperity. There have been a number of studies of
the capital formation issue and a number of different estimates or projections or possible
%hortralls in capital investment in the years ahead. The Council of Economic Advisers
with the help of the Bureau of Fconomic Analysis of the Department of Commerce,
has examined a number of these issues in detail during the past year, and a summary
of this analysis is included ii this years% Economic Report. My remarks this morning
are based upon that analysis.

I would like to begin by noting that it is our belief that the adequacy of capital
formation in the period immediately ahead is one of the key issues which we face.

There is a very strong possibility that the structure of final demand may remain
too consumption-oriented and business fixed investment too weak to permit adequate
economic performance during the remainder of the seventies. Capacity bottlenecks
were encountered in a number of basic comm'difici in 1972 and 1973, giving risc
to concern that a shortage of capacity may materialize well before we reach an ac-
ceptably low level of unemployment. Such a shortage could intensify inflationary pres-
sures in the later stages of recovery, retard long-term economic growth, and make
the achievement of environmental and energy goals more difficult.

At first sight the concern with capital shortages appears misdirected. In an economy
in which the prices of all inputs and outputs and the composition of final demand
are free to adjust. there is no reason to expect a chronic shortage of any type of
productive facility. To be sure, temporary bottlenecks may occur in a dynamic economy
because future 11emands cannot be anticipated perfectly and because there are lags
in the adjustment process. But in time such bottlenecks would be eliminated, as invest-
ment shifted toward the most profitable areas of resource application.

In what sense, then, can there be a valid concern with inadequate capital formation?
One way of looking at the capital formation issue is to ask whether the investment
spending expected under current conditions is likely to be adequate for the attainment
of certain long.term objectives, such as full employment, greater energy independence,
and a cleaner environment.

Even before the 1974-75 recesion idled large amounts of productive capacity, invest-
ment incentives may have been reduced by a number of factors. Several of these
factors are related to inflation and if they recur or persist they may inhibit investment
in the present recovery.

First, the before-tax rate of return that business requires to undertake new
investments has been driven up by several forces while actual rates of return,
at least on past investments, have lagged behind. Risk premiums have risen to
reflect the increased amplitude of macroeconomic disturbances. Experiments with
wage-price controls have lessened the incentives to invest. Moreover, compliance
with changing environmental and safety regulations requires increased investment,
creates some uncertainty, and adds to the cost of production. At the same time,
despite changes in the corporate tax laws, general price inflation has raised cor-
porate taxes more than in proportion to the economic before-tax return on fixed
capital. Inventory profits have boosted the tax base and the real value of historical-
cost depreciation allowances has declined.
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Second. the increase in debt-equity ratios during recent years has made business
more vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the credit market and to unanticipated
changes in the rates of inflation and profits. The resulting unfavorable structure
of business liabilities may have created some structural financing problems. and
it may have increased default risks, the costs of financing, and the cutoff or
required rate of return (n new projects.

Third. fiscal policies may have been biased against private investment. In periods
like 1973. when the economy was already approaching its capacity limits, govern-
ment transfer payments continued to increase rapidly. In periods of slack changes
in Federal tax and expenditure policies have also been oriented more towards
consumption than investment. Investment was the last sector to be stimulated
by expansionary fiscal policies, and the first to suffer when these policies led
to either more inflation or to offsetting monetary restraint. Cyclical recoveries
of investment may therefore have been incomplete, with cumulative effects on
the sire of the capital stock.

Fourth, the long.term savings incentives of persons may have been reduced
through government policies favoring consumption. The scope of government
transfer programs and the level of social insurance benefits have increased rapidly
in recent year. This development may eventually encourage less reliance on per-
sonal savings to protect a future %tandard of living. Moreover. incentives to save
may also have been reduced by Federal controls on interest rates on many types
of savings. On the other hand, individuals have increased their savings rate in
reaction to the diminution of the real value of their financial assets and the
greater insecurity about future living standards that the high rates of inflation
and unemployment of the past few years have caused.

The actual volume of business fixed investment that is likely to be forthcoming
during the remainder of this decade under the existing structure of tax laws and
economic incentives is difficult to forecast If we had a perfect long-term forecast,
we could directly assess the adequacy of the expected investment, provided the invest.
ment required to meet certain objectives could' be estimated with a high degree of
reliability. Since this is not possible we have attempted to estimate the capital stock
that may be needed to achieve certain goals. The implied investment requirements
are then compared with recent levels and trends in the investment share of Gross
National Product (GNP). Given the large number of conditions and qualifications
that must be attached to any estimate of capital requirements, no such exercise can
be conclusive. Nevertheless. after all due qualification, the results suggest that increased
rates of capital formation are desirable and that policy changes including the recon-
sideration of the existing tax laws and incentive structures will probably be required
to increase the investment share of GNP.

To throw some light on the question of capital adequacy, which-has been widely
debated during the past year. the Council of Economic Advisers commissioned the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce to conduct a study
of the capital that would be required to achieve a real output level presumed to
be consistent with an unemployment rate below 5 percent by the end of the
decade.' The level of real GNP selected for that year was $1,575 billion in 1972
dollars ($1,078 billion in 1958 dollars). The GNP target implies an average annual

growth rate of about 6 percent in real GNP and 4 percent on output per employee
in the private sector from 1975 to 1980. Figures for industry outputs compatible
with the specified level of GNP were derived by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of
the Department of Labor. They were generally at the 80-industry level of input-output
aggregation.

The capital stock necessary to produce the output levels specified for 1980 is assumed
to include facilities to meet certain environmental standards currently in effect, and
to allow the greater degree of energy independence which has been advocated by
the Federal Government. Estimates were prepared of the investment in pollution control
facilities necessary to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Amendments'of 1970
and the Federal Pollution Act Amendments of 1972. Furthermore. an attempt was
made to estimate the additional investment required in the mining of coal, crude
petroleum. and natural gas. and in electric utilities using fuels other than oil and
gas, to prevent the 1980 share of imported crude and refined petroleum products
rom exceeding its 1973-74 level of 36 percent of total domestic consumption.

'The full study is available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The basic estimates were
developed in the summer and fall of 1975 and do not reflect the benchmark revisions of the national
income accounts and the economic assumptions and projections published in the 1977 budget. The
differences, however, are relatively small.

"I4.1? 0 - 76 -- 11
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Many assumptions must be made before gross investment requirements can be derived
from the specified level of output. Capital services are not normally used in fixed
proportions with other factors of production. Factors are substituted for one another
over time because of a variety of developments including changes in relative conditions
of supply and changes in technology within particular industries. To narrow the range
of possible estimates for 1980. links between industry outputs and capital stocks were
established by assuming either that the adjusted capital-output ratios remain constant
at their 1970 levels or that observed trend rates of growth or decline in such ratios
persist. The extrapolations are based on annual capital-output ratios available.for 1963
and for each year from 1967 through 1970. adjusted to normal operating conditions.
If the adjusted capital-output ratio% showed a consistent trend, the trend was generally
continued from 1970 to 190.

Finally. it was necessary to specify a discard pattern (i.e.. a pattern of retirements
and other deletions from the capital stock) to estimate the amount of gross investment
that would he required to produce the net additions to the capital stock obtained
in the previous step.

Since so many specifications and data adjustments are necessary to obtain numerical
estimates of capital requirements. these estimates of course are not and cannot be
definitive. Their usefulness depends upon the realism of the assumptions employed
in deriving them. These include the degree of labor force utilization and the composition
of output and final demand in 1990 as well as the links from specified output levels
to capital "requirements" and the link from requiredd " capitaF to investment. The
data on capital stock and discards by industry are weak. Moreover a number of
unspecified economic assumptions have to be made to ensure that the implied accumula-
tion process is consistent with a movement toward economic equilibrium and stable
real rates of return.

The results are highly sensitive to changes in the output mix-for instance, between
manufacturing and other more capital.intensive sectors such as agriculture, mining,
transportation, communication, and utilities. The direct and indirect capital requirement
per dollar of output from petroleum and natural gas mining. for example. is about
our times as high as the corresponding coefficient for manufacturing. Estimates of

capital requirements are less sensitive to shifts between broad end-use categories like
consumption and business fixed investment than io shifts between particular sectors.
Nevertheless. the composition of final demand is important because the capital required
per dollar of final demand is 22 percent greater for personal consumption than for
private fixed investment.

Subject to all these qualifications, certain conclusions can be drawn from the esti-
mates. Business fixed investment will likely have to average 12 percent of GNP from
1975 to 19O to meet the capital requirements projected for 1980. Since investment
is expected to amount to less than 10 percent of GNP in 1975-76, investment ratios
even higher than 12 percent may be necessary in the next 4 years to put enough
capital in place by the end of 1980 to meet the goals previously stipulated.

The broad sunmary estimates underlying this conclusion are shown in Table I.
The table shows for example that a share of business fixed investment in GNP as
low as 9.9 percent in 1971-80 is estimated to be compatible with the output level
specified for 190o. if capital-output ratios remain at their 1970 level and the energy
and pollution abatement goals previously specified are left out of account. Hence.
without the additional requirements attributable to changing technology and to govern-
ment pi licies. the share of business fixed investment in GNP could actually be lower
than the 10.4 percent that prevailed during the period from 1965 through 1970. This
result is obtained in spite of a slight acceleration in the actual and projected annual
rates of discards (from around 4.6 percent of the capital stock in 1965-70 to 4.8
percent in 1972-74 and 4.9 percent in 1990), because it is estimated that the changing
industrial composition of GNP reduces the cumulative investment required.

However. if the legal. technological, and energy-related factors that raise investment
requirements in the current decade are to he allowed for, the ratio of required invest-
nment to GNP would increase to 11.4 percent in 1971-80. and cumulative investment
would have to rie I5 percent more than previously estimated. Together thew additional
requirements add $190 billion in 1972 dollars to the cumulative investment total for
the decade 1971-80.
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TAU I. -Share of business fixed investment in gross national product: historic-al data and
oniected requirement. selected periods. 196540

Item 1965-70 1971-74 1975-SO 1971-80

Billions of 1972 dollars
Cumulative gro%s national product (GNP):

Actual 5.999.3 4.674.5 . ........
Projected .'8,254.6 12,929.1

Cumulative business fixed investment:
Actual - 623.4 486.8
Projected capital-output (c/o) ratios 398 6 .6  1.473.4
Fixed 1970 c/o ratios:

Actual law 8 .. I 844.5 1.331.3
Pre- 1970 law' .796.6 1.283.4

Percent

Business fixed investment as percent of (iNP'
Actual 10.4 10.4
Projected c/o ratios 12.0 11.4
Fixed 1970 c/o ratios:

Actual law I -. 10.2 10.3
Pre- 1970 ;aw 1 9.7 9.9

a Derived from GNP projections in 19538 dollars provided by the Department of Labor. Division
of Economic Growth.

' "Actual I-aw" contains pollution control expenditures pursuant to the 1970 Clean Air Amend-
ments and to the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Act Amendmen.s. while "Pre-1970 Law" does not
contain these expenditures.

3 Derived by subtracting actual investment in 1971-74 from the estimate of investment required
during 1971-80.

Note. -The 1963-74 data in this table have not been revised to the new benchmark data used else-
where in this Report since the projections were made before the new data were available. However,
using the new data, business fixed investment as percent of GNP would have been the same for 1965-
70 as shown in the table (10.4 percent) and slightly lower for 1971-74 ( 10.2 percent instead of 10.4 per-
cent).

Sources- Department of Commerce (Bureau of Economic Analysis) and Department of Labor
(Division of Economic Growth).

There are three major reasons for the need to devote an increased share of GNP
to fixed investment:

I. Investment in pollution abatement equipment as a consequence of legislation
relating to "clean air" and "clean water" is estimated to add about $48 billion (1972
dollars) to the base level 1971-80 investment total. This base level, which is estimated
on the assumption of fixed capital-output ratios in all industries,- is identified as
"pre-1970 law" in Table I. Less than half of this additional requirement is believed
to have been met by 1975.

2. ('hanging technology in selected industries, such as agriculture. ferrous mining
and nonferrous metals manufacturing communication equipment manufacturing. trans-
portation, business services, and auto repair. in all of which capital-output ratios have
keen increasing. is estimated to add about $118 billion to the cumulative investment
required from 1971 to 1980, while industries with declining capital-output ratios subtract
about $36 billion.

3. To meet the goal of greater energy independence, increased investment in petrole.
um mining, electric utilities, and other energy-related industries is required. This is
estimated to add alout $60 billion to the 1971-80 investment total. If the decline
in the capital-output ratio of petroleum mining continues, the cumulative investment
could be $21.8 billion less. Any further decline in capital-output ratios in petroleum
mining, however, would be inconsistent with the assumption of increased domestic
energy output.

If ratios of fixed investment to GNP substantially in excess of 10 percent in the
years immediately ahead are unattainable, the achievement of full employment by
19X(O will depend on the case of input substitution and on the flexibility of relative
factor prices. If the estimated capital requirements are not met. the 1980 output
level could be lower than projected, owing to lower productivity or lower employment,
or both. Alternatively. goals concerning pollution control and energy independence
might have it) be scaled down. Either of these possibilities seems far less desirable
than policies which would help raise the share of investment in GNP.
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To achieve this goal, increased savings incentives may have to supplement increased
investment incentives once the economy's resources are utilized more fully. Whether
an increased saving rate may be required, however, depends not only on the potential
demands (or business investment but also on the demands for residential construction
and net foreign investment and whether new policy initiatives arc developed that would
require extra investments in area% such as energy, safety. or the environment beyond

At the present time macroeconomic policies that continue to stimulate the economy
to a fuller utilization of its resources will also encourage investment. But, a steady
and sustained expansion will provide a far better economic climate for investment
than a path of excessive expansion followed by another cycle of inflation and recession.
During the initial phase% of the recovery a %lower rate of increase in Federal outlays
and a reduction in the budget deficit would permit a more expansionary monetary
policy to te carried out with less risk of inflationary pressures. Such a policy mix
would tend to shift the composition of output toward investment. If Government deficits
do not decline rapidly enough as the recovery proceeds, the savings necessary to
ensure a satisfactory rate of private investment may he preempted. and the expansion
could stall some time before employment returns to an acceptable level. The President's
program of reducing the growth in Federal outlays in this and in coming years is
designed, among its other goals. it) avoid such an impasse.

Senator BENTSEN. Our next witness is Mr. Alex Sheshunoff.

STATEMENT OF AIEX SHESHUNOFF, PRESIDENT, SHESHUNOFF &
COMPANY, INC., AUSTIN, TEX.

Senator BE:NTSEN. Welcome to the committee, Mr. Sheshunoff.
If you would proceed with your testimony.
Mr. Stif:SIIUNOFIF. I would like to thank Senator Bentsen and the

subcommittee for the opportunity to appear. I would also like to
commend you for all the work that you have been doing in this
area of solving what is clearly a fundamental economic problem that
we have in capital formation.

I will try to be very brief and summarize my proposal and later
present a full written statement to the committee.

Our little firm in Austin, Tex., specializes just in analyzing banks
for other banks and for corporations.

In effect, we work with about 4,000 banks and most of the major
U.S. corporations, and hence we see very close up the problems
of loan losses, depositors, concern over loan losses and the banker
concern as to what is going to be happening in their loan portfolios.

Yet, despite all the recent publicity over problem loans over bank
capital, we think the long-term problem is not the banks making
a few bad loans but the banker reluctance to be making the loans
that they need to be making to encourage competition.

In light of this we come up with what we think is a very simple
proposal, that I realize may have a lot of opposition to it, because
of its messing around with the tax structure and using tax incentives
in a way that people might not feel appropriate.

Basically, it is as follows: First, as you have outlined, small and
medium-size businesses simply do not have access to the capital mar-
kets. Their only sources of capital tends to be either profits or bank
loans.

In fact, they can't go to the public debt market in most cases.
Banks have found that there are greater risks in lending to small

businesses and the banks" have become highly risk conscious due
to problem loans, the attendant publicity and the banks' own thin
capital.
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Hence, there is a general reluctance to make new loans to small
businesses.

Normally, the banks are able to compensate for greater risk by
charging higher rates and yet this further burdens the small company
with additional costs that are not incurred by his larger competitor.

We have even found some bankers who are just reluctant to ask
a small business to pay a higher rate than they have been used
to paying because they just flat don't want to ask the corporation
to pay it in the smaller bank.

The net effect has been further concentration of capital in the
larger corporations and at a lower cost thus continuing to reduce
competition.

Our proposal would be fairly simple, that the interest income on
new loans-that is new loans to small- and medium-sized busi-
nesses-would be tax exempt up to a certain portion of the banks'
total loan portfolio.

This percentage of the loan portfolio would be determined by Con-
gress. For instance, up to 10 percent of the banks' current outstanding
loan portfolio, an additional 10 percent could be made-lent out
in the form of tax-exempt loans to small business.

The interest rate charged would be at the prime rate; no more,
no less, and that speculative loans on either real estate or securities
would not qualify.

What we would be trying to reach for is small business that wants
to buy a little or expand their plant; it would be that type of loan
that we would be trying to encourage on the part of the bank.

In addition, in that bank capital tends to serve as a cushion for
depositors, the additional aftcr-tax income generated by these loans
would become part of the bank's capital and would not be available
to pay dividends.

We feel the advantages of this are as follows:
First, the banks would be encouraged to lend to credit-worthy small

and medium-sized corporations where there is currently loan demand
thus strengthening competition.

Congress would retain control over the monetary supply because
banks would, from the soundings we made, would also want to have
the maximum percentage of total loans in the tax-exempt status as
would be permitted.

I personally think this is one of the fallacies about working with
the monetary supply.

You can push all the money in the world out to the banker but
if he doesn't want to lend it or if he is scared to lend it that money
will not find its way into the economy.

Furthermore, there would he no government guarantee of any
credits because the after-tax interest rate would compensate for the
risk and we feel that the administrative costs would be fairly negligible.

As I have outlined in my presentation, for instance, if a bank
had $5 million out in current loans and say they were permitted
to make an additional $500,000 of tax-exempt loans to small busi-
nesses, maximum, I think we would be looking at maybe 20 loans
in $25,000 increments.

For the banks who have been busy gathering deposits in their local
trade area and merely turning around and selling into the market
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as Federal funds and the Federal funds buyers tend to be primarily
your larger banks, these banks would in turn be encouraged to lend
that money in the local community, the community locally that pro-
vided the savings, and thus you would have the bank in effect fulfilling
what we feel is a large part of banking's public responsibility, which
is to recycle the community's savings back into the economy.

We have found that in some States there are usury law problems
and hopefully these would be skirted by having the interest rate as
tax exempt.

In short, loans to small businesses need to be made competitive,
first with the safety of the loans normally made to larger corporations,
and with the higher interest rates on mainly these consumption-
oriented loans.

From what I have been hearing today it looks as though there
is a need to perhaps try to move some of the banking resources
over into the investment side and away from the consumption side.

That very briefly, Mr. Chairman, is what we are looking for.
Senator BINTSEN. Well, I must say that is an innovative proposal

but is probably too simple to be accepted.
Mr. SHI.S11UNOFF. That is whay I was worried about.
Senator BEiNTSEN. Small businesses are having very difficult times

obtaining financing. There is an attitude on the part of small town
bankers, they are not as flexible on rates as to what is happening
to rates around the country normally.

They charge higher rates in times of low interest rates and relatively
low interest rates in times of high interest rates.

They stay pretty steady and they are embarrassed to ask the fellow
they see every day f)r higher interest rates when -they do so they
sell, they go into the federal fund market.

Mr. SliESHUNOiF. The prime rate in Littlefield, Tex., is 8 percent
no matter what it is in New York, higher or lower.

Senator BENTSPiN. That is the way they work.
Let me think about this.
Mr. SInSiauNoFF. I would like to thank you for the opportunity.
Senator BENTSEN. You don't have any idea what this would cost

the Treasury?
Mr. SiFSiUNoFt. I have no idea at all except that assuming you

have, say, roughly $500 million out in loans, if you had an incremental
5 percent of the money being lent, you are talking about a lot of
money being readily pumped into the small business sector of the
economy.

We have not worked out the numbers on what the cost would
be. I guess you would look at the bank making an additional half
million dollars' worth of loans, say they were getting 7 percent interest,
even the tax effect on that would be relatively nominal.

I think it would be more than picked up in a relatively short
time by having the money out there working in the local community.

Also, as you say, it may be too simple to e---
Senator BENTSEN. Having been interested in small banks over the

years, I have some understanding of how they work.
Mr. SII.S11UNOFF. We have not done the analysis on where the

pockets of liquidity are around the country in-terms of the banks
that might be very anxious to get more of their money out.
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It would tend to move economic development back into those
smaller communities where the savings are being generated because
the bank would tend to want to make loans, you know, within its
own trade area.

So you would have some dispersion of the economic development
around those pockets of liquidity.

Senator BFNTS-'N. Let's discuss that situation.
Every time things get tough and interest rates go up the little

banks start going into the Federal funds just at the time they should
be helping the local community.

Mr. SH -sHuNol+. That is right.
Senator BEN'rSI-N. All right.
Thank you very much for your proposal.
Mr. SHIESHUNOFI. Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Sheshunoff follows:)

S1AIIM.N1 oi. Ai..ox SHESHUNI-F

I. Small and medium sized business do not have access to the Nation's capital
markets.

2. The major outside sources of investment capital for financing the growth of
these businesses are bank loans.

3. Greater risk exists in lending to small business. The banks have become highly
risk conscious due to problem loans, publicity, and their own thin capital. Hence.
there is a general reluctance to make new loans to small business.

4. Normally banks compensate for greater risk by charging higher rates. However,
this further burdens the small company with additional costs not incurred by his larger
competitors who can borrow at prime.

5. Actual loan growth is down yet loan demand reflecting legitimate credit needs
or small and medium sized business is up.

6. The net effect has been further concentration of capital in large corporations
and at a lower cost thus continuing to reduce competition.

PROPOSAL

We would propose the following.
Interest income on new loans to small and medium sized business would be tax

exempt up to a certain percent of the bank total loan portfolio. This percent would
be determined by Congress, e.g. up to 10 percent of the bank's loan portfolio. The
interest rate charged would have to be prime rate-no more. no less. Speculative
loans on either real estate or securities would not qualify.

The additional after tax income generated by these loans would become part or
the bank's capital and would not be available to pay dividends. Thus the bank's
capital would be increased providing more protection for the depositors and in the
long run a stronger capital base for making similar additional loans.

We believe the advantages are as follows:
I. Banks would be encouraged to lend to credit worthy small and medium sized

corporations thus strengthening competition.
2. Congress would obtain some direct control over the monetary supply because

banks would want to always have the maximum percent of total loans in the tax
exempt status permitted.

3. No government guarantee of any credits would be required because the after
tax interest rate would compensate for the risk.

4. The administrative costs would be relatively negligible. For example, a bank with
$1 0,(X),O0 in deposits and $5.000,(XX) in current loans and the ability to increase
its loan portfolio an additional 10 percent on tax exempt basis, would be able to
lend an additional $5(0,O(X). And even if lent in $25,000 increments would mean
only 20 additional loans. Whether monitored by the IRS or the bank regulatory agencies,
it would be relatively simple task to segregate these loans.

5. Banks have been gathering deposlis from the local trade area and merely selling
these funds to major banks who in turn service primarily the large national corporations.
These banks would be encouraged to make tax exempt loans to small and medium
sized business, probably most often in their region. This would tend to create a broader
geographical base for the Nation's economic growth.
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S1AIIE MNT OF Si-NATOR JAMES A. MCCLURE (R-IDAHO)
In October of last year I introduced a hill-S. 2465. That bill was designed to

accelerate capital formation and with it, job creation and productivity in the private
sector. At that time the official unemployment rate exceeded eight percent and
prospects for a rapid recovery were less bright than they are today. Despite this
recent improvement there is more not less need for tax changes which will increase
the pool of savings available for capital formation.

During the next five years the challenge which the private sector must face is
a considerable one. Its perimeters may be stated in both human and financial terms.
Between now and 1980 we must create at least 12 million jobs for those who are
currently unemployed and for several million new entrants to the labor force.' In
order to accomplish this monumental task and provide for the future security of these
same jobholders. American industry must invest over this current decade close to
one trillion five hundred billion dollars ($10,000000,000) as measured in 1972
constant dollars. Stated another way, between 1975 and 1980 fixed capital investment
must equal 12 percent of our projected Gross National Product. This required annual
rate of investment in fixed capital is substantially higher than the 10.4% rate which
characterized the period 1965-1970.

The consequences of our failure to save and invest at this 12 percent rate will
be both predictable and painful. The growth in our labor force will not be matched
with a growth in job opportunities, new entrants will be discouraged, job habits and
skills wil not be learned., income maintenance programs, entitlements and other welfare
spending will increase; Federal deficits will rise rather than fall, productivity will decline
and inflation will become not eposidic but endemic as deficits are created and
monetized.

At the Federal level the impact of unemployment is staggering. Each one percent
increase in the unemployment rate, above four percent, results in revenue losses and
expenditure increases totaling $16 billion. For as long as unemployment rates remain
at high levels budgetary balance cannot be achieved and efforts to hold inflation
in check become increasingly less successful as the rate of money creation exceeds
the annual rate of production of goods and services.

The Federal Government can do little to alter the size of the labor force or its
growth. However, efforts can be made to insure that sufficient capital investment
is available to create the jobs which a growing labor force demands. That is the
purpose of the Jobs Creation Act and the tax changes which the Act requires.

Let me turn briefly to the subject of capital needs. We have all seen the results
of several studies of capital needs. Among them one stands our as complete in the
sense that it relates capital investment to a series of established national goals such
as full employment, rising GNP, energy conservation, capital replacement, and a cleaner
environment. In that same context, it examines aggregate investment needs and relates
them in dollar terms to the realization of each of' our many goals in a disaggregated
form. The study to which I am referring was requested by the Council of Economic
Advisors and was performed by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The results of
that research were made generally available in December of 1975.

The approach followed by the Bureau was ax follows:
I. GNP and its major components were projected through 1980.
2. The aggregate GNP projections were disaggregated by industry group.
3. Input-output analysis then related final industry sales to domestic investment

requirements by industry.
4. Historic capital input requirements were then adjusted by industry to reflect

the demands of environmental regulations which currently exist.
5. Finally. investment needs were related to energy conservation and increasing

energy independence.
The figures which resulted represent a clear challenge to this society for they indicate

that the price of a brighter future is a less profligate present. We cannot perpetuate
an approach to our Federal tax law and Federal budget which rewards consumption

Full employment at 95% of labor force.
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and penalizes savings and investment. Over 200 years ago Adam Smith in reflecting
on the causes of the wealth of nations concluded that wealth lies not in our hoards
or precious metals but in the productive interaction of land, labor and capital. Our
material success is related not to the fact that we work harder or longer today than
we did 200 years ago but rather that we work more productively with an ever-expanding
capital base.

As a nation we stand at a crossroads. One road, that traveled by Great Britain,
has the immediate appeal associated with redistributing existing wealth, but it also
holds in store the ultimate pain of sharing not the wealth but the resultant poverty.
The other, less frequently traveled road, promises continued progress and gradual en-
richment for all members of society. The provisions of the Jobs Creation Act are
clear directions to pursue the path which we have so successfully traversed in the
past. Their rapid implementation will reduce revenues at the Federal level only slightly
and for a short period. Various estimates of the revenue and employment effects
of S. 2465 are available and I submit one of them for the record. It was undertaken
by Dr. Norman Turre and Associates. I invite the Committee to study this submission
and contact the organization responsible for it. Finally. I would remind the Committee
that while we are told that the power to tax is the power to destroy we must also
realize that the power to tax can become the power to create. It is to this creative
power that the Jobs Creation Act is addressed.

ECONOMIC ANI) FFDf.RAt RFVENuF ETlI"S OF 110; JOBS CREATION ACT OF 1975

INTROI)UTION

The Jobs Creation Act of 1975, HR. IO015, introduced by Representative Jack
Kemp (R. N.Y.), contains more than a dozen provisions to reduce the bias against
private saving and capital formation in the existing Federal income tax. The bill,
ir enacted, would drastically reduce that bias. It would dramatically shift the emphasis
of tax policy toward meeting the present and prospective requirement of the U.S. economy
for a far higher rate of saving and capital formation than has been realized, on the
average, aver the three decades since the end of World War /I.

The effects of the bill's provisions of private saving and capital formation, on employ-
ment, and on GNP would, similarly, be dramatic. Full implementation of the proposed
provisions would sharply accelerate the increase in capital outlays, employment, and
GNP over a three-year transition period during which individual and business savers
would adjust their saving and investing plans and behavior to the more nearly neutral
tax environment. In the third full year after enactment. GNP originating in the private
sector of the economy (measured in 1974 dollars) would be $248.9 billion greater
than if present (i.e., 1974) tax provisions are continued. Capital outlays would be
$8 1.1 billion greater than otherwise. Full-time equivalent employment would rise by
10.9 million jobs above levels otherwise attained. Additional significant gains in output,
employment, and capital outlays above postwar trend would occur following this transi-
tion period, although these clearly would be of smaller magnitude.

Enactment of the Jobs Crcation Act would increase rather than reduce tax revenues.
Associated with the sharp increases in GNP, employment, and capital outlays in the
transition period would be a substantial increase in the bases of the major Federal
taxes. The revenue estimates in the summary table take into account these so-called
"feedback" effects; the amounts shown for each provision in each year are estimates
of the revenue increases generated by the enlargement of the total tax base resulting
from the expansion of economic activity, offset in part by the initial reduction in effective
tax rates or in particular elements of the tax base.

In the last transition year, there would be a net increase of $25.2 billion in Federal
tax revenues. Even in the first year after enactment Federal tax revenues would in-
crease-by, an estimated $5.2 billion-over aiuuta thal wuuld otherwise be realized.

The principal provisions of the bill and the estimated economic effects of each
provision are presented in the following table.
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EcoNoMIc EFFECTS OF 1HE Jos CuATtON ACT OF 1975
IMoncy amount in bilons o( 1974 dollar l

I increase in

Employ-
Propowd Years after Private ment Capital Federal

- enactment GNP (thousands) outlays revenue

I. Savings tax credit of l0%.upto 1000 1 11.0 1.780 22.3 1.9
($2,000 for joint returns), not exceeding 2 40.2 2.100 23.3 4.8
tax due. I 50.1 2.430 24.3 7.9

2. Exclusion of domestic corporate divi- I 20.9 1.200 15.5 0.6
dends from adjusted gross income. 2 28.7 1.510 16.3 3.1

3 35.7 1.740 17.0 5.3
3. Exclusion of $1.00 of capital gain per I 9.0 520 6.8 1.6

year. 2 12.7 920 7.1 2.3
3 15.6 760 7.4 3.7

4. Reduction of normal corporate tax rate I 11.0 630 7.7 1.1
from 22 to 20*. (with no change in 2 13.7 710 8.1 2.0
surtax). 3 17.7 860 8.4 3.2

5. Reduction of surtax rate from 26 to 229 I 20.0 1.150 14.1 2.0
(no change in normal tax rate or surtax 2 25.o 1.300 14.8 3.7
exemption). 3 32.3 1.570 15.3 5.8

6. Increase in surtax exemption from I 11.0 630 7.7 1.1
$25.000 to $100.000 (with present 2 13.7 710 8.1 2.0
normal and surtax rate. 3 17.7 860 8.4 3.2

7. Increase in investment credit from 7%f I 23.9 1.370 17.4 4.3
with limitations to 15%# for all Sec. 2 31.7 1,660 18.2 6.8
1245 property. 3 39.9 1.940 18.9 9.4

8. Increase in Asset Depreciation Range 1 12.9 760 7.0 2.3
(ADR) from 20% to 40%. 2 22.2 1.250 7.4 1.8

3 28.2 1.520 7.7 1.6
9. Optional capital recovery allowance 1. I 5.6 3.400 16.7 8.7

2 70.3 4.070 17.4 11.5
3 82.4 4.550 18.0 14.2

10. Combined effect I 151.4 7.180 74.6 5.2
2 200.5 9.020 77 9 14.6
3 248.9 10.910 81.1 25.2

North : The estimates with respect to any combination of these proposals are not
necessarily equal to the sum of the individual estimates. An estimate will be forthcoming
for provisions of the bill which are not included above if adequate data become
available.

Estimates for certain of these proposals may differ from previous estimates for similar
or identical proposals because of revisions in government data and underlying assump-
tions. Assumptions used in this table are consistent among alternatives.

Where exact quantification of variables was impossible. conservative assumptions
about the values of those variables were employed. A full documentation of the etimat-
ing procedure is available upon request.

Estimates are based on changes with respect to the law in 1974 rather than the
temporary provisions enacted in 1975. Effects for Year I are for 1975 and assume
that the proposal would have been operative since'January 1, 1975. Effect for Year
2 and 3 refer to 1976 and 1977 levels of GNP, employment. etc., relative to their
assumed trend values had the 1974 law remained unchanged. Note that employment
effects are not cumulative; the 49"% ADR for instance, would lead to an increase
of 1,520.000 full-time equivalent employees in year 3 over the number of such em-
ployees in the absence of this tax change, not 760+1.250+1,520-3,530O00.

SUMMARY OF PRO1-CIUE FOR ESIIMATING Tiie ECONOMIC AND ReVENUE EIFECTS

The analysis of the effects of the bill's several provisions of GNP, employment,
capital formation, and Federal tax revenues begins with a determination of the impact
of the proposed tax changes on the -'ost of private saving, hence the cost of capital
in the private sector. The change in the cost of saving is treated as the percentage
decrease in the pretax return per dollar of saving and investment required to make
that dollar of savin, and investment "'worthwhile". For this purpose, an investment
equation of the familiar discounted cash flow form is used; an investment is considered
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to be "worthwhile" if the present value of its expected after.tax cash flow over the
life of the investment is at least equal to the present value of the outlays made to
acquire the assets). Since changes in tax provisions obviously affect the absolute amount
and/or the present value of the after-tax cash flow. they chan e the amount of the
pretax return on the investment required for it to be "worthwhile'

The second step in the analysis delineates and measures the private saving and invest.
ment response to the change in the cost of capital determined in the first step. The
lower the cost of capital, other things being equal, the greater will be the amount of
capital people will want to own. An explicit relationship between this change in the
amount ofdcsired capital and the change in the cost of capital is specified. I his
relationship then is used to estimate the increase in the desired stock of capital resulting
from the reduction in the cost of capital provided by the tax proposal under examina-
tioli.

A second relationship is specifed to estimate changes tn pretax returns resulting from
changes in the stock of capital. These two relationships are then combined to estimate
the increase -in the amount of capital which equates the new required pretax return
and the pretax return which that amount of capital will actually provide. Through step
two, then, the model estimates the effect of various tax propow.s on the cost of
capital and consequently on the stock of capital.

the third step in the analysis is to estimate the changes in NGNP and in employment
resulting from the increase in the stock of capital. Achieving the desired increase in
the stock of capital obviouly requires increasing capital outlays above the amounts
that otherwi. would he spent. In the period in which the adjustment to the tax
changes occurs (assumed to he three years), these additional capital outlays sharply
increase GNP and employment. In addition. as the increases in the stock of capital
come on stream, they expand production capacity and output. Associated with the
enlarged amount of capital arc additional demands for labor services, resulting in
an increase in employment, in wages, or in both above the increases that would
otherwise occur.

The final step is the analysis is to estimate the effects of the tax changes on Federal
tax revenues. Fach of the provisions in the bill would reduce one or more income tax
rates or initially reduce the amount of income to which the tax rates apply. Estimates
of these initial effects on Federal tax revenues clearly are unsatisfactory and unrealistic.
since they do not take into accout taxpayers* responses to the changes in the tax
provisions. In addition to these initial impact revenue effects, therefore, it is necessary
to estimate the so-called "feedback" effects. These feedback effects are the increases
in Federal tax revenues generated by the expansion of the individual and corporation
income tax and the payroll tax bases which result from the increases in GNP, employment,
labor compensation, and returns on capital, as estimated in step three. If initial revenue
effects exceed feedback effects, there is a net reduction in Federal tax revenues; if feedback
effects exceed initial effects, there is an increase in Federal tax revenue. The analysis
in step four shows that each of the provisions in the bill for which estimates were
made would on balance increase rather than reduce Federal tax revenues.

Ti.HNICAI. RtuOxT -- ECONOMI( AN) FEDIRMAI. RVF.NUE i.EFiCTS OF IKE JOBS
CREATION Ac-t oF 1975

PkVFWA(E

The Jobs Creation Act of 1975. H.R. I1I5, contains more than a dozen measures
to reduce the bias against saving in the existing Federal income tax and to stimulate
output, investment, and employment. Norman B. Ture. Inc. was asked to provide
estimates of the effects on private sector GNP, capital outlays, and employment, and
on Federal revenues, from nine of the bill's most significant provisions taken separately
and as a group.

Tie r.titia, iv;re ,, deriveJ f,;;mi a re,8'sed-form private saving and investment behavior
model, described in detail in this report. A model of this character is particularly suited
to analysis of the effects of tax changes hy virtue of the fact that its specifications
focus on the effects of su'h Changes on the cost of saving and of capital, the principal
impact of the tax changes proposed in the Job Creations Act of 1975. It minimizes
the estimation hazards inherent in more elaborate, multi-sector, multi-equation
econometric models, in which errors of concept, specifications or quantifications in
tne or more of the very large number of equations ordinarily used may have an
untoward effect on the estimated results. Moreover, it avoids the conceptual ambiguities
and pitfalls in the specifications of multipliers and accelerators which are important
features of many of the multi-equation models. In the reduced-form model presented
in this report, savings and investment behavior is spec'ified as depending on the relative
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cost of consumption vs. claims to future income, given levels of income; changes in
income levels are taken into account by estimation of their trend values and the changes
therein resulting from changes in total production capacity in response to the proposed
tax chanes. In most of the multi-equation econometric models treat saving and investing
as functions of disposable income, ascribing insufficient weight or influence to changes
in the relative cost of saving and investment.

The model presesued in this report is a general equilibrium model in that the basic
investment equation on which it relies imlxses the constraint of equal returns at the
margin on private saving in all forms. Thus, a tax provision which alters the return
on saving allocated to a particular outlet results in both a shift in the allocation of
total saving among alternative outlets and a change in the a~gregate amount of saving.

The quantitative estimates in the report should be viewed as measuring direction
and order of magnitude of the effects of the specified tax proposals. While these
estimates are sensitive to alternative assumptions about the values of the parameters
and variables in the model, we are confident that, as presented, they reasonably
represent the results which may be expected from implementation of the tax proposals.

PREVoul Felt ES1iMATIN FFFCTS 0; THF JOBS CREATION ACT OF 1975
A. Overview

The Jobs Creation Act of 1975 contains more than a dozen measures to reduce
the bias against saving in the existing Federal income tax and to stimulate output,
investment, and employment. Norman B. Ture, Inc. was asked to provide estimates
of the effects on private sector GNP, capital outlays, and employment, and on Federal
revenues, from 9 of the bill's most significant provisions taken separately and as a
group.'

The details of the estimation procedure are described below for each alternative;
a sketch of the process should clarify the discussion. First, capital stocks, national
income, gross product, and employment in the private sector are projected through
1977 under present law using their postwar trend rates of ;rowth. Next, the effect
of each proposal on the cost of capital and the increase in the desired stock of
capital in response to the lowered cost of capital are calculated. This increase in
the stock of capital allows animation of the increase in capital outlays resulting from
a proposal. Associted with the increase in the stock of capital is an increase in
employment, hence in national income. The additional investment and higher national
income together provide an estimate of the increase in private GNP. The added GNP
also increases Federal revenues by raising, the tax base; this increase is partially offset
by an initial impact revenue loss, calculated by applying the reduction in the tax
rates or tax base to the present law levels of income. The net effect on Federal
revenues equals the difference between these two revenue estimates.
B. Data

It was assumed that full response to each proposal would take 3 years. This reflects
the time required by taxpayers to assess the effects of a provision on the cost of
capital, to adjust their saving and investment decisions, and to plan for, order, and
install new equipment and structures.

Estimates were prepared for each of the first three years after enactment. It was
assumed that the provisions were in effect from January 1, 1975. Thus, year I refers
to 1975, year 2 to 1976, and year 3 to 1977. Present-law assumptions were based
on projections of 1973 values at their 1947-73 trend rates of growth, using the 1974
tax law. (Changes resulting from the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 were not considered.)
No attempt was made to forecast the rate of inflation; all mopey amounts are expressed
in billions of 1974 dollars.

rhe estimates with respect to any combination of these proposals are not necessarily
equal to the sum of the individual estimates, since some proposals overlap (8 and
9) or interact (4 and 8). Certain combinations (4 and 5, for instance) are additive,
however.

Two approaches are available for estimating the stock of capital in the private
sector. The more straightforward and reliable method is to add up the financial claims
held by the household sector, pertaining to assets in the private sector. Since govern-
ments do not own a share of privately held assets in the United States, and since
the aggregate of corporate asset holdings have a counterpart in one or another set

IEstimates for the effect of increasing the ceiling for contributions to Individual Retirement Ac-
counts from S I .500 to $2,000 per year and of an alternative amortization period for pollution control
facilities will be forthcoming if adequate data become available. Economic effects of two other provi.
sions of the bill, relating to extension of time for payment of estate tax and interests in family farming
operations, were considered to be of too small magnitude to warrant estimation.
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of financial claims in the household sector, this approach should provide a complete
and unduplicated accounting. According to the Federal Reserve Board, household sector
private financial assets totaled $2,302.3 billion at the end of 1973.

The alternative is to count up the value or physical stocks of equipment. structures,
and inventories. There are severe difficulties involved in achieving a complete count
and in valuin on a current basis assets of widely varying ares and dcgrecs of ob.
solescence an deterioration. Nevertheless, estimates by the Commerce Department's
Bureau of Economic Analysis for 1973 amount to $2,296.1 billion, remarkably close
to the Federal Reserve estimate of $2,302.3 billion.

The latter figure was converted to 1974 dollars by multiplying by the ratio or 1974
to 1973 deflators for gross private domestic investment. Values were computed through
1977 by compounding the stock at an annual rate of 3.8%, the postwar trend rate
of growth for capital.

Private sector national income and gross product rior 1973 were converted to 1974
dollars using the ratio of 1974 to 1973 deflators ft~r gross private product, then extrapo-
lated at their postwar trend rates of growth.

The number of private sector full-time equivalent employees was projected to grow
at its 1947-73 trend rate of 1.2'% per year. It was assumed that the trend rate of
increase in wages would not be affected by any or the propo Is and that all resulting
increases in labor income above the trend value would be a tributable to increases
in the number or full-time equivalent employees.
C. 'stimution procedure

I. cost or capital change. -- The analysis begins with a determination of the decrease
in the cost of capital resulting from a tax proposal. This can he represented as the
pretax income needed to make a given investment worthwhile under the proposal,
less the pretax income needed under present law. An investment may be considered"worthwhile" if the present value from the expected after-tax cash flow over the
life of the investment equals or exceeds the initial outlay. It is assumed that the
volume of investment when adjustment to the tax change is completed is such that
the present value of the net cash flow just equals initial outlay.

For an individual, four types of investment can be distinguished: depreciable and
nondepreciable, corporate and noncorporate. An investment equation may be written
for each:

I. Investment in depreciable corporate assets

I, -l -t,) div (I -ir) Y ill +r)-' + t, Itl + r) ' D+c(l.12) ' ITC + (I -1(1.121 nCO
I I

2. Investment in depreciable noncorporate assets

Iiin-,-J 4-r) dy + t, ( +r) '), + ci.12v 1 ITC +(I-tet.M12) 'CG
I I

3. Investment in nondepreciable corporate assets

/,=(I -t,,) div (I -~ w (I r1-.v + 11 - tM(.12)" (C(

4. Investment in nondepreciable noncorporate assets

I ,=(I-t , + ( r) ly -(I - ty)M.12)-n CG

where
I - amount initially invested;
y - pretax earnings required for each of n years to repay investment of I:

A- depreciation in year i on asset I. given depreciable life m:
ITC =investment credit earned in first year;
CG - capital gain realized after n years:
div -dividends received by individuals as a fraction of corporate cash flow:

c-fraction of depreciable assets that are eligible for investment credit;
r = rate at which future income is discounted to present value,
lp4- marginal tax rate on personal capital income;
t- marginal tax rate on corporate income;
ti, - marginal tax rate on personal capital gains.
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These four equations may be weighted on the basis of corporate and noncorporate
ownership of depreciable and nondepreciable assets to yield a single aggregate equation.Weights used were: It,-.43. Is- w25,1 = .2. !-.w.

Typical asset life was assumed to be 12 years, the average for equipment eligible
for the investment credit, according to unpublished Treasury Department data. This
is only one component of total asset holdings but is intermediate in life between
inventories and structures, the other major components. Data for these components
are incomplete or unreliable and no estimate of their average lire was attempted.

It was assumed that a depreciable asset with a 12-year life which is eligible for
the 20% Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) would be depreciated over 9.5 years at
double declining balance rates with optimum switchover to straight line depreciation.
Installation at midyear was assumed. Under present law. an effective investment tax
credit rate of 5%, rather than the nominal 7%, was assumed, reflecting Treasury esti.
mates .if the effects of limitations of net income, useful life. and the reduced credit
rate for public utility property.

The amount of capital gains accrued per year were assumed to equal the ratio
of undistributed corporate profits to pretax corporate cash flow. an average of 220y
for the years 1947-74. Capital gains were assumed realized after the useful life of
12 years. so that realized pains equaled 12X.22y=2.64y per dollar of investment.

Dividends reported on individual income tax returns have consistently averaged 17%
of corporate after-tax cash flow. This fraction was used for div. Approximately 70%
of depreciable assets are eligible for the investment credit, so this- percentage was
used or c. A discount rate of I2% was chosen for r.

From Internal Revenue Service Statistics of Income data, marginal tax rates were
calculated: for personal capital income, .33; for corporate income, .463 (a weighted
average of the .22 rate on the 6.4% of income that appears on returns reporting
less than $23,000 of taxable income, and the .48 rate for all other corporate returns);
for personal capital gains, .21 (one-half the marginal rate for a weighted average
of individual taxable returns reporting capital gains).

Thus under present law. the combined investment equation

I- 1 I.) 1 4 ,)'yldiv -r. .. 45 +1 1 141. * t .4 2 3.2 1, iI . ri '4),

+ (I + ri '(.45 +-.251"c 7,( I -It,) 0( 'I s CGr .676.1951y.17(.037) (.65)4 .35

1.4.(461 3 - .25i.33I1 i.620)I + .893(.7 i.7) .0511 4- t.79) c157) (2.64)y.

This equation is solved for y under present law. For each alternative, the equation
is reformulated and solved again for a new y. Then the decrease in cost of capital
equals the difference between new and present-law y as a percent of present-law
y. The reformulations are described below under the discussion for each proposal.

2. Capital stock change.-As the quantity of capital increases, the marginal product
(i.e., the pretax return) of capital decreases. The percent increase in quantity of capital
associated with a given percent reduction in its marginal product is the elasticity
of demand for capital, eg. It is widely assumed to equal -I. The percent increase
in total saving, or equivalently in desired total capital, dKIK, which occurs in response
to a #iven percent reduction in the cost of capital, dyly, depends as well on the
elasticity of supply savings. e.. that is on the percent increase in assets that savers
wish to hold for a given percent change in the return that they will receive. For
this study e, is very conservatively assumed to equal %, implying that a 1% increase
in the return on savings- wnuld elicit an increase in the aggregate amount of saving
of only 0.5%. (A less conservative estimate would raise all of the estimated effects.)
The exact relationship among these variables is:

dK e4dyly I dy
V I - e~le 3 Y

That is, a given percent reduction in the cost of capital will raise the equilibrium
(post-transition) capital stock above its trend value by one-third as great a percentage.
For instance, a 6.9* reduction in the cost of capital (as in the case of the saving
tax credit) will lead to a 2.3% rise in the stock of assets. It is assumed that it
takes 3 years to achieve this increase in stock, so that by the end of 1977 the
stock is 2.3% or $66.9 billion larger than the trend value of $2,910 billion which
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it would attain in the absence of the proposal. It is further assumed that this increase
will occur in 3 e ual increments. Hence capital outlays would rise above present
levels by $22.3 blion per year beginning in 1975. if the provision were in effect
from January I, 197. Starting in 1976. there would be an additional increase in
outlays to cover replacement of the depreciable portion of the augmented net stock.
In recent years. replacement investment for depreciable assets has averaged 4.4% of
the previous year's total net stock. Thus, additional replacement investment in 1976
would total about .044x22.3,S.0 billion. in addition to the $22.3 billion increase
in the net stock, for a total of $23.3 billion in incremental outlays in 1976.

3. GNP and employment change.- Increases in net stock raise the nation's productive
capacity and hence its output. Associated with these increases in capacity and output
are additional demands for labor services, which result in a rise in the average wage
rate, in the numbci of employees, or in both.

This study makes two assumptions regarding labor: (I) the shares of GNP going
respectively to labor and capita will remain constant (an assumption which has been
valid over the postwar period), and (2) the increase in the labor share will he attributa-
ble to increases in employment rather than to increases in the general wage rate.
These conditions may be expressed notationally as follows:

I) rKwl. - c
(2) dwl.)l. - dl ..

where r - price of capital service, :
K stockk of capital:
W wage rate;
I. number of full time equivalent employee%.
u a constant.

If Q - private (NP. then Q may be expressed as the %um of labor and capital income:
Q = rK - wl. -,cL4 wl.=( * cwl.

'he percent change in private (NP. dQIQ. i% given by

dQIQ = df I - cwl./! I 4- -'ii = dl.

Private GNP will increase by the same percentage over trend as the increase in
capital and labor inputs over their respective trends. In addition, during the three-
ear transition, in which capital outlays increase in order to raise capital stock to

its new growth path, GNP is further increased by the amount of the additional capital
outlays and by the additional capital consumption allowances. Employment increases
proportionately during this transition period.-

4. Revenue change.
The increase in total Federal revenues was estimated as the sum of additional tax

receipts from three sources: income taxes on income from capital (corporate profit,
interest, rents, and proprietor's income; income and payroll taxes on labor income
(wages and salaries); and indirect business taxes (mainly Federal excise taxes)). To
determine the appropriate marginal tax rates to be applied to each source, it was
necessary to divide national income and Federal revenues into the three categories.
National income is readily divisible, but since personal income tax and nontax receipts
in the National Income Accounts apply to income earned from capital as well as
labor, use of a single average tax rate would understate the rate paid by those receiving
income from capital who are in higher tax brackets than the population as a whole.
Partial sepregation of these capital-income recipients is provided by the 1966 and
1969 editions of Statistics of Income-Individual Income ax Returns, which classifies
taxpayers by major source of income. In each of those years, the average tax rate
(tax after credits as a percent of adjusted gross income) for those whose major source
of income was capital (business or professional net profit, partnership net profit,
dividends included in adjusted gross income, or net gain from sale of capital assets)
was approximately 1.67 times as high for those whose major source of income was
salaries and wages.' This ratio was used to find the average tax rates on capital
and labor income, tr and ti. in the equation
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1 - t t, L.. where
T - the sum of personal tax and nontax plus contributions for social insurance.
K -the sum of proprietors' income, rental income of persons, and net interest included in national

income, and
L - compensation of employees.

"Personal capital-income" tax revenues, t:K, were added to Federal corporate profits
tax accruals. The sum was divided by the sum of personal capital income (K) and
corporate profits to yield an overall capital tax rate. These calculations were made
for 1971-74. In that period, the capital tax rate varied from .323 to .331 averaging
.33. In that same period, the labor tax rate climbed from .166 to .199 (reflecting
the rise in social security rates and the effect of inflation in pushing individuals into
higher income tax brackets). By plotting the lojgarithm of the labor tax rate against
labor income, the labor tax rate was found in rise, on average, 5.7 percent for every
SI00 billion increase in employee compensation. The marginal rate, that is, the rate
on the increment of labor income, associated with these changes in average rate was
found to be .33. Finally, an indirect business tax rate of .019 (the rate in both
1973 and 1974) was applied.

The total Federal tax rate equalled the sum of these three components, or approxi.
mately .35, i.e., .33 on both the labor and capital shares, and .019 on the total.
This rate was multiplied by the increase in GNP found above. From the resulting
amount, an initial impact estimate was subtracted to yield a net revenue figure.

D. Estimation procedure for specific proposals

I. Savings tax credit of 10%, up to $1,000 ($2,000 for joint returns). not exceeding
tax due.

The credit would apply to net additions to taxpayer holdings of savings account
deposits, federal government debt, investment company shares and other corporate
securities, and life insurance reserves. Holdings of these assets amounted to $1,694
billion in 1973. To find out how much the credit would reduce the cost of capital
and lead to an increase in asset holding, it was necessary to distribute these assets
by income bracket using the Internal Revenue Service's Statlstics of Income-19 73
Preliminary Individual Income Tax Returns. This was accomplished by assuming that
the distribution of eligible assets is the same as the distribution of interest reported
on taxable returns. A preliminary estimate of the amount of additional saving induced
by the credit was necessary in order to find the actual decrease in the cost of capital.
Initially it was assumed that a 10% credit would lead households to increase their
stock of eligible assets by I%, or S 16.9 billion. This was added to the actual increase
in assets of $88.7 billion reported in 1973. Then eligible savings for each adjusted
gross income (AGI) class were estimated by multiplying reported interest income in
each class by the ratio of total eligible savings to total interest income. These totals
per AGI class were divided by the number of returns in each class to derive average
saving per return in each class (joint and nonjoint returns were handled separately.)
Average tax per return was also computed for each AGI class. Then for each class,
the average amount of credit per return was calculated and multiplied by the number
of taxable returns to yield the overall initial impact revenue loss and increase in
eligible savings. The actual decrease in cost of savings implied by this latter total
proved to be 6.9%, rather than 10% as first indicated. This 6.9% decrease in cost
of capital translates to an increase of 2.3% in all types of assets.

2. Exclusion of domestic corporate dividends from adjusted gross income.
This tax change was incorporated in the overall investment equation of part C

by dropping the term (I-t,) -from in front of the dividend term in equations I and
3. The resulting reduction in cost of capital equaled 4.8%, implying a 1.6% growth
in the 1977 capital stock relative to its present-law trend value.

The implied revenue gain was offset by an initial impact loss computed by multiplying
the amount of dividend income in each AOI class by the marginal rate associated
with that class and summing all classes. This loss was reduced by 10% to remove
dividends from foreign corporations, which would remain taxable, and to allow for
the likelihood that for taxpayers with large amounts of dividend income, some of

'The separation of income sources was nearly but not entirely complete. For those reporting Sala-
ries and wages as a major source, other sources supplied approximately 3 percent of adjusted ross
income; for those with one category of capital income as a major source, other sources accounted for
17-19 percent of adjusted gross income.
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that income would fall in lower brackets and be taxed at lower than the marginal
rate. Dividends were distributed among AGI classes according to Statistics of In.
come- 1973 Preliminary Individual Incipme 7ax Returns; tax rates per AGI class were
derived from the 1972 volume.

3. Exclusion of $ 1,000 of capital gain per year.
This proposal was handled by hanging the final term of the investment equation

from (l-t,)( l+r)-4C; to (l-.67,,)( I+r)-'CG, reflecting the fact that average capital
gain per return is about $3,000, so that approximately two-thirds of all gain would
remain taxable. The exclusion would reduce the cost of capital by 2.1%. raising 1977
stock by 0.7*.

Implied revenue gain was reduced by an initial impact loss equal to $1,000 per
return times the number of returns reporting capital gains in each AGI class times
the marginal tax rate associated with each class.

4. Reduction of normal corporate tax rate from 22% to 20% (with no change
in surtax).

This proposal would lower the tax rate for all corporations by 2%r from a weighted
average of 46.3% to 44.3%. Incorporating this change in the investment equation
led to a 1.2% reduction in the overall cost of capital, and a 0.4% increase in the
1977 stock.

In calculating the resulting revenue gain, the marginal tax rate on capital income
was lowered to reflect the lower rate on corporations. Further, an initial impact loss
of 2* (of taxable corporate income offset part of the gain.

5. Reduction of surtax rate from 26* to 22% (no change in normal tax rate or
surtax cxcmption).

This provision would lower from 48 to 44% the marginal tax rate on the 93.6*
of taxable income going to corporations with taxable income exceeding $25,000. Thus
the weighted average corporate rate would fall from 46.3% to 42.6*, indicating via
the investment equation a reduction in the overall cost of capital of 2.2* and an
increase in 1977 stock of 0.7%.

Calculation of the net revenue effect involved considerations akin to those mentioned
above under proposal 4.

6. Increase in surtax exemption from $25,000 to $100.000 (with present normal
and surtax rates).

This change would lower the marginal tax rate rrom 48% to 22* on the 7.4%
or net income between $25,000 and $100,000 reported on corporate returns with
taxable income greater than $25,000. This is equivalent to a 1.9* drop in the weighted
average corporate rate. When included in the investment equation, this yielded a 1.2%
reduction in the cost of capital, the same as for proposal 4.

7. Increase in investment tax credit from 7% with limitations to 15% for all Sec.
1245 property.

Currently. taxpayers may claim a 7* credit on Sec. 1245 property (equipment and
certain business structures), subject to limitations on net income, useful life, and public
utility property. The Treasury estimates that these restrictions lower the effective rate
to approximately 5%. The bill would remove these restrictions, and raise the rate
to IT3 for all taxpayers. This would be equivalent to a 5.5% across-the-board reduction
in the cost of capital, and would raise 1977 stocks by 1.8%.

The implied revenue gain would be reduced by a 10% increase in the credit applied
to eligible investment which would have occurred in the absence of the change in
law. The Treasury estimates this loss at about $4 billion per year.

8. Increase in Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) from 20% to 40%.
This provision would permit faster write-off of depreciable assets. The tax life for

the asset used in the investment equation would be shortened from 9.5 to 7 years,
with a concomitant increase in the annual depreciation deductions. The cost of capital
would fall by 2.2*, and 1977 stock would rise by 0.7%, compared to present law
p, ujC,0iu,,1'.

Private GNP would be boosted by higher capital consumption allowances as well
as by the higher capital outlays and national income effects found with previous alterna-
tives. For example, first-year depreciation deductions for the typical asset used in
the investment equation would equal 14.3% of investment cost, rather than 10.5%.
For the portion of investment which would have occurred even under present law.
there would be an initial impact loss equal to the marginal capital tax rate (.33)
times the increase in depreciation deductions.

9. Optional capital recovery allowance.
This proposal would speed up write-offs to 5 years for equipment and 10 years

for structures. Moreover, a full year's capital recovery allowance could be claimed
in the first year, instead of the current half year's allowance. This would lower the
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cost of capital by 5.2%, and raise the 1977 stock by 1.7%, relative to present law
projections. Procedures for estimating effects on GNP and revenue would be the same
as thosc of provision 8.

10. Combined effect.
Combining all of these provisions would remove domctic dividends and up to $1,000

of capital gain er yar per return from AGI. lower the weighted average corporate
tax rate from 46.3*V to 39.0 . raise the investment credit from an cliective rate
of 5% to 13%. and lead to adoption of 5- and I0-year write-offs for depreciable
assets. It was assumed that all taxpayers would adopt the optional capital recovery
allowances in lieu of the increased ADR; the latter therefore, is not included in the
following equation. The resulting investment cquation would be:

1-, 11 + r)-#Yldiv 01 - MA 1, . + -1 1 .2)+ l I)1 4 (.451,+.251pe) (I +r)-4,,

+ (I + r)(.4. + .25)c ITC + (I - .67Iv)(I + ri-11 CG -6.19S5y. 17(.61)(.65) +.67(.35)

+ 1.45(39) + .25(33) (.7fj7)1 + .893(.7)(.7)(. 15)1 + I - .67(.2 I)l (.237)(2.64)y

This results in a 16.2% reduction in the cost of capital, and a 5.4* increase in
the 1977 stock.

It should be noted that the iombitid affects are less than the sum of the nine
separate estimates. The principal reason is that certain combinations, such as lower
corporate tax rates and more rapid write.off of depreciable assets, are partially off-
setting.
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STATEMENT OF MALCOLM R. LOVELL, JR., PRESIDENT, RUBBER
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION ON CAPITAL FORMATION AND
FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME

Summary of Principal Points

Capital Formation

1, Tire manufacturing companies are in many ways representative
of the entire rubber manufacturing industry and of all U.S. manu-
facturing companies generally.

2. In the past 10 years there has been an enormous increase in
the corporate debt of tire manufacturing companies. Specific
figures are given.

3. This increase has occ'zrred because a large volume of capital
investment was necessary to respond to certain major technologcial
changes a;.d the investment could not be financed out of internal
funds generated through depreciation allowances and additions to
retained earnings.

4. An upper practical limit on corporate debt has now been reach-
ed by many tire manufacturing companies.

5. Unless major relief in corporate tax laws is forthcoming there
are serious social and economic consequences ahead for the United
States through the future investment-depressing effects of exist-
ing tax rules. Specific consequences regarding the tire manufac-
turing industry, as an illustrative industry, are discussed.

6. Tax legislation reform urgently recommended includes: adopt-
Ing realistic depreciation rules, phasing out double taxation of
corporate dividends, and establishing special investment incentives.

Foreign Source Income

1. Proposed changes in existing tax rules as applied to
a. DISC
b. So-called tax deferral on the income of overseas
subsidiaries, and
c. LDC corporations

are discussed individually and the existing rules strongly defended.

2. An RHA statistical study of major trade, employment and invest-
ment facts related to the operation of multinational tire manufac-
turing companies is summarized, and a copy of the 1972 study, plus
1973 supplement, is supplied.

3. The study establishes that U.S. national self-interest has been
strongly served by the positive effects on U.S. employment, U.S.
balance of payments, and U.S. investment decisions of the multi-
national tire manufacturing companies.
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Mr. Chairman:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear today to discuss two tax

subjects of great concern to RMA members. One I; capital formation. which

vitally affects all 180 RHA companies large and small. The second is

treatment of foreign source income. These subjects are inter-rclated.

I will devote most of my brief time, however, to discussing capital

formation.

Capital Formation

You have heard excellent presentations from secretary Simon,

the NAM, the Chamber of Commerce, and others on the imperative need for

a major revision in U.S. tax treatment of corporate income, capital gains,

ind the rewards of saving and investing if we are to redress some alarm-

ing developments and trends in our economy. Among these is the serious

capital shortage facing U.S. companies. This shortage has arrived at

a time when it has become evident that the formerly commanding position

of U.S. industry internationally in technology and output per worker has

suffered serious erosion because of a prolonged, inferior level of capital

investment. Yet increases in investment levels are urgent also to help

reduce our disturbingly high level of unemployment, and to cope with

unpostponable demands placed on U.S. companies by the energy crisis,

the environment crisis, and desirable but costly improvements in health

and safety.
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r will not try to restate the general arguments ably presented

to you by others analyzing the underlying causes of the capital shortage

facing U.S. industry, but I would like to bring the general case down to

the specifics of our own industry. Specific cases make general principles

easier to understand. For this reason I would like to discuss some of

the recent, and foreseeable, effects on our industry of inadequate capi-

tal recovery rates, a decline in real corporate profits, and a sharply

mounting corporate debt burden.

If time allowed, I could present information on all major

segments of the rubber manufacturing industry but the tire manufacturing

sector can serve as a convenient sample. It is a sector broadly repre-

sentative in fact of all U.S. manufacturing companies. It does not en-

joy any special tax advantages, it is not an Industry whose profits are

regulated by a government agency, its firms are in strong competition

with each other.

In 1964, ten years ago, the dozen tire manufacturing companies

that are presently members of RMA had an aggregate ratio of debt-to-equity

of 33Z. In that year their corporate debt totaled $860,000,000, while

stockholders equity as reported to shareholders in the 1964 annual re-

ports totaled $2,632,000,000. By five years later the debt-to-equity ratio

had changed profoundly. From the 33% level in 1964, it had mushroomed

to 56Z by 1969. By 1974, another five years later, the debt-to-equity

ratio had mounted to 64%. Over the 10 years, total corporate debt ex-

panded 400%, reaching $3,313,000,000 in 1974, while stockholders equity

in the period grew only 200%, to $5,181,000,000. In recent years, were

it not for heavy reliance on off balance sheet financing of important

debt items, such as unconsolidated joint ventures and captive finance
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companies, plus an unprecedented use of lease arrangements, last year's

64% ratio of debt-to-equity would have been strikingly higher.

The basic reasons for this change are (1) a high level of capi-

tal improvements has been required of all tire manufacturing companies

in the past 10 years to stay abreast of major technological changes im-

plemented by U.S. or by foreign competitors, and (2) the investments

necessary could not be financed adequately out ot internal cash funds

generated by retained earnings and allowable depreciation. The most

prominent technological changes I refer to were, first, the advent in

the late 1960s of bias-belted tires, which represented a significant

improvement in safety and durability over earlier bias-ply tires, and,

second, the advent of radial tires, which significantly out-perform tires

of earlier construction in safety, durability, and gasoline economy.

Both shifts in production eiuhasis have tiatspired uvec b puL!id UL'

years but nevertheless have been characterized by the need to accom-

plish necessary investment activity in a relatively short period of

time to respond to market demand and to stay abreast of competitors.

The Census of Manufactures reports that in the 5 year period 1965-1969

the tire and inner tube industry spent $1.1 billion for new plant and

equipment. In the 5 year period 1964-1969 the increase in total cor-

porate debt I mentioned a moment ago was $1.8 billion. It is obvious

how most of the debt was used.

Once a major technological change occurs and is reflected in

the market's demand for an industry's products a manufacturer's existing

plant and equipment can become obsolete very quickly. Like it or not,

in most cases new investment must be made promptly by small as well as

large manufacturers for the alternatives are either to go out of business
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or henceforth serve a secondary market. One major tire company long in

the field recently decided the cost of shifting to radial tire production

could not be justified in terms of the foreseeable return on the amount

of investment required and decided to join the now very extensive list

of former tire manufacturers. The single greatest cause for the wave of

corporate mergers and acquisitions that has taken place in recent years

throughout the United States is not to be found in some Machiavellian

theory of corporate empire-building but-in the basic rule that if the

shareholder's rate of return on investment is not adequate a transfor-

mation of some kind will eventually take place.

The shift to emphasis on radial tire production is still in

progress. It is not a technological change easily managed. Altogether

new and expensive tire-building machines are-,ecessary, more materials

are required per tire. the labor input is 20 to 40% higher per tire, the

amount of floor space required is four times greater per machine, and

the machine itself turns out fewer tires per day. Radial tires compared

with earlier tires are both more capital and more labor intensive. And

this technological change has been launched at a time when the costs of

both labor and capital in the United States have been at or near historic

highs. Our tire manufacturing companies have not been able to finance

either this transition or the earlier transition to bias-belted tires out

of self-generated funds, or new equity funds. They have financed these

transitions by going heavily into debt.

Let me give you a set of illustrative figures. One of our

companies, the one with the lowest current ratio of debt-to-equity, which

means that in past years it has been among those most able or determined

to finance capital investments out of self-generated funds or new equity
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issues, in 1964 undertook $72,000,000 of capital improvements. In that

year because it had $48,000,000 of additions to retained earnings and

generated $54,000,000 in depreciation reserves It could finance the 1964

improvements internally. In 1974 the same company spent $320,000,000

for capital improvements, but the combined total of its additions to

retained earnings ($96,000,000) and to the depreciation account ($136,000,000)

totaled only $232,000,000, or some $88,000,000 short of its needs. For

this company 1974 has not been an unusual year. Over the 1964-1974 period

this company's total debt burden has increased by as large a percentage

as the industry average (4002), while its increase in stockholders

equity has followed the industry average (200%). In short, there are

no companies in the industry which have escaped the need to finance

technological change through heavy increases in corporate debt.

The =-at i=pcrta-t- qucsticn for this Ccritttze of course is

not where tire manufacturers are today, but where they are going from

here. Can tire manufacturers continue to finance necessary investment

through turther increases in debt? Are there harmful consequences ahead

for the industry and for the consumers of its products unless corporate

tax reform legislation occurs?

Our answer is that many companies have already hit the prac-

tical ceiling on corporate debt, and the others wili soon, and that

present and foreseeable investment demands on our industry of a heavy

nature simply cannot be financed by further debt increases. Among the

practical consequences are that completion of the Industry's shift to

radial tires, particularly radial truck tires, is being delayed, any

new technological change were it to occur will leave the industry vulner-

able to major inroads in the U.S. market by foreign competitors, the
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Industry's possible contributions to increased employment in the United

States are substantially less than they might be, and non-productive

but socially important investments, to reduce U.S. energy dependency on

foreign oil, or undertake environmental or worker safety improvements,

etc., may be unmanageable If investments of magnitude are required.

Capital investments to produce radial tires have been concen-

trated to date in the production of radial passenger tires. Not only is

necessary investment incomplete to cope with the strong demand for radial

passenger tires, but major investments by U.S. companies have not yet

occurred to achieve substantial production of radial truck tires. The

market demand for truck radials is strong, and is presently being served

largely by foreign manufacturers. It is expected that the new productive

capacity of U.S. manufacturers in passenger radial tires will substantially

reduce the 8-year old U.S. deficit trade balance in tires, which in 1973

reached $410 million in unmounted passenger and truck tires. For U.S.

companies to complete the transition to radials and enter the truck radial

tire field to an equally large extent heavy additional investments will

be necessary. Present corporate debt burdens if a long period of strong

market expansion ias clearly ahead might not act as a restraint on some

of our companies to incurring the necessary amount of additional debt.

But we are presently in a period of sharp Industry recession, and the

size of corporate debt is clearly difficult for many of our companies

to manage. Despite lower sales, debt service payment obligations have

of course continued and have put severe pressure on corporate profits.

All industries whose capital demands have for a substantial period ex-

ceeded their ability to generate internal investment funds must even-

tually encounter the practical ceiling on corporate debt. Once the
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ceillin is reached there are critical economic consequences that follow.

These become apparent whenever a recession occurs or whenever the next

major technological change occurs, for there is then no way the more

seriously affected companies can survive.

As if the purely economic circumstances were not bad enough,

substantial non-productive investment demands are also confronting tire

manufacturing companies at this time. I refer to the expensive task

of converting oil-fueled powerplants to coal -- which will cost our com-

panies several hundred millions of dollars -- to attaining air and water

environmental objectives, and reducing industrial noise levels thru

plant &ngineering to 90 dBA. By official government estimates the

latter goal, in the process of being mandated by OSHA, will cost the rubber

manufacturing industry $500 million over a three-year period. We are

also faced with important investment demands to comply with the product

regulation standards of an increasing number and variety of agency rules.

Looking upon the tire manufacturing industry as a reasonably typical U.S.

manufacturing industry, the day is not too distant when we will no longer

be able to respond affirmatively to the accumulated investment demands

being placed on us. Congress must take timely action now to reverse

the investment depressing financial trends Its laws have set in motion

or there will be grave economic and social consequences for the entire

country.

In regard to specific recommendations for legislation, there

are many constructive proposals that have been put forward by others. I

would like to comment generally on the urgent need for major tax reform

in three areas in particular: our Inedequnte allowances for depreciation,

double taxation of dividends, and the necessity for special investment

incentives for sometime to come.
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The "useful life" concept of depreciation allowances is a

disasterous burden for American business and for the U.S. economy.

This is because: (1) the concept fails to take inflation into account,

and as a result provides a level of reserves grossly inadequate for re-

placing even worn-out machinery, lot alone providing new capacity;

(2) the concept likewise fails to take adequate account of the presence

of rapid technological change, which often obsolesces plant and machinery

far more quickly than industrial use; and (3) the system fails to take

account of the accelerated depreciation allowances of our principal com-

petitor nations, placing American business in an impossible position

from which to maintain the kind of lead in technology and productivity

necessary in international commerce to shoulder the higher cost of

labor in the United States. This Committee has before it a proposal

to Petabllih a standard 5-year depreciation period for machinery, and

10-year period for plants, sponsored by Congressman Waggonner and other

Comttee members in H.R. 7543. Regrettably this proposal would still

leave U.S. companies at a disadvantage vis-a-vis our major foreign com-

petitors. Although the proposed reform is too modest, we endorse it as

an important step in the right direction. We would urge as a sensible

amendment an optional one-year write off period for pollution control,

and other government-mandated investments generally.

Among the many harmful consequences of prolonged double taxa-

tion of corporate dividends at high tax rates have been, one, a drying

up of new equity Investment funds, two, an intensification of the pressure

on corporations to pursue mergers and acquisitions as aids to profita-

bility and, three, a cousLant difLt ntto higher levels of corporate debt

to finance capital improvement programs. Our double taxation system is
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clearly punitive toward stockholder investment capital, and through forc-

ins debt financing of investments has produced an increasingly dangerous

degree of financial instability among U.S. corporations. To correct

these evils, and because American companies cannot continue financing

capital improvements through debt, we strongly endorse a prompt phasing

out of the double taxation of dividends.

It would be comforting if Congress could institute basic reforms

restoring health and sanity to the financing of our further economic

growth and allow these reforms to operate gradually. Unfortunately, there

is too much that needs undoing to pursue a leisurely course. A high

level of investment activity in new plant and equipment is necessary to

exit from the present recession, to increase industrial employment levels,

prevent inroads by foreign companies in the established markets of U.S.

manufacturers, restor& the U.S. technological lead in numerous industrial

areas, and carry out a national program for surmounting the energy crisis

and realizing accumulated social objectives of great importance. For

some time, a stimulus to investment activity above and beyond merely

rational tax laws will be necesary. For this reason, we strongly endorse

proposals to establish a permanent 12% investment tax credit, on an ex-

penditure basis, without limitations on tax liability.

Foreign Source Income

The other subject of great importance to RMA members before the

Committee at this time is the future tax treatment of foreign source in-

come. Some of the radical proponents of change in this area would im-

pose double taxation on the foreign earnings of U.S. multinational corpor-

ations by repealing the foreign tax credit. Proposals receiving a more
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serious audience are less drastic but would be equally objectionable

in their consequences. Among suggested changes which we find parti-

cularly objectionable are:

1) elimination of the right to defer payment of income

taxes on 50% of DISC profits from export sales,

2) elimination or reduction of so-called tax deferral

on the income of overseas subsidiaries'of U.S. corpora-

tions, and

3) a requirement for grossing up dividends from LDC cor-

porations to determine U.S. Income and foreign tax credits.

I mentioned earlier that the capital formation and foreign

source income subject-matters are inter-related. This is true because

existing foreign source income tax rules, including DISC rules of the

last three years, though adopted for altogether different and very

sound reasons, have been utilized to provide U.S. corporations with

critically needed cash funds for domestic purposes which would other-

wise have been unavailable because of the low rate of capital recovery

under U.S. corporate tax laws. The domestic purposes I refer to have

been to sustain corporate liquidity and carry out investment programs.

The figures reported by the Treasury Department make out a

strong case for concluding that the tax rules for DISC corporations have

clearly fulfilled their principal 1971 Congressional objective: to stimu-

late U.S. exports and related investment. Since the 50% deferral right

Is available only on conditions that involve use of 95% or more of the

deferred income on export-related inventories, equipment, etc., it is

highly likely that DISC corporations have achieved a greater in-

crease in export volume than other U.S. businesses because of existing
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DISC rules. There is no reason whatsoever to abandon this successful

program and particularly so long as foreign countries have far greater

export incentives. Moreover, until major relief is given to U.S. cor-

porations in the rate of capital recovery, the DISC deferral right

should be maintained for the independent reason that it is one of rela-

tively few corporate tax rules helping to alleviate the serious corporate

short-fall of funds caused b7 our basic capital recovery laws.

The carefully constructed U.S. tax rules generally governing the

income of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies have been a target of

misguided reformers for several years inspired by fallacious notions of

how these rules work and their consequences for U.S. trade and employ-

sent. In December 1972 RMA published a statistical study on this sub-

ject for the years 1964-1971, entitled "The Role of Multinational Corpor-

ations in the Tire Manufacturinx Industry." I attach a copy of the 1972

study, plus a statistical supplement prepared in 1973. The conclusions

of that study are as valid now as they were Initially. We will supply

the Committee shortly with a statistical supplement for 1973 and 1974.

Among the conclusions of the RHA study were:

1) Foreign subsidiaries of U.S. tire manufacturers do

not produce any significant volume for the U.S. market. In

1971 for example, a typical year, imports from foreign sub-

sidiaries constituted 6/lOths of l of the U.S. replacement

tire market. Only 1.3Z of the total production of all U.S.-

owned tire manufacturing plants abroad was shipped to the

- United States in that year, Foreign tire manufacturing sub-

sidiaries have been established to serve overseas markets,

not to displace U.S. production.

p-I11O- 76_- 13
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2) The result of serving overseas markets through over-

seas tire manufacturing subsidiaries has not been a reduction

in U.S. exports, but an increase in U.S. exports, consistent

with the general link in many fields between U.S. exports and

the presence abroad of U.S.-owned subsidiaries. Moreover,

the growth of U.S.-owned overseas tire manufacturing plants

has not been financed by a heavy outflow of-U.S. capital. On

the contrary, remittances to the U.S. of dividends, royalties

and other Income from abroad have vastly exceeded net capital

outflows in each year. The U.S. balance of payments has bene-

fitted handsomely from the establishment of overseas tire

manufacturing facilities by U.S. companies and through the

general operation of U.S. multinational tire companies. Our

study concluded that in the reasonably typical year of 1971,

for example, a positive contribution to the U.S. balance of

payments of $347.7 million was made by the five U.S. multina-

tional tire manufacturing companies.

3) New investment by the multinational companies has

not been tilted towards their overseas facilities but towards

domestic facilities. Throughout the eight year period studied,

domestic investment was 70% of total manufacturing investment,

and employment in U.S. plants grew by nearly 20,000 jobs. It

is important to note that the net earnings from overseas

operations helped to finance new U.S. investment and the crea-

tion of new jobs in the United States, not the other way around.

Many of the proposals before this Committee to change U.S. tax

rules on foreign source income, in particular to require payment of U.S.
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taxes on the current income of overseas subsidiaries without regard to

whether such income has been remitted to the U.S. parent, are punitive

proposals that simply make no sense from any rational standpoint. The

existing rules are not only sound in principle but have made positive

contributions to the overall interests of the United States in our

balance of trade, our balance of payments, and U.S..employment. Elimi-

nation of deferral would unwioely increase the tax burden on U.S. cor-

porations and drain this amount of corporate investment funds from U.S.

investment projects.

We would also like to state our strong objection to a proposal

to increase taxes on corporate income from Less Developed Country cor-

porations by requiring grossing up of dividends and changing tax credit

calculations. The present rules serve as a mild encouragement to invest-

c.nt in developing countries, in furthera're of norinnal fnraign policy

and humanitarian objectives. The changes proposed would not only elimi-

nate a mild incentive but, in combination with the higher risks present

in LDC projects, would establish a disincentive to invest in countries

with a great need for foreign capital to improve living standards. We

believe these proposed changes are clearly objectionable. They would

strike at corporations that have invested in LDCs in good faith and at

friendly countries which will continue for many years to need foreign

seed capital for their economic progress. American business can, and

has, provided this seed capital on terms of mutual benefit to the United

States and host countries. A continuation should be encouraged, not

discouraged.

In short, we strongly recomend against ill-considered changes

in existing tax rules governing foreign source income.
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Statement of

THEODORE F. BROPHY
President, General Telephone & Electronics Corporation

on behalf of the

UNITED STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION!/

Three Changes in the Tax Laws Are Necessary To Enable Telephone and

Electric Utilities To Finance Growing Construction Requirements

and To Strengthen Their Capital Structures Which Have Become

Dangerously Overburdened with Debt

I Introduction

The ability of the telephone and electric utilities to provide

adequate services to the U.S. public is being undermined by serious

long-term financial problems, while at the same time, the demand for

services continues to require extremely large capital expenditures.

he UNited States Independent Telephone Association (USITA)
represents the Independent (non-Bell) segment of the telephone

industry in the United States. The Independent telephone industry
consists of 1,641 telephone operating companies servicing over 25
million telephones through 11,048 exchanges in over one-half of the
served geographic areas of the nation. A map showing Independent-
served areas of the United States and a state by state tabulation
of Independent company statistics are attached as Exhibits A and B.
These companies, together with the operating companies of the Bell
System, provide exchange and interexchange teleconutunications service
through the integrated facilities of the telephone network.

0
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-Specifically, the telephone and electric utilities have been

financially weakened by a combination of factors, including record

inflation-, high interest rates, seriously strained debt capacity,

and basic inequities in the Federal tax laws. The recent economic

recovery serves only temporarily to mask the long-term problems

utilities face in adequately funding construction programs required

to meet future demands for comiunication and power services.

in considering tax legislation, Congress should not focus solely

on the electric utility half of the utility financing problem.

Telephone and electric utilities look to a common financial market

for their large external requirements. To strengthen only electric

utilities through tax relief would disadvantage telephone utilities

as the other major competitor for funds in the utility financing

market, thereby driving up telephone utilities' cost of capital

and ultimately prices to consumers. Solving the financial problems

of all utilities will encourage employment, and it should be noted

that telephone utilities employ nearly twice as many employees as

the electric utilities.

Telephone and electric utilities have unique financial character-

istics and long-term financing problems requiring solutions beyond

those addressed to capital formation generally. Prompt solutions

areoneeded because of the large amounts of capital these utilities

must raise, because their regulated prices have not been permitted

to keep pace with inflation, and because of the essential nature

of the public service they provide.
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The first step toward alleviating the plight of utilities

should be the prompt and permanent removal of basic inequities in

the tax laws which bear particularly hard on the ability of tele-

phone and electric utilities to attract capital.

Congress should

# Permanently increase the investment tax credit (ITC)
to 120 for all businesses, equalizing the utility and
non-utility ITC rates, and remove the 50% limitation;

- . Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends
of utilities, treating them as stock dividends; and

0 Allow a corporate tax deduction by utilities for
dividends paid on designated new issues of preferred
stock.

These measures are directed to:

(a) Removing inequities in the tax laws which encouraging

consumption over investment and which favor debt over

equity;

(b) Restoring the financial integrity of utilities and

thereby helping to stabilize the financial markets

generally; and

(c) Encouraging construction and employment, reducing

- the cost of capital and holding down the cost of

services to the consumer.

1I Telephone and Electric Utilities Have

Common Financial Problems

(A) Large Capital Outlays Are Needed To Meet Demands for

Service

Lone-term demands for service require large, growing, and

continuous capital outlays by the utility industry. Annual
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expenditures were approximately $22 billion in 1970, increased

to $32 billion in 1975, and are estimated to reach $54 billion

by 1980 (Chart ). The utility industry is concerned about

the availability and pri6 ffAundto support these necessary

expenditures. This concern will intensify as the economy recovers

and the competition for and cost of funds increase.

(B) Increasing Reliance on Borrowing rs No Longer Practical

Largely because of the bias in the tax laws favoring the

issuance of debt rather than equity, the utility industry

utilized a disproportionate amount of debt to fund its rapidly

growing construction expenditures from 1965 through 1975. Key

indicators of financial strength now show that telephone and

electric utilities are virtually precluded from financing their

future construction requirements by further increasing the

proportion of debt in their capital structures. The level of

debt of independent telephone utilities at year end 1975 was

56% of total capitalization, slightly greater than that of

electric utilities (Chart 2). The important fact is that both

telephone and electric utilities have about reached the practical

limit of their ability to increase leverage because of indenture

restrictions, the need to protect bond ratings, or the reasonable-

ness of risk that security holders can be expected to assume.

Because of the acute nature of the overall debt problem, many

utilities, both telephone and electric, have been forced to

sell large amounts of new coumon stock below book value.

The adverse consequences of the extensive use of debt have

been magnified by the rapid increase in interest rates during
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the period 1960 through 1975. Interest rates on "A" rated

utility bonds increased from 4.8% in 1960 to 10.1% in 1975

Although there has been a modest cyclical decline in interest

rates recently, the secular trend of long-term interest rates

remains upward (Chart 3). Because of anticipated future

inflation, long-term interest rates are expected to remain

far above historical norms. As a result, the utilities will

have to refinance the debt sold prior to the mid-sixties at

two-to-three times the original interest rates, significantly

raising the imbedded cost of capital.

Extensive use of debt and the escalation of interest

rates has caused a dramatic erosion in the interest coverage

of utilities. Average pre-tax interest coverage for both

independent telephone and electric utilities fell to approximately

three times in 1974-75, as compared to four to six times a

decade ago (Chart 4). This decline in the coverage has reduced

the credit worthiness of most utilities and increased the risk

to investors. During the period 1971 through 1975, Standard &

Poor's downgraded the bond ratings of 104 public utilities while

upgrading only 37. As a direct result, utilities have found

it more difficult and more expensive to raise needed capital.

In addition, most utilities are prohibited by indenture

limitations from issuing additional long-term debt when pre-tax

interest coverage falls below two times.

The overall financial deterioration of telephone and

electric utilities, as evidenced by extensive use of debt#

sales of common stock below book value, need to finance at
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high interest rates, erosion in interest coverage, and

downgradings of securities, ultimately leads to higher prices

to consumers.

(C) Capital Intensity

The financial problems of utilities are further magnified

by their capital intensive nature. Independent telephone and

power utilities invest nearly 5 times as much as the average

manufacturer for each dollar of annual sales (Chart 5).

Therefore, utilities must rely far more heavily on external

financings than industrials.

(D) Competition for External Capital

Telephone and electric utilities, which account for a

large share of the private external capital financing in the

U.S., compete directly with each other, and with all others,

including the Federal government, for the limited amount of

available capital. Because of large capital needs, strained

debt/equity ratios, and reduced credit worthiness, utilities

find themselves disadvantaged competitors in the intensely

competitive financial markets.

(E) Utility EMployment

In addition to being capital intensive, the utility

industry is one of the largest employers in the United States.

Within this industry, telephone utilities employ approximately

twice as many people as electric utilities and account for

approximately 55% of the total employment in the industry

(Chart 6).
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(r) Solutions E.ired

The complex financial problems facing all utilities

require prompt action by Congress. Permanent removal of

basic inequities in the tax laws will promote restoration

of the financial health of utilities and help attract funds

necessary fog required construction, employment and service

to the customer.

III The Congress Should Permanently Increase the Investment

Tax Credit and facilitate the Raising of Comon and

Preferred Equity for Telephone and Electric Utilities

To-alleviate the financial problems facing telephone and electric

utilities, to remove basic inequities in existing tax laws, and to

stimulate the economy and employment, Congress should promptly adopt

the following three tax proposals:

* Permanently increase the investment tax credit (ITC)
to 12 percent for all businesses, equalizing the utility
and non-utility ITC rates, and remove the 50 percent
limitation on the credit;

• Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends
of utilities, treating them as stock dividends
(IRC 3 305)y and

A Allow a corporate tax deduction by utilities for
dividends p id on designated now issues of preferred '

stock (IRC 1 247).

(A) The Investment Tax Credit (ITC) Should Be Made Permanent

at 12 Percent for All Businesses

There is little question that the ITC has proved to be

an effective tool for fighting recession, unemployment, and

inflation. A permanent 120 ITC for all businesses, including

telephone and electric utilities, will immediately provide
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needed cash flow to strengthen capital structures and to improve

interest coverage. Private and governmental studies indicate

that the long-term effect of ITC on tax revenues is favorable,

because an increased, permanent ITC will directly and indirectly

stimulate tax revenues by providing jobs and improved earnings.

Increasing the ITC clearly provides a strong stimulus to-

investment. Historically, there is a strong correlation between

changes in new fixed investment and changes in total employment

(Chart 7).

The recent increase in the ITC for all industries to 10

percent from the prior 7 percent for industrial companies and

from a discriminatory 4 percent for public utilities was a

step in the right direction, but it was limited to two years.

The increased ITC must not be allowed to expire as scheduled

at year end 1976 and utilities returned to the discriminatory

4 percent level. Furthermore, the long-term benefit of the

ITC is greatly reduced by an on-again, off-again policy,

particularly in the case of utilities, which require long

lead times in construction planning.

Similarly, the relaxation of the 50 percent limitation

on the credit in Section 46 of the Internal Revenue Code

should be continued. Otherwise, the benefits of the increased

rate will be denied to those less profitable businesses with

the highest capital needs.

4 The legislation should continue to require normalization

for utility rate-making purposes.
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(9) Stockholder Reinvestment of Utility Dividends Should Be

Taxed in he Spe Way an Stock Dividends I

Stock issued under automatic dividend reinvestment plans

of utilities should be treated for tax purposes under Section

305 of the Internal Revenue Code just as though it had been

received as a stock dividend. Under this proposal, utility

stockholders would be permitted to reinvest their dividends

in newly issued stock of the dividend-paying corporation without

being penalized by having to pay a tax on dividends they never

actually receive.

Investors in utility stocks traditionally seek a high

dividend yield. As a result, the dividend payout of most

utilities ranges between 60% and 700 of net income# a much

higher rate than traditionally paid by industrial firms

(Chart 8). Because of the nature of their investors, utilities

do not have the same degree of flexibility in dividend payouts

as do most industrial firms. The importance of dividends to

utility investors can be illustrated best by the experience of

Consolidated Edison when it cut its dividend payment!/ and

General Public Utilities when it unsuccessfully attempted to

switch from cash to stock dividends.!!/ Since cash dividen4s

are taxed to the recipient at ordinary income tax rates, the

tax laws in effect discriminate against high dividend-paying

6 Dividend declared on-July 23, 1974.

/ A Case For Dropping Dividends, Fortune, June 15, 1968,
page 161.
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companies (e.g., utilities) while favoring companies which

retain more of their earnings for internal growth. This dis-

crimination against investors in high dividend-paying utility

stocks results in a higher cost of capital, a cost that is

ultimately reflected in higher rates to consumers.

The adverse effects of this discrimination would be reduced

and the ability of utilities to obtain equity capital would be

materially enhanced if investors had the option of reinvesting

dividends under automatic dividend reinvestment plans without

a tax penalty. Stock acquired through reinvestment should be

treated for tax purposes as though it had been received as a

stock dividend.

Another advantage of this proposal is that dividend

reinvestment plans have proven to be popular particularly

among utility-investors. Consequently, many utility companies

have already established these plans. As an illustration of

the success of these programs, participation in GTE's Dividend

Reinvestment Plan has increased from 11% of registered holders

in 1972 to nearly 200 in 1976. The amount of money invested

annually by participants has increased about threefold, from

$5 million in 1972 to an estimated annual rate of more than

$15 million In 1976 (Chart 9).

These plans are particularly well suited to the needs of

the small investor, because they provide a convenient, systematic

and inexpensive means of investing. For example, participants

in GTE's Dividend Reinvestment Plan purchase new shares without

paying brokerage commissions or service charges. The popularity

among small investors is illustrated in the case of GTE's Plan
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wherein 740 of the participants own 100 shares or less.

Conversely# participation among investors with large shir holdings

is modest (Chart 10). The increased and broad-based participation

provides an important source of now equity capital to the company.

The-adoption of this tax proposal would significantly

increase participation in existing dividend reinvestment programs

and induce other utilities to establish similar programs for

their shareholders. It would enhance the attractiveness of

high dividend-paying utility stocks for prospective investors

interested in capital appreciation, while retaining investment

appeal for shareholders seeking cash dividends. The increased

equity investment would help strengthen the capital structure

of the utility industry and help provide funds required to

increase capital expenditures and employment.

The net revenue loss of this proposal to the Treasury

would be small compared to the large benefits to be derived

from the expanded economic base including jobs created both

directly and indirectly.

(C) Utilities Should Have the Option of Offering Designated

New Issues of Preferred Stock with Dividends Tax Deductible

to the Issuer

The ability of the utilities to at least maintain their

debt/equity ratios by selling equity is severely hampered by

discrimination in the tax laws which allows the deduction of

interest on debt but does not allow the deduction of dividends

on equity. The difference in tax treatment is particularly

indefensible with respect to preferred stock which has most

of the characteristics of debt, and which is-a commonly used
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vehicle for utility financing. The discrimination should be

removed by making dividends on desiqnated -new issues of

preferred stock deductible by the utilities.

Enactment of this proposal would make an important and

substantial contribution to the ability of utilities to raise-

needed equity capital and to improve or at least maintain

their debt-to-equity ratios. The market for preferred stock

would be immediately broadened because the issuer could

economically pay a higher dividend rate than is currently

available on most fixed income securities of similar quality.

Utilities not electing this new alternative could continue to

sell, more advantageously, the traditional preferred stock to

institutional investors who would continue to utilize the 850

dividend received deduction (IRC 1 243). Indeed, some utilities

might offer both types of preferred stock.

This proposal would cause a minimal loss of tax revenue,

since the new preferred would not have the 85% dividend

preference of the old preferred and cold be used extensively

as a substitute for debt, interest on which is already deductible.

Therefore the resulting tax revenue loss would be less than the

difference between the interest rate and the preferred dividend

rate since both interest and dividends would be fully taxable

income to the recipients. Utilities with adequate debt capacity

would not find this proposal economically advantageous to use,

thus further minimizing the potential tax loss to the Treasury.

Conclusion

The long-term demand for utility services requires large capital

/'expenditures. In the past, utilities have depended heavily upon the
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issuance of debt securities to finance capital requirements. They

can no longer depend as heavily upon this source of capital in the

future because they have virtually reached the practical limit of

debt capacity. The overall deterioration of the financial strength

of utilities is reflected in the erosion of interest coverage, sales

of stock below book va:.-je and the numerous downgradings of utility

securities. These factors must ultimately be reflected in higher

costs to the consumer.

Because of the importance of telephone and electric utilities

to the health and growth of the economy, their financial deterioration

calls for prompt action by Congress. Three changes in the tax laws

are recommended which would help remedy the financing problems of

utilities and also remove basic inequities in the tax laws:

• Permanently increase the investment tax credit to
12% for all businesses;

• Defer taxation of automatically -reinvested dividends
of utilities, treating them as stock dividends, and

• Allow a tax deduction by utilities for dividends paid
on designated new issues of preferred stock

Because all utilities face similar financing problems and compete

directly with one another in the capital markets, and because the

telephone industry employs over one-half the workers of the entire

utility industry, it is imperative that tax legislation should apply

equally to all utilities.

The enactment of these provisions will help telephone and electric

utilities to attract needed capital at lower net cost thereby allowing

them to provide required plant and equipment, stimulate employment,

and operate more efficiently for the benefit of the pUblic.

* *
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EXHIBIT A

DEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SERVE 51% OF THE LAND AREA
OF THE UNITED STATES

0-1i1 0 - is -- 14
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EXHIBIT 1

INDEPENDENTS BY STATE
Year End

STATE COMPANIES TELEPHONES
1974 1974

ALASMMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CAUIFONA
COL.ORADO
CONNECTICUT

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ItCANOg
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA

KENTUCKY
LOUISANA
MAINE
MARYLANO
MAI6AHUSITTS
U -04N
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIP
MSO0URI

34
22

20
2

-17
41

1
12
61
a

w

47
21

202
2
2
a
62

23
Ut

3VAN

47*66

26*3
ISAW

U
16*m
sm

IA47AW
1.21%

M1*3
26*m
614.00

RZAW
tm

e11.00

STATE COMPANIE
1974

MONTANA

NEVADA
NEW HAPSHIRE
NEW JRSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
00410

OKLAHOMA
OREGON
ENNSYiLVANIA

SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA

TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

TOTAL:

1

U
4

30

639

2S

36

26

21
4.
42
N

Ils11
S

26
U
14

116
11

1,641

I TELEPHONES
1974
7MM

446*3o

310.00

112005

1AKM1.1s*oo

11M00
1.723

MAW

77*3
4".00
4.04os.ooo

1A62Ao

67MW

mO

25.826.000
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CHART 1

UTILITY INDUSTRY
Expenditures for New Plant & Equipment

$60 ($ BILLIONS) $54

$50 -

$40- ALL UTILITIES

$30 $32 25
$22 EEE "$2 EECTRIC UTILITIES _,,,,"'..

$20- '6 $18

$10 "21 $9$12

TELEPHONE UTILITIES
$ 4 I 1 ! I I I I ! I I I

1970 71 '72 73 74 '75 76 77 78 '79 1980
me (estimated)-

SOURCES: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE
DATA RESOURCES, INC.
KIDDER PEABODY
U.S.I.T.A. AND AT&T
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CHART 2

COMPARISON OF LEVERAGE
Telephone and Electric Utilities

% (TOTAL DEBT AS % OF TOTAL CAPITAL)

70 U.S. INDEPENDENT
TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

60 5% 
56%• 55%

ELECTRIC UTI LIT!IES*5%so-52% 49%

40 ~~~ AT&T

30 I ! I I I

1966 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 1975
*As compiled by Pacific Gas & Electric Company in est.

Comparative Financial Data : Fift Largest Utility Companies

SOURCE-- AS ABOVE- AT&T STATISTICAL REPORT, AND U.S.I.T.A. STATISTICS

*1
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CHART 3

LONG TERM "A"" UTILITY
INTEREST RATES

12%-

10.1%
10

4.8- W TREND LINE4.8% - . -

4

2

0 . I
1960 1965 1970 1975

SOURCE:- MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE
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CHART 4

COMPARISON OF PRE-TAX
INTEREST COVERAGE

Telephone and Electric tUtIs
9.0x --e.Tx

&0

70,07.0 9 
AT&T

4.2x ELECTRIC UTILITIES
cc4.0

zo

2x

U.S. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES

1967
t I I I I, 9 1972 In 1974 I1962 196 197 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975Et.

SOLACE: USLTA STATIST"S AT&T.
PACIFIC GAS & ELEClAIC 3 29 LARGEST ST1RAKOfT ELECTICS IN
COWPARA1TVE 1114CIAL DATA: FM1Y LARGEST UTTY COW.AES
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CHART 5

ASSETS REQUIRED TO GENERATE
ONE DOLLAR OF SALES REVENUE

$0.75
ALL MFG.

COMPANIES

$3.50

POWER
COMPANIES

$3.52

INDEPENDENT
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES

- SOURCES: FORTUNE 500 - MAY 1975
FORTUNE 50 - JULY 1975
U.S. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
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CHART S

UTILITY EMPLOYMENT
1974

1.790,000

990,000

55%

520.000

[] 280,000
iiii%

TOTAL TELEPHONE ELECTRIC & OTHER
COMBINATION
ELECTRIC & GAS

SOURCE. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

EMPLOYEES
(000)ooo)

2.000 [
1,5001-

1.000 -

500 -

100%
- • I • n
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CHART 7

CORRELATION BETWEEN CHANGES IN
INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT*

1948 - 1974

+3%

% CHANGE IN
TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT

0

CORRELATION a 69%

0

O•• 8
0

'o0•

So

0 0

-3% L-
-10% 0

% CHANGE IN NEW FIXED INVESTMENT

i0 1i 8 W U. & -mae- uni pem wy-ww U.S
emw m Ua lM - " k0ww "y wwr

SQUKE: U& OEPARTMENT OF COWWE

0
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CHART I

DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIOS
Utilities and Industrials

IGtK. 10 K
- S&P 60

- "UTILITI ES
.64% oooo 6 4%1

S&P 425

45%
1965 -1975
AVERAGE: UTILITIES =

- INDUSTRIALS

I I I -I - I I.
1965 '66 '67 '68 '69

SOURCE: STANDARD & POOR'S

'70 '71 '72
CORPORATION

"73 '74 1975 est.
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B,
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CHART 9

GTE DIVIDEND
REINVESTMENT PLAN

PARTICIPATION
(as a % of Registered Shareholders)

20% 19.4%

15% . 11.7% 14.6%14.5%

10.9%
10%

5%

0 JAN. JAN. JAN. JAN. JAN.
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$20 INVESTMENT
($ Millions)
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CHART 10

GTE SHAREHOLDERS

Number o
Shareholder

250.000

Total Registered Shareholders Compared to
Shareholders Participating in GTE's

Dividend Reinvestment Planrs

+ Q TOTAL REGISTERED
SHAREHOLDERS

PARTICIPATION

108.000

14.7%

63,000
: L. 2%J46.000 10.6% 4.3%

1307000

51-100 101-200 201-500 501-1000 OVER 1000
NUMBER OF SHARES HELD

NOTE: Participation as a percent of total registered
shareholders a 19.4%
74% of participants own 100 shares or less
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23.2%

200.000
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS,
SUBMITTED BY CLIFF MASSA, Il1, DIRECTOR OF TAXATION

SUMMARY

The National Association of Manufacturers encourages the Congress to take affirma-
tive action to begin to correct the long-standing tax bias against the capital formation
sector. We believe that positive steps to reduce tax obstacales to capital formation
are essential to meet the capital shortage, create productive new jobs, and thereby
help to SOLVE, not AGGRAVATE, the problem of large federal budget deficits.

We recommend the following tax objectives:
I. To help small business cope with its severe problems of capital generation, a

permanent extension of the corporate surtax exemption level at $50,000 in 1976 and
phasing up to $100,000 by 1981;

2. To help productive investment generally, a permanent extension of the investment
credit at no less than 10 percent for all taxpayers with no basis adjustment, a liberaliza-
tion of the 50 percent income tax limitation and an end to the 3-5-7 rule;

3. To better enable industry to meet governmentally-mandated environmental quality
standards with minimum disruptions of productive investment programs, allow a full
deduction for capital expenditures on qualified pollution-control facilities in the year
the costs are incurred;

4. Modernize our cost recovery system to more fully reflect obsolescence as well
as replacement cost and make it fully competitive with treatment offered overseas,
through a capital recovery allowance system such as proposed in H.R. 7543;

5. To infuse the whole corporate sector with needed cash flow and to help correct
the long-standing tax inequity of double taxation of corporate level for dividends paid,
eventually phasing up to a 100 percent deduction; and

6. An across-the-board reduction in corporate and individual tax rates.

CONTENTS

Summary
Contents
i. Need for a Better Climate for Capital Formation

Financial Constraints on Private Sector Investment
Capital Needs and Savings Potential

11. Specific Tax Policy Recommendations
I. Rate Structure
2. Investment Credit
3. Full Deduction for Pollution-Control Facilities
4. Capital Recovery Allowances
5. Tax Treatment of Dividends

APPENDIX A: Economic Impact of a Permanent 10% Investment Tax Credit
for all Taxpayers

APPENDIX B: Economic Impact of a Capital Recovery Allowance System,
H.R. 7543

APPENDIX C: Initial Impact and Net Federal Revenue Estimates for Proposed
Tax Revisions

The National Association of Manufacturers appreciates this opportunity to present
its views on the most critical issue of tax policy and job creation. The Association
represents 13,000 members primarily engaged in manufacturing operations and employ-
ing a majority of the industrial labor in the United States.

Our statement is divided into two parts: (i) discussion of capital formation and
future capital "shortage" and (11) some specific tax policy recommendations to deal
with the situation as we see it.

The invitation for this statement requests an estimate of the impact of any Iong-
term capital shortage on jobs. gross national product, and government revenues. Specific
forecasts of economic sector impacts of a potential capital short-fall are, of course,
very speculative. However, It is possible, and much more feasible, to assess the mag-
nitude of the potential shortage-itself and estimate the approximate economic effects
of some specific tax proposals to deal with it. We have attempted to do .this in
part II of the statement.
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I. NEED FOR A BETTEaR CLIMATE FoR CAPITAL FORMATION

During the last two years, capital formation in our economy again has become
a critical concern. There has been an increased awareness within the business communi-
ty, the Administration and Congress, and within the labor movement of the importance
of capital formation as the seed corn for a productive economy.

This concern transcends most of the arguments over economic growth, the limits
of natural resources and the environment. It recognizes that for the foreseeable future
we are going to have to fuel the production process with increased amounts of net
new investment just to stay even in terms of REAL PER CAPITA LIVING STANDARDS
and to improve upon current unemployment rates.

Forecasting private capital investment demands and available savings supply over,
say, a ten-year period, is not a simple matter. Perhaps too much has been made
of some attempts to aggregate investment "needs"' by sector. Bpt the basic point
remains that all known forecasts agree that there will be very substantial capital require-
ments In the coming decade-not only to keep up some semblance of productivity
growth, but to account for mandated environmental and personal safety standards
and at least get a start on energy self-sufficienc . We can take as given that growth
in investment demands over the next decade wilr be AT LEAST as large as the average
annual increase in the 196S-1970 period. To our knowledge, no authoritative source
has come to any different conclusion.

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS ON PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT

Unfortunately, in the past twenty years there has been a dramatic deterioration
in the financial structure of business that raises serious doubts about the ability of
major portions of the corporate sector to finance their future capital requirements.
This is a "known" fact, not a statistical exercise as to the future.

While there has been considerable documentation offered by others, the point bears
re-emphasis in some detail.

The change in private sector financial structure can be summarized by three
phenomena: a sharp reduction in business liquidity, a substantial rise in 'the cost of
borrowing, and a growing difficulty in equity financing.

Non-financial corporate business has sharply increased the proportion of external
funds in its financing operations. The ratio of external funds to nternally-generated
funds had increased steadily from 29 percent in 1950 to 85 percent in 1974. A
similar trend is also seen In the declining ratio of internal funds to investment expendi-
tures. In 1960 the ratio was 88.9 percent and in 1974, it was 64.7 percent. -

INTERNAL FUNDS AS A PERCENT OF INVESTMENT EXPENDITURES-NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
[billions of current dollars

Internal Investment
funds expenditures Percent

1960 -------------------------------------------- $34.4 $38.7 88.9
1961 ------------------------------------------ 35.6 36.3 98.1
f962 ------------.----------------------------- 41.8 43.6 95.9
1963 ------------------------------------------- 43.9 45.2 97.1
1964 ------------------------------------------- 50.5 51.6 97.9
1965 ----------------------------------------- 56.6 62.3 90.0
1966 --_--------- ------------------------------ 61.2 76.5 80.0
1967 ------------------------------------------- 61.5 71.4 86.1
1968 ------------------------------------------- 61.7 75.0 82.3
1969 ------------------------------------------ 60.7 83.7 72.5
1970 ------------------------------------------- 59.4 84.0 70.7
1971 ------------------------------------------- 68.0 87.2 78.0
1972 ----------------------.-------------------- 78.7 102.5 76.8
1973 ..........................---------------- 84.6 121.5 69.6
1 9 7 4 -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 1 .5 1 2 5 .9 6 4 .7

As shown in the table above, the first half of the 1960's internal funds had financed
on the average 94.6 percent of capital expenditures. (It was also during this period.
that plant and equipment expenditures had grown most rapidly.) Since then, the percent-
age of investment expenditures financed by borrowing for the period 1970-1974 had
increased more than six times over that for the period 1960-1965.

In raising external capital, there has been increasing reliance upon debt. Debt-equity
ratios for manufacturing companies have risen sharply since 1964. For example, for
all manufacturing corporations in 1964, debt-equity ratios averaged 25.4 percent and
only four Industry groups of the twenty groups had ratios over 40 percent. By 1973,
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the average had increased to 44 percent and sixteen of the twenty industry ;roups
had ratios over 40 percent. An increase in corporate illiquidity is also seen in the
ratio of total liabilities to net worth for nonfinancial corporations. In 1955, this ratio
was .91. By 1974, the ratio had risen to 1.89. Furthermore, the proportion of liquid
assets-that is, cash plus selected security holdinp-to all corporate assets dropped
from 15 percent to 9 percent between 1955 and 1974.

The cost of borrowing also has risen substantially with the increasing need for external
funds. In the 1947-1966 period, corporate borrowing rates on average remained under
5 percent and the after-tax return on invested capital was about 12 percent on average.
Thus, a substantial additional return was offered for investing in risk situations. Now
interest rates have risen to 10 percent and the return of capital remaines at about
12 percent. If the opportunity cost of capital expenditures Is a 10 percent return
with virtually no risk, why spend money to increase plant and equipment to earn
an uncertain 2 percent additional return?

The increase in interest rates without a corresponding gain in the rate of return
has resulted in the evaporation of the market for new equity issues. As interest rates
rise, investors become more attracted to debt Instruments, which guarantee fixed interest
payments, than equity shares which offer no suchcertain return. Consequently, an
increase in interest rates relative to the rate of return on equity constrains a firm's
ability to sell new equity issues.

During the five years from 1968-1972, new equity Issues ranged from a low of
778 to a record high in 1969 of 1,792. Even in 1972, 1,400 issues were brought
to market. For all of 1974, there were only 154 new issues. Moreover, for the last
six months of 1974, there were only ten new issues which raised over $1 million,
and only six of these were for over $3 million. The total amount of new equity
funds raised for the year was $3.1 billion compared with over $13 billion in 1972.

a ' A study by the New York Stock Exchange reports that, at current price-earnings
- ratios, a corporation must earn approximately 14 percent of new capital in order
to maintain the earnings of existing shareholders. Chase Econometrics also predicts
that the total return on equities would have to be in excess of 15 percent if new
issues are to be competitive with other forms of financial instruments. Such high
returns may not be attainable. Thus, many companies cannot issw new stock without
diluting the earnings of existing shareholders.

The increase in corporate illiquidity and rising capital costs has resulted in a sluggish
performance in business investment (in real terms) since the mid-sixties. As shown
in the table below, the period of 1960-1965 marked -a high point- in such investment
but the ensuing five years, real growth fell sharply and in th early seventies nearly
evaporated. If the estimated spending to meet environmental and safety--standards is
removed, real growth in 1970-1975 was negative.

PRIVATE FIXED NONRESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT

Average of
Billions of annual changes

1973 dollars (Percent)'

1955 ----------------------------------------------- 61.2
1956 --------------------------------------------- 65.2
1957 --------------------------------------------- 66.0 1.6 (1955-60)
1958 --------------------------------------------- 58.9
1959 ------------------------------------------ -- 62.9
1960 --------------------------------------------- 66.0
1961 --------------------------------------------- 65.6
1962 --------------------------------------------- 70.9
1963 ------------- -------------------------------- 73.5 7.8 (1960-65)
1964 ---------------------------------------------- 81.0
1965 ---------------------------------------------- 95.6
1966 ---------------------------------------------- 106.1
196 7 ---------------------------------------------- 10 3.5
1968 ---------------------------------------------- 108.0 3.0 (1965-70)
1969 ---------------------------------------------- 114.3
1970 ---------------------------------------------- 110.0
1971 -.-------------------------------------------- 108.3
1972 ---------------------------------------------- 116.8
1973 ---------------------------------------------- 131.3 0.8 (1970-75)
1974 -------------------------------------------- 127.5
1975 (prel.) --------------------------------------- 112.4

'Note.-To minimize distortions due to last two Oeriods ending in recission- 1970 and 1975-
comparison is based on average of annual change within the five-year periods.

Source: The Economic-Report of the President. February 1976. Table C-2. p. 172.
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With the national goal of energy self-sufficiency and clean environment, investment
requirements in the future will be enormous by any measure. Unfortunately, with
internal liquidity at such a low level, with bond yields at an historically high level,
and with equity financing virtually nonexistent, there is a real question whether business
has the means and the incentive to meet the capital requirements of the future.

CAPITAL NEEDS AND SAVINGS POTENTIAL

The New York Stock Exchange has estimated that capital requirements in the private
sector for the period 1974-1985 will amount to $4.5 trillion and that, in the absence
of any major now stimulus to saving, a capital gap of $500 billion will be inevitable
over the next decade. Several other organizations have launched similar investigations
and have come up with the same conclusion as the NYSE. According to a General
Electric study, the capital requirements of nonfinancial corporations wil average $312
billion a year during the years 1977 through 1980, compared with $183 billion in
1974. If there is no change in the present tax law governing the rate of capital
cost recovery and other aspects of federal tax policy, the GE economists predict
a capital gap of $50 billion a year, unless industry is to go even deeper into debt.

Chase Econometrics has estimated that it would require a total of $4.6 trillion
investment over the next decade to return the rate of increase in productivity to
the levels which were obtained in the 1947-1966 period. Chase also estimated that,
given the present tax structure and policy, the total amount of savings will be around
$4.2 trillion. This results in a gap of $400 billion, which coincidentally is the size
of the additional revenues accruing to the government sector under a hi her rowth
of GNP. Thus. if the federal government is willing to return this extra $400 billion
in revenues to the corporatioAs, the economy will be able to generate enough investment
to regain a level of growth in productivity or 3 percent per year.

As noted before, the estimates of gross private domestic investment needed over
the next decade have generated lively debate and skepticism about the validity of
the forecasts. In order to assess whether these numbers are realistic, we take simple
trend extrapolations of constant-dollar investment using an annual growth of 3.5 percent
for real investment and a rate of inflation of 5 percent per year, and obtain- $3.9
trillion. When we assume higher rates of real growth (4 percent) and inflation (6
percent), the total amount of investment reaches-$4.5 trillion. Based on these extrapola-
tions, it is not unreasonable to state that the capital requirements over the next decade
will be about. S4-4.5 trillion. Similar to the studies cited above, most estimates fall
-in this range.

Of the more than $4 trillion of estimated investment requirements, the broad energy
sector (petroleum, gas. coal. electric utilities, synthetic fuels, and nuclear) will require
the largest bulk outside of the housing and agricultural sector. The energy -sector's
cumulative investment requirements amount to $824 billion, or 18.3 percent of the
total according to the NYSE study. A detailed breakdown of total investment require-
ments by each industry group is shown in the table following. The importance of
the energy sector can be found not only in terms of absolute dollar amounts but
also in the annual rate of growth of its investment needs. Capital spending in the
energy industry is expected to increase 13 percent per annum, while the overallaverage
for all other industries will be 10 percent. In view of the nation's desire for energy
self-sufficiency through increased supply of fossil fuels and the development of alterna-
tive sources, a vigorous investment demand by the energy industry is both expected
and necessary. In fact, taking into consideration these large energy capital needs as
well as the capital required to meet environmental goals, capital requirements for
the future may be well above the simple trend extrapolation estimates cited above.

PwOJEcTioNs OF CAPITAL SPENDING BY SECTOR 1974-85

(Billions of Percent of
current dollars) total

; Plant and equipment spending ------------------------------ $2,568 57.0

Petroleum. gas, coal, synthetic fuels, and nuclear -------------- 424 9.4
Electric utilities ------------------------------------------- 400 8.9
Basic materials (iron and steel, nonferrous metals, stone, clay,

glass. rubber, paper, and chemicals) ---------. -- -... - ----- 328 7.3
Transportation and transportation equipnient ------------------ 225 5.0
Communications and service -------------------------------. 772 17.1
Other ------------------------------------------------ 419 9.3

Residential construction .-.----. .----.----------.---------- 1.085 24.1
Agriculture and change in inventories --------------------------- 850 18.9

Total private domestic investment .................... - 4,50)3 100.0

Source: The New York Stock Exchange, The Capital Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S.
Economy. September 1974.
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While agreeing on the importance or capital formation, some economists contend
that the economy will not be faced with a capital shortage. They acknowledge that
our capital requirements will indeed be large, but argue that the amounts are not
out of line with past saving and investment ratios in periods of high employment.
Data Resources, Inc. has estimated the rates of interest that will be required to finance
a $4.4 trillion investment for the period 1975-1985. They predict the cost of financing
will be high in 1980 to 1985, but conclude that the projected capital expenditures
can be met without a shortage crisis. Several highly optimistic assumptions are critical
to their conclusion: a moderate speed of recovery to generate large flows of saving,
stable monetary policy, a reduction in the government deficits, and no severe inflation.

Similarly, according to a recent study by the Brookings Institution, capital formation
needs through 1980 could be met if the federal government reverse d its persistent
budget deficits and shifted to a surplus position as the economy regained strength.
The amount of the surplus needed was estimated to be about I percent of GJP
if unemployment were reduced to 5 percent. They argue that, since this surplus is
within the capabilities of our present fiscal system, special efforts to revise the present
tax system would not be necessary to induce more savings in a high-employment
economy.

This argument ignores how much bu, iness has been financially weakened by the
events of the past decade and how this predicatment hampers future business growth.
Even if it could be shown that the future investment requirements are in accordance
with the past rates of investment, these numbers themselves say nothing of possible
difficulties in meeting these investment requirements.

II. SPEcIfic TAX POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Tax policy certainly is not the only factor affecting the adequacy of capital formation
in the private sector, but it can be critical at the margin and may well determine
the success or failure of regaining a better productivity performance and achieving
more satisfactory increases in REAL income for workers.

Congress obviously faces difficult choices right now when it comes to reducing
tax obstacles to capital formation in the context of multi-billion dollar federal budget
deficits and still very worrisome inflationary potentials in the economy.

We believe the justification for reducing any taxes in periods of such sulistantial
budget deficits to be simply the fact that estimated DIRECT revenue impacts as related
to these tax proposals are not realistic figures-particularly in periods of remaining
economic slack such as the present. When real investment is made and people are
put back to work, or new jobs created, as a result of the tax changes recommended,
the Federal income tax base will grow.

Where possible, therefore, we have obtained estimates of the feedback effect of
proposed tax changes in terms of investment, employment, and the federal tax base
Itself.

I) RATE STRUCTURE

It could be concluded that the best of all worlds in terms cf a capital-conscious
tax policy might be simply to reduce the basic corporate and individual tax rates.
Indeed, there is much to say for such a program as the simplest and most desirable
means of encouraging productive investment from an overall economic viewpoint.

However, we believe the economic and political realities preclude an across-the-
board reduction in these rates now sufficient to accommodate the necessary investment
encouragement for basic industries and industrial productivity. You can get more stimu.
lus. per dollar of direct revenue cost, for investment in productive facilities through
liberalized depreciation or investment credits or both than you can with general rate
reduction. This is just the way the arithmetic works out.

Further, there are serious flaws in the tax structure-the penalty on equity investment
and under-depreciation of physical assets-that would remain even with a substantial
cut in corporate rates. We believe these problems need to be redressed in any case.

There is, however, one specific recommendation we would like to make for the
corporate rate structure right now. We recommend that the corporate surtax exemption
be increased from its present temporary $50,000 level to $100,000 permanently. This
would be more responsive to the special problems of capital generation faced by
small business that Congress recognized in part in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

We believe the case to be compelling to build on the recent action with a permanent
$100,000 exemption. To soften the direct revenue impact, the $50,000 exemption
could be extended for the rest of 1976 (and the additional $50,000 phased in over
a five-year period as under H.R. 2288 (Archer, R-Tex.). The full year initial revenue
impact of a $50,000 exemption (over $25,000) in 1976 would be $1.6 billion.

6-117 0 - 76 -- Is
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2) INVESTMENT CREDIT-

Extending the temporary 10 percent investment credit on a permanent basis is an
obvious, and easily-accomplished, step to help the capital investment situation. For
maximum effectiveness of' 10 percent credit, there should be no basis adjustment
and it should be made applicable to expenditures as they are actually incurred. A
phased-in procedure for the latter was initiated by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975
or certain types of assets, but consideration should be given to accelerating or eliminat-

ing this phase-in and- also allowing to all industry the liberalized limitations allowed
the public utility sect~r. under the 1975 act.

Depending on action on the limitations and timing or the qualification of expenditures
incurred, the above recommendations would have relatively little initial revenue impact,
but it is important for planning purposes and a stable investment climate to have
a commitment to a permanent credit made now rather than at the end of 1976
when the present 10 percent credit is scheduled to revert to 7 percent.

In 1975, the NAM released the TAX IMPACT PROJECT REPORT which attempted to
measure the overall economic consequences of various tax proposals by tying member
survey results to an econometric model, in this case, the Data Resources. Inc. model.
This project indicates that extension of the 10 percent credit on a permanent basis
(even without the other recommended liberalizations) could result in an additional
$24 billion in real fixed investment over the next five years and an additional 340,000
jobs. (See Appendix A.) Furthermore, the NET revenue impact-that is, the result
of additional investment and jobs on the tax base netted against the direct revenue
loss-would turn positive within this period. There would be an absolute Fain to the
Treasury even using very conservative economic assumptions as to the 'feedback"
effect.

These figures are based on simple extension of the 10 percent credit. If it were
made permanent at a higher level, an even more positive and forceful impact would
result.

3) FULL DEDUCTION FOR POLLUTION-CONTROL FACILITIES

Governmentally-mandated standards for pollution control may serve worthwhile pur-
poses, but they result in relatively nonproductive expenditures of capital by American
industry. Funds which otherwise could be spent to expand and modernize plant capacity
and employment are diverted to pollution control uses. If these funds are not readily
available, the result may be the closing of plants altogether because the required
standards cannot be met.

To ease the impact of such expenses on the level of productive investment, all
costs for governmentally-mandated pollution control facilities should be fully deductible
in the year incurred. The existing five-year amortization provisions, without the invest-
ment tax credit, are wholly inadequate measures in this area.

The revenue impact of full deduction in the first year (without an investment tax
credit) would be approximately $1.9 billion in 1976, $1.6 billion in 1977 and $1.5
billion in 1978.

4) CAPITAL RECOVERY ALLOWANCES

Current methods of depreciation are based on the "useful life" concept rather than
full recovery of invested costs. The problem with the useful life concept is that its
theoretical recovery of invested -capital does not work in the real world of today's
inflationary pressures and technological change. The Ionger the depreciable life assigned
to an asset class, the more devastating the effect of inflation. This is particularly
true with regard to manufacturing industries because the bulk of their assets have
minimum depreciable lives of at least nine years. The principal result is insufficient
internal capital formation.

The Revenue Act of 1971 introduced the Class Life System and ADR, and these
reforms have increased somewhat the speed of cost recovery for companies which
can handle the complexities of the ADR system. However, they are still tied to the
useful life concept and their purpose can be frustraed by the inability of many busi-
nesses-particularly small businesses-to adopt them.

Eroded as they are by the effects of inflation, depreciation allowances are still
critically important for meeting our capital needs. In fact, at $84 billion in 1975.
corporate capital consumption allowances accounted for well over half of total business
saving available for investment. Therefore any changes in this area can make very
substantial differences in our capital formation picture.

The NAM recommends a complete change in the cost recovery system in the Code
through enactment of a capital recovery allowance system which would be an optional
alternative to the existing depreciation methods, such as in H.R. 7543. In outline
form. it would include the following features:
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Section 1245 property [pachneqxy-and equipment) would be subject to an ac-
celerated five-year write-o

Certified pollution control facilities, whether equipment or structures, also would
he subject to an accelerated five-year write-off;

Part of section 1250 property-that is. industrial buildings used in the process
of manufacturing, extraction, transportation, communication, etc.-would be subject
to an accelerated ten-year write-off-;

No salvage values would be used;
Taxpayers would elect deductions of 0 percent to the maximum allowed for

any year and unused deducations would be carried forward indefinitely;
The system would be applicable as costs are incurred;
A full year convention could be applied for all costs;
The system would be an optional alternative to conventional depreciation or

amortization.
Detailed estimates of the estimated direct revenue impact and feedback effect of

increased investment and employment under this bill have been made by Norman
B. Ture, a Washington-based economic consultant. They show that the program could
be self-sustaining even in the first year-that is, the revenue generated by increased
economic activity immediately could offset the direct revenue loss. (See Appendix
B.) However, the program could be implemented in stages to minimize the direct
revenue impact if necessary. The total employment effect from implementing the system
at once could amount to 3.4 million additional jobs in the first year rising to 5.2
million new jobs in the third year.

5) TAX TREATMENT OF DIVIDENDS

The economy has endured a long time with double taxation of dividends--first at
the corporate level through the corporate income tax on earnings and then at the
shareholder level through the individual income tax or earnings paid as dividends.
Because of this, some claim it just doesn't matter. In fact, most efforts to enact
relief from such double taxation have fallen largely on deaf ears. Even the very limited
4 percent credit for dividends received by individuals was repealed as part of the
1964 general tax reduction legislation.

We believe it does matter-that the apparent indifferent has been a case of learning
to walk with a limp. Perhaps this limp didn't become really noticeable until the equity
and new issues markets collapsed in the 1970's, and the vital public utility sector
ran into its financial crunch. Nevertheless, the problem has been with us right along.

In our view, the simplest and most equitable means of security relief from the
present penalty situation would be a deduction at the corporate level for dividends
paid. This method would assure directly a much needed increase in cash flow for
productive investment for virtually the entire corporate sector. It would breathe new
life into the equity markets, and correct the long-standing inequity as to tax treatment
of equity versus debt financing. It would avoid the problems of horizontal inequities
which could result from providing credits or exclusions to shareholders with dividend
income while taxpayers with equivalent earned income would remain fully taxable.

To phase out double taxation, the NAM recommends a 25 percent corporate deduc-
tion for dividends paid, to be increased to 100 percent thereafter. Based on Treasury
figures for 1977 and beyond, a 23 percent deduction would have an initial revenue
impact of about $4.25 billion.

Appendix A. - Economic impact of a permanent 10 percent investment tax credit for all taxpayers'

Annual
average 5 year cum-

Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 3 (percept) ulative total

Real fixed investment:
Percent---------- +3.06 +3.89 +3.85 +3.88 +4.05 +3.73 ----------
1958 dollars in billions .. +3.44 +4.77 +5.04 +5.36 +5.17 ------------ +24.48

Manuf. employment:
Percent ----------- +.90 +1.00 +.92 +.98 + 1.01 +.96 ...........
Thousands of jobs ...... +180 +210 +190 +210 +220 .......................

Total employment:
Percent ............ +.10 +.24 +.28 +.33 +.37 +.27 ............
Thousands ofjobs ------ 80_ +200 +250 +300 +340 .......................

Real GNP:
Percent .............. +.41 +,51 +.55 +.62 +.67 +.56 ----------
1958 dollars in billions.. +3.82 +4.99 +5.63 +6.59 +7.38 ------------ +28.41

Federal tax receipts:
Percent --------- --.46 -. 37 -. 30 -. 14 +.05 -. 24 ------------
Current dollars in

billions ------------ -1.3 - 1.6 -1.42 -. 72 +.28 ------------ -5.30

Compared to a 7 percent credit forknonutility taxpayers and 4 percent for public utilities,
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This table has been excerpted from the NAM's Tax Impact Project Report, dated

August 1975. The figures are estimated changes in investment, employment, GNP,
and net federal tax receipts for 1977-81 from what otherwise would occur. This assumes
roughly an eighteen month period for the 10 percent credit to be fully effective.

These results were generated by inputting survey responses from over 300 industrial
and utility companies into the Data Resources, Inc. macroeconomic model. The figures
are intended to show the order of magnitude of the impact of a 10 percent credit
and not intended to represent precise economic forecasts.

APPENDIX B. - Economic impact of a capital recovery allowance system H.R. 7.543

Year I Year 2 Year 3

Private capital investment: Dollars in billions----------------+ 19.0 . + 23.9 + 24.0
Total employment: In thousands--- -.........--------- -+ 3.430 f- 4.530 + 5,220
Private GNP: Dollars in billions ................ ... + 38.6 + 79.8 + 93.9
Initial impact Federal revenue estimates: Dollars in billions ... - 14.8 -25.6 -31.7
Net Federal revenue impact: Dollars in billions---------------+ 8.3 + 7.4 + 7.9

This table has been developed from an economic analysis by Norman B. Ture,
Inc., Economic Consultants, Washington, D.C., as revised in January 1976. It assumes
a capital recovery allowance system as described in H.R. 7543, effective January I,
1975. It should also be noted that these estimates were originally based on continuation
of a 7 percent investment tax credit.

Again, the figures are intended to show the direction and order of magnitude of
the economic impact of the proposal, not precise forecasts.

APPENDiX C. - Initial impact and net Federal revenue estimatesfor proposed tax revisions
IMillions ofdollars1

1973 1976 1977 1978 1979
$50,000 surtax exemption: Initial impact .. ... - 1,649 -1.810 .........
Permanent 10 percent investment credit:

-Initial impact ... _ -3.235 -3.395 -3.366
Net impact .-. . . . .......................... - 1.830 - 1.610 - 1.420

Pollution control expensing: Initial impact .......... - 1.900 - 1.600 - 1,578 ..........
Capital recovery allowances (staring in 19753):

Initial impact -.-................--.. - 14800 -25.600 -31.700 ..............
Net impact .......... - ------------ +8.300 + 7,400 - 7.900 ...................

Dividend deduction: Initial impact ---------------------- -4.250 -- _ -------- _ ---

It should be noted that, while the Ture study (Appendix B) and the Tax Impact
Project Report (Appendix A) both worked to generate overall economic impact data
including net revenue estimates, the two studies used somewhat different methodologies
and basic economic assumptions. The difference is most striking in terms of potential
feedback effects on the federal revenue base and net federal revenues-the capital
recovery allowance proposal indicating possible immediate net revenue gains owing
to its stimulative effect on the economy. While the extension of the 10 percent invest-
ment credit is projected to have a considerably less dramatic effect, it should be
noted that, under the Tax Impact Project methodology, repeat of the 7 percent invest-
ment credit would have the following estimated effects which, in order of magnitude,
are more in line with the results of the capital recovery allowance analysis (although,
of course, in the opposite direction).

Annual 5 yewaverage cumulative
Yew I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 (percent) total

Real fixed investment:
Percent ............... -4.17 -5.31 -5.25 -5.30 -5.54 -5.11 ............
1958 dollars i billion _.. -4.68 -6.52 -6.88 -7.32 -3.03 .............. -33.43

Mam actudin employment:
Percent ................ -1.25 -1.32 -1.25 -1.37 -1.45 -1.33 ..............
Tboummds ofjobs ........ -250 -270 -260 -290 -310 ............................

Total tenloymei:
Parce ................-. 15 -. 34 -. 38 -.44 -.51 -. 36 ..............
Thouaaadso(jobs ........ --120 -290 -330 -390 -470 ............................

Real GNP:
Peent ................ -.38 -. 70 -.74 -. 85 -,9-5 S...........
1938 dollarsobillions.... -5.40 -6.35 -7.58 -9.04 -10.46 ............ -39.33

Fedural tax receipts:
Percent ......--------- +.62 +.52- +.43 +.22 -.03 +.35...........
Current dollars inbillions.. +2.46 42.27 +2.04 +1.13 -. 17 -------------- +7.73
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Note: This table assumes the existence of a 7 percent investment tax credit (4 percent

for utilities). Similar but greater results could be expected to occur if the credit (now
10_percent under P.L. 94-12) were to be repeated.

Complete details on the methodology and basic economic assumptions underlying
both the cost recovery program and Tax Impact Project analysis are available.

UNITED STATES LEAGUE OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS
Washington. D.C. February 20. 1976.

Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Hon. BILL Bocx.
Committee on Finance.
U.S. Senate Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATORS BENTSEN AND BROCa: Thank you for your letter of February 17.
We are pleased to respond to your request for a statement on the importance of
enacting tax legislation that will help to meet the growing capital needs of our country
in order to create more jobs and to promote stable and noninflationary economic
expansion. We are happy to respond, particularly with respect to the thrift and housing
industries.

It is the judgment of the leaders in these industries that the American economy
faces a capital shortage in terms of meeting capital needs for both the private and
public sectors of the economy. Particularly in the housing areas, it will be necessary
to develop a substantially larger supply of capital if funds are to be available at
interest rates that will encourage business expansion on the one hand and home owner-
ship on the other.

The extended argument as to the degree of capital shortage can only be resolved
with respect to the levels of interest rates that are expected to prevail. It is unlikely
that a shortage of capital would exist at long term interest rates of i or 20 percent,
but it is extremely likely that a shortage of capital will exist if we are thinking in
terms of long term interest rates in the 6 to 7 percent range. To get lower interest
rates high levels of saving are needed to create a large enough supply of capital
to bring interest rates to reasonable levels-levels which would encourage borrowing
by business firms and thus lead to economic expansion. To accomplish these purposes,
special incentives to encourage higher savings levels -appear to be needed. Last year
the American people saved at higher rates than they have since shortly after World
War II. This has been most encouraging and has been one of the factors leading
to a reduction in inflationary pressures.

To assure the continuation of high rates of personal saving, a special tax incentive
is believed to be necessary. (See attached memo on "Tax Code Bias Against Savings").
Such an incentive could take a variety of forms. We have from time to time recom-
mended that a basic amount of income be excluded from personal tax, perhaps up
to $600 for individual savers. We have also recommended, in lieu of such an exclusion.
a tax credit in the $130 to $200 range. Because of our recent experience with the
widespread interest in individual retirement accounts as voted by Congress in 1974,
(in part at least because of the tax deferral feature involved) we would be interested
in the development of a similar plan of tax deferral for long term savings accounts
which would have as their objective the achievement of home ownership or the educa-
tion of children.

We are thankful for the opportunity to submit our comments. We encourage your
subcommittee to make every effort to develop programs which will assure that we
will not face capital-shortages and exhorbitant interest rates in the years ahead.

Sincerely,
ARTHUR M. WEIMER.

THE TAX CODE aWAS AGAINST SAVINGS

As now structured, the Federal income tax tends to discourage savings relative to
current consumption. This bias can be demonstrated. Assume that a family wants
the option of : I) having $1,000 available for immediate spending; or, 2) accumulating
$1,030 by the end of a year by saving its available funds in an account earning
5 percent per annum. In a tax-free environment, the family obviously needs only
$1,000 in income at -the outset to have $1,000 available for current consumption
or to accumulate $1.050 at the end of the year by using a savings account. Now,

-consider what happens if a tax of 50 percent is imposed on income, including savings'
interest. To have $1,000 available for current consumption, the family income at the
outset must be $2.000. If the family then chooses to save the $1,000 available. $S0
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in interest will be earned by year's end. but half will go to the tax collector, leaving
only SI,025 accumulated. To accumulate $1,050 through saving, the family must start
out not with $2,000-but with twice that amount, or $4,000.

As the paragraph above demonstrates, the imposition of the 50 percent tax doubles
the amount needed to maintain the purchasing power for immediate consumption-but
quadruples the amount needed to maintain the same benefit when the individual chooses
instead to defer consumption and realize savings.

The Internal Revenue Code, as presently structured, accentuates this bias by allowing
deductions for interest charged on borrowings while taxing interest earned on savings.
This is particularly true in an inflationary economy. Consumers are discouraged from
saving for future purchases when their de psit earnings are taxed; conversely, they
are encouraged to "'but now, pay later," utilizing installment credit plans, when they
know that the interest will be deductible and that the debt will be repaid in cheapened
dollars.

These relationships illustrate the bias of the Tax Code against savings. To redress
this imbalance, a tax incentive-rather than-a tax deterrent-seems clearly justified.
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Statement of G. Shelby Friedrichs, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
HOWARD, WElL, LABOUlSSE, FRIEDRICHS INCORPORATED

New Orleans, Louisiana ,

CAPITAL FORMATION

I believe it goes without saying that Capital Formation is the lifeblood of

the Free Enterprise System. A continuous flow of capital to industry is necessary to

provide the machinery and working capitol which, in turn, provide jobs for our people.

This, In turn, provides Spendable Income which in turn provides more jobs, a higher

standard of living, etc.

In order to encourage this flow of capital to Industry, we need to make it

attractive to Investors to place their funds in the securities (particularly equity securities)

of our corporations. Since this always involves a degree of risk, there must be a

corresponding opportunity for gain.

It is our smoller,growing aropnies that are most in need of equity capitol,

but it Is their equity securities that involve the highest degree of risk.

One of the ways that has been advanced as a means of providing some

completion to investors in order -to encourage them to take this risk is Senator Bentsen's

proposal to exempt the first $1,000 in Capital Gains realized in any calendar year from

taxation. However, it is my opinion that this is not a sufficiently large amount. While

this will undoubtedly provide an incentive for a large number of small investors to accept

the risk of investing in the smaller emerging companies, it is my opinion, that more than

this needs to be done. Larger investors must also be provided with this incentive, and I

would think that the number should, therefore, be $5,000 and not $1,000.
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The greatest thing, however, that Congress could do to channel funds into

these smaller emerging companies would be to free up funds that ore now "locked in" in

very substantial amounts which ore owned by investors who will not pay the Capital

GainsTax for the privilege of moving funds from one investment to mother.

There ore billions of dollars of securities of companies that have had spec-

tacular growth over the last twenty-five years. Relatively small investments in companies

like IBM, Eastman Kodak, Xerox and even our New Orlean-based, Louisiana Land and

Exploration Company that ore owned by investors whose costs represent a very small per-

centage, like 3-5%, of the current value of their investment. For example, on investor

owning Louisiana Land worth $52,500, with a cost of $2,500 would have to pay a tax

of $12,500 of 23.8% of the value of his investment. If, in addition, he owned IBM

worth $103,000 which cost him $3,000 would have to pay a tax of $35,000 or 34% of

the value of his investment.

Even though he purchased these stocks when they were small emerging

companies twenty or thirty years ago and would like to move these funds out of these

companies now that they are mature, relatively, stable investments, into the stocks of

other smaller emerging companies whose securities are available at bargain prices in

today's market, he cannot and will not pay the Government such a high percentage of

his principal to make a switch. This dis-incentive to make the move is, of course,

further enhanced by the knowledge that these taxes may be entirely avoided at his

death, since our present laws call for no taxation of Capital Gains at death.

I testified before the House Ways and Means Committee in 1973, at which
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time, I advocated the following:

(1) A sliding scale of Capital Gains Tax based on length of time held,

Proposed Tax Rates
Length of Time Held onCapital Gains

6 months - I year 30.0%
Sye'r - 2 years 27.6%

2 yeors - 3 years 25.2%
3 years - 4 years 22.8%
4 years - 5 years 20.4%
5 years - 6 years 18.0%
6 year - 7 yean 15.6%
7 years- 8 years 13.2%
a years - 9 years 10.8%
9 years - 10 years 10.0%

10 years - 20 years 7.5%
Over 20 years 5.0%

(2) The taxation of Capital Gains at death on the same basis, with the

amount of such taxes due being deducted from any Estate Taxdue with the Estate Tax

being figured as called for in the Code.

Since I am completely convinced that Congress mode a terrible and almost

wholly unproductive mistake in raising the tax on Capital Gains to 35% on gains in

excess of $50,000 realized in any one year, I believe the scale could begin at 309.

It is the large investor with the largest gains who can best afford to accept the risks in-

cident to making an investment in the smaller emerging companies. He should be

encouraged and not discouraged from so doing.

Having given the matter further thought since my testimony in 1973, I would

now advocate that any Capital Gains Tax imposed be limited to 10% of the money in-

volved. For example, a stock is purchased for $1,000 and is sold eleven months later

for $1,500. The tax would be $150 (30% of the $500 gain). However, if a stock was
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purchased for $1 ,000 and sold within a year for $10,000, the tax would be $1,000

(10% of the money involved) and not $3,000 (30% of the gain).

In addition to the freeing up of billions of dollars to provide equity capital

for the smaller emerging companies, the adoption of this plan would also have the effect

of depressing the prices of the larger growth companies' stocks which tend to be over-

priced in the market place and creating demand for and raising the prices of the stocks

of the smaller emerging companies who most need the equity capital.

I would like to also offer for your consideration, a plan recently advanced

to the House Ways and Means Committee.Thot is the removal of the double taxation of

corporate dividends. Whether this should be done by providing corporations with an

exemption from the income tax of that port of their earnings which were distributed to

their stockholders in dividends, or whether it should be accomplished by simply exempting

from income taxes dividends received by investors from corporations which were paid

out of earnings already taxed at the corporate level, I will leave to the good judgement

of your Comnittee. The former would generate Internal Capital Formation by reducing

the tax burden on the corporations, leaving them with additional funds to invest in

machinery and equipment which would create more jobs. This would also tend to make

the stocks of these corporations more attractive to investors since it would increase net

earnings per share. The latter would not only leave investors with more funds to invest

in corporate equities but would also make them considerably more attractive to investors.

I strongly urge your serious consideration of the above, since I feel that it

is important to see our capitalistic, free enterprise system grow and provide jobs or we

will lose it to Socialism, if not to Communism. Looking bock over the accomplishments
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of this great notion in this Bicentennial year should certainly cause all of us to be proud

of the accomplishments of our forefathers, and should dedicate us to the fundamental

principles which mode it all possible.

G. Shelby Friedrichs

* QUALIFICATIONS:

Forty years in the Investment Securities Business
A founding Partner of Howard, Labouisse, Friedrichs & Company in 1946

(Our predecessor Partnership)
Seven years service as a Governor of the Association of Stock Exchange

Firms (1961 -4, 1967-69)
- (The trade association of the New York

Stock Exchange)
Governor, Securities Industry Association - 1971 (Its first year)
Member, Board of Governors, National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.

1962-65,(Chairman, National Business
Conduct Committee - 1964, Chairman of the
Board - 1965)
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STATEMENT ON CAPITAL FORMATION

By the

American Bankers Association

The American Bankers Association expresses its thanks to the Sub-

committee for an opportunity to comment on this important issue. We

have been concerned about the outlook for capital formation in our

economy. We have been engaged in a Joint effort with four other major

trade associations -- the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, The National Assoc-

iation of Manufacturers, The Securities Industry Association, and the

Committee on Publicly Owned Companies -- to reach a consensus on the

future capital requirements of our economy and policies needed to as-

sure that such requirements are met. The consensus reached is the

product of extensive study and deliberation, including a major con-

ference in New York City on May 19, 1975 in which more than 300 econ- --

omists, fiscal experts, business leaders, and government officials

participated.

The consensus is that legislation is needed to effect the fol-

lowing change$:

1. Eliminate double taxation of corporate dividends.

2. Increase the investment tax credit and make it permanent.
4

3. Improve capital cost recovery by adjusting and liberalizing
tax depreciation.

4. Readjust corporate and individual federal income tax rates
to effect reductions which will promote capital investment
in jobs and productive facilities.

5. Eliminate the witholding tax on portfolio investments of
foreign investors.

6. Reduce the burden of taxation of long-term capital gains,
including special consideration for gains realized by in-
dividuals, and liberalize the tax treatment of capital losses.

Tax legislation affecting capital formation is very important. It

will be a major factor in determining the tools that our children will

have available to them when they go to work. The most productive forms
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of capital in our economy are those that have long lives. This is the

type of capital that is most affected by tax legislation. We must there-

fore, look beyond the current business cycle and recent episodes of

economic instability. Even in periods of high unemployment such as the

present, capital that is created now will affect jobs and standards of

living for years beyond any period of recovery of the economy to full

employment.

In recent years, analysts have made various quantitative estimates

of U.S. capital needs over the-next five to ten years. Several recent

publications have highlighted the problem. Examples include: The

Capital Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S. Economy, by the New York

Stock Exchange; Capital Needs in the Seventies, by the Brookings Instit-

ution; and, most recently, A Study of Fixed Capital Requirements of the

U.S. Business Economy, 1971-1980, by the Bureau of Economic Analysis

which was sunarized in the President's Economic Report. These studies

seem to have been prompted by (1) the generally poor performance of the

U.S. economy in the area of capital investment over the past ten to

fifteen years, and (2) the fear that additional pressures would be put

on the capital formation process by government expenditures in non-pro-

ductive areas. These studies generally start with a list of needs for

capital investment. These needs are thenicompared to expectations of

economic growth and the savings that could be generated by such growth.

Some have concluded there will be a capital shortfall, others have con-

cluded that "We can afford the future -- but just barely".

These studies have been useful in highlighting the dimensions of a
I

very important economic problem. We would caution the Committee, however,

that forecasts of this type are very tenuous. At the very least, they
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should be considered guides to policy formulation, rather than pre-

dictions of actual happenings. One reason for this is that the list

of capital needs is not based on hard and fast choices that have al-

ready been made. Future policy decisions about such important needs

as pollution control, energy independence, and housing will be impor'

tantdeteminants of the amount of funds that will be available for

other forms of investments.

The savings behavior of government and its role in the provision

of ourfuture capital needs should be examined very carefully. Some of

the studies which conclude that a capital shortage will not occur do

so on the assumption that inflation will create a surplus in the feder-

al budget and thereby generate needed savings. In the absence of new

expenditure programs, inflation will generate a surplus by increasing

money incomes and putting individuals in higher tax brackets. If such

a scenario occurs, additional savings will be made available for capital

investment. However, inflation inevitably generates political pressures

for tax reductions to restore to consumers some of the real disposable

income lost through price increases. The pressure of tax reductions

under such circumstances would be reinforced by the public's increasing

concern over the total size of government. We do not believe that

forced savings generated by the interaction of inflation with the

progressive tax structure is a good method of providing for future

capital needs.

An adequate formulation of economic policy in the area of capital

formation cannot be made without a thorough examination of our past
j

record in this area. Here the record is quite clear, and the results

are disturbing. Since 1960, the growth of productivity in our economy

has been substantially below that of many of our major trading partners.

We have been saving less of our income than they have, and we have also
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been devoting less of our income to capital formation. Over time, the

amount of capital we have been providing for new entrants in the labor

force has declined substantially. Also, relative to our major trading

partner, our tax system is biased in favor of consumption.

These are some of the trends that have caused many astute observers

to become increasingly disturbed about the provision of our future capi-

tal needs. These same trends, and the research that has attempted to

project the effects of them, have stimulated the tax proposals mentioned

in the beginning of our statement. We do not regard these proposals as

definitive. We believe that they are a useful starting point for your

Committee as it begins its deliberations on this very difficult and im-

portant economic problem.
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STATEMENT ON CAPITAL FORMATION

By the

Aaerican Bankers Association

Presented to the-
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The American Bankers Association expresses its thanks to the Sub-

committee for an opportunity to comment on this important issue. We

have been concerned about the outlook for capital formation in our

economy. We have been engaged in a joint effort with four other major

trade associations -- the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, The National Assoc-

iation of Manufacturers, TO. s-,4t4es- Industry Association, and the

Committee on Publicly Owned Companies - to reach a consensus on the

future capital requirements of our economy and policies needed to as-

sure that such requirements are met. The consensus reached is the

product of extensive study and deliberation, including a major con-

ference in New York City on May 19, 1975 in which more than 300 econ-

omists, fiscal experts, business leaders, and government officials

participated.

The consensus is that legislation is needed to effect the fol-

lowing changes:

1. Eliminate double taxation of corporate dividends.

2. Increase the investment tax credit and make it permanent.

3. Improve capital cost recovery by adjusting and liberalizing
tax depreciation.

4. Readjust corporate and individual federal income tax rates
to effect reductions which will promote capital investment
in jobs and productive facilities.

5. Eliminate the witholding tax on portfolio investments of
foreign investors.

6. Reduce the burden of taxation of long-term capital gains,
including special consideration for gains realized by in-
dividuals, and liberalize the tax treatment of capital losses.

Tax legislation affecting capital formation is very important. It

will be a major factor in determining the tools that our children will

have available to them when they go to work. The most productive forms

49-117 0 - " .. is
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of capital in our economy are those that have long lives. This is the

type of capital that is most affected by tax legislation. We must there-

fore, look beyond the current business cycle and recent episodes of

economic instability. Even in periods of high unemployment such as the

present, capital that is created now will affect jobs and standards of

living for years beyond any period of recovery of the economy to full

employment.

In recent years, analysts have made various quantitative estimates

of U.S. capital needs over the next five to ten years. Several recent

publications have highlighted the problem. Examples include: The

Capital Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S. Economy, by the New York

Stock Exchange; Cpttal Needs in the Seventies, by the Brookings Instit-

ution; and, most recently, A Study of Fixed Capital Requirements of the

U.S. Business Economy, 1971-1980, by the Bureau of Economic Analysis

which was summarized in the President's Economic Report. These studies

seem to have been prompted by (1) the generally poor performance of the

U.S. economy in the area of capital investment over the past ten to-

fifteen years, and (2) the fear that additional pressures would be put

on the capital formation process by government expenditures in non-pro-

ductive areas; These studies generally start with a list of needs for

capital investment. These needs are then compared to expectations of

economic growth and the savings that could be generated by such growth.

Some have concluded there will be a capital shortfall, others have con-

cluded that "We can afford the future -- but Just barely".

These studies have been useful in highlighting the dimensions of a

very important economic problem. We would caution the Committee, however,

that forecasts of this type are very tenuous. At the very least, they
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should be considered guides to policy formulation, rather than pre-

dictions of actual happenings. One reason for this is that the list

of capital needs is not based on hard and fast choices that have al-

ready been nde. Future policy decisions about such important needs

as pollution control, energy independence, and housing will be impor-

tant determinants of the amount of funds that will be available for

other forms of investments.

The savings behavior of government and its role in the provision

of ourfuture capital needs should be examined very carefully. Some of

the studies which conclude that a capital shortage will not occur do

so on the assumption that inflation will create a surplus in the feder-

al budget and thereby generate needed savings. In the absence of new

expenditure programs, inflation will generate a surplus by increasing

money incomes and putting individuals in higher tax brackets. If such

a scenario occurs, additional savings will be made available for capital

investment. However, inflation inevitably generates political pressures

for tax reductions to restore to consumers some of the real disposable

income lost through price increases. The pressure of tax reductions

under such circumstances would be reinforced by the public's increasing

concern over the total size of government. We do not believe that

forced savings generated by the interaction of inflation with the

progressive tax structure is a good method of providing for future

capital needs.

An adequate formulation of economic policy in the area of capital

formation cannot be made without a thorough examination of our past

record in this area. Here the record is quite clear, and the results

are disturbing. Since 1960, the growth of productivity in our economy

has been substantially below that of many of our major trading partners.

We have been saving less of our income than they have, and we have also
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been devoting less of our income to capital formation. Over time, the

amount of capital we have been providing for new entrants in the labor

force has declined substantially. Also, relative to our major trading

partner, our tax system is biased in favor of consumption.

These are some of the trends that have caused many astute observers

to become increasingly disturbed about the provision of our future capi-

tal needs. These same trends, and the research that has attempted to

project the effects of them, have stimulated the tax proposals mentioned

in the beginning of our statement. We do not regard these proposals as

definitive. We believe that they are a useful starting point for your

Committee as it begins its deliberations on this very difficult and im-

portant economic problem.

4
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STATEMENT OF THE MANUFACTURERS CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

This study shows the impact on U.S. employment in the chemicals
and allied products industry resulting from changes in domestic
tax policy The figures range from an increase of 32,000 new
jobs if the temporary change in the investment tax credit from
seven to ten percent, provided for in the Tax Reduction Act of
1975, is made permanent, to a loss of 75.000 jobs if the seven
percent investment credit were to be abolished. Effects of
other changes in federal tax structure are developed also, as
shown in the following table.

U. S. JOB IMPACT OF CHANGES IN FEDERAL
TAX STRUCTURE

Tax Proposal
U. S. Employment

Change At The End Of 5 Years*

10% Investment Tax Credit +32,000 jobs
(Instead of 7%)

Repeal of 7% Investment
Tax Credit (Old Rate)

Repeal of 20% "Class Life"
Variance Asset Depreciation Range

Repeal DISC

Repeal Western Hemisphere
Trade Corporation

Increase Corporate Surtax to 28%
(Overall 50% rate)

Requirement to Capitalize Mine
Development and Intangible Drilling
Expenses

Repeal of Percentage Depletion (Oil
& Gas Already Repealed)

Minimum Tax Changes
(i) Increase rate to 30%

(ii) Repeal Regular Income
Tax Deduction

(iii) Increase rate to 30% and repeal
regular income tax deduction

-75,000 jobs

-30,000 jobs

-46,000 jobs

- 5,000 jobs

-30,000 jobs

- 7,000 jobs

-22,000 jobs

Very small
- 8,000 jobs

-24,000 jobs

*Job totals shown represent changes in nation-wide employment
(all sectors) directly affected by tax changes imposed only
on the chemicals and allied products industries.

M1
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Too often, in the quest for Federal revenues, sight is lost
of the impact of the tax laws on important factors such
as employment. The manufacturing Chemists' Association has
tried to quantify in this study the jobs impact of a variety
of proposed tax changes. It is important that these facts
about employment are taken into account in formulating tax
policy.

Repeal of the DISC provisions would have a direct U. S. job
effect since U. S. exports would be adversely affected.
Workers involved in that lessened production would-be U. S.
workers. This is particularly important in times of domes-
tic or international surplus capacity when price competition
is especially acute. At such times, when jobs are jost
needed, the DISC tends to favorably stabilize employment and
to buoy employment. Furthermore, if, as a result of the
repeal of DISC, exports decline modestly, there would be no
gain, and in fact, there could very well be a net loss in
Federal tax revenues.

A number of proposed changes in U. S. tax policy are directed
toward corporate investment outside of the United States.
This study has not quantified job impacts arising from those-
changes. It is a reasonable conclusion from data developed
in this study that the impact of adverse tax changes would
be to diminish U. S. employment. Peripheral data shows U. S.
chemical exports are directly related to the degree of
development of overseas manufacturing operations. Federal
tax policy that curtails or destroys U. S. ownership of
these operations will result in a reduction of U. S. exports
and in surplus U. S. plant capacity. A further effect will
be lower employment levels than would otherwise exist.
Long-term expansion of employment in the U. S. chemical
industry will be curtailed because of excess U. S. capacity.

In the material that follows, the quantification of this
study and its methodology are more fully described and the
conclusions are more completely stated. It is commended to
your attention.

Is
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MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION SURVEY

Relationship of Changes in the Federal Corporate
Income Tax Structure Related to Employment in

the U.S. Economy

IITRODUCT'IOI

The federal income tax, as it is applied to corporations,
can stimulate or discourage a variety of activities.
Alternatives to the present structure are often considered
in terms of their revenue impact, measured in dollars.
It is clear that there are other impacts that are at least
as important as the revenue raised or lost. These other
factors generally have been neglected. Effects on them are
as demonstrable and quantifiable as the revenue impacts.
Moreover, these effects are nearly as direct as the revenue
aspects. Among matters affected by our tax structure are
employment, balance of payments and capital formation.
This study was undertaken to quantify the impact on employ-
ment in the United States as a result of modifications in
the corporate tax structure, relative to the chemical
industry.

This study is limited to the chemicals and allied products
industry. The tax impacts shown are limited to those primary
impacts resulting from tax changes affecting chemical com-
panies. The relative importance of the chemicals and allied
products industry in the U.S. is as follows:

TABLE 1

RELATIVE SIZE OF CHEMICALS AND
ALLIED PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

% of All U.S.
Item Manufacturing

Shipments 8%
Value Added 9%
Direct Employment 5%
R&D 10%
Income Taxes Paid 141
Capital Spending 12%
U.S. Manufacturing Assets 9%
Direct Foreign Investment 18%
Balance of Trade $+4.8 billion vs.

$-20.2 billion for
Impact - 1974 other non-agricul-

tural merchandise

- I-
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The chemical companies furnishing data for this study
represent one-third of the U.S. chemical industry sales.

Proposed tax changes of current legislative interest were
subjected to review. Table 2 reflects measures primarily
affecting U.S. manufacturing.

The investment tax credit was one of the proposals reviewed.
In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, Congress enlarged the
investment tax credit. The rate was raised from 7% to 10%
and certain other liberalizing modifications were made. At
several points in the record' there are indications the
President and members of-Congress believed enlarging the
investment tax credit would serve to increase employment in
the United States. The results of this study confirm that
belief. The study shows that in five years induced invest-
ment in the chemical industry can be expected to create
32,000 additional U.S. jobs.

GENERAL APPROACH

Following most corporate tax increases, profits are reduced
for a period of time. This reduction, partially offset by
reduced dividends, leaves fewer internal funds available for
investment. Corporate growth and employment are directly
related to investment. As a result, the number of jobs
associated with a given tax change can be derived from
established financial ratios. Balance of trade and certain
other effects can be estimated.

This approach calculates only primary tax impacts. Since
it omits recycle and psychological effects, total impacts
are considerably understated.

I President Ford's State of the Union Message, January 15,
19751 121 Cong. Rec. S. 276 (daily ed. Jan. 16, 1975)
(Griffin); 121 Cong. Rec. H.333 (daily ed. Jan. 28, 1975)
(Ullman).

2 Some chemical industry economists believe this understatement

may exceed 50 percent.

-2-
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TABLE 2

IMATS OF TAX CHANGES AS LTED TO DOWMSTIC
PRODUCTION OF THE CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

U.S. Raploy-
ment Change
At The 8nd

Tall ZIP2os, f 5 Years

a. 10% Investment Tax Credit
(Instead of 7%)

b. Repeal of 7% Investment
Tax Credit (old rate)

c. Repeal of 20% "Class
Life" Variance Asset
Depreciation Range

d. Repeal of DISC

e. Repeal Western Hemisphere
Trade Corporation

f. Increase Corporate
Surtax to 28%
(Overall 50% Rate)

g. Requirement to Capitalize
Mine Development and
Intangible Drilling
expenses

Repeal of Percentage
Depletion (Oil & Gas
Already Repealed)

+32,000 Jobs

-75,000 jobs

-30,000 jobs

-46,000 jobs

- 5,000 jobs

-30,000 jobs

- 7,000 jobs

-22,000 jobs

Change in
Chemicals And
Allied Prod-
ucts Industry
Annual Tax

Burden

$ -180 million

+420 million

+160 million

+260 million

+ 30 million

+170 million

+ 40 million

+110 million

5-Year U.S.
Chemicals And
Allied Products

Industry Invest-
sent Change

$ +830 million

-1,950 million

- 800 million

-1,200 million

- 150 million

- 780 million

- 200 million

- 550 million

i. Minimum Tax Changes
(i) Increase Rate to 30% very small

(ii) Repeal Regular In-
come Tax Deduction -8,000 jobs

(iii) Increase Rate to 30%
and Repeal Regular
Income Tax Deduction -24,000 jobs

very small very small

+ 40 million

+120 million

- '200 million

- 600 million

-3-

h)
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Table 2 reflects the job impacts of a variety of changes
in the Federal income tax structure. For the chemicals
and allied products industry those impacts are significant.
If a tax package were enacted which included repeals of the
investment tax credit, the ADR,-Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation (WHTC) and DISC,' the 5-year loss of U.S. employ-
ment related to this industrial sector would exceed 150,000
jobs. This loss would represent about 4 percent of direct
and indirect employment related to the fnduatry. This is
different fron gains and losses from current employment
levels. Gains and losses of employment shown are from
levels that would otherwise exist at a specific point in
time.

Increased tax liabilities of chemical companies would lower
share values as a direct result of reduced earnings.*
Erosion of equity values not only reduces the companies'
ability to obtain further equity capital, but also reduces
the ability to obtain debt funding.

All of the proposals except the increase in investment tax
credit reduce the portion of chemical production capacity
available for exports.

The combination of investment tax credit, ADR, WHTC, and
DISC repeal would reduce future sales capacity by $6.8
billion per year. This compares to 1974 domestic and
export sales of $86.8 billion. This reduction in capacity
effect should be considered separately from the direct
stimuli of DISC and WHTC.

From the impacts on employment levels within the industry
caused by several of the proposals considered in this
review it can be expected that one major effect of increased
corporate taxes will be long-term reduction in employment
levels throughout the economy severely affecting individual
workers.

' For a proposal including these changes see H.R. 1040.

Repeal of the investment tax credit, ADR, WHTC and DISC
taken together would reduce chemical earnings by 10% and
secular growth from 8% per annum to 7% per annum. Using a
common Wall Street evaluation formula, share values
would decline 16%. Chemical shares have a market value of
about $100 billion, so in one sense these tax proposals
would destroy $16 billion in market value.
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A question arises as to the degree by which investment in
the United States is affected by changes in the U.S. cor-
porate tax structure. Some measures are tied directly to
U.S. investment activity. Specific examples are:

1. The investment tax credit, and
2. The Domestic International Sales Corporation.

The investment tax credit is allowed almost exclusively
for assets placed in-service in the United States. The
50% of income of a DISC on which taxes are deferred can be
invested only in export-related assets. The economic
activity stimulated by these measures is domestic.

Incentives to U.S. investments have met with favorable
responses by industry in the past 30 years in spite of an
unprecedented growth in opportunities outside the United
States. Changes in the U.S. tax law are likely to produce
at least as much impact on U.S. investment as ratios cal-
culated in this study. Favorable U.S. tax policy can
improve the general climate for investment and may well have
an impact beyond the results of the tax changes themselves.

FOREIGN INVESTMENTS AUD U.S. TAX POLICY

A number of proposed changes in U.S. tax policy are directed
toward corporate investment outside of the United States.
Since foreign enterprises lie outside the taxing juris-
diction of the United States, these tax proposals, with
respect to foreign income, would infringe only on U.S.
investors in those enterprises without affecting the under-
lying economic value of the enterprises themselves. Whereas
non-U.S. investors might receive normal returns from the
investments, U.S. investors could only receive tax diminished
profits.

Among the proposed changes would be the current taxation of
undistributed earnings and repeal of the foreign tax credit.
The combined effect of these proposals would produce immense
burdens on the ownership of overseas operations by U.S.
investors, forcing changes in those operations.$

$ The yearly tax increase from the combination of current
taxation of undistributed earnings and repeal of the
foreign tax credit could amount to 6% of sales or 12%
of the equity in foreign chemical subsidiaries. U.S.
companies currently have equity in and loans to controlled
foreign chemical enterprises totaling $11 billion.
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Among the choices left to managers in this bleak situation
would be:

(1) Subsidizing continued operation of foreign enterprises
with funds from the United States - with the hope that
the tax burden would later be lessened,

(2) Allowing the foreign enterprises to wither with con-
sequent reduced dividends back to the U.S. parent.

(3) Selling the enterprises to non-U.S. investors to whom
they would have far greater value. Their after tax
profits would be roughly double those of U.S. investors.
The buyers would pcssibly be current competitors and
almost certainly future competitors in world markets.

An erroneous conclusion which has been drawn from this state-
ment of unpleasant alternatives is that local U.S. investment
will increase as a result of withdrawal from overseas
operations. The likely result of withdrawal from foreign
operations would be to cause U.S. operations to shrink
because of reduced demand.' Exports of U.S. manufactured
chemicals comprise about 1/7th of U.S. production and are
now subr antially related to the overseas investments of
U.S. corporations. Significant exports would be lost if the
foreign subsidiaries were weakened or lost, and U.S. facil-
ties would be placed in a position of surplus capacity.
Capital and job expansion in a situation of permanently lost
export markets is unlikely.

The chemicals and allied products industry is one of the
strongest industrial contributors to U.S. exports' accounting
for 12% of non-agricultural exports in 1974. The portion
of U.S. manufactured product exported has increased at
approximately 0.3% per annum over the past ten years.
The chemical industry is particularly multinational in
character, and much of the credit for this strong export
performance must be attributed to its foreign bases."

' Present international competitors are more than capable of
absorbing the foreign markets U.S. companies now hold. Six
of the ten largest firms in the chemical industry are based
outside of the United States.

7 MCA data shows that 20% of chemical exports are intermediates
sold to captive subsidiaries. Furthermore, sales of U.S.
goods to unrelated customers are greatly augmented by the
marketing capabilities of these subsidiaries. It cannot be
said that foreign chemical plants are built to export U.S.
jobs. Only 8% of the product from foreign subsidiaries
returned to the United States, and nearly half of this
represented petroleum based raw materials.
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A legitimate supposition is that up to half of present
chemical exports could be lost without the foreign operations
(half was $4.4 billion in 1974). Furthermore, the effi-
ciency of the remaining U.S. parents would be impaired by
loss of the contribution of foreign operations to learning
curve progress and the research base.

Summing up, although certain proposed changes in U.S. tax
policy are aimed at corporate investment outside the United
States, they are likely to have essentially the same nega-
tive impact on U.S. employment as domestic tax increases.
Unfortunately, the numbers cannot readily be calculated by
the capital limited growth method used in this study to
analyze taxes on U.S. operations. This is because it is too
difficult to predict the corporate response regarding
shifting investments between foreign and U.S. opportunities.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC TAX PROPOSALS

Increased Investment Tax Credit (7-10 percent)-- 32,000
Jobs gained. As was popularly believed prior to adoption of
this positive measure, the study reveals that employment
will be favorably affected. However, if depreciation basis
adjustment is required the benefit of this measure is more
than offset for the chemical industry and an effective net
reduction in investment -tax credit occurs.

Repeal of Investment Tax Credit -- 75,000 Jobs lost.
This calculation reflects the reduction from 7 percent to
zero. To this should be added the 32,000 potential jobs
created by the recent increase in investment tax credit to
10 percent.

Repeal of 20% "Class Life" Variance (ADR) -- 309000 Jobs
lost. Effectively, ADR provides earlier recognition of
depreciation. If government policy continues to inflate the
economy the impact of the provision is understated.

Repeal of Domestic International Sales Corgration (DISC)
Provisions -- 46,000 U.S. JO s lost. The DISC becomes
particularly important In times domestic or international
surplus capacity since it provides a favorable competitive
tool that enables U.S. manufacturers to continue to sell
when markets become tighter. As a result the DISC tends to
favorably stabilize employment and to buoy up employment
when jobs are most needed.

The impact portrayed in this study is that related to
reduced capital formation. There are favorable balance of
trade aspects, the jobs implications of which have not been
assessed in this study.

-7-
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Under existing law, 75% of profits derived from exports
passing through a DISC are subjected to U.S. taxation. If,
as a result of the repeal of the DISC provisions, exports
should decline by as little as 25% during periods of tight
capacity, or worse, by as little as 5% during periods of
surplus capacity, there would be no gain in U.S. tax col-
lections. In that event, the U.S. Government as well as
U.S. industry becomes a loser. Only foreign-based com-
petitors and governments gain.

Repeal of Western lemispere Trade Corporation Provisions --
5i_0-- - E-Tiis-provision is-u-sed less than would

otheTise "6-t-ve case qinre-ftr-export transactions the
DISC is frequently more attractive.

Requirement to Capitalize Intangible Drilling and Mine
a I -_ TOMe es- b6 losT~t. Thfie impact of

ti-ip_ soTn If eit toede the chemical industry
since drilling and mine development are not primary acti-
vities.

Repeal of "Remaining" Percentage Depletion -- 22000 jobs
To-st ~ o Beuerecent changes in the law affecting- oil

angas percentage depletion, this number may be somewhat
overstated. It has been impossible to be certain that oil
and gas percentage depletion already repealed has not been
included in some of the data submitted.

Minimum Tax on Tax Preferences Increase in Rate to 30% --YhsTgnTEant. Companeih-l-si e surveyed group already

pay very substantial amounts of Federal income tax. Such
amounts more than offset any tax preferences which may be
generated.

Minimum Tax -- Repeal of Deduction for Federal Taxes
Pl-d-. 6ioss-3ii . This represents the li position of
an excise tax on -e-x ductions.

Minimum Tax -- Combination of the Imposition of a 30% Rate
and Repeal-oiTt--1 - n-o eral Taxes Paid -- 24,000
JobT ost, Thli-is-a--irect multiplication impact.

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODOLOGY

Increases in corporate taxes can result in either increased
prices for goods and services or reduced profit. A third
possible alternative is a reduction in the real rate paid
for labor.

There 4s considerable debate as to whether income tax
increases can be passed along through higher prices.
Certainly there is a significant lag before any pass-along
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can occur. That lag will be dictated by supply and demand
conditions which are# in the short term, unrelated to
changes in the tax structure.

moreover, prices of goods sold into foreign markets are
limited by foreign competition. No increase in those prices
is possible as a result of adverse changes in the U.S. tax
structure. On the other hand, favorable changes in the U.S.
corporate tax structure can be reflected in international
markets as a means of improving the competitive position of
a U.S. supplier.

A reduction in the real wages paid to workers in today's
economy is not a realistic assumption. The impact of
collective bargaining agreements tends to maintain a pres-
sure to at least keep wage rates abreast of increases in the
cost of living.

It follows that tax changes are likely to have a direct
effect on corporate profits for at least five years. This
study is predicated on that assumption. Arguments can be
made for assuming prices will increase or labor rates will
decrease, but these are found to be generally unacceptable
in the United States today.

As reflected in Figure 1, retained earnings have been a
major factor in capital spending for plant and equipment.
Note that increased debt is dependent on proportionally
increased equity which is dominated by retained earnings.
Reductions in profit due to tax changes will thus directly
reduce investment in the U.S. economy.

Additional debt financing does not offer significant long-
term relief in providing funds for expanded capital programs.
If national tax policy becomes further prejudiced against
capital investment, there will be an even greater reluctance
to use additional debt. Prudent management must already be
concerned with debt to equity ratios. Lenders will also
be, reluctant to permit increased leverage.

Continued investments in the U.S. economy are necessary to
create jobs at existing wage rates. Stated in 1974 dollars,
the national stock of fixed,. non-residential business
capital per private sector job was $25,lOO. Investment in
the chemical industry can be presumed to disperse throughout
the highly integrated U.S. economy and to generate jobs in
numbers not substantially different from this national
average. The majority of these jobs would be in the equip-
ment manufacturing, construction, service and raw material
consuming industries.

-9-

0 See Appendix C.
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Each tax proposal implicitly differs as to its impact on
U.S. as opposed to foreign capital spending. Proposals
dealing with export incentives and investment tax credits
were treated as impacting 100% on U.S. capital spending.
Changes to depreciation practices, general tax levels,
minimum tax rates, etc., were treated as impacting half way
between 100% and the 75% (of capital spending) done in the
United States by U.S.-based chemical companies for the past
10 years. No attempt was made to judge the impact on U.S.
capital spending caused by tax proposals directed at foreign
manufacturing subsidiaries.

Two other important assumptions are:

A. Historical financial ratios and trends will
generally be representative of the future.

B. Job creation in the public sector is-unaffected
by private sector tax changes.

Detailed calculation methods used herein are described in
the Appendices.

-11°-
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Appendix A

DATA SAMPLE AND SCALE-UP TO REPRESENT
THE TOTAL CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES

Tax impact questionnaires were distributed mainly to com-
panies having representatives on the MCA's Tax Policy and
Economic Policy Review Committees. Of the 35 questionnaires
sent out, 27 were returned in time for analysis. 18 were
companies classified in major SIC Group 28 and which were
presumably categorized in chemicals and allied products by
the FTC. Because this 18-company group was directly
relatable to FTC industry-wide data, it was used as the
starting point for all figures presented herein. Results
for the remaining 9 companies were not used directly,
but tax impacts and various operating factors were ratioed
to sales and compared with the 18-company sample. There
were no marked differences in these ratios except for
those obviously due to petroleum operations. Thus, this
group added to the credibility of the 18-company sample.

The primary 18-company sample accounts for the following
portion of the U.S. chemicals and allied products industries.

1973 1974
Regarding U.S. Manufacturing:

U.S. Sales 32% 32%
Exports 52% 48%
Total Sales 34% 34%

Gross Plant in Use at
Original Cost 45% 45%

Regarding Consolidated Foreign Plants:

Total Sales 27% 29%
Gross Plant in Use 53% 54%

C&AP industry totals for the U.S. were taken from the
Federal Trade Commission quarterly reports (1974 data
collection basis). Foreign operations were based on
Commerce Department Surveys of Current Business and special
studies. The seemingly low portion of sale from foreign
plants is accounted for by the relatively large position
of petroleum companies - which were by definition not in
the 18-company sample. It would have been desirable to
know what portion of industry profits and taxes were
represented by the 18-company sample, but no meaningful
data was collected to split these items between U.S. and
foreign operations. -12-
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Appendix A cont.

The 18-company sample utilized is much larger, much more
capital intensive, and much more active internationally
for the balance of the chemical industry. This means that
different ratios are appropriate for scaling-up different
types of tax proposals to represent the total for the
chemical industry. The following were used:

Tax Proposals

Investment Tax Credit,
20% Class Life Variance,
Remaining I Depletion,
Capitalization of Intan-
gible Drilling Cost.

DISC, WHTC

Overall Foreign Tax
Credit Limitation,
Minimum Distribution,
Current Taxation of
Undistributed CFC
Earnings,
Substitution of a
Deduction for the
Credit for Foreign
Taxes Paid

General Income Tax Rate
Increase,

Minimum Tax Changes

measuring
Unit

Gross U.S. Plant

U.S. Exports

Avg. between
sales from
foreign plants
& gross foreign
plant

Avg. between U.S.
sales from U.S.
plants & gross
U.S. plant.

Sample Portion
of C&AP

1973 1974

451 45%

56% 48%

400 411

390 38%
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Appendix B

BACKGROUND TO TAX IMPACT CALCULATIONS
ON U.S. SOURCE INCOME

Capital Formation Effects

Ultimate tax effects shown here are derived from the extent by which
taxes affect the rate of corporate capital formation.

Capital -D + P - Div + E + Debt
Formation p

Net Equity Net
Depreciation + Profits AT-Dividends Infusions Increases

(Retained Earnings) From Outside In Debt

Over the long run, debt is at least conceptually limited
by debt/equity ratios, so:

Capital Formation - D + (P - Div + E) (1 + Debt

We are concerned with the change in capital formation per
tax related change in profits.

A Capital
Formation (A PA- Div.)( 1 + Debt + A D + A E (1 + Debt

aVa P Equity i- T R=

But depreciation is totally unrelated and net equity
infusions are largely unrelated to profits. Both are
zero and drop oq_, !eavings

A Caia Fomto PP- A Div. U + Debt

Dividends are a function of profits. Short term, they
largely relate to previous profit and payout trends
rather than to immediate profit changes, Over the long
term, they have fluctuated around a central value of
0.50 x profits.* By observation, it appears that the
lag between the incidence of and full recognition of a
change in the rate of profitability is about 2-1/2
years.

* This derivation does not include adjustments to offset effects
of currency inflation. Note that payout ratios presently appear
low partly because profits include an "unreal" inflation portion.
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Appendix B cont.

C5ital Formation Effects -(ContinuedI

Let us also incorporate projected debt equity ratios into our
formula. Assuming the current tax proposals became law in 1975,
ratios were extrapolated for 1976-1980.

Then, ACapital Formation

AP - ADiv. Debt Factor
Year x (1+ Dr-t = Utilized

1976 (1.00 - 0.10) x 1.514 1.36
1977 (1.00 - 0.30) x 1.522 1.07
1978 (1.00 - 0.45) x -1.530 0.84
1979 (1.00 - 0,50) x 1.539 - 0.77
1980 (1.00 - 0.50) x 1.547 = 0.77

Years For Which Data Was Collected

Questionnaire data was collected to quantify tax payments
which the current tax proposals would have caused had
they been in effect in 1973 and 1974. 1974 was an extra-
ordinarily good year fcr the chemical industry, with
worldwide product shortages enabling price increases
to offset rising raw material and energy costs. Even
though 1974 margins will be hard to maintain, the higher
prices are likely to holds so 1974 revenues and profits
should be considered in projecting the six-year future.

For this study, tax impacts for 1973 and 1974 were calculated
separately and then averaged. Due to the offsetting
effects of inflation, the job impacts as figured separately
were generally less than 10% different.

Accounting for Passage of Time

The time framework of the MCA study is as follows:

A) Tax impacts calculated for 1973 and 1974.

B) Current tax proposals presumed to pass in late 1975.

C) Tax effects on corporate capital formation begin in
1976.

-Is-
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Appendix B cont.

D) Changes in capital spending and employment begin
immediately but, in general, lag capital formation
by one year.

E) Prices do not adjust to offset taxes until at
least 1980 (5 years). Therefore, corporate
capital format ion is affected for years 1976-1980.

Tax impacts calculated for 1973 and 1974 were adjusted
for corporate growth to the 1976-1980 profit impact
period. Fixed capital formation for chemical industry
was projected to grow at a rate 6.50 per annum greater
than the rate of inflation in construction costs.
This figure represents an interpretation of long term
history; Deducting a projected 1.5 per annum growth
(vs. 2.2% historically) in capital stock per person
employed leaves a projected net growth of 5.0% per
annum in jobs related to the chemical industry.

Portion of Taxes Implicitly Impacting on U.S. (vs. Foreign)
Jobs

It is possible that the perception by corporate managers
of the business climate in the U.S. would be altered to
a marked extent by the imposition of additional taxes.
This could mean that U.S. investment programs might be
changed by more than direct U.S. tax impacts times our
capital formation factor. Conversely, the managers
have some freedom to offset new U.S. taxes by changing
foreign rather than U.S. investment programs. Thus,
the tax impacts as borne by U.S. as opposed to foreign
capital investments might range from more than 100% to
almost 0%. Because, for the past ton years, our
(multi-national) sample companies have done about
75% of their capital spending in the U.S., it figures
that the predominance of tax impacts will still be
directed to U.S. programs.

The several types of tax proposals have somewhat
different implications regarding their influence on
U.S. as opposed to foreign spending programs. For this
study, it was assumed that changes to export incentives
and investment tax credits would impact 100% on U.S.
investment programs. Similarly, changes to depreciation
practices, general tax levels, minimum tax rates,

-16-
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Appendix B cont.

etc., would impact half way between 100% and 75%
(traditional proportion) on U. S. investment programs.
This study did not attempt to predict the United States
versus foreign impact of tax proposals directed at
investments outside of the United States.

-17-
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Appendix C

CAPITAL NEEDED TO SUPPORt ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT
IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Figure 2 shows U.S. trends since 1958. Private sector
capital stock (fixed, non-residential business capital)
increased at the rate of 3.6% per annum (in 1958 dollars).
At the same time, civilian employment in the private
sector increased 1.8% per annum. These increases, plus
technological progress, enabled a 3.5% per annum increase
in gross output of the business sector, out of which came
a 2.2% per annum increase in the real wages of labor.

Average capital stock per private civilian U.S. job was felt
to be the most appropriate ratio for calculation of employ-
ment effects from investment changes related to current
tax proposals. It was used in this study in consideration
of the following factors, Only immediate term (0 to 5 year)
impacts were included. The majority of the tax proposals
would produce negative investment and employment effects.
Job creation was assumed to be at current wage levels.
Finally, the average ratio represents a statistically
understandable input.

An alternate approach would have been to use a derived
ratio for the increase in employment per increase in invest-
ment at the margin. Such a ratio would be valid for
situations involving substantial, long-term increases
in capital stock where a great deal of the increase in
capital was utilized to improve the productivity of labor.
The capital required to add a unit of employment using
this marginal ratio approach is approximately double
that of the average ratio used in this study.

Equations for the plots in Figure 2 are:

Fixed capital stock - 635 x e"0360 billion dollars,

Private civilian
employment - 54 x e"0 1 8  million persons.

Where:

e - Time in years since 1958.

Capital stock is expressed in 1958 dollars.
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Appendix C cont.

Dividing these two equations gives a third equation
expressing average fixed capital per job.

Average Fixed Capital Stock x 0180
Private, Civilian Job

Alternatively:

Marginal Capital Stock 23,500 x e"0180'
Private Civilian Job

= The first derivative of the average (above) with
respect to increased capital.

In addition to fixed capital, a smaller amount of working
capital (for inventories) is necessary. Although available
figures show wide year-to-year fluctuations, recent increases
to business inventories (after deducting inventory valuation
adjustments to offset inflation) have run about 4% of
increases to fixed capital stock.

Combining the fixed and working capital portions, the total
capital necessary to support new jobs (expressed in current
dollars) was $23,300 in 1973 and $26,100 in 1974.

-19-
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From the New York Times. February 23. 1976

SLIGHT U.S. DRAIN SEEN iN INVESTMENT OVERSEAS

By ANN CRITENDEN
Several recent independent studies indicate that the investment of $200 billion over-seas by the United States in the last 25 years may have resulted in a slight loss

of national income, a decline in American jobs and a shift in the distribution of
income from labor to the multinational corporations, their employees and shareholders.

These conclusions have been welcomed by the American labor movement, which
has long argued, in an often heated controversy with the business community, thatoverseas investment has resulted in a loss of American jobs. The multinational corpora-
tions contend that the reverse is true-that investing abroad stimulates exports and
national growth.

At least one of the new studies also argues that, in the long run, the large-scale
export of American technology, managerial skills and capital, amounting to more than
20 percent of annual domestic corporate capital formation in recent years, may be
contributing to a decline in the nation's productive capacity and productivity and
to a neglect of domestic investment opportunities.

In this regard. the situation in the United States in the late 20th century has been
compared with that of Britain at the close of the 19th century.

"The U.S. might do well to be cautioned by the British experience, where heavy
capital export is believed by some to have been one major factor in the stagnation
of the British economy over time, and in the abrasive labor relations to which that
stagnation has contributed," warned Prof. Peggy Musgrave of Northeastern University
in recent testimony before the subcommittee on multinational corporations of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations.

The subcommittee, headed by Senator Frank Church, Democrat of Idaho, has been
attempting to determine the impact of investment overseas on the basic structure
of the domestic economy, on the level of income generated and the distribution of
that income.

It commissioned a study by Dr. Musgrave ("Direct Investment Abroad and the
Multinationals: Effects on the United States Economy") on these issues, which have
been relatively neglected in the debate in this country about capital outflows.

In the past, most of the discussion on foreign investment centered on its effect
on the balance of payments and employment. The labor movement has maintained
that. by moving production abroad, the large multinational corporations have displaced
American exports and exported American jobs.

In rebuttal, the corporations have argued that the activities of American subsidiaries
overseas stimulate American exports and growth (and therefore employment) and bring
billions of dollars in repatriated profits back into the country.

At stake in th. debate is United States tax treatment of overseas income. Most
economists agree that the present tax laws favor foreign investment by allowing compa-
nies to deduct foreign taxes from their United States tax obligations and to defer
payment of all American taxes on foreign earnings until they are repatriated to the
United States.

Neither side has been able to establish its case, partly because of inadequate data
and because both arguments must depend on certain key assumptions, such as whatwould have occurred if the foreign investment had not taken place.

Thus the answer as to whether the movement of American companies abroad has
been good or bad for the American economy has been that described by Prof. Charles
Kindleberger of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as the answer to all significant
questions in economics: "It depends."

The authors of the new studies also rely heavily on basic assumptions, and they
stress the tentative nature of their findings. But the findings are considered significant
in that the research was conducted by academics working independently of either
side of the foreign investment controversy.

The conclusion that overseas investment is reducing labor's share of American income
is supported by Professor Musgrave's report and by a study by Robert Frank and
Richard Freedman of Cornell University. The thesis is also accepted by Robert Gilpin,
a professor of politics at Princeton University. who argues in a new book that-for
political as well as economic reasons, such as the rise of nationalism abroad-United
States policy should not directly encourage foreign investment.

The argument that such investment currently has a slight negative effect on domestic
income and tax revenues is found in Professor Musgrave's study and in a forthcoming
work by J. Fred Bergston of the Brookings Institution. Thomas Horst of Tufts University
and Theodore Moran of John Hopkins University.
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Professor Musgrave's basic assumption is that investment abroad is substantially at
the cost of domestic investment-and therefore at the cost of the productivity and
the real wages of American labor.

Her analysis shows that, if all of the American capital accumulated abroad by 1968
had been invested domestically, total corporate income arising within the United States
would have been invested domestically, total corporate income arising within the United
States would have been 4 percent higher and income to holders of capital would
have been 17 percent lower.

"Foreign investment," Professor Musgrave says. establishedd an alliance between U.S.
capital and foreign labor, while it is not surprising that U.S. labor and foreign capital
should be less than enthusiastic."

Professors Frank and Freeman also conclude that most foreign investment directly
displaces domestic investment and therefore results in a loss of American jobs. In
1970, for example, their analysis shows a net loss of 160,000 jobs attributable to
overseas investment by United States-based multinational corporations, particularly in
the machinery, electrical-equipment and chemical industries.

There were indications that the State Department, which commissioned the Freeman-
Frank study on the employment aspects of foreign investment, was not happy with
its conclusions.

According to Professor Frank, one member of the State Department said that "we
would like to get organized labor off our backs on this issue." Although Professor
Frank testified before the Church subcommittee that the man was promptly reprimanded
for his remark, when the study was completed its authors were told by their State
Department liaison officer that "serious gaps in the data available to you" and the
inadequacy of "the tools available to economists" limited the usefulness of the results.

In other recent studies, Prof. Daniel J. B. Mitchell of the Graduate School of Manag-
ment at the University of California at Los Angeles concludes that international trade
may now also be working against the interests of American labor. His research indicates
that by the end of the 1960's in contrast to previous years, American imports were
becoming more labor-intensive than exports, confirming the classical economic theory
that this would be true of capital-abundant developed countries.

This trade shift would imply a tilt in output toward more capital-intensive products
and a corresponding reduction in the demand for labor. While Professor Mitchell
cautions that there is not enough evidence to state that trade could potentially result
in a lower real wage for Aisit;da. lubur, he iuteb that the evidence also indicates
that it would be "unwise to assume that labor's real income could not be hurt by
trade (or not be helped by trade restrictions)."
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PISOl5RICK 0. JAICKS
GNAIOMAN OFW VUS ""O f March 2, 1976

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Honorable7William E. Brock
Subcommittee on Financial Markets
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senators Bentsen and Brock:

We wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity to
set forth our views on the importance to the steel industry of the
tax legislation which your Subcommittee, as well as the full Finance
Committee continues to review.

The American Iron and Steel Institute intends to testify in
detail when the Senate Finance Committee considers tax legislation
later this spring. However, we do appreciate the opportunity to
respond to the particular areas which your Subcommittee is consid-
ering at this time.

In June, 1975 the Institute published a revised study "Steel
Industry Economics and Federal Income Tax Policy". A copy of this
study was previously furnished to you and members of the Committee
Staff and is attached for convenient reference.

This study concluded that the capital needs of the steel industry
for the period 1975-1983 would be $5 billion annually, in 1975 dollars,
to maintain existing capacity, meet environmental standards, and to
add 30 million net tons of integrated capacity in order to accommodate
the projected domestic demand for steel products. The potential cash
flow available to the industry during this period, based on recent his-
tory, was calculated to be $3. 3 billion annually, producing an annual
capital shortfall of $1. 7 billion.

The additional 30 million tons of raw steel capacity which the -
industry and independent experts predict will be required by the early
1980's will, when operational, require 85, 000 to 90, 000 full time
employees for mining through steel finishing operations and a substan-
tial number of job opportunities for supplier and other types of ancillary
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industries. Because they are basic to most other major industries,
steel products also support a substantial volume of employment for
the entire country. Finally, on the employment point, construction
and installation of the facilities to produce this additional steel re-
quirement, plus the facilities required to maintain present production
capacity will entail substantial immediate employment requirements.

The primary effort for reducing this projected shortfall must
be directed toward continued improvement in the industry's internal
cash flow. That improvement began in 1973 and 1974 when, after
several years of returns at or near the lowest levels of all industrial
groups, the steel industry achieved a return on equity approximately
equal to the average of all manufacturing industries. Further improve-
ment will require realistic government policies which would not have
a deterrent effect on profit margins and which help counteract non-
competitive practices of foreign steel producers supported by their
home governments. The achievement of reasonable rates of return
will maximize borrowing opportunities and, for the long-term, could
permit the industry to obtain some part of its shortfall in funds from
the equity market. These efforts at improving cash flow must be sup-
ported by Federal income tax policies that specifically encourage
capital formation, particularly for those industries such as steel
which require significant amounts of capital.

The American Iron and Steel Institute believes that for the long-
term, the adoption of tax measures which encourage capital formation
and business investment will not result in reduced Federal revenues.
To the contrary, through the taxation of the activities of the resulting
expanded economy, the Federal Government should increase its tax
revenues.

The specific major revisions of the Federal income tax laws
which the industry recommends include:

1. The adoption of a flexible capital recovery allowance system
that will significantly accelerate the rate at which capital costs are re-
covered.

Z. The adoption of a permanent 12, investment tax credit which
(a) is applied to expenditures as they are made, (b) does not provide
for a reduction in the basis for depreciation, and (c) which would be
fully applicable to all property subject to the capital recovery system
recommended above.
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3. The adoption of provisions permitting the immediate
write-off of the cost of pollution control facilities.

4. The improvement of provisions designed to encourage the
discovery and exploitation, both domestically and abroad, of the raw
materials that are absolutely essential to the Industry.

S. The reduction of corporate tax burdens in order to (a)
maximize the amount of cash flow that business may retain and re-
invest n productive facilities and (b) provide the incentive to invest
in such facilities.

We realize that some of these recommendations are longer
range goals but Congress should now take steps to begin their imple-
mentation. The enactment of a permanent 12% investment tax credit
and provisions for the immediate deduction of the cost of pollution
control facilities should be accomplished this year.

The importance of the investment tax credit as a vital element
of capital formation cannot be overstated. Its effectiveness throughout
the years has been diluted somewhat by its suspension on one occasion,
and termination on another. In addition there have been recurring sug-
gestions that it be modified in a manner which would convert it to a
counter-cyclical fiscal tool. Capital expenditures in the steel industry
are on a large scale often covering several years and frequently must
be planned on an integrated basis. Rational capital investment planning
is very difficult if the element of outguessing the next change in the in-
vestment tkx credit is introduced. In the absence of any Congressional
action, the rate will revert to 7% at the end of this year. If the invest-
ment credit is to effectively accomplish the objective of encouraging
capital formation, it should be retained as a permanent feature of the
tax laws, preferably at a 12% rate.

The Congress has already taken a major step in Improving the
effectiveness of the credit by providing that in some cases it Is allowed
as expenditures are made, rather than waiting until the facilities are
placed in service. A logical extension of this action to cover all quali-
fied expenditures would not result in any overall reduction in the Fed-
eral revenues. It would, however, increase the effectiveness of the
credit and remove some of the complexity in the current law.

The second major area that should be'acted upon this year con-
cerns expenditures for pollution control equipment. To put the matter
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in perspective, the steel industry anticipates average annual expendi-
tures of $1 billion annually over the next eight years in order to most
environmental standards on existing plants. This amount excludes
the cost of pollution control equipment, etc. which Is integrated into
and adds substantially to the cost of new production facilities.

These data are corroborated by an independent In.depth analysis
on an individual plant basis released in May 1975 by the consulting firm
of Arthur D. Little, Inc. According to the . D. Little study, the total
annual capital cost of all pollution control facilities will be $1. S billion
or 30% of the industry's projected capital expenditure requirements.

It Is apparent from these data that more realistic tax treatment
of the costs of pollution control facilities is required in order to mini-
mize the adverse effects on capital formation and the significant adverse
impact on employment. The A. D. Little study discloses that as many
as 93, 000 existing jobs are in jeopardy at marginal plants because of
the potential shutdown of these facilities due to the impact of environ-
mental requirements.

Congress has previously recognized the validity of special treat-
ment for pollution control facilities In the Tax Reform Act of 1969, when
it provided for the amortization of the cost of these facilities over a
sixty-month period. That provision expired at the end of 1975. This
treatment, however, for all practical purposes, proved to be ineffec-
tive for the steel industry. This results primarily from the fact that
the investment tax credit was not available for the cost of facilities
for which taxpayers elected the five-year amortization allowance.

What Congress should now do is to enact legislation which would
permit all expenditures for air and water pollution control facilities to
be deductible as Incurred, the reasoning being that these expenditures
are not capital in nature because they do not, in a physical sense, pro-
long the life of the related asset or assets nor do they add to productive
capacity; and, most significantly, they are generally not income-produc-
ing. If this cannot be accomplished immediately, then an Interim step
should be taken to reduce the recovery period, while allowing acceler-
ated methods of depreciation and the full application of the investment
credit.
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Congress should also more precisely define "pollution control
facility" so the incentives intended will not be denied by unduly restric-
tive administrative interpretation.

Yours very truly,

Frederick 0. Jaicks
Chairman

Fos/lrM American Iron and Steel Institute

0
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STATEMENT OF CARL E. BAGGE, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

I am Carl 8. Bagge, president of the National Coal

Association. The membership of the National Coal Association

consists primarily of producing coal companies, the operations

of which comprise over half the commercial production in the

United States. We appreciate this opportunity to present

our views on the importance of enacting tax legislation to

help meet industry's capital needs. I cannot speak for other

segments of the nation's industrial complex; however, I have

serious doubts that the capital needs of the coal industry can

be met short of an all-out commitment to the production and

utilization of coal in this country. An all-out commitment would

include action by the Congress to encourage investment, production

and utilization of coal.

BACKGROUND

Two short years ago, Project Independence proposed a

goal of energy self-sufficiency for the nation by 1985. At that

time we testified before the full Senate Finance Committee, and

said that to carry its share of this burden, the coal industry

must double production in ten years. This will not be accomplished

without a favorable financial climate for the industry. In fact,

our 1975 production exceeded that of 1974, but by six percent.

Today, in spite of the obvious demands that coal will face and the

knowledge that markets will-exist, investing in coal is extremely

speculative.

W-It O- 7O -- 1
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Coal industry economists estimate, on the assumption that

we must double production by 1985, that coal's capital needs

would range between $18 and $22 billion during the next ton years

to meet demand requirements. This is projected in 1975 dollars.

For an industry with a current capitalization of slightly more

than $5 billion the magnitude of the task sems almost unattainable.

However, this is a realistic national goal if the coal

industry can make the necessary investment now in production

capacity and if the nation is willing to construct the type of

institutional framework favorable to the rapid coal development,

A pivotal ingredient in such a framework is an equitable and

realistic tax structure for coal. --

Coal must compete for its investment funds. To do so

successfully it must be an attractive investment opportunity with

a competitive short- and long-range- rate of return. Currently,

the industry simply does not have a rate of return commensurate

with the risk, and thus the potential for development remains

only that -- a potential.

Coal production in 1975 was 640 million tons. Thiure-

presents a six percent increase over 603 million tons produced in

1974 and an 8.3 percent increase over the 591 million tons mined

in 1973. Tragically, coal's productive capacity has remained

essentially stagnant for over twenty years. We can produce little
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more coal today than we could shortly after World War U . This

static condition cannot be permitted to continue. The industry

must substantially increase production, and the cost will be high.

While capital costs may vary according to the terrain and

the depth of the seam, it is generally accepted in the coal

industry that the capital cost of installing a new deep mine is

$35 to $40 per ton of annual production. This does not include

the substantial administrative costs prior to start-up, such as

securing permits, preparing maps and other related coats. Thus,

a mediin-large mine, with a capacity of one million tons a year,

represents $35 million to $40 million investment by the time it

begins commercial production. For a surface mine the costs vary

widely,- but on the average run from $15 to $20 per annual ton of

production. Here, too, coats of such itms as environmental impact

statements and permits are not considered.

Since the industry needs to replace about three percent of

its capacity every year simply to replace mines that are worked

out, it must open new mines with about 15 million tons of capacity

annually just to stay even, much less make headway towards off-

setting our nation's suicidal reliance on foreign oil.

With this background let us turn to specifics. The data

sqt forth in the various categories below reflects the best -

estimates of our econonists if the coal industry were to double

production over the next ten year&!.
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CAPUAI, REMROCUTs

Annual Production, Total Capital Investment
Bd of Period Rqired During Perl-d

1976 - 1960 890 million tons $8.8 - $10.7 billion

1961 - 1965 1,200 million tons S 9.4 - $11.4 billion

TOTAL $16.2 - $22.1 billion

This simple chart illustrates the magnitude of financing

facing the industry; $18 - $22 billions of new dollars will be

required by 1985 to reach a production rate of 1,200 million tons

per year. Of this amount, we estimate that approximately fifty

to sixty percent, or in the neighborhood of $12 billion can be

generated internally by the coal industry. You must remember

that only in the last three years has the coal industry made a

sufficient return on investment to begin to attract outside investors.

Fortunately for the coal industry the promise of the

future was recognized by a few farsighted corporate planners

many years ago, when profitable companies bought into the

industry. For the moat part we have not maintained production

with coal profits. Rather, we have been able to maintain the

current rate of production primarily with the infusion of capital

from the profitable corporate parents of some of our coal companies.

However, I doubt that even these companies, backed by

relatively strong internal financing, can meet the capital demands

of the future. It will be necessary to turn to the financial
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community for investment capital. To be favorably received

we must have an acceptable return on investment.

LABOR P.DOUZ.DEWI

It is extremely difficult to project our work force

requirements far into the future. For instance, in 1969f we

were averaging 15.61 tons per man day in deep mines. Today,

with more mechanization, the average is down to approximately

11 tons per day. This decline in directly attributable to the

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. This should not be

construed as our believing production is more .important than

health and safety. It merely illustrates the unforeseen with

which we must deal. On the other side of the coin, technology

may develop a new and a more efficient method of mining coal.

Should this happen, production per man could escalate.

Based on current mining methods, anticipated retirements,

and the production goals set forth above, we estimate that a

total of 125,000 new miners must be brought into the industry over

the next ten years.

Today, the average miner earns about $50 a day, and,

according to the Bureau of ines, works an average of 225 days

a year. Without overtime, but including holiday and vacation

pay, his annual wages are about $12,400. Thus, if 125,000 new

miners are working in 1905, it would mean an increased payroll
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of nearly $1.6 billion, Considering the multiplier effect of

new jobsk this would be a substantial factor in absorbing the

expanding available work force and a large contributor to

government revenues through individual income tax collections.

In addition, it would add appreciably to the country's gross

national product.

BALANCE Or PAYMENT8

Often overlooked in the discussion of the economic impact

of the coal mining industry is our contribution to the balance

of payments. Last year, countries such as Japan, France and

Germany purchased over $3.2 billion worth of American coal.

This is not coal in the accepted terms. Rather, it is metal-

lurgical coal, used as a necessary ingredient in the manufacture

of steel. Actually, it is more of a chemical than a combustion

product. Fortunately, we have adequate reserves of this product

to meet our own needs and assist in satisfying the requirements

of the Free World for years to come.

TAX REFORM TO AID IN MEETING THE DEMND

Recently, the National Coal Asdociation undertook a study

of the coal industry's expansion plans through 1985 which is

attached as Exhibit A. In doing so, certain basic assumptions

were made in arriving at the coal industry's projected increased

productive capacity. These included the followings
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1. the Clean Air Act Amendments proposed by the
Administration will be enacted

2. capital will be available for the projected
expansions

3. no unreasonable surface mining legislation
will be *nactedy

4. a viable Federal coal leasing program will
allow development of Western coals

5. realistic means of complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act (USPA) will allow energy
development without undue delay or restraints and,

6. adequate transportation will be available.

All six items above should be of vital interest to the Congress.

However, only nwaber two bears directly on the subject of

this hearing.

TAX INCENTIVES

To insure the availabilityQf capital, both that which

is internally generated and that originating in the financial

market, a favorable tax climate is absolutely necessary. Sum-

marised below are our views on tax legislation which would

contribute to the expansion of the coal industry over the next

five years, and ultimately to our country's energy independence.

While many tax incentives might be discussed, I will restrict

my remarks to those which we believe would most impact on the

financial markets of the nation, which is the subject of this

hearing.
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A. Accelerated Depreciation Rate

The promulgation of the Accelerated Depreciation Rate

(ADR) system by Treasury, as quoted from Treasury Department

Release of June 22, 1971, was intended to produce the following

results

...the uncertainty and complexity of the appli-
cation of the depreciation provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code will be significantly
reduced and substantial administrative benefits
will be achieved;

the establishment of the Office of Industrial
Economics in conjunction with the ADR system will,
for the first time, permit useful lives for each
asset class to be as current and 4s accurate a
reflection of a 'reasonable allowance' as pos-
sible, based upon a broad spectrum of up-to-date
information reflecting both the trend of past
experience and what may be anticipated for the
short run future;

increased investment resulting from ADR will
produce economic growth which will increase our
Gross National Product and reduce unemployment;

additional investment In more modern productive
equipment stimulated by ADR will increase pro-
ductivity and dampen inflation; and

the competitive position of American producers

in world markets will be greatly strengthened."

The ADR system still far exceeds the depreciation periods

of most industrialized nations. United States' businesses must

compete with foreign competitors for both limited natural

resources and available markets. Capital recovery is one of
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the significant factors which affects our ability to maintain

our share of the world market and also expand the nation's

industrial base.

As detailed elsewhere in this statement, the coal

industry is faced with the prospect and task of providing the

United States with a significant portion of its energy needs for

the remainder of this century. To be able to meet this cx-

mitment, the coal industry will be required to invest heavily

in additional machinery and equipment.

A stable and favorable depreciation policy is a vital

ingredient in justifying and encouraging current and future

capital outlays in the coal industry. Your Subcommittee should

consider liberalizing the existing ADR allowances by at least

twice the current rate.

The coal industry strongly supports an increase in

allowances made under the ADR system. To repeal ADR as advocated

by some, would prove a serious deterrent to the economy of this

country, which is only now emerging from a severe recession.

B, Investment Tax Credit

To encourage the purchase and construction of business

assets and equipment, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975-raised the

investment tax credit rate to ten percent for the years 1975

through 1976. The House Ways and Means Committee had included
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in its Energy Conservation and Conversion Act of 1975 the

extension of this rate for coal mining equipment for three

additional years, 1977 through 1979. Thus, that Committee

recognized the need for large capital expenditures in coal

mines and the desirability of encouraging such expenditures.

This legislation is now before the full Senate Finance Committee.

In addition to the investment necessary to develop a

new mine or to expand production in a working mine, the lead

time required to bring a new coal mine to full production is

four to five years during which income, if any, will be

minimal. Yet the large amounts of investment credit can only

be used to reduce regular income taxes. As a result, the

preference tax may be the more burdensome tax to the coal

producer during this period.

Therefore, to make the investment credit provision fully

effective in accomplishing the objectives desired we suggest

the following amendments in the Internal Revenue Code:

1. Increase the investment credit to at least
fourteen percent.

2. Allow the investment credit to be applied
against all taxes imposed by Chapter 1 of
the Code, including the preference tax
imposed by Section 56. An alternative to
this approach, would be to allow the pre-
sent limitations to apply against all the
taxes indicated above.
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3. In order to give coal producers some assur-
ance that the investment credit can be
utilized, provide that the credit be used
on a first-in, first-out basis and that the
carry-over period be extended to ten years.
Under current law, the investment credit
applicable to the taxable year must be used
before considering carry-over.

C. The "Minimum Tax"

The minimum tax was originally conceived to insure that

a select group of very wealthy individuals would be subjected to

some measure of income taxation. As intended, and originally

passed by the House in the Revenue Act of 1969, that end would

have been accomplished. However, in the process of legislation,

the provisions of the Limitation on Tax Preferences (LTP) changed

considerably. Ultimately, it came to apply to corporations as

well as individuals, -and encompassed a series of "preferences"

which were not part of the original Treasury package.

From the coal industry's point of view, the LTP bears

most heavily with respect to the depletion allowance. It is a

pronounced detraction from what incentive exists with respect

to the depletion allowance. In the coal industry, or any other

mining operation for that matter, there is already a restriction

on the depletion allowance, since the depletion deduction is

limited by the fifty percent of taxable income rule.

The ten percent minimum tax is suspect as valid tax

policy when applied only to indivi4Aals. As applied to corporations
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it is completely fallacious. It is a restriction on virtually

all the attempts by the Federal government to encourage business

expansion through to the tax system.

CONCLUSION

The nation's cc3l industry stands ready to do its

part in putting the United States back on the road to energy

self-sufficiency. Although coal presently supplies less than

twenty percent of our energy, it constitutes more than eighty

percent of the domestic economically recoverable fuel reserves.

The timely and orderly development of this prodigious, indigenous

energy asset is essential to achieving this vital national goal.

Fiscal policy and financial incentives such as those

outlined herein are vital ingredients in providing an expansionary

climate for coal. The provisions we have discussed would go far

toward restoring this essential ingredient in order to achieve

energy self-sufficiency.

ATTACHMENT
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BRANDON, DIRECTOR,
PUBLIC CITIZEN TAX REFORM RESEARCH GROUP

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I would like to discuss the question of capital formation and what tax policy

should be in that regard. The purpose of my statement is to caution against moving

towardunwise Ah. solutions to a perceived capital crisis.

First, I would dispute the existence of a crisis in the capital markets or the

existence of a need to revise the tax code to encourage capital formation. I hope,

at the very least, to convince the members of this subcommittee that there are

serious problems with the economic studies which predict severe shortages of

capital in the next 12 years, the studies upon which many calling for tax reductions

to stimulate capital have relied. There are certainly enough problems, with the

data that have been developed to date to warrant removing the issue from any im-

mediate consideration by the Full Finance Committee. The committee has a re-

sponsibility to produce a comprehensive and equitable tax bill this year and should

be focusing it's full attention on making the tax code fairer rather than overburden-

ing it with additional questionable tax subsidies. It could also make a significant

contribution toward insuring the existance of adequate capital for the U.S. economy

by revising the treatment of foreign source income that has encouraged the exporta-

tion of capital abroad and the reduction of Treasury revenues at home. (See attach-

ment I I).

69-117 0 - 76 -- 19
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I. The Investment Community has made previous claims of capital shortages
which did not materialize.

I think it is important, before this committee gets into the thick of the

economic arguments on capital formation, to put the whole issue into perspec-

tive. This is certainly not the first time that the investment community has

sounded the alarm of capital shortages and demanded larger tax subsidies to

avert the economic ruin they claimed was inevitable.

There are even those within the ranks of the investment community, how-

ever, who realize that these predictions of doom are really just part of the

business cycle and should be taken with a grain of salt. The First National

City Bank, in its newsletter of December, 1974, remarked:

"Even a casual glance back through history shows that alarms over
looming capital shortages are nothing new. They are typically sounded
during periods of inflation, whenever credit demand for inventories and
working capital drives short term rates above the level of long term rates,
thereby encouraging investors to hold out for higher inflation premiums.

The alarms are likely to fade soon, at least somewhat. The policies
that caused the current inflation are over and deflationary strategies have
been in place for almost two years."

Historically, the last post war period of the late 1940's also produced inflation

and, as the City Bank noted above, cries of capital shortage. The financial .our-

nals of those times were full of articles with very similar reasoning to the claims

we read today. For example, the Commercial and Financril Chronicle published

in New York by the National Association of Securities Dealers, had such familiar

sounding articles as "Capital Formation and the Equity Market" (1948), "Bleak

Prospects for Corporate Financing!-' (1949) "Plight of the Equity Capital Market"

(1949) and "How Real were 1948 Profits ?" (1949). And the claims were thc same

then as now: that corporate financial structures were running into dangeroutsly

precarious debt-equity ratios, that depreciation allowances were too low, a nd
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that there was insufficient risk capital. Interestingly enough, the Chase Mail-

hatten viewpoint then was about the same as now: "The capital gains tax has

worked against the full functioning of the equity markets... we should... il:nore

capital gains and losses in computing taxable income."

Congress, however, did not respond with larger deductions and lower rates,

In fact, the corporate tax rate was raised 14 points from 38% in 1948 to 5Z'!, in

1952 and remained there through 1963.

Obviously, the financial market did not collapse as a result. The great cap.-Il

crisis did not materialize. The 1950's were a time of growth and prosperity f:;

American industry. In spite of the alleged tack of capital, in spite of the hizhe.

taxes on business and in spite of the diversion of some resources into Korean v. r

production, the real rate of economic growth in 1951 was 4%. (The 50 year

average for 1920-1970 is only 2.9%). The following years the growth rates were

7%, 5%, 0%, and 6% in real terms, and the rate for the decade was 3. Z c.

I am not trying to tell this cothmittee that the economic trends are the same ,,r

that the capital market will follow the same pattern in the 70's as it did i: th-.

1950'.. My point is that these claims should not be taken at face vaiue as a pro-

gram for tax subsidies that are absolutely necessary to American industry. We

have heard these claims before and they proved false then.

U. Claims that there is a shortage of capital ignore the basic structure of our economic
system.

To begin with, we must recognize that in some sense there has always been

capital shortage because there is always a gap between what the country would Ek,

to do and what it can afford to do. There is and always has been in any year a
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finite pool of capital and, as a result how that capital is allocated depends on

how much any segryent of society is willing to pay for it. Those who are will-

ing to pay the price will get the needed capital. That is how our capital inarket

has always worked.

We are not today in a position any different than we have been in the past in

that regard. Th. rate of personal savings which ib an important source of in-

vestment capital has remained roughly i.onstant for decades. And the

portion of GNP that goes intobusiness' phrnt and equipment investment

has, according to the Department of Commerce, been increasing inthe last decade

(1965-1974) computed in either current or constant dollars. W ha t

is causing the outcry from the investment community now is the economy in gen-

eral. The current recession and inflation we are experiencing has sparked th.ic

push for greater tax breaks. But the entire country is suffering irom the economic

downturn and this committee should be worrying about more general problems than

additional tax breaks for a relatively small and wealthy segment of society. More

capital is the last thing we need in the midst of a recession.

Furthermore, there are several well respected economic commentators who have

expressed serious doubts about the validity of the few studies that are predicting

a capital formation crisis. Some of them -- Joseph Pechinan, Richard Musgrave,

Henry Wallich- -have appeared before the llouse W fs and Means committee to dispute

these studies and conclusions or to suggest other remedies. lamnot here to simply

reiterate their data. Ifear, however, that their voices will be lost in the rush of private

interests seeking to preserve or increase their own tax subsidies. Many private

interests see this opportunity as the best timte to increase their tax preferences;

the investment tax credit was increased for two years ik the Tax Reduction Act oi
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1975. With the groundwork already laid, many private interest groups are ht re

now hoping to seize the opportunity to convince this committee of the necessity for

a permanent investment tax credit increase, most asking that the credit be raised

even further to 12%.

I would caution the committee against acting too hastily on so complex an issue

on the advice of self-interested groups. To date, the two major sources of the

capital crisis alarm are the Chase Manhattan Bank and the General Electric Con:-

pany - both interested parties, both members of groups that stand to gain greatly

from the types of corporate tax changes they are claiming as necessary to the en-

tire economy.

There are some serinis errors and inadequacies in the studies and I will get

to these in detail in a few minutes. Even a superficial examination of the argu-

ments, however, should convince this committee that the data is too sketchy and

the conclusions too unfounded to warrant an immediate change in the corporate

tax structure. Even the $Z0 billion 1975 Tax Cut bill and the 1976 tax cut extension

passed as a stimulus to the economy did not make such broad changes as this

committee is now being asked to make in the name of a hypothetical capital short-

age.

Clearly, more study is needed into the present and future needs of the capital

market before any legislative action, tax or otherwise, is taken. Serious consid-

eration must be given to the question of whether the tax code is the proper instru-

ment of financial regulation. I maintain that even if a competent, independent

study were to conc ludc that a severe capital shortage is going to occur that any

government action should, as a matter of policy, he a course of direct action

rather than the indirel-t approval. of increasing, the huge tax expenditures which
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already subsidize the capital markets.

U1. The present tax subsidies to business are already huge and inefficient. Any additional
tax cuts should be made through the personal income tax.

Mr. Pechman, of the Brookings Institution, has estimated that about a third of the

tax expenditure budget, or roughly $33 billion, is now spent through the existing tax

preferences which are designed to encourage investment. With an increasingly large

federal deficit, it should be the task of this committee to critically examine all tax

preferences in hopes of raising revenues by eliminating those preferences that are

not cost effective or necessary. Instead, you are being asked to increase several

specific tax preferences to give certain types of corporations reductions in the al-

ready tow taxes they pay.

Selective tax cuts, such as the investment tax credit and ADR, are more valuable

to some types of companies than to others and will increase the existing disparity of

corporate tax benefits and burdens. The investment tax credit, for example, is of

far less benefit to labor intensive industries than capital intensive industries gen-

erally. There are many corporations which do not have sufficient immediate de-

mand to occupy their existing machines or which are really too small to take advantage

of the credit incentive, but are just as much in need of the capital as any other

corporation. ADR similarly favors those with-a greater proportion of depreciable

investment over labor intensive industries,

A cut in the corporate tax rate is at least neutral in its benefits. I am not ad-

vocating such a move, but only pointing out that those who are crying for a tax cut are

only interested in one which helps them most, as opposed to what might benefit the

market generally.
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b fact, It i* unfortunat that a reduction in corporate ta.00 is viewed as the only A.ay

to stimulate business and create capital, Tax cuts for individual taxpayers put mort

money in the hands of consumers and that money does not simply evaporate frnm it,&t.

point, although Chase and GE seem to ignore it. It increases savings in a fairly direct

proportion according to studies by-Martin Feldstein of the Harvard Institute of Ecor..nit

Research, Such savings are an Important source of investment capital# particltarl: for

many of the small businesses financed not through Wall Street but through private c&ital.

What is not saved is spent on increased consumption which does filter through the € :r-

porate structure, Increasing profits and retained earnings another important source

of capital for corporate expansion. it is also a much needed stimulus at a time %he-

business is operating at 66% of capacity, and more in need of customers tha. of iirier

tax credits or more machines to stand idle.

I think it is important to note here that using consumer demand to control and direct

corporate growth is, of course, one of the natural and non-discriminating market r-ech-

anisms we should be depending on to keep the economic system healthy and response.

The increased demand is avery direct and rapid way to expand the need for both em-

ployees, and plant and equipment. It has the added benefit of easing the "capital cr;,is"

-that the average consumer is experiencing as a result of inflation.

Arthur Burns has noted that 25 years ago a typical worker with 3 dependents gavt up

1% of his gross weekly earnings in fede-& income ;-nd social security taxes. Sir-ce :her.

that fraction has risen steadily te 135 in 1974. Mr. Burns claims this %as cut workers

incentive and reduced productivity. At the same time, corporate taxes have deopp i.

from 30% of the federal revenues in 1954 to 21% in 1964 and 14% in 1974, with the

personal income tax collections - primarily from social security - making up the d.-

ference.
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IV. Capital is not overtaxed in the present system.

Mr. Jones of 0. E. and others who want corporate taxes reduced frequently state

that capital is presently over taxed. They quote Secretary Simon's statement that

the corporate tax burden is really 69% when inflationary factors are considered.

Furthermore. they argue, taxing profit to both the corporation and the shareholder

is really double taxation of the same income.

First let me say that I think Secretary Simon juggles the figures to suit his own

purpose by deflating corporate profits to adjust for inflation without similarly do-

flating debt obligations and taxes paid. Since outstanding corporate debt now

totals $1. 3 trillion, the ability to repay this debt with cheaper dollars must have

produced an untaxed gain perhaps approaching 10% of that amount in 1974. cutting

real corporate tax burden by more than a third. 1974 taxes are also paid with

cheaper dollars. The huge appreciation in corporate real and personal fixed assets

and resources are also untaxed and therefore unaccounted for in Mr. Simon's fig-

ures. Finally. the value of Inveutory goods due to shortages went up much faster

than the general inflation index. According to William Feltner. two-thirds of inventor-

profits were real not inflationary gain. Therefore, discounting for all "inventory

profits" understates real corporate profits and overstates the tax burden.

The claims of double taxation ignore the fact that much of the second or individual

tax on stockholders is imposed at the very light capital gains rates. Wealthy tax-

payers who receive corporate profits in the form of dividends often pay taxes at rates

far below their statutory rate,. For a typical wealthy taxpayer, hose

actual effective tax rate is around 30%, the combined burden of corporate and in- -

dividual taxes is owly 60% -- the 30% average effective corporate tax rate plus 30%

average effective individual tax rate. This does not appear to be overtaxation, in fact
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this is actually lower than the 70% rate wealthy people are supposed to pay under our

system of progressive taxation. And note that I have assumed that the entire burden

of the corporate tax falls on shareholders. To some extent this tax is really borne

by workers and consumers through lower wages and higher prices, so the portion

passed on to shareholders is even lower than in the above example. Furthermore.

those composite taxes are tower where wealthy people invest in the many companies

paying little or no federal a-exempt dividends.

While we can argue on the theoretical level over who pays the corporate tax -- the

shareholder, the consumer or the %orker -- common sense suggests that there are

probably an abundance of cases where the absence of competition or substitution keeps

prices and wages rigid so that tax preferences wilL accrue tothe benefit of shareholder*

and not the consumers. In any event, even if corporate tax cuts were wholly passed'

on to the consumer, the same objective could be achieved directly by cutting individ-

ual taxes. Cutting corporate taxes, or reducing taxes on corporate dividends on the

other hand, will presumably increase the capital owned by the I% of Americans who

own S 1% of U.S. corporate stock and who already receive the bulk of the $33 billion

of corporate tax pre,..ences. The 53% of Americans who own only 10% of U.S.

corporate stock will receive only what "trickle down" benefits remain after most

of the money flows into profits rather than new investment.

V. The existing tax preferences have created a distortion encouraging more debt
financing.

There is no doubt that tax preferences have a great deal of affect on financial

decisions and frequently taint or distort the normal market mechanisms. Rather

than removing distortions when they prove harmful, this committee is being asked

to increase them by creating a compensating bias,
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The 8rowing usj of deb4 instead of equity for financing corporate growth is cited

by G. E. (and Chase) to prove the lack of available capital. The solution, it is

claimed, is to make dividends deductible to corporations to put them o an equal

footing with interest payments which are already.deductible.

But the Increased reliance on debt financing Is not really an Indication of a pro-

blem. At least part of the reason for the Increase in debt is voluntary choice be-

cause of the bias in the tax code which favors interest over dividends. It is not

that no other capital ii available and so corporations are driven into debt financing,

The fact is that the tax bias makes debt financing cheaper and therefore more at-

tractive as Ions as the investment return exceeds the interest costs. Financing

with debt also has the advantage, from a corporate management point of view, 3f

not diLuting the per share earnings of existing shareholders.

There are, of course, factors other than the tax code which affect debt equity

ratios, In times of recession, investors holding convertible debentures will con-

vert them into bonds instead of stock, Increasing the proportion of debt to equity

(stock) financing.

Debt is greater than It was 20 years ago throughout the economy. It has be-n

suggested that debt financing has simply become more acceptable to the consumer

over the years. The economy as a whole now has $8 of debt for each $1 in the motry

supply, double the ratio of 20 years ago. While corporate debt has tripled in 15 years,

consumer installment debt has at least doubled and thp debt of federal agencies is

up over 100016. So the growth of corporate debt is not.all that unusual

But it cannot be denied that the tax bias encouraging debt is considerable. Henry

Wallich regarded this as the major problem in capital formation when he addressed
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the Ways sad Mesas committee lt July, His solution is to reduce the tax deducdos

for interest rather than Increase the distortion by allowing corporations a compar-

able deduction for dividends, as the Chase and G, E. studies would propose,

VL Additional tax cuts would make capital harder to-get than now.

It Is.a simple fact, glossed over by the proponents of tax cuts, that any additional

tax preference will cost the federal government additional loss of revenue, Since

there is already. siseable deficit in the budget, an increased deficit means in-

creased government borrowing, which can raise the interest rate as the government

competes with industry for capital.

The dimensions of the problem are hard to predict, but every economist whc as

testified before Congress on the subject has agreed that there is a potential

for the private sector to be crowded out of the market by the government. The.

further agree that a serious crowding out problem will not arise until we roach a

time of full employment when business sa are required to expand through now in-

vestment rather than through hiring additional workers.

According to President Ford. unemployment will remain substantially above

full employment levels well into the end of this decade. U this is the case, then no

capital squeese problem will arise for several years to come. Obviously then, the

time for this committee to deal with the problem of capital shortages is when and

if they arise in the future. In the interim, there is little sense in cutting taxes to that

interest rates are forced up for all consumers.

VII. Foreign growth rates cannot be compared to our own,

Another device being used by those claiming a need for more capital is to compare

the growth and iwestment rates in this country with those of other countries, $5-ace
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the growth and investment rates bore are tower, it is asserted that we need to re-

duce the taxes on Investment* Mr, Pechman refuted these conclusions by descibinf

the vastly different starting points of post-war economies in Europe and Japar. have

demanded & much higher rate of growth than in the U.S. since we did not I.avt to re-

build after the ravages of war.

it must also be remembered that investment is translated into growth t-.ri,';h the

technology available and Japan and Europe have been ablejo skip seneratio:-s ;-

technological development and invest in the highly productive technology pionot:ed i.

this country. It is not unlikely, according to the economists in this field, tat hen

these countries reach the frontier of technological development attained In tii

country, their rates of growth in CQP per capita will be no higher than ours. -he

Japanese government projects a real rate of growth of only 2% !or the year ent ng

next April, It is also interesting that Japan's rate of inflation also exceeds o:i -

it recently hit Z4% (Oct, 1974),

'VLI, The data is too speculative to be relied upon in making legislative decisions,

I think it is important to carefully examine the figures used by the Chase-ar:

G.E. studies. But first ! would like to quote, as a general comment, economist

Erich W, Streiggler's book on the problems of long range economic predictioni,

(PitfalLs in Economic Forecasin. U. of Viena) "it is a commonplace of lcong

standing that exact forecasts are impossible in economics. Because of the use of

Judgment even forecasts very complicated Ji method, when made. at the wrong :moment,

may be hardly better than passing fancies. "1 The problems that the major oco:,:mic

forecasting models have had in this past year keeping up with changes in thie r.'nom--

from one quarter ot the next are a good illustration of the vagaries of economic

predictions.
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The problem in making foruasts for economic activity IZ years in the future is

that too many elements-are difficult or even impossible to estimate. Technologaial

advances. for example, can hardly be anticipated with any accuracy at al and yet

they contribute heavily to capital growth, According to Edward F. Denison's

noted book Soures_ of Economic Growth. for the years 1909 through 1957, of total

growth in real national income per person employed, capital and land contributed

12%, while increased education of labor, economies of scale and dissemination of

technical knowledge contributed over 85%.

If we examine carefuUy the studies done by Chase and G.E., we find several

major flaws. The prediction of a shortfall in savings in comparison to invesabnent

needs is based entirely on guesses as the amount of saving and investment that will

occur. For example, the president of the Chase Manhattan Bank has estimated that

capital needs over the next ten years will total $3.6 trillion (assuming a 5% rate of

inflation). However, he adds another $500 bilon out of thin air when he goes on to

say that "what we really need.., could go to $4. I trillion." He then uses the $4. 1

trillion as an investment needs figure to compute a savings deficit of $1. 5 trillion.

In other words, the President of the Chase Manhattan Bank is asking the Congress

to make tax policy on the basis of sheer guesswork.

Similarly, the General Electric Company forecasts are also based on guesses.

For example, in Its June ZO, 1975 forecasts, G.E. assumes that non-military

government investment will be 145% greater in the period 1974-1985 than it was over

the period 196Z-1973. This is based on "a detailed projection of federal, state and

local spending based on program trends, demographic factors, and receipts" But

suppose that G.E. has guessed erroneously as to thu pattern of government spending ?

In that cases their prediction of capital shortage might be entirely incorrect.

Other problems with the G.E. study, aside from the susceptibility of its r:sulto
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to small errors in tho basic figures it uses. are that it does not reveal its

assumptions about the rate of either inflation or unemployment. Such information is

crucial, however, to its predictions. The rate of inflation makes a major difference

in investor confidence and especially an an Investor's willingness to hold equity in-

stead of bonds. The level of unemployment maes a major difference both n in-

vestor confidence in the strength of consumer buying power and in whether new

capital is required to increase business production. Yet G.E. has stated that its

economic forecast is "company proprietary data" and therefore unavailable for the

purpose of checking its crucial underlying assumptions. Without knowledge of this

data, it is impossible for this committee -- or anyone else y-*to properly evaluate

the G.E. predictions.

Another major problem is that both G.E. and Chase make assumptions about our

future capital investment needs in energy production that must be examined closely.

The oil companies, for example, have been very vocal in their demand for tax in-

centives to encourage investment in research and development of new sources of oil

and gas. The oil shortages of the past few years were pointed to as the result of

inadequate investment in domestic oil sources. Yet. a 1974 FEA study concluded

that by 1985, the petroleum industry would have excess capital of $96 billion

available to invest in other Industries. In fact. the major oil companies have so much

excess capital now that they are already moving into other industries, and thi in

spite of the recent repeal of percentage depletion. Standard Oil of California paid

cash of over $300 million for Am interest in Amax, a coal producer, Gulf Oil had

announced plans to acquire Rockwell International, which has revenues of $4 billion

yearly. Gulf's former President, Bob Dorsey. stated: "In the pastwe put 40% of our

capital investment abroad, but now that those areas are shut off to us and now that

domestic oil demand is no longer growing as fast, we have more capital available

for diversification".
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Obviously, the Chae. assumption of continued Increase in the demand for energy

is udounded. But it is also interesting that the Dorsey statement Illustrates some

of the other variables that are impossible to predict, such as the repatriation of

capital investments, and foreign policy, Also, the oil industry Is particularly

effected by technological changes, both as they affect the energy industries as welt

as Industries which rely on energy, and technological changes as we have already

said, are impossible to predict.

IX. The Administradio Uiity Ta" ?ro nosals Ata Minaulded and Walt'fu|

The administration proposal for tax relief for electric utilities and their share-

holders is a wrongheaded approach to the problems of the utility industry. Thtir

basic financial problems have stemmed from anove r expansion of plant capacity without

considering conservation. induced reductions in demand, an over reliance on un-

reliable and costly nuclear power plante and cumbersome rate making procedures.

More intelglent load management, slower plant expansion, and responsive rate

making are the answers. In fact, with utilities forced to face up to these problems,

some of their recent difficulties have eased. With more direct attention to these

problems, their financial picture can continue to improve. That is the proper

answer to the utility industry's problems. The answer is not a billion dollar a year

raid on the U. S. Treasury. .

The First National City Bank recently noted that the first quarter profits of 81

power companies were 1S higher (in real terms) over the same time interval.

Value Line InvesAtent Survey. a leading Wall Street financial analysis publication,

idvises its readers to buy utility stock in the following Slowing terms: "Hawaiin Elec-
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tric offers a generous return.., good profit levels should continue a while longer...

Florida Power Corp: Improved earnings prospects should help these shares to out-

perform the market averages in the year ahead. -

The electric industry itself recognizes that its situation is improving. W. l.on..am

Crawford, head of the Edison Electric Institute .whose membership comprises 98V,-

of the investor owned utility companies, noted in April of this year that "interest

rates have come down. Bonds and common stocks are being sold on a more satis-

factory basis," Even some members of the Administration see no problem in

public utility financing. In testimony given last April 14 before the Subcommittees

on IntergovernmentaWlRelations and on Reports. Accounting and Management of the

Senate Government Operations Committee, Assistant Secretary of Interior Jack V".

Carlson stated: "A decline in interest rates combined with rate increases leading

to improved earnings performance has increased investor confidence in the ndustry,

resulting in a Z5% imporvement in utility stock performance.... The evidence does

not indicate to me that there is a major problem over the long run."

In short, whatever the condition dt the utilities in 1974, they currently are having

far fewer probiems in raising the capital they need. Under these circumstances# sny

need for further tax breaks for utility companies and their stockholders in dimini*.ing

rapidly. Moreover, as pointed out by Assistant Secretary Carlson, rate relief is w-hat

is responsible for the current imporvement in the utility financing picture, and rate

relief Is capable of handling those financial problems that remain.

Not only are the Administration's utility tax proposals not needed, but they wou1d

in many cascs bring about no increase in utility company investment and would instead

jo only to increases in the after-tax profits of utility investors. The increases in the

investment tax credit proposed by the Administration Is a perfect example of the u?"

side down character of its proposals.. This. credit can be used by profitable con-
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paniei to offset their tax liability, but it fails to assist the unprofitable companies --

the ones who may be in need of help -- because those companies lack of profits pre-

vents their having any tax on which a benefit from the investment tax credit could be

realized. According to one recent study one-third of 150 electric utilities surveyed

paid no tax in 1974. With the recent 150% increase in the investment tax credit that

percentage should more than double. To the extent that the financially troubled

utilities number among these non-taxpaying companies, they will receive no help

at all from the Administrationts proposed investment tax credit increase.

Meanwhile, the increased tax credit increases the return to investors. Utility

companies can us it to expand the proportion of their dividends which is tax-exempt

as not being paid out of earnings and profits. One hundred percent of VEPCO's

dividend payments %ere non-taxable In 1974. Furthermore, the situation of the

profitable companies is such that they are in some cases able to show ata jQL,

in spite of the profits they report to their shareholders, because the tax laws give

them such liberal treatment. For example, VEPCO earned profits of $84 million

in 1974 -- an 11% return on investment -- while receiving a refund of previously

paid taxes in the amount of $7. 15 million for their 1974.JAIloggj It's the stock-

holders of these companies who benefit chiefly from these phony tax losses. In a

recent company perspectus, the company states that it will have no tax liability in

1975.

The Administrations' proposed tax postponement for reinvested utility dividends

is another misdirected tax subsidy with questionable value for the utilities involved

and is, at the same time, a potential tax bonanza for the rich. Under the Ford Ad-

ministration's proposal, a shareholder's stock dividends would not be taxed as

ordinary income in the year received, as they are now, but could be deferred for

many years - an interest free loan from the U.S. Treasury. If the Administration's

plan goes through, wealthy taxpayers will have their taxes on dividends significantly
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reduced. However, this plan would be of no help to those less well-off stockholders.

particularly retirees and employees with a few shares of stock, who rely on periodic

cash dividends as a means of meeting basic living expenses and have no use for stock

dividends.

if the Administration is really concerned about those utilities that are in financial

trouble, it should consider either direct loans to them, or measures to expedite the

granting of rate increases consistent with Increased operating costs. As Treasury

Secretary Simon pointed out in testimonay before the Ways and Means Committee,

"the most fundamental problem.., is adequate ratese--not taxes. Recent increases

in utility rates are a principal cause of the recent improvement in utility stock

market performance as Assistant Secretary Cartson has pointed out, and can be

used to help out these companies that are still in fanancial difficulty. Furthermore,

a. TEA Administrator Frank Zarb has indicated in several recent speeches.

Intelligent load management - I.e., more widespread power distribution and more

efficient use of existing capacity, half of which is currently unused in off-peak

hours - can reduce plant expansion needs by one-third.over the next decade.

Intelligent, efficient load management is clearly the way the nation must go in a

decade when conservation will be the watchword and when huge amounts of idle

utility generating capacity just can no longer be afforded.

In conclusion, inefficient tax subsidies are-hardly needed when two direct and

proven solutions to utility financial problems -- rate relief an- more efficient load

management -- are available,

I think I have jaaai-.: the Wiint that I feel it in inappropriate for this conittettte to

cut corporate taxes in responne to the outcry for more capital. Obviously, there
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are many unresolved questions about who pays what taxes and how that affects

capital. But the real problem underlying this whole discussion Is the lack of affirwa-

tive policy in the area of capital allocation.

In other words. given the finite capital that we have, how do we determine who

gets it. In a perfectly free scopamy, the market would settle that question: those

who can afford to pay for it. However, we have a market that is already very greatly

affected by the tax policy and has been severly distorted by the different biases that

have been created. Before more distortions are created, we should be looking at

the relative claims of the different segments of the economy. Should housing be

allocated more or less capital than it gets now ? What type of housing should be

favored? How much capital should go into energy investments ? Capital can not

be encouraged into one area without depriving another.

There are those who would go farther and demand that the tax code be used to

encourage the creation of more capital (through savings and investment) so that we

can continue to have an ever Increasing growth rate. 'But the social costs of such

rapid economic growth can be fairly high since we would have to raise taxes right

now on the low and middle ihcome taxpayers to reduce the burden on the wealthior

through the selective tax cuts that have been proposed, or risk the costs of in-

creased deficit spending.

It must be remembered that capital doesn't spring out of thin air. Increases

In investment necessitate cuts in consumption. This committee ts being asked to

do that through the tax code by reducing the spendable income of consumers and

I: reasing the spendable income and the profits of corporations. But profits

will not remain high If consumers cut down on their purchases. The approach

ses to be self defeating. I would urge the committee not to react to the cries

of a weU orchestrated campaign to cut taxes for business and their owners in the

name of capital formation.
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JOUPIH A. PCHMW

. Statement before the House Ways and Ahans Comiittee, June 2, J975

I an pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the allegation that

there is a serious capital shortage in this country and that unusual tax

measures should be adopted to remedy this deficiency. I have examined the

arguments usually made to support this position and do not find then to be

persuasive. In q opinion, our capitol needs during the next several years

can be met without distorting the tax structure by additional measures to promote

saving and investment. The type of tax changes that ere usually suggested would

reduce the taxes of corporations and high income recipients at a time when there

is a public demand to remove tax preferences for investment income. Instead of

tampering with the tax system, the Congress should devote its attention to

restoring high levels of employment and income as quickly as possible. This is

the best contribution it can make to promote investment and a satisfactory rate

of economic growth.

Capital Nfeeds

Proponents of new tax incentives often dramatize their position by

aggregating estimates of investment needs over a decade or longer. In this

way, they come up with a huge figure which, it is suggested, cannot possibly

Director of Economic Studies, The Brookings Institution. These views are wV
own and do not nece-sarily represent those of the officers, trustees or other
staff members of the Brookings institution.
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be mt. ttlo ettempt iS mede to compare the savings flows out of which

the Investment would be financed.

Three of qw colleagues, Barry Bouworth, James Duesenberry and Andrew

Carron, have Just completed a projection of investment and savings for the

year 1980 in a new Brookings book, CapItal Needs In the Seventies. Th find

that capital requirements for the public and private sectors will indeed be

large, but the amounts are not out of line with past saving and investment

ratios in periods of high employment.

Contrary to the impression given tV proponents of more investment tax

incentives, the level of private Investment during the past decade has been

extremely high by atW standard. Am T'able 1 showed the portion of the gross

national product that vent to business fixed investment in 1973 and 1974 was close too

post World War II peak, whether the figures are expressed in current or constant

dollars. The averages for the post decade, 1965-74, easily exceeded the averages

for the previous decade and even exceeded these for the inmedate postwar decade,

when investment demand was extremely high as a result of war-created shortages.

Furthermore, the investment ratio in 1973 and 1971 exceeded the ratio in 1929

when it is measured in current dollars, although it was below the 1929 ratio

in constant dollars-as was every year since the end of World War 11. There is

no evidence in thece figures that investment has been lagging in recent years,

or that the tax system has been a drag on investment.

Of course, the nation's private investment needs will not be satisfied

if the federal government runs significant deficits when the econoqw is doing

well. In such situations, the deficits compete for funds in the capital markets

and do crowd out private investment. For this reason, It is important to run

surpluses in periods of high employment. These surpluses are used to retire
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UTALE 1. Business Fixed Investnt as a Nront of the Orss Notonal
Product in Current and Constant Dollars, 1929, 1916-7

: Current 1958
Year * dollars dollars

1929

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
19514

10.3

8.2
10.1
10.4
9.8
9.8
9.7
9.1
9.14
9.2

9.6
10.4
10.5
9.3
9.3
9.6
9.0
9.2
9.2
9.7

10.16
10.9
10.5
10.3
10.6
10.3

9.9
10.1
10.6
10.7

9.7
9.6

10.4

1955
1956
1957
1958
19591960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Averages
1947-54
1955-1
1965-74

13.0

9.7
11.7
11.7
10.6
10.6
10.3
9.7
9.9
9.7

10.0
10.6
10.5
9.3
9.3
9.7
9.2
9.4
9.4
9.9

10.7
11.3
10.8
10.7
11.0
10.7
10.3
10.6
11.2
11.14

10.5

9.7
10.9

SOMCS: Elonoate Renort of the Presgdent. 1975, pp. 2149, 250, 26. and
Survey of Current Fousness. May 1975, p. 5.
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debt and thus help to provide funds to finance private investment.

In recent years, except for the early Vietma War period, the federal bud-

get has in fact been close to balance or has run & surplus whn umamplqment has

approached the I"-/2 percent range. For example, in the second quarter of

1973, when unemployment averaged 4.8 percent of the labor fore, the budget

cosputed on the national incm account basis--which Is the relevant budget for

this pirpom -- ran a deficit of only $2 billion at an amual rate. TMe Council

of economic Advisere has Istimted that the deficit would have been converted to

a surplus of $9 billion if memployment had been running at 4 percent in this

period.

Boeworth, Duesenberry and Carron expect that the ratio of private invest-

smnt to the gross national product will need to be only slightly higher in 1980

than the level it reached in 1973. To finance this amount of Investmnt, it

would be necessary to run a surplus of one-half of one percent of the gross

national product if unemployment were reduced to # percent and somewhat over

one percent if unemployment were reduced to only 5 percent. (Tis is a deon-

stration of the obvious point that, if the econoiq produces less, we will have

to reduce consumption and government expenditures relatively newe in order

to supply our capital needs.) The authors conclude that these surpluses are

within the capabilities of our present fiscal system. Special efforts would

not be necessary to induce more saving in a high employment econoe' than we

are likely, to have with the present tax system and prospective increases in

government expenditures from present program, although opportunities for large

new program will be limited.

A much more serious constraint on investment than the tax system is the

recession which we have been experiencing for the past year and a half.

During the first year of the recession, investment held up well, but DoW it
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is declining rapidly as business managers are faced with excess capacity and

find their profits falling sharply. The shortfall of Investment below the

levels it would have reached if we had avoided the recession is of the ordef

of #28 billion in 1974 and 1975 alone; another $22 billion will probably be

added in 1976, making a total deficiency for the three years of $50 billion.

(These figures are expressed in 1975 prices.) This amount is the equivalent

of over a half year's worth of investment at current levels. I know of no

technique, tax or otherwise, that would raise investment by that amount over

a period of three years. The moral of the story is that the best wqy to

secure adequate investment is to avoid recessions; and, now that we are in

a recession, we should try to return to high employment levels as quickly as

possible. This will not only alleviate the human suffering from high umemploy.

ment, but also contribute to a higher level of investment.

Cmorisons with Other Countries

Another favorite technique used by proponents of tax incentives for

investment is to compare growth and investment rates in the United States and

other developed countries. It is a fact that the ratio of investment to the

gross national product is lower in the United States than in marW European

countries and in Japan. It is also a fact that the U.S. growth rate has been

lower than the growth rate in many European countries and in Japan during the

past two decades. On the basis of these two sets of facts, it is asserted that

investment Is too low in the United States and something must be done about

that, preferably by reducing taxes on investment income.
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There are at least two significant oassions from this chain of

reasoning, First,,despite the difference In inwstment rates, capital per

worker is higher in the United States than in practically any other country.

(By some measurements, France, Oermany and Canada my have already caught

up to the United States, but-not other countries for which data are available.

Europe end Japan needed to invest more heavily than the United States because

they were not only behind us when World War II began but also suffered Is-

measurable destruction during the war. 7hus, they had a long way to catch

up, and it is to their credit that they have tried to do so. But r cee no

reason why their investment ratios should be used as a standard to appraise
a

the U. S. performance.

Second, there is no guarantee that continued high investment rates in

Europe and Japan will produce as much growth in the future as it has in the

pest. As investment deficiencies are mdo up, the economic growth produced

by extra investment declines. Presumably, when Europe and Japan catch up to

the United States (in term of capital per worker) the additional growth that

investment will produce will be roughly the same in Surope, Japan and the United

States. But even when the investment deficiency is made up, the other econoaies

may not produce as much per worker as the United States does, because there are

many other determinants of productivity beside investment. On this point,

xW colleague, Edward F. Denison, who has produced the only authentic analysis

of the sources of economic growth in Euorpe and the United States (in - arowth

Rates DI fe. Brookings Institution, 1967). expressed the following cautionary

note:

.Although nost of the European countries have achieved
higher growth rates then the tUited States, this was not be-
cause they were doing xore to obtain growth. They were able
to secure higher growth rates only because they were operating
In a dlfermnt environment. Conditions. were very different
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with respect to the eOXiting level of toolmolowV
mnagoment, and general efficiency in the use of

-resoumes; and to eoonoles of scole. 3ome he"
supposed that the Wited Statoe could have retched
the growth rates of Ivropean coatries it oaly
Americans had done as the E umpeans did. I con.
olude that this Is simply not so.

Comparisons with the posr growth rates of
ERopean countries therefore, do not provide
grounds for dissatiefaction with the Amrican
growth record. The point needs stressing because
the conditions that enabled rope to obtain higher
growth rates ere not exhausted. Aside from short-
term aberrtions urope should be able to report
higher growth rates, at least in national Inoome
per person employed, for a long time. Americans
should expect this and not be disturbed tv it.
Nothing in this analysis suggests that the conditions
king for higher European growth would continue
to operate If the uropean countries were to reach

* American levels of national inoome per person em.
* played.

to brief, the Investmnt ratios or other economic indicators camot be -

used as a Sude for U. 8. policy. whether we should invest -ae and grow

a little faster depends on our evaluation of the benefits of growth as compared

to the costs. I strongly disagree with those who believe that growth should

be halted fot environmental or other reasons. &t I also disagree with those

who want to inoresse growth at the expense of other urgent national priorities

and at the expense of equity In the tax syton. The long run growth periftormno

of the U. 8. eopnow has been eminently satisfactory. Our major problem has

been, and remins, to avoid the extremes of inflation and recession. Clearly,

a national decision to raise the Investnt ratio tq a few percentage points

will not provide the solution to this problem.

It is true that capital shortages were evident in some U. 8. industries

during the upsurge of 1972 and 1573._ Mm of these shortages occurred because

the boom was of world-wide dimensions , and prodution pressed against capmoity

)
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SUmt evswib. It to to be boy tbat tUw - typ of boo will be

ayvoi6 dwLng ts next oonomie expasioa. lb W events as bsim s

rePonds to the signals of the mrbgt piose, inwstrnt will Inempe in the

wry industries where it is need. Som of the eorreetion his am.4

taken place; and more of it to to be epected In the month end 3eere aea4.

Osnerlised tax incentives will hsrdt rem4s this p of Investamnt deficlnc;

and I a oure this Coemtte will moopise that special tax devices create jore

problem than they solve. I
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Tas on Investomn Incom

lrerybocW Iows that the tax laws contain nurous special prod-

stlaw to ses the burden of taxation on Invstment income, but until

recently it was Impossible to determine the cost of Uwe provisions. Now,

the President it required t7 law to present in is anual budget e so a

a list of all "tax expenditures, which ar defined as "exceptions to the

normall structure, of the Individual and corporation inoom tax.0 yor

fiscal year 1976, the tax expenditures were expected to amount to #0.8

billion for Individuals and $21.0 billion for corporations, ora total of

$91.8 billion.-J Of this amount, $31.4 billion are tax expenditures that,

/Aacial ANlyses. Odht of the United states gornmnt. Fiscal

Jjar 197, pp. 108-09. The list does not include capital gains on asase

transferred at gift or death, the deferral at tax on foreign Income, the

asset depreciation range system, and the iumu tax on earned i me.

in on way or another, reduce the tax on Investment inc . The Tax Reduc-

tion Act at 1975 Increased thes totals somewhat.

The tax law imposes mxima rates at 70 percent on Individual income

and 48 percent on corporate inowo, but because of the tax expenditures the

actual effective rates are such loner. For the year 1972, thO effective rate

of the indi vidual Income tax on persons with economic incomes of $1,000"030

or more was 32 percent;-/ while the effective rate of the corporation Income
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./Joseph A. Fachmn and Benjamin A. Okner, "Individual Incfme Tax

Rrosion by Inoom Classes," e economic o Federal uboidy ProeraMs, Part

I (Joint Ecnomic Comttteoe, 197), pp. 13-.0, gr•okings Reprint 230.

tax is probably of the order of 35 percent. Clearly, the tax expenditures

for Investmnt income are already generous.

Under the oiroumutances, it me- to me that ar proposals to add to

the list of tax expenditures for investment income should be accompanied by

sugstls for raising the revenue lost, without making the distribution at

tax burdens less equitable. This can be done either t eliminating other

wfstinl tax expenditures or by raising the corporation tax rate and the high-

bracket individual income tax rates. Of the two alternatives, eliminating

tax expenditures is much to be preferred. Higher tax rates would penalize

those who cannot take advantage of special provisions and would further distort

economic behavior as taxpayers try to arrange their affairs so a to avoid them.

I should like to give a few examples at the type at changes I have in

mind.

FLrst, the investment credit and the asset depreciation range (AM)

system now cost a total oC about $8 billion a year. Both are acknowledged to

be wasteful because they do not reward businesses that make an extra effort

to increase .their investment. Such a stimulus could be provided--at a much

higher rate than the 10 percent now allowed under the investment credit--tb

repealing the credit and AM and substituting a net investment credit. his

would be a credit for the amout at investment in excess at the firm's depe-

clation allowances. Unt economists believe that the net investment oredit
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would be a moch more offeotive invwtmnt Incentive than the present omdit

and AM.

Beyond., today the tax law encouaes people to hold on to their *took

and other assets indefinitely because gainl that are transferred at gift or

by bequest are not subject to tax. this look-in effort is substantial nd

tends to reduce the supply of securities that would otherwise be available.

It these gains were treated for tax pps as It they were realled,, revenues

would be raised tV at leasi 2 billion a year at present capital gains -rates

aw* t a much larger amount It tho capital gains rate were Increased. &.ch

Increases in revenue could be used to reduce the top bracket Individual In.

con tax rates, a swap that would improve the equity o the onome tax U well

as the operation of capital markets.

Third, I agree with Henry Wallich that it would be desirable to reduce

the tax Incentive to use debt to finance capital Investment, rather than equity.

Providing a signifloant deduction for dividends would be much too costly, but

his proposal to eliminate the deduction for Interest on future capital Issues

and to out the orporation income tax at the em time merits serious consider-

ation.

Finally, the recent spate ot proposals to integrate the individual and

corporation Income taxes does not coma to grips with the question of who will

pay the cost of the change. Full Integration-that Is, taxing corporate earn-

ings to the -individual when they are earned--would reduce 1976 revenues t'

$19.5 billion. About two-thirds at the reduction, or $12.5 billion would go

to tax-exempt organizations,, and only one-third, or $7 billion, would go to

individuals. To recoup this revenue Ios and to avoid a wholesale redistribu-

tion ot tax burdens, it would be necessary to levy a separate tax on the
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dividans or total investment inc Of tax-exempt organization and also to

apply the Individual incm ta-rates to all inc c sa e the

board, rather than to a emil segment of that income as we do today. Further-

aore, the adoption of integration with such rates would require taxes to be

withhold an corporate earnings at a rate that was equal to or close to the

present top bracket individual Income tax rate. Otherwise, individuals would

no have sufficient funds to py their tax liabilities an the amount at oorpo-

rate Inom they would be r#quired to Include in their Income tax return.

That might be acceptable to the Individuals, but for the corporationsit.

would mean the pymsent of 70 percent ot their earning. in the form at a with-

holding tax end therefore a limitation on retained earnings to 30 percent at

profits before tax (instead of 52 percent uMdr present law). Ferhape the

country would be better off under a system that taxed the investment Income

of nn-protit organisations directly and reduced corporate savings to that

extent. However, these issues have been neglected t' amst proponents at

integration, which suggest. that they are either unaware of the problem or

are not very serious about their proposal.

in sumaryr, there i-little basis for concern abqut the adequacy Of

savyin and Investent in this country. There is still less basis for the

argument that the U. 8. tax system imposes excessive burdens an investment

inom. Proposals- to add preferential tax provisions for Investment incm.

should not bt entertained unless they are accmpanied tV suggestions to make

up the revenue loss. Otherwise the Iom tax bases will be flrVw eroded

and the equity of the tax system will be corspondingly reduced.

2
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STATEMENT OF THE SMALLER MANUFACTURERS COUNCIL
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Subject: Tax Policy and Job Creation

Gentlement

We appreciate very much the opportunity which you have

extended to us to submit a statement regarding tax legislation which

twill help meet our nation's growing capital needs, and create new

jobs for our expanding ao force, and will promote stable non-

inflationary economic growth. The Smaller Manufacturers Council

(SIC) is a trade association s in Pittburgh, Pennsyl-

vania, with approximately 600 member coanies in Pennsylvania,

Ohio and West Virginia, with a combined employment of over 55,000

people. our members represent a very broad range of manufacturing

activity, and as such I would hope that our omments could be

regarded as typical of those of mall and independent manufacturing

enterprises throughout the United States. Accordingly, the "sector

of the economy" on which we will comment herein is intended to be

applicable broadly to small and independent manufacturers. For

the further purposes of this discussion, a "mall" manufacturer

typically has less than 500 employees.

9
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Wben we think of- mall business, the impemion that ofterltoames to mind

is the inventiveness that begins as a mall business and blooms into &-ajor

industry. This certainly does hapen in many cases. and according to one count,

halt of sma 61 major inventions in this century have been the work of either a

single individual or have cam out of a mall business. However, the smaller

enterprise is ideally suited for certain kinds of products and services short-

run jab-lot manufacturing, products having a short production cycle (because

of change in seasons or styling) and low capital requiemantso or lowvolm

Production requiring individual and/or special attention.

In those cmnts I would like to concentrate on three particular

matters of Importances (1) the relationship between jobs and capital (2) the

difficulties of access to capital by smaller enterprises, and, (3) tax reform

to provide capital for the smaller enterprises.

I. Jobs and capital

The National Association of Manufacturers, in their Tax pact.

Projecte, has very effectively demonstrate the relationship between

capital investment and job growth. The tex of their project can be

found in full in the publication *Small Business Tax Reformt, reporting

Joint Hearings, June 17 to 19, 1975, of the Select Comittee on all

Business and the Sub-aoittee on Financial Markets of the Finance

WI11 0 - " - 1
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Cmnttee. tfofctunately this study me unable to obtain sufficient data to

reveal dittorential impact btmeen la r nd smal omt i"ss. uoes, an

analysis is smarmized in the table belov. While the data is rather old* it is

unfortunately the most recant available foe analysis. Nevrtholoe, e totesl

the trends Indloated betwesa 1963 and 1967 are equally tru today. A one-

bLiL*lio-dolla addition to the capital bue of the small business sector of

the ecomy will pvodo mccr job opportunities than vill an equivalent munt

of oash to the Overall business ointnity.

2.orprts ftlomnt Trends

Rmployent
(millions)

1963 1967 SA

Large business * 17.3 15.8 - 1.6

Small business ** 9.8 15.9 + 6.1

$ale a Receipts

($ millions)

Large busL-ess $312.1 $500.3 + $188.2

Small business 423.6 500.6 + 76.8

Largo business ssused to be all corporations with $50 million
or moe sales G roeipts.

* Small business asumsd to be all corporstLons between $100,000
and $49,99,999 sLes receipts.
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A survey of ow SC member companies boe indicated that may of

than express a serious need for investment capital. I think it is safe

to say that, generally, if the investmnt capital Is available, the

small busine msan will us it in such a may that it will result in more

jobs for our economy. it should be noted that this capital can come

from one of several sources, such as the following

1. loans to the business

2. equity investment in the business

3. government grants

4. retained earnings

At this point I would now like to review the general situation

vith respect to the first two itams indicated above.

U. Difficulty of Access to Capital by Maller nterpwiees

As I an sure you are all well amare, banks, as well as an*o else,

naturally prefer to lend their money to thoee who are most likely to repay

the loan. Particularly in these days when banks have many loans of ques-

tionable value already outstanding, banks are very reluctant to finance

the analler enterprise, and If they do so to any substantial extent, they

tend to charge interest rates well above prim. We state this situation

merely as a fact of life.

As to equity capital, the situation for the iaml1 business is all

but hopeless. Even the largest of companies find their price/eoxnLngs

multiples so low that they do not choose equity financing, and it in thus

the very rare small business that can anticipate generating sufficient
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return on equity to make feasible a public stock offering. It should be

noted further that the costs of being a public company can represent a

very substantial portion of income for a small enterprise, in view of

annual reports to shareholders as well a to the SC.

Further, in the view of many of our mers, loan and/or equity

capital from a smll business investment company (SBIC) is unattractive

to the typical small business owner. Th amount of control that the

owner is forced to give up in exchange for the SIC support is felt

in many cases to be unreasonable. An SBIC is often looking towards

making a substantial gain on the equity portion of its holdings, if

the enterprise should be successful. This usually means that the SBIC

Is anticipating either a future public stock offering or the sellout

of the small business to a much larger business entity. In the intro-

duction to this statement, I have cemented on certain are where we

believe that mall businesses have natural and sound economic advan-

tages, but SBSIC' do not tend to be, at least in our opinion, long-

range holders of non-marketable small business stock.
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MU. Tax Reform to Provide Capital for the Smaller Enterprises

in the above Section li, we have atteted to set forth the difft-

culties of access of mall businesses to loans or to equity investment.

in our Initial list of sources, we suggested one possibility as being

that of goverruent grants. Let ae make it clear that we are not suggest-

ing that the government at this time need to provide direct grants to

mall business.

Nevertheless, we fee that present tax laws have a bias against

savings and in favor of conamption, and have a further bias against

the small business segment of the business community.

Accordingly, to partially reduce this adverse treatment of mall

business, we advocate the following tax reforms

1. Graduated corporate tax rates

We recent a graduated corporate tax rate, as follows:

1. Taxable Income Rate
$ 0 to 9,999 10%

10,000 to 19,999 $ 1,000 + 12% of excess over $ 10,000
20,000 to 29,999 $ 2,200 + 14% of excess over $ 20,000
30,000 to 39,999 $ 3,600 + 16% of e=ess over $ 30,000
40,000 to 49,999 $ 5,200 4 19% of excess over $ 40,000
50,000 to 59,999 $ 7.100 + 22V of excess over $ 50,000
60,000 to 69,999 $ 9,300 + 25% of excess over $ 60,000
70,000 to 99,999 $ 11,800 + 28% of excess over $ 70,000

100,000 to 14 9,999 $ 20,200 + 31% of excess over $100,000
150,000 to 199,999 $ 35,700 + 34% of excess over $150,000
200,000 to 249,999 $ 52,700 + 37% of excess over $200,000
250,000 to 299,999 $ 71,200 + 40% of excess over $250,000
300,000 to 349,999 $ 91,200 + 43% of excess over $300,000
350,000 to 399,999 $112,700 + 4"I of excess over $350,000
400,000 and over $135,700 + 48% of excess over $400,000

a
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w argument supporting this proposed rate structure hats been

effotively presented by the national Federation of Indapendent

iusinoss (oIn), and apears on page 1156 of '"all business Tax

RefCozmt lert 2, (bearings held 8eptmber 23 to 25 and Nwovesbr 13,

1975).

baud on 1970 oozpate inmome statistics, there would be an

estimated direct tax roewe loss of 2.35 billion dollars.

2. Revisions in capital gains rates

We second a stoned reihition of the alternative capital

gains tax rate, Ln oer to encourage long teas-investment in

mler enterprises, rather than hit-and-run speculation. im

reacosend the alternative rate of 300 o investments held I to 5

years; 25 on investments hold S to 10 yeavr and 12-1/2% on

investments held over 10 years. In our opinion, such rates would

inks short-ter. speculation less attractive and would encourage

the kind of long-tozn Lnvestment that is so badly needed.

3. Estate and gift tax rates

We propose that the $60,000 estate tax exception should be

increased to $100,000, and that estate tax rates should be as

follows,
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Taxable Setate Tax Rate

$0- 50,00
S0,000- 100,000 10

100,000- 10,000 is
1500000- 200,000 20
200,000- 400,000 25
400,000- 600,000 30
600,000-1,000,000 35

Buparting arguments for this chmage Iave bon effectively put

forth by NM, and appea on page 1157 of Oamall Dusis tx Refor',p

pert 2.

2be gift tax io currently set at a rate of 75 of that of the

estate tax rate, and we propose that it would rain at 7S% of the

estate tax rates proposed above. The should also be a peoportionate

increase in th lifetime and annual euotions to $90,000 and $9,000,

respectively.

4. Redl tionS at death

At Viesent, in order for an estate to undertake a Section 303

redtion at time of death, the closely-held stock must be at least

3S% of the gross estate cc 50% of the table estate. Ne suggest

these restrictions be changed to 20% a d 40%, respectively. Tis

change would facilitate stock raedtions tbwough which an indivi-

dual's estate pays the estate taxes. This, in torn, would be an

incentive for sall businesses to be continued in operation ratbe

than being sold out to big business. Under existing law, the estate
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of the doceased moat often sell the whole business in order to pay

estate taxes. -Small businesses usually aren't liquid enough to

redeem stock easily. Such a sale to an outside omany usually is

at a substantial loss and often leads to quick dissolution of what

oould have boen an on-going business.

Adopting lower restrictions is especially Important in view of

lover stock prices, which have decreased the value of stock as

ocqaared with the total estate, making it more diffLcult to qualify

for a Section 303 redemption.

in our view, the revenue Impact of this change will be minLmal.

S. Transfer* of business interests

Section 368 reorganisations, which permit tax-free exchanges

of stock, are subtly responsible for the increasing conentration

of the economy in the hands of large business. Because a cash deal

Is taxable, an exchange in stock is more attractive. This generally

means that the only entity to which the owner of a small company may

desire to sell is a large company. Vs suggest that# similar to the

provisions covering the sale of a personal residence, the sale of

qualifLed mall business property" shall be tax-free if the proceeds

ae reinvested within one year from the date of sale. Th. selling

taxpayer w*uld retain the old basis for the acquired assets or stock.
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ror the purpose of this provision, qualifiedd mall business

property" mesi

(C) property wtich

(i) £5 held by an individual for productive use

in a trade or business carried on by the

individually or

(TI) io real property or is personal property if

such personal property is of a character

subject to the allowance for depreciation or

(C) any interest held by an individual in "qulifiLed

corporation .

A "qualLfLed corporation' mean any cororatLo

(A) which dos not have moe than 10 shreholders

(3) which does not have as a shareholder a person (other

than an estte) who is not an individuas and

(C) not more than 10 percent of the gross receipts of

which for the last taxable year ending before the

sale o change is passive investment inome

(as defined In section 1372 (e) (S) (C)).
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6. "valiation of Investmmnt tax matt fo wml b usiuse

Susy by s*wb essoolatims as the atoal Association of

Namfao be " buw 4ocumeted the feat that the 10"ites t tax

c@*Lt, in its pnent form# Woves si uiftiomtly gmt bonofit

to largp oosies than to inUe oopoulse. ft conrt this

ineuty, us strongly sport a permanent gra eted inVetowt

tax ncedit. as folloas"

20% of the first $5#000# if 3 or more yeas of metl life
15% of the mount between $5&000 mad $10#000# if 3 or awe years

of ueful life
10% of the mount in excess of $10,000, it 7 or me yers of msful lift

6-2/3% of the swount in eaes of $10,000, it 5 to 7 yews of Uefal lit.

3-1/3% of the mowat in encase of 810,000, if 3 to 5 years of mseful life

Fmtimr, as an aid to small business, the limit of $100,000

of ued equtipmt puohase sbouM be eliminated oqletely. It is

recognisd that then m@q be the need tor provisions in the Code to

peent w asomable 'me of this Anvetment tax oarait by eqUimt

mwppingO tranactione.

tbe Council of sllwuna terpises (C05) has yesented an

extentve proposal on depectation refom. tis appeae beginning

on pege 955 of &All &WIDOW Tu wafom, part 2. Ia merty we

propose that a taxpye be permitted to eleot to detrcate assets
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ab as furnture. tm"ho and O"Lpmmt wa a ipswiod o not

lss th fwive Yom ad to UPC a real estate ov a Period

of not los tn t" yam s.

lasmWb O we reongeis that the above aes would hav a

V e intial finance i al Impact cm govarmin* reme, w feel

that it is ac eptable to restrit the amot of asset eligible fm

the special depe-ciatin sobadule to $100#000, "d to ellaimte

the sOpial 20 first-yea d nation pemottad by Section 179.

S. elief kn penalty ftot aomalated earning

Section 531 impoe m aadditimal tax on -mplgted

retained In bnems. bm pLctioa etect of section s31 ha been

to make it vry difficult for inp t Imsinese o reasomble

else to retain efficient awnings to perit aljog wnsion moves.

It is not at all wumal for an em nsion of a capital-intaesiw

umnamtfaing antarWsee to reuire fke= $500#000 to $1,000,000 or

more in opital. We hw already ammand the diticmlty of raising

suh capital thwouh lom 0ad equity, and yet Section 531 nakes it

very difficult to auqim tv. b retained eanng, because of t

onant tumat ot peIlty ot the tax on measonable aocultimms.

"a Practical etfet of section S31 in most case has bean to rewrd

spending ad peale. aming. We do not qimrrl with the need foe

SOna to penalLs tax avoidance s ws. NU mw , we ftel that thwe
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is a necessity tr a significant adjusent in the aocmulated

ernings creLt, in order that business may be allowed to aomulate

funds for expansion. In our opinion, Section 531 should Woe a

penalty tax only in oases where tax avoi4anos is the sole motive

behind the retention of earnings. further, legislation should

increase the accuulated earnings credit to $500,o00, without

regard to the "reasonable ned for the business.

9. DISC

In our opinion, DISC ptogen as currently established pWovides

a reasonable incentive for the promotion of exports. in our view

the concept is sound, and the incentive would be greater it the

mount of tax deferral more increased to 100%.

We nevertheless must reoogniae that the House of Retesntatives

has passed legislation which would change the DISC Program, basing

the tax deferral only on an incremental addition to exports. the

House has fortunately seen fit to provide a special eonotLon with

respect to the first $100000 of taxable Lome. e orthkinly hope

tmat the Senate, even it it agrees with the House on the incraental

DISC approach, would at least retain the mall business eximnition.
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Small business has bon slover in adopting the DISC Program

than has large business, and it is only now that small business

is really starting to recognize the incentives that the DISC

concept offers. TO put the DISC Prigram on an Incremental basis

for mall business would undoubtedly result in many mall businesses

totally terminating their DISC activity, as the additional omplex-

ity of operating and accounting woula virtually offset the tax

deferral in most cases. It should be further rocognised that

DISC is merely tax deferral, not tax reduction.

In closing, may we take this opportunity to again express our thanks

for your concern over the continued survival of a very important segment of

our free enterprise system.
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STATEMENT OF THE COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM, INC., SUBMrIrED
BY HART T. MArwUN, VICE PRESENT AND AsTANT
GENERAL COUNSEL

As has been noted by Chairman Uluman of the House

Ways and Means Comittee, some estimates of capital requirements

over the next decade are as high as 04.5 trillion or approx-

iately three times the capital consumed during the last

decade. This massive increase in capital requirements is the

natural result of an expanding, developing and inflationary

economy.

There can be no dispute that massive amounts of capital

will be required during the coming years. The ability of

conventional capital sources to meet the need must be the focus

of the discussion. The experience of the Columbia Gas System

indicates that although capital may not be impossible to obtain.

attracting capital will be increasingly-difficult and increasingly

expensive.

Tax reform to facilitate the development of capital is

required. A time has come to stop evaluating tax reform s

"pro-consumer" or "pro-business" or "pro-individual" versus

"pro-corporate enterprise". The fact is that corporations

such as Columbia which supply essential services to satisfy

the human needs of millions must have a goveruental climate which
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encourages capital formation so that financing is not only

possible but is acccmplished on reasonable term. The cost of

capital is part of the-price each consumer of natural gas or any

other product or service must pay. If this cost can be reduced by

vise tax policies, the individual consumer benefits,

Tax reform to facilitate capital formation benefits

all--the work force and the consuming public as wll as investors

in the corporation.

To place the following discussion of the capital needs

and sources of Columbia and the natural gas industry in perspective,

Columbia is the largest integrated natural gas system in the nation

with $3.3S2 billion in gross plant investment and $2.171 billion in

net plant after depreciation. Columbia is a public utility holding

company which, through its subsidiaries, is engaged in the production,

transmission and distribution of natural gas. Columbia supplies

essentially all of the natural gas needs of 87 affiliated and

nonaffiliated distribution companies which in turn render gas

service in the seven states of Kentucky, Maryland, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia and the District of Columbia.

These distribution companies serve about 4 million residential and

commercLal customers. Approximately 10,000 industrial users are

served."
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The natural gas industry of which Columbia is a part is

the sixth largest in the United States in terms of capital invest-

ment with an investment of $48.1 billion as of December 31, 1974.

The induttry supplies more than 307 of the nation's energy requirements,

provides warmth for approximately 557 of the nation's homes and

is the main supplier of fuels to American industry.* Thus, the

capital needs of Columbia and the natural gas industry have significant

impact on the nation's economy as a whole.

THE INCREASING NlEED FOR CAPITAL

Of the $4.5 trillion in capital estimated to be

required over the next decade, $1 trillion is estimated to be

required for energy development. That figure is, if anything,

conservative. This increasing capital need results from many

factors which have increased industry costs on a constant dollar

basis and from the compounding effects of inflation.

On A Constant Dollar Basis--
The Need to Expand Gas Supply

As is shown on the attached Appendix A, Columbia estimates

that the natural gas industry will require approximately $160

*AMl forms of domestic energy must be fostered if domestic energy
independenceis to be achieved in an economic and efficient manner.
(See Exhibit I hereto.)

)
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billion in 1974 dollars to achieve optimum levels of natural gas

,upply. During the next ten years, approximately $4 billion dollars

will be required by Columbia to couplets new gas procurement

projects in progress.

Columbia estimates that to develop supplies in the lower

forty-eight states including reserves on the Outer Continental

Shelf and reserves requiring secondary and tertiary recovery

techniques, $86 billion will be required. Drilling on the Outer

Continental Shelf which presents vast potential for increased gas

reserves, presents producers with costs which are escalating

far more quickly than inflation. Lease bonus costs are high. In

the last eleven federal lease sales since 1972, the Federal govern-

ment has collected $11 billion from industry. Columbia itself

has expended over $168 million since 1972 in the purchase of

interests in federal tracts. Drilling costs have also escalated.

Columbia's experience with costs in the Gulf of Mexico is that

in the last two years alone, costs have nearly doubled.

To produce gas in Alaska and transport it to the lower

forty-eight states an additional $32.6 billion-will be required.

The initial system to transport the gas is projected to cost

between $9 and $10 billion assuming no cost overruns and a modest

rate of inflation.

t0-11? 0 S. " -- 28
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Gas from foreign countries in the form of liquefied

natural gas is projected to require $8 billion. LUO transport

vessels currently cost between $100 million and 0165 million

and-take 2 to 3 years to construct.

Synthetic natural gs will require an additional 016.5

billion in capital. Each high Btu coal gasification plant costs

over a billion dollars.

It is imperative that Columbia and the natural gas

industry be able to finance these natural gas supply projects.

The costs to the American public of a natural gas shortage are far

greeter than the costs of capital to achieve supply.* Attached

hereto as Appendix B is a projection of supplies if capital

requirements are met. by 1980. the United States could have 21

Tcf of natural Sa supplies; by 1985, 26.4 Tcf and by 1990, 28.3

Tef. This represents a modest growth rate of only 5 Tcf over

1973 supplies. The alternative, however, is decreasing supplies.

Failure to finance these projects will mean increasing cur-

tailments and increased reliance on imported oil. As is indicated

in Appendix C, in the case of Columbia, the development of

new supply sources is essential if supply is to increase over the

next decade.

*Soo ETbit 1.
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Inflation

The second compounding source of increasing capital needs

is inflation. The $160 billion estimate is based on constant

1974 dollars. If inflation is considered, even at a nominal rate,

that figure could almost double. Columbia's estimate of the $4

billion in capital it will require is based on a conservative

inflation rate of approximately 47.

Construction costs in particular have been affected by

inflation. Between 1967 and 1974 consumer prices increased by

nearly 50. In contrast, construction costs increased by nearly

90 during the same period.

C0NSThA1Ui ON SOURC-ES OF CAPITAL

To obtain the financing necessary, there are two main

conventional sources: debt and equity.

Debt

Amounts of debt which can be sold are limited.

Host utility companies and many others are subject

to indenture restrictions on the amount of debt which can be

issued. The restrictions may provide that debt issued cannot

exceed a stated percentage of total capitalization.
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Furthermore, before issuing additional debt, it may

be required that pro-tax earnings be 2.25 or 2.5 times total

interest cost, including interest on the debt to be issued. Due

to increases it interest costs, the average cost of long-tern

debt has increased substantially in recent years and coverage

ratios decreased. According to the Federal Power Commission,

National Gas Survey, Transmission Technical Advisory Reports, the

coverage ratios for natural gas transmission companies decreased

from 3.5 to 2.5 between 1960 and 1970.

There is another limit on the amount of debt which may

be issued. The arctic gas project and other nonhistoric gas

supply projects assume a capitalization structure of 75% debt

and 25% equity. Companies must, however, maintain a low debt

ratio in order to maintain the "A" rating of their debt. 'If

companies were forced to issue large amounts of new debt, and the

ratings of the debt are lowered as a result, the problem of

financing would become much more difficult. Kny of the large

institutional buyers of debt securities are limited (either by law

or by internal policy) to bonds which are rated "A" or better. If

a company loses that "A" rating, a substantial number of investors

would be lost. Utilities in particular are dependent on such

institutional investors for a substantial portion of their financing

efforts.
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lQuilt Copital

To some extent additional equity can be issued through

the issuance of preferred stock. Columbia issued $50 million in

preferred stock in both 1974 end 1975. Due to the limited demand for

this type of stock, this is the largest marketable offering which

can be made at any one tine in the opinion of the company.

Common stock is the key to future financing efforts.

As is shown in Appendix D hereto, the market value of The Columbia

Gas System, Inc. common stock has been substantially below book

value during the last tvo years. -As of December 31, 1975, the

market value of common stock was only approximately 777, of the book

value and at one point was only 60% of book value. A sale of

comon stock at below book value will substantially dilute the

value of current stockholders' interests. Using the market price

at December 31, 1975 of 22-7/8, if now common stock equivalent to

10% of presently outstanding shares were sold, the net proceeds to

be realized by Columbia would probably not exceed $21 per share

Which would be only 717, of the book value per share of the previously

outstanding shares. Under current regulatory practices, the earning

ability of comen stock is related to its book value. Its market

value is in turn related to earnings. Thus, when comon stock is
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sold at less than book value, the earnings generated from each sale

are less than the average generated by prior common stock investments.

Thus. earnings per share decline and a domino affect begins. -

The ability of companies such as Columbia to attract

capital suffLctent to meet the needs of our economy are dependent

on reform of the govermental structure which discourages invest-

sent and capital formation.
POMSAL

l. Inte rat-oU of Coroorat. and Individual TaXes

Under the present tax lavs, a corporation's earnings

are taxed at the rate of 48% on the corporate level and, when

distributed to shareholders as dividends, are taxed at a rate

which depends on the shareholders' individual incomes. This double

taxation results in the increased use of debt financing due to

the appeal of the Interest deduction, in a higher return requLrement

for corporate equity Investments, in deterrents to investments by

middle income individuals,* in -barriers to the distribution of

corporate income and an advantage to corporations which retain

rather than pay out income. If industry io to be able to accumulate

*In €onuJinctLon with his State of the Union address. President Ford
made a proposal which see to be aimed at encouraging Investment
by medLum income individuals. IndLviduals could receLve a $1.000
to $1.500 deduction for investments in a fund for investment in
American enterprise. Wile the investment was maintained, dividends
would not be taxable.

4
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neoossary capital, issuance of, and investment Lan equity securities

must be made more attractive through the elimination of this double

taxation.

In testimony before the House Ways and Means ComaLttoe

on July 31, 1975, Secretary Simon suggested a phase out of the

double taxation using both the corporate level deduction and the

stockholder credit.

Specifically, the Secretary proposed that approximately

half of the total deductLon would be accomplished by a dividend

deduction. Thus, ultimately there would be a deduction for roughly

50 of the dividends distributed. The dividend deduction

provided for the first year, 1977, would be that percent which

produ es a net reduction of approximately $2.5 billion in corporate

tax liabilities for that year. Additional dividend deductions

required to bring the total deduction up to approximately 50

of dividends distributed would be phased in from 1978 through 1982.

causing the revenue loss to increase at a rate of about $1 billion

a year (at 1977 levels). Thekbalance of the double tax would be

eliminated by a stockholder credit to be phad in equally over

the five-year period from 1978 to 1982 inclusive. This would

cause a revenue loss in each of those years. increasing at the rate

of about $1.25 billion a year (at 1977 levels).
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- To the extent that the stockholder credit Increases the

attractivenest of equity investmentse capital formation would be

facilitated, To the extent that the corporate deduction reduces

texes, regulatory commissions will undoubtedly require that the

benefit be flowed through to the conwAsers in the form of reduced

rates. Therefore. the result will not only be an increase in the

ability of the company to generate capital but also lover prices to

consumers.,

2. 1etabli ehmeit of a Capital Recovery Systn

As a result of the extreme rate of inflation which has

been experienced recently, the capital needs of companies have

increased substantially. Although the rate of inflation has slowed

slightly, inflation is expected to continue at a rate above normal

for the United $tate. In this inflationary economy, the asset

depreciation system under which oriLnal cost of items is recovered

over an extensive period of time has not yielded depreciation

deductions sufficient to generate the capital necessary to replace

the item depreciated. This, of course, is particularly true of

corporations which are capital intensive and have long-term rather

than short-term assets. To remove the disadvantage caused by

inflation to such capital-intensive companies, an alternative

capital recovery system should be adopted under which capital
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invested in industry will be recovered quickly before its value

is eroded by the effects of inflation. Therefore, it boa been

proposed that capital investments in equipment and machinery

should be recoverable within a five-year period and capital invest-

mento in industrial building should be recoverable within a

ton-year period. Such a uniform method of capital cost recovery

would not only limit the erosion of capital by inflation as a result

of the short time within which capital would be recovered, but

would also elalinate the confusion caused by the multitude of

depreciation rates under the current *yete.

An alternative to a rapid turnover in depreciation would

be to permit depreciation based on reproduction or current value

rather than historical costs.

3. TaxAtion of CAPial GAin and Loseee

The taxation of capital gains under the federal income

tax law is a substantial deterrent to investment in equities. This

deterrent mst be reduced if equity investmet is to be made

attractive to investors. Various measures have been proposed for

reform of the tax laws with respect to capital gains and losses.

Proposals range from that of not taxing capital gains at all on the

grounds that they do not represent an increase in the mount of
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goods and services available. and thus are not part of the national

LnpmO,* to that of a special lifetime or annual deduction to

encourage mddle income investors. Two proposals in particular

offer the benefit of encouraging the maintenance of investments in

industry and emncouragng such investments Lu general through a

reduction in the tax burden on capital gains:

a) It has been proposed that the capital gins deduction

be increased according to the length of time that the asset is

held. In comection with the Tax Reform Bill of 1974, the House

Vays and Means Coamttee considered a deduction, in addition to the

present 50?. deduction for lao-term capital gains of individuals,

equal to 1%. of the gain for each year that the asset is held in

excess of five years, united to 20. of the ain on the asset and

to 25n of the taxpayer's overall not capital Fain. This proposal

would encourage stockholders to maintain their investment for

longer periods in ordet to decrease the tax burden upon sale.

b) It has also been proposed that $1,000 of capital gains

from the sale or exchange of securities in domestic corporations

be excluded from taxable income, thus encouraging greater invest-

ment in industry in general.

*President Ford's proposal for an investment fund discussed earlier
would adopt this rationale to the extent that gains on sales would
not be taxed if reinvested.
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4. EMOgale Particularly Applicable to the fetry Industry

a. Deferral of Taxation on Ueinvt.s4 Divtdends

With respect to the electric utility industry, the

Administration has proposed to permit a shareholder of a regulated

electric public utility to postpone the tax on dividends paid by

the utility on its comon stock by electing to take the dividend

in the form of stock in Iteu of cash. The amount of the dividend

would then be taxed as ordinary income when the stock was sold.

This proposal represents a minimal effort to improve

the ability of a specific industry to generate capital. Through

the mere deferral of tax expenses, reinvestment in the industry

would be encouraged.

This proposal, if enacted, should be applicable to the

natural Sas industry as well as the electric utility industry.

As is discussed in Exhibit I hereto, the capital needs of the

natural gas industry are as Important as that of the electric

industry and are far in excess of the ability of the industry to

meet.

The proposal as supported by the Administration is,

however, insufficient to solve the capital problem encountered

by Columbia, the natural gas industry and industry in general.
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(Of course, if proposals for the elimination of the double

taxation of corporate earnings are enacted, this proposal would

be unnecessary.) To encourage investment and enable companies

to be able to accumulate capital, the proposal should be modified

to provide that dividends reinvested should not be taxed until the

stock is sold, and, at that point, capital gains treatment should

be available if the appropriate holding period requirements are

met.

b. Exclusion of Funds Received from Customers

To further enhance the ability of energy utilities to

generate capital, it has been proposed by the American Gas Association,

among others that energy utilities be given an exclusion from

taxable income of up to 10% of their gross receipts from customers

if segregated and applied to certain energy supply investments

which are approved by a regulatory agency where the investments are

not included in the company's rate base, and do not qualify for

depreciation or amortization deductions.

c. Current Depreciation

As has been noted, regulated energy companies often

expend huge sums of money for substantial periods prior to the
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eaztng of a return. To ease the financial strain and assist

the financing of long-ter projects, energy companies should be

permitted to claim depreciation with respect to funds expanded on

projects which require in excess of two years for completion.
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ElIBIT I

An Adequate Supply of
Natural Gas is Essential

To This Nation's Well-being

An adequate gas supply is critical not only to the

social welfare of the nation but to its economic progress.

Three facts support this conclusion:

Gas supplies about 1/3 of the nation's total
energy requirements

Gas provides heat for 552 of the nation's homes

Gas is the dominant (about 502) energy source
for U.S. industry

Because of its key role in the economy, the welfare

of this industry is important to the prosperity, finances

and revenues of the Federal government.

Noreover, at a time when this nation is confronted

with a capital shortage and capital formation is a major

concern of this Comittee, we point out the following facts:

Natural gas, using a wellmouth cost of l.55/Mbtu
(equivalent to $9/bbl oil) would currently result
in a cost to the residential consumer of $2.60/Nbtu.
New supplies, using 1974 cost levels, will require
capital of $9.90/Nbtu of annual deliverability.
Overall efficiency is 632. The capital requirement
in all cases is the total at 1974 cost levels
required, to develop and deliver I Mbtu/year to
the consumer.

Synthetic gas from liquid hydrocarbons currently
costs the residential constiner $4.45/Mbtu. New
supplies will require capital of $19.20/btu/year.
Overall efficiency is Mel.
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Synthetic 8as from coal would result in a cost to
residential customers of $5.051Mbtu. Capital costs
would be $13.70Ibtu of deliverability. Overall
efficiency is 38%.

Oil currently costs the residential customer 42.751btu.
Nev supplies will require capital of $1S.70/Mbtu/year.
Overall-efficiency is 491.

Electricity generated from coal. oil and nuclear
currently costs the residential customr 49.67/btu.
Now supplies will require capital of $49.90/hbtu of
deliverability. Overall efficiency will approximate
29 for coal and oil and less than 11 for nuclear.

The forogoi *Js sumarized in the following tabu-

lation:

COARATIVE UNIT COST AND INVESTHEBT
AND EFFICIENCY

(RESIDENTIAL CUSTOM)

Delivered Unit Overall
Cost Investment

s /$ Trollion ,tu I/illion tu/Ya..r ..

Natural Gas 2.60 9.90 63.0

Synthetic Gas
Liquids 4.45 19.20 57.0

synthetic Gas
Coal 5.05 13.70 38.0

Oil 2.75 15.70 49.0

9.67 49.90Electricity 29.0
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Quite properly, the nation must take measures to assist

the electric industry in financing generating end tranmission

projects. But, equally the nation should concern itself with

having the gas industry in a position to finance gas supply

projects.

As shown by the foregoing data, because of this

great disparity in efficiency, delivered electricity will cost

the consumer 2 to 5 time more than gas. Total capital cost

for electricity will be 4 to 5 times more than for gas.

Expressing in another way the great advantage of gas

in minimizing capital requirements--deliverabLiXty of 1 Tcf/year

of natural gas vill require a capital cost of $9.9 billion,

I Tcf of synthetic gas from liquids--$19.2 billion and 1 Tcf

of synthetic gas from coal $13.7 billion--while the capital

required to deliver the same Stu equivalent of electricity to

the consumer is $49.9 billion--hence compared to gas, electricity

requires $30 to $40 billion more of scarce capital for

delivery of the same unit of energy.
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Appendix A

ESTIMATE OF UNITED STATES GAS SUPPLY

CAPITAL REQUIRDNTS
(Billions of 1974 Dollars)

Period

1976 to 1980

1981 to 1985

1986 to 1990

Lower 48
states

22.0

32.0

32.0

Alaska

9.8

10.8

12.0

Canadian
ITmorts

13.4

6.7

Synthetic
Gas

LNG LiAuids Coal
4.0 0.5 3.0

2.0 1.0 5.0

2.0 7.0

Total

39.3

64.2

59.7

TOTAL 163.2

.111 0. * --
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Apenix S

ESDIATI Of

(Trillions

Lover 48
States

19.3

16.3

21.0

21.0

Alaska

0.1

1.4

2.1

UNITED StATU

of Cubic Feet

Canadian

Deports

1.0

1.0

1.3

1.7

GAS SUflLY

per Year)

synthetic Gas

- 0.4 -

0.7 0.6 0.3

1.1 0.9 0.7

1.4 0.9 1.2

PROJECTIONS OF COLUMBIA'S SUPPLY OF
GAS UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES Appendix C

Year

1975

1980

1985

1990

2,601

2,50

2,401

2,30

2,20,
2,10'

2,000

11,901

31,801

1,70 ,

1,601

1,50

1,401 374 Sa"1

CASE I

r- - I- I I I I I I L .. 1
1975 '76 '77 '78 '79 -.'80 '81 '02 '83 1984

vEAR

Total

20.7

21.0

26.4

26.3

CASE A
(Need CaPitd-

04 10m)

1,20

1,101

1

I
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AppendLz 0

THE COLMMIA GAS IYSTEI.- IIKC. AND SUSSIDIARTY COM.&AbiES

Comparison of Market Price and B'ok Yale fer Common Share

Market Book
Price of Value
Common

=1975

-Deceber 31 22.88 29.69

September 30 .......... 23.38 29.28

June 30 ............... 27.88 29.06

March 31 .............. 26.50 29.56*

1974

December 31 ........... 22.13 28.59*

September 30 .......... 16.88 28.09*

June 28 ............... 20.25 27.93*

March 29 ............... 25.63 25.32*

1973

December 31 .......... 25.13 27.46

September 28 .......... 28.00 27.02

June 29 ............... 27.88 26.75

March 30 .............. 28.88 27.06

* Restated for estimated rate refunds.
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STATwMENT Or LOUIS 0. KELso, MANAGING DiRECTOR AND NoRmAN 0. KURLAND.
WASHINGTON COUNSIRL KELSO BANGmERT & Co., INCORPORATUD, INVESTMENT BANKERS

SAN FRANCISCo-NEw YORK-WmHINOTON
We applaud governmental policy that encouraps capital formation. particularly under

the present circumstances of our economy that is so ifi-desiagned to finance the Nation's
economic growth. Only those most removed from the pracica world of business and
politics would deny U the strength of the United States is dependent upon Its
technology, its great accumulations of vapitl instruments, and its ability to bring into

. existence greater productive power in the form of new capital formation.
The United States today is in a perilous condition. A major, though presently unmea-

sured, portion of Its economy is withheld from bankruptcy by governmental subsidies
of one thousand and one varieties. The national debt grows apace and Inflation rvages
our currency. As goods and services become technological easier and easier to
produce, income becomes harder and harder to get, and the great majority of U.S.
families and consumers struggle vainly for what Is-relatively speaking-a meager liv-
in&'

Our largest cities, several of our largest states, our largest railroads, many of our
major banks, many of our largest manufacturing concerns. and thousands upon
thousands of businesses in general are bankrupt or teetering on the veqe of bankruptcy.
To believe that this perilous situation is going to correct itself is simply to be blind
to the fact that it is directly traceable to the structural flaw In the economy: most
of our goods and services are produced by capital and only 5 percent of our consumer
units own all of It. in any practical sense. The top I percent owns over half of
all individually-owned corporate stock, for example*

One the degree of concentration of ownership of productive capital, see Robert
J. Lampman, National Bureau of Economic Research. Te Shem o' Top Wealh-Holdrrs
in Netiona WeWlth. 1922-1956 (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1962) pp. 23.
108. 195.

McClaughry Associates. Inc.. Expwdd Ownmhip (The Sabre Foundation. Fond du
Lac, WIsconsin. 1971) On paes 101-19S is a cmrn s survey of the studies
on "The Distribution of Wealth In the Twentieth Century," by Professor James D.
Smith of Pennsylvania State University. It confirms the finding of the Lampman analy-
sis.

See 8110 "Stock Ownership in the United States; Chumterstics and Trends," by
Marshall Blume, Jean Crockett and Irwin Friend. Professors of Finance. The "Wharton
School. University of Pennsylvania Survey of Cewrnu Budaea. November 1974 (U.S.
Department of Commerce: U.S. Government Prnting Office), Table 4. pep 27.

Redistribution by movement and by meant orted waep coercion (all of
which go into infl costs) has re the of ulnrecedente4d hostility
to government and to the brink of a txpaers' general strike.

Nothing short of the mo strenuous effort o tde part o government to restructure
our tax system and monetary and bankin lide to facilitate the building Of capiM
ownership In to the noncapital-owning majority of consumers will pull us back fo
the brin of total disaser. The standard menu of tax and other Federal stimulants
to investment that make the rich even richer, wbile keeping the poor poor. should
no longer be tolerated.

We take false comfort in the fact that our example has been followed by all of
the other market economies of the world. yet in following our example they are
into trouble as deep and even deeper than ours. Thus, relatively, we may not look
so bad. although we are all on our way to certain economic coMpse unless we begin
to apply som common sense in our economic thinking and begin to convert our
economies into more rational economic systems, systems that work because they are

rounded, not on Ignorance and Illuson. but on concept that conform to the realities
t a free society and amdstrbutkut in fthe owership of the means of production

are incompatible.

.The afiesce o an economy cm ony be honestly bmyed by coa w it is
capakbk of poductg In eSoods and servloss with wht ts people expec sad desr. Ito. produce. B
that standard. US. eltiss are poorer dam the people of ladie

,Whle the qupshtive studies ndicale some 30 million shhol-de in the U.S.. the qualative
studies show d tvily all tde sock in the top 5 peroat. As le Ind *. wssp, trogh l imi
atenmedlarlss sch s bea . compemlesa mutualds, Imveamem atsi kind re almost

never acquk e a ssVWliquldw book (the eilc undr whch buimssis iwetmeat deculss are
made), so that they do ao m et lo meoms Is the buyer stwasdad of Uvieg. 0-weerubto Omos
Invesos requisa eded dmmad of vin sad soared " purcbasi power, subject to d effects
of fo or fMAuW use. *n our advance lderel enomy. with e0eveoeal investment

thaqe.it is we Indiee for one sot bore wth capital to esquir through persnal saving a
eap-a hodinta would -s a vimbl booms.
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Dncnva TAX PoLICY FoLLows DecTve. NATIONAL EcoNomic Pouclts
Over the past half century, our tax system has been gradually transformed from

an instrument structured to meet the costs of traditional and indispensable governmental
functions to an appendage of our overall welfare system. More and more it Is
to redistributing consumer power from those with high job and capital incomes to
those with little or ng productive incomes. Together with Keynesan "'ine tuning"
monetary stimulants, our national tax policy today mainly seems aimed at stimulating
consumption artificially. not on stimulating real production. By injecting cash, services
and consumer credit into the economy-In recent years. through the printing press.
when it has become politically inexpedient to raise more taxes to cover these costs-
we have continued to try to "fine tune" the economy . . but to no avail. Our
tinkering has brought us continual cycles of inflation followed by unemployment, and.
recently a phenomenon that most economic theorists have emphatically told us was
theoretically impossible ("It contradicts their sacred "Phillips Curve"). rising prices
together with risng unemployment.

Having virtually nationalized our Northeast railroads, our economy has not yet
reached the state of disorder of our British friends. Even there, the British Government
has finally discovered, before us, that the road that the followers of Keynes have
led them, comes to a dead-end.

Certainly, Conyress is not oblivious of the production side of the national economic
equation. Spreading contrived spending power (i.e.. "pump-priming") throughout the
economy is supposed to generate new demand to which business will respond by
increasing their porductive outputs. Unfortunately. the "hand-out" approach to stimulat-
ins consumption, as the British may have learned from experience, can have an opposite
effect: it adds new costs to producers and demotivates and drlve# workers from the
work force, resulting In even more "funny money" chasing fewer and fewer goods.
Meanwhile, more disciplined foreign competitors take over British markets.

Congress has also developed an array of tax subsidies designed to artifically stimulate
increased production, shifting resources to less efficient from more efficient producers.
This reduces our productive capacity still further. Direct subsidies to agriculture, real
estate developers, and to bankrupt and near-bankrupt defense contractors and railroads
illustrate some of the artificial props made available to encourage expanded production
from the private sector. The investment credit is obviously a direct tax subsidy to
induce industry to add newer and more efficient equipment, supposedly to "create
jobs". Accelerated depreciation is another. (It should be noted that if our Nation's
wealth-producing assets were distributed more broadly among working Americans in
the first place, as the proposals we will make would rectify for the future, artificial
stimulants and "subsidies" would be less necessary for correcting today 's mismatch
between production and consumption levels; Congrm' new strategy would shift more
to removing tax and structural credit barrkm to expended production, thus leaving
it to expanded competition and the forces of supply and demand to reach their own
natural levels.)

Quite properly, the thrust of tax subsidies like the investment tax credit is aimed
at the right engine of change, new capital formation, the main source of increased
productivity within an industrial society. Economists that divert policy-makers from
the capital formation target distort our economic priorities and understandin of how
we can stop treating the symptoms of poverty: without our tools, even with the fullest
of full employment, we will all share scarcity and misery.

There is ample evidence, we now recognis, that our Nation's rates of investment
in new and more efficient tools of production (and not our investment in People.
as many economists suggest) are lagling behind that of our competitors. Whatever
industrial might and aufflence we enjoy in today-s global marketplace, rests heavily
on the foundation of our previous technological lead. the fabricated frontier of struc-
tures and machines we employ in our i ndustires. Clearly, our future is endangered
if we fail to respond vigorously to industry's growing needs for replacing their outmoded
plants and equipment with the most advanced capital instruments that advanced
technology has already made available. The case for all-out exploitation of new capital
formation seems clear-cut In the final analysis, it is a question of survival.

Paradoxically. tax policy designed to encourage new capital formation has been
poliitally and economically counter-productive. Instead of stimulaing the private sector
to become more productive and less dependent on government hand-outs and bailouts.
the private sector has become addicted on the need for subsidies. Even worse, to
reduce welfare and unemployment cos, all our subsidies to new investments have
reinforced the single met significant cause of the disease that has distorted our capital
ownenrhip and income dkirulin patterns: conventkal modes qf corpse finance (i.e.,
roughly 98 percent of new investments are financed through retained earnings and
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direct corporate borrowings; the tiny fraction of new capital financed through new
equity issuances require "savins" or reduced consumption, so new capital essntially
stays in the same hands.) Thus. the process of new capital formation-now growing
incrementally at annual rates exceeding $100 billion and scheduled to double an
triple in coming years-works only for the already rich. The capital-less 95 percent
of American consumers become more dependent on government income redistribution
and "created jobs", including the "inspired" Idea I people who regard themselves
as progressives and liberals to offer everyone a job with government as "the employer
of last resort". The faster industry adds newer and more efficient (i.e.. job-destroying)
capital instruments, financed in traditional ways so that no new owners areade
in the process, the more impossible it becomes for the private sector to solve the
problem it has abdicated (for lack of better answers) to government: linking increased
production dkrwtly/ and efj'wienuly with increased private consumer demand. Thus. busi.
nes has "forced" government to fill the demand vacuum with indirect and inefficient
recycling schemes.

THE INVEJtMENT TAX CREDIT: A PRUME EXAMPLE OF DEFECTIVE TAX POLICY TO ENCOURAGE
NEW CAPITAL FORMATION WITHOUT REGARD TO WHO WILL OWN IT

If, as we are confident is the case, there is a time bomb tick'nl away in the
U.S. economy because most of our goods and services are produced by capital, and
only 5 percent of the consumer units own any capital, then it is nothing short of
astonishin- that Congress-rtlicularly those of its members who consider themselves
liberals-should order a gift to be made by all taxpayers to the already rich, to the
extent of about $8 bilon a year! While the l of stimulating new investment
is sound, the means chosen by Congress cannot be justified unless i also helps solve
the capital ownqrship problem. For the investment tax credit is, in fact. a naked
gift from the taxpayers as a whole, to the top 5 percent of wealth holders who
now own the corporations that take the investment credit. If the Investment credit
was distributed equitably so as to preserve the status quo for the concentrated owners
of capital (for one cannot build a private property economy upon the destruction
of anyone's private property), then 5 percent of tie investment credit would flow
to the exidstn stockholders, and the remaining 95 percent of the investment cedit
woul be itske and ufred, both .w ewwwmk ad rAw sl nuo, to
the empkrye of the corprwosu ts the Investment creAl Thus, a sounder use
of the investment credit would not only provide a means of g tly expditing the
building of capital ownership into the noncapitaldowning working employees of the
companies that elect to use the investment credit, but Is woul preventlnsensofi
the cocenrwati of ownership of weih tho connsuts the AchA Herl of the Amer.
ican economy.

Moreover, COnress in considering the investment credit and other stimulants to
investment, should recognize that the present "carrot" of an investment credit totally
fails to correct (indeed, eascrbaes) the pernicious cauwe of our Nation's grotesquely
unbalanced distribution of capital ownership: ,uradio mode of investment jlmn .
Hence, when the company goes out to buy the "qualified investment", 98 percent
of the time It Is likely to finance the costs either internally wit retained earnings
or externally through direct debt financial. These methods clealy wil net adda
sinl new owner of the new capital which the government heps subsidies. The invest-
ment credit does nothing to encouree new equity imuances. which represent only
2 percent or so of new capital formston, and, because such stock purchasegenerally

reuires cash, is likely to be acquired by those with "Isurplus" icomes, the already
toch (We will discuss below the shortsigtedness of proposals by the Administrationto encourage small investors to buy stock throu payro deductions and othr "forced
savings" programs, which eventually find their way into higher corporate costs and
may encourae speculation, rather than investment in new capital f .)

% small stop in the right direction of correcting the ownership-concentrating ten.
dencies Inherent in the investment credit was taken by the Congress in the Ta Reduc-
tion Act of 1975. An additional I percent bonus was added to the 10 percent investment
credit for companies that added an Employee Stock Ownership Plan ("ESOP") and
gave stock to their employees equal to the I percent gift from the taxpayers. Many
businesses, including severl in the Fortune 001t responded to this ia by Congress
that business should no longer ignore who will own the new capital formation on-
couraged by our tax laws. See attached article, "Empoyee Stock Phas Bein to Catch
Fire", Busines Week, March 1, 1976. Even this tiny bonus was sufficient to give
corporate leadership their first "tasto of ESOP" and apparently many liked what was
offered.

Technically an Investment Tax Credit ESOP is not a "true" 980P. The SOP.
if pWvdy desined, invioves no give-away or subsidy, but is essentially a radically
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new mode of investment finance, designed to eventually Supplant ownership-concentrat-
in$ methods of gencrtinS funds for new capital formation. It is a tax-exempt vehicle
for channeling borowed funds Into new capital formation at costs less than direct
corporate bor.owius As man companies have "discovered" through the ITC/ESOP
bonus the ESOP Itself is usually being improved as result of four laws already
pue to facilitate its use as a corporate financing alternative. And through the ES0,
usnmes have also learned of other financing alternatives, all based on two-factor

economics, which are now being studied by several prestigious research organizations
and several Congresmonal committees. Even under present law. a "'true ESOP is
the only technique of corporate finance through which a company can attract outside
loan funds and repay Its debt service obligations with pre-tax earnings. This not only
saves most companies roughly half of their capital costs compared to fhnacing through
retained earnings or direct las both of which use after-tx dollars. It also 1multa-
ously connects Its employees to tie capital formation process, providing them ownership
benefits in the form of stock in their company which would ordinarily be inaccessible
to them. (A comparison between ESOP financing and traditional tchniques of cor.
porate finance is described below.)

Now that Conr has brought the merits of ESOP financing to the attention of
the business and banking community, where it is now becoming ac-epble, sthe messa
that the oa op new a d wsuu Wlu brv cm eem e ode aa ewe are Lnexre-aby
ined, hod, we feel, be lnceoum a e In a Juure tax lnceniver to busing. Thus,
in the process of creating new capital we will systematically be creating new owners
as wel.

Hopefufly, if Congress extends the present 10 percent investment credit, now
scheduled to expire on December 31, 1976, it sould not only "sweeten up" current
ESOP incentives by allocating a significantly greater portion of the "gift" from our
taxpayers to capital-deflclent workers. A SO-0 split between present owners and wor-
kers would seem to be minimal from an equity standpoint Congres should also link
the ITC bonus with an ent to Shift from modes of finance that perpetuate
concentrated ownership to E50P and other ownersbip-diffusing modes of financing
their new plants and equipment. In this rer, Conr should also correct weakneses
in previous laws affecting ESOP's, which have either discouraged their adoption (as
In the special problems they pose to public utilities) or which have made ESOP's
vulnerable to being misused by the inconpetem t an abused by the unscmpulous.

The Accelerated Capital Formation Act, H.R. 462, which Is discussed below in
more detail. ams a Iong way toward eliminatng many drawbacks and rodbocks
to the expanded use of ES0P financing not reachd by the present Investment credit
laws. Other proposals, particularly those to reduce Interest rates on ESOP loans, would
also make it vastly easier for industry to mot Its future capital requirements, while
directly providing American workers a growing piece of the capital pi as a spplement
to their present paychecks.

THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX: SHOULD IT E VIEWED AS A KEVSTONE OF OUR TAX SYSTEM.
OR SHOULD IT BE TRANSFORMED INTO A MAJOR LEVR FOR MOVING OUR ECONOMY TOWARD

A MORE ADVANCED AND DMOCRATC FORM OF CAITAUSM?
To put things in their proper perspective, roughly 14 percent of total Federal revenue

receipts, or $40.6 billion in fiscal 1975. was derved from the Federal
income tax. The question we raise is whether the benefits flowing from the corporation
income tax, both sbort-term and long-term, outweigh its "drag effect" on our overall
production and income distribution system. Ib is Inherently a fair tax? Does it help
solve our government revenue needs or does It make it worse? It the questions
are answered "No", then the time has come to re-examine this "sacred cow" and
its purposes and functions within our overall tax strategy. Then. rather than eliminating
this tax suddenly, we can use It as a trade-off for achieving a simpler and more
equitable tax system, as well as for vigorous stimulation of the U.S. production system
through more well-conceived tax incentives for new capital formation and broadened
capital ownership. For if any part of our tax policy is a drag on our production
system, our tax priorities must necessarily be out of kilter. We will have put the
cart before the horse.

It is our contention that much of the complexity in our Federal tax laws originate
from the fact of concentrated capital ownership and reflect over a century of attacks
and counter-attacks on corporate profits, the target of all laws taxing corporate income.
Since, according to a study published in the November 1974 Issue or SURVEY OF
CURRENT BUSINESS (U.S. Department of Commerce). the top I percent of Amer.
cans own over 50 percent of all individually owned corporate stock, these attacks
and counter-attacks on corporate profits should surprise no one.
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In the light of our presently drifting economy and growing demands from taxpayers
for basic re-structuring of our tax priorities (which Include pressures for increasing
the tax yield from corporate profits), let us take another look at the origins and
purposes of the corporate income tax.

The corporate income tax is an inherently discriminatory "double tax" on private
Incomes from capital. The owner of capital is taxed on his earnings, once before
they leave the corporate treasury and again when the fruits of capital flow into his
hands as dividends or capital Igans. Originally devised as a "populist" measure to
redistribute capital incomes from the few who owned corporate wealth and to relieve
the non-owning muses of rising governmental costs, the corporate income lax has
had an anti.lpqi effect: it constitutes a major reason for the monopoly of access
to the ownership of new productive capital by present owners. At least part of it
is passed on to consumers anyway through the prke system. The bulk of the Internal
Revenue Code represent countermeasures by capital owners to minimize the erosion
of their capital incomes, making tax simplification more difficult to accomlish. And,
finally, the corporation Income tax stands as a major barrier to expanded rates of
capital Investment and to a fairer distribution of national incomes.
NOW HAVE OUR LAWS ERODED THE LEGAL FOUNDATION FOR "PRIVATE PROPERTY" OWNERSHIP
IN CORPORATE STOCK AND WHAT STOCKHOLDER RIOHTS MUST BE RESTORED TO ENCOURAGE

BROADENED CAPITAL OWNERSHIII
The logic of business finance is, and always has been. to invest in capital on terms

where it will first pay for itself within a reasonably short period of time (normally
three to five years) and then go on throwing off net income indefinitely. But lacking
a rational economic theory of a private property, free-market economy, our laws and
institutions were designed under the guidance of some sound theoretical insight, but
heavily influenced by the personal greed of wealthy Individuals in power and heavy
doses of simple business expediency. Thus, for ISO years we have been able to maintain
an economic growth rate that looked good (compared to the economically primitive
past) and still enabled us. as a national economy, to turn In an economic performance
that was superior to all other countries on earth. Nevertheless, it was a crude per-
formance compared to what it might have been if we better understood the significance
of technological change and how to harness technology to the human society in such
manner that we could maximize the production of goods and services, minimize toil.
and maximize leisure, self-sufficiency, and personal security.

It is true that the logic of business is to invest in capital on terms where the
future profits earned from that Investment will pay off Its formation costs within a
reasonably short period of time (three to five years normally). But under conditions
where state and federl governments take 50 percent to 60 percent of the wealth
produced by capital before it can be used by the corporation, and the principle of
private property, as applied to the stockholders of a corporation, is wholly negated,
as it is in every state of the U.S., so that the shareholders have no kel/ right to
their proportionate share of the annual net earnings of the corporation, then there
is no opportunity on the part of the shareholder to buy common stock in the market-
p lace on terms where he can reasonably expect to pay for- its price out of its iel.
In fact, the reverse is true. With rar exceptions, and they have been extremely brief,
the interest rate on personal loans has been higher than the yield of capital stocks.
Nor Is it adequate to say that in a few Instances, the personal Investor, had he sold
his "investment", might have paid his interest costs out of his capital gains plus his
yield, had he borrowed to purchase his stock. The end result is that he had a petty
windfall of no investment significance. and has parted with the capital he might have
retained had he been an "investor" rather than a "speculator" as the system forces
him to be. Further, had the corporation, through its board of directors, determined
to pay some part of the annual net earnings In dividends-something they are under
no legal obligation at all to do-every income-taxing jurisdiction would have taken
its bite out of those dividends once they reached the stockholder, thus assuring that
his ultimate usable personal income from his capital stock would never pay more
than a tiny fraction of the cost of purchasing that capital stock. -

On the other hand, the more fully we give corporate stock the characteristics of
private property (i.e., the right of the owner of stock to receive periodically and
dependably the full yield, or proportionate net income, of his equity In the corporation),
the more fully, expeditiously and efficiently we can enable those who do not own
capital to buy it, pay for It out of what it produces, and then own It and employ
it to enhance their lives, with rising personal Incomes to meet their consumer needs
and share of government costs.

Technically, it is not a "tax break" for government to protect the private property
of a stockholder in his right to receive the full wages of his capital before it taxes
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him. Private property is a basic tenet of a democratic free society. We have not
accorded the ownership of industrial capital the same rights of private property
originally accorded to agricultural private property simply because our economy was
put together out of a patchwork of expedients, in the absence of any comprehensive
theory f capitalism.

Th theoZ of capitalism dates from the publication of The Capdbit Madfesto,
written by Mortimer J. Adler and Mr. Kelso in 1958. Prior to that time therr was
no theory of capitadim. There were a collection of Ideas believed to be chamcteristic
of a capitalistic society, but these were not part of a comprehensive logic. The word
"system' means "lo ic". One cannot call our economy an "economic system" unless
he can deflne its logic. The failure of our laws to acord the stockholder the right
to receive the wages of his capital, id periodically and dependably like the wages
of labor, was simply one of the m Sini links in more primitive concepts of what
constitutes a capitalist economy.

Nor was that link missing without reason. Lacking a method of providing adequate
financing for the growth of newly-formed capital, without permitting management to
arbitrarily withholdthe wages of capital indefinitely, meant that economic growth would
be totally stifled.

We have written extensively and have testified on earlier occasions on some of
the monetary and banking reforms that are needed to provide low-interest, unlimited
credit to meet our shortqes of new capital formation.' Space will not permit us
to repeat the complete set of reforms that Congress should adopt to convert today's
economy Into a more democratic and workable capitalist "system". Here we will confine
ourselves to some of the needed tax reforms.

The corporate income tax is one of the chief lapmes in the rights of the stockholder
to receive his proportionate share of the total net income produced by the underlying
capital he owns. The government Intercepts the income in the corporation before
It reaches the stockholder. As long as all of the capital ownership is in the top
5 percent of wealth-holders In the economy, however, It would be a disaster to suddenly
repeal the corporate income tax or even to reduce present corporate tax rates, as
many have naively suggested. But it would be a most desirable step toward eventual
repeal of this tax to make payments of the wages of capital to new beneficial owners
of capital tax-deductible to the corporatim to the extent the funds are used, as in
ESOP financing, to enable them to accumulate equity participation in newly-formed
capital or, after their shares are paid for, to provide the new shareholders with "second
incomes" in the form of taxable dividends. On the other hand. tax incentives encourag-
ing the reinvestment of dividends of existing shareholders would simply concentrate
th ownership of the top 5 percent even further, and would work against the SW
of broadened capital ownership.

When we have built an economy sufficiently large to produce a high standard of
living for all consumers, and in that process have built capital ownership into all
consumers so that they can participate, on the one hand. in the production of the
goods and services representing that high standard of living, and. on the other hand,
receive the income represented by their productive inputs--whether through their labor
power, their capital ownership, or both-it would then be appropriate, we believe.
to repeal the corporate income tax altogether and to rely solely on the taxation of
Individual Income. In this way. we correct the original mistake (the corporate income
tax), while also correcting the concentration of the power to produce goods and
services represented by the concentrated ownership of capital In the U.S. economy.

When private property is restored to the stockholders of American corporations
and financing techniques ta broaden the proprietary base become the order of the
day in financing new capital formation-and in the proem eliminati structural causes
for inflation and unemployment-we believe that within a relatively brief period of
time the major portion of every employee's income will be derived from capital, for
the simple reason that most of the goods and services in the U.S. economy are produced
by capital.

s See especially the testimony sad written statements by Louis 0. Kelso, Joint Economic Commit-
tee. HewilSs on Enspem S-k Owxeshp Pmun. December 11-12, 197S. See also. Louis 0. Kelo
and Mortimer J. Adler, The New Capitalist. Random House, 1963; Louis 0. Kelso ad Patricia
Matter, Two-Factor Theory: The Ixoaomics of Reality., Random House, Vitap paperback, 1968,
and 'Uprooth World Poverty: A Job for Business", Bausnsa Horiu. Indasna University Graduate
School of Business. Fall 1964; sand Louis 0. Kelso and Norman 0. Kurland, "Memorandum on the
Role of Institutional Investors In the Stock Market." Subcommittee on Finsancial Markets, Committee
o Finance, U.S. Sms. Hedwrg 4w FiwdeW Mwrkets, September 24, 1973.
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PUMTTNO THE HORSE BEFORE THE CART: SOUND TAX POLICY FOLLOWS tOND NATIONAL
ECONOMIC POLICY

A sound tax polcy cannot be constructed upon confused or unsound political or
economic principles. Two-factor economics offers a solid foundation utpon which busi-
ness. labor and government can forge a new common strategy to enable our Nation
to cope more realistically with today's industrial world and with the challenges we
can expect from accelerating technological change.

Sound tax policy is based upon a re-assertion of the political, moral and social
philosophy that once made America "the last best hope of mankind"'. It recognizes
that government does not produce wealth and that every "subsidy must originate
with those individuals whose productive toil and productive capital actually produce
society's marketable goods and services. It also recognizes that wealth is produced
most efficiently within competing private enterprises vying to satisfy private consumer
demand, with every buyer "voting" with his own dollars to reflect his choices among
available goods and services.

Government, through its taxing and spending powers, can, of course, redistribute
wealth, besides carrying on its traditional functions of enforcing contracts and otherwise
maintaining a just and peaceful society. And, to the extent voluntary associations
and other specialized social institutions, like the business corporation, become disfunc-
tional and create, rather than solve, problems of society, government is literally "forced"
to fill the social vacuum.

Today we have reached a point where, as a result of the maldistribution of wealth
and income caused by defects in our economic institutions, government itself is suffering
from an acute case of functional overload. The mere shifting of centralized governmen-
tal functions to state and local levels totally ignores this problem. Increasingly burdened
with economic matters better handled by individuals and private institutions governed
by the more democratically responsive laws of supply and demand, the
State-civilization's most important social invention-cannot effectively carry on the
highly specialized and limited functions for which it was originally designed by creative

eniuses like our Founding Fathers. As a natural monopoly of coercive powers, it
a highly dangerous and unnatural tool when it tries to assumes powers best left

in the hands of individuals and their private associations, as in economic decision.
making.

Since capital within the context of a modern corporation-next to the State Itself,
our most important social tool-produces an Increasing share of the wealth of an
industrial society, a sound and just governmental policy would remove roadblocks
to broader corporate stock ownership, so that the need for governmental intervention
and income redistribution would gradually and systematically be reduced to tolerable
levels. The corporation is. after all, a more creature of law and to the extent it
produces injustices, our system of justice is necessarily deficient.

Correcting our ownership distribution patterns through changes in the laws under
which our corporations are born and nourished, means that the necessary costs of
government can then be shared by a constantly growing base of citizens with direct
private incomes from our corporate sector as a whble. Such a policy wotid also
automatically broaden the accountability of management of our largest and most power-
ful corporations to an expanded stockholder constituency base, making the corporation
more "popular" as a social institution. Corporate profits would soon loe their socially
and politically undesirable connotations. Making Its ownership accessible to all citizens
would enable the corporation as a basic component of a democratic society to make
a quantum advance in its own evolutionary development. (In terms of its present
extremely narrow constituency base and its efficiency as a direct distributor of mas
buying power, the modern corporation is still remarkably primitive, about at the same
stage in its evolutionary history as democratic government was over a thousand years
ago, at the time of the Greek city-state.) Nothing short of widespread ownership
of large U.S. and multinational corporations will save them and provide them a political
buffer from their eventual nationalization.

Some critics, before understanding the logic of two-factor economics and ignoring
the case-tested effectiveness of ESOP financing tools, have asserted that they involve
"tax loopholes", that Congress would be forcing taxpayers to subsidize and buy shares
for workers. Such assertions, Indeed, put the cart before the horse, the tax system
before the system of wealth production. Treating every tax reform as a "subsidy"
or "'tax expenditure"' ignores the fact that the corporation income tax, the only tax
conceivably reduced by ESOP financing, is already a "double tax"* on productive
capital. It is absurd to call a reduction in the "penalty tax" imposed on owners
of capital a "government expenditure", particularly when the reform merely restores
the institution of private property ownership of corporate stock and enables the econo-
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my to increase Its productive capacity and spread the distribution of new wealth and
private incomes on a more equitable basis. Tax subsidies are generally palliatives to
treat the symptoms of poverty and defective economic policies. ESOP's are solutions
to those problems.

If It is a "tax break" that is required to enable more working people-who make
up the overwhelming bulk of our taxpaying public-to become economically self-sum.
clent through broadened capital ownership, then one could make a persuasive case
that not only would Congress be hard-premed to mandate a more desirable social
objective, but that by design it would strengthen and simplify our tax system and
broaden its ownership base. Fortunately, no tax subsidy is needed to make the ESOP
work. Basic tax reform, as we have proposed, involves no subsidy. If anything, greater
use of ESOP financing would provide more wealth upon which truly subsidized govern-
mental activities and direct welfare must ultimately rest.

In our opinion, the soundness of our tax policies should be )udged by whether
their net effect holds governmental functions to irreducible minimum and whether
such costs are derived from the broadest possible base of increasingly self-sufficient
taxpayers. In this regard, we believe all our proposals would have two beneficial effects
on the revenue picture at all levels of government: (I) it would revitalize and stimulate
growth within the private sector, thereby enabling underproductive and non-productive
workers, plus many now working for government, to be hired by expanding private
corporations, while reducing levels of government spending for direct welfare, for new
government jobs, and for subsidized jobs in private industry; and (2) it would expand
the Federal, state and local taxpayer base derived from expanded corporate payrolls.
rising dividend incomes, and a larger estate and gift tax base. At the same time,
it would gradually eliminate basic disincentives to the creation, maintenance, and
renovation of productive capital, upon which the quality-of-life of modem civilization
ultimately depends.

IS IT NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE TO FORCE WORKERS TO ACCUMULATE SAVINGS BEFORE THEY

CAN ACCUMULATE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL ESTATES?

President Ford, in his State-of-the-Union Message of January 1976, announced a
"Broadened Stock Ownership Plan", which would encourage Americans to save their
money to buy corporate stock. While we are encouraged by the Administration's newly
announced goal of broadening the U.S. capital ownership base, we believe the "belt-
tightening" road to reach this goal is counter-productive and could conceivably result,
not in sorely needed new capital formation, but in higher stock prices from misguided
speculation in recycled, outstanding securities peddled by high-pressure stock brokers.

In contrast to the "Invest in America" promotional schemes-which encourage specu-
lation, not investment-compare the stock ownership program launched by Lowe's
Companies, Inc., as reported in Newsweek on March 31, 1975. A warehouse laborer
worked for Lowe's for 17 years and never earned more than $125 a week. Lowe's
is a company headquartered in North Wilkeboro, N.C. with 129 building-supply stores.
For its employees it set up an employees' trust into which it contributes an amount
equal to I percent of their pay and invests the funds mainly in Lowe's stock. When -
the warehouse laborer retired, and he paid nothing into the fund, he received a distribu-
tion of $660,000! The same fund has already produced a score of millionaires! Over
50 retirees accumulated an equity in six figures.

The solution to the convention mismatch between the ownership of productive
power and the possession of present or potential unsatisfied needs and wants is to
facilitate financing a significant portion of new capital formation and normal transfers
in the ownership of existing assets, such as the transfers of ownership of closely.
held businesses, or acquisitions; divestitures or mergrs bycorporationa, by techniques
that legitimately build the ownership of viable capil hol s into corporate employees
without taking anything from their take-home pay or their universally inadequate (or
non-existent) savings, and without impairing the property rights of existing owners.

Buying capital on selt-ilquidating credit can be demonstrated no more effectively
than by referring to Simon kuznetsT definitive book on Capital in the American Ecoo-
my: its Formation and Growth, published in 1961 by the National Bureau of Economic
Research. In this volume, Dr. Kumets (pp.394-399) answers the question of why
financing I necessary in connection with new capital formation by saying that It Is
because bneses have a need for capW iarrunsenis before they have saved the funds
to buy and pay for them.

However, Dr. Kumets seems totally oblivious to the fact that in a private property
Industrial economy, all households have a need to own equity capital before they
have saved the funds to pay for it. Indeed, Individuals need to own equity capital
S 1s they can save the funds to a)y for It. Yet it takes no argument to demonstrate
that while wo have devised elaborate means for financing the purchase of consumer
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goods and homes (which produce no marketable wealth and thus do not assist buyersto pay their. costs), we have virtually no techniques for financin the purchase bindividuals of newly issued equity securities, although new capital formation whichtakes plqce under reasonably competent management normally produces income insuccessive cycles in amounts suffieient to pay for stock representing it over and over
again.

The "forced savings"' approach has another basic weakness. By taking cash outof the hands of potential consumers, it produces a shrinkage of consumer demandwhich businesses need to justify expansion and marginal businesses need for sheersurvival. There are better answers on how to finance a closer match between newproductive capacity and new consumer power, as we will point out.
THE FATAL DEFICIENCIES OF TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES OF CORPORATE FINANCE OTHER THAN

SALE OF STOCK
The process by which newly formed capital (improved land. new structures or struc-tural additions, and new machines and tools) is brought into existence under conven-tional financing techniques can be functionally analyzed from the following example.Suppse a corporation has donc its feasibility study for a contemplated expansion(sel-a iqu oatin within a reasonable period of years is the essential logic of businessinvestment) and concludes it should spend a million dollars for new tools in orderto increase output of goods and services for which it foresees a profitable market.The corporation goes to its bank or other lender, convinces the lender of this"feasibility". and borrows the necessary funds-let's say repayable in installments overive years. The picture looks something like this:

MODEL I
CosVINTIGNAL CORFORATR FINANCE

CORPORATION ya LEMNDRR
-TOOLSe--- St- IM),OM

The important aspects of this technique of finance are:-When the loan is paid off, the incremental productive power represented by toolscosting one million dollars has been built into a stationary stockholder base. An in-dividual may sell stock which he owns in the corporation. and another individualwith capital may buy the stock, but no net new capital owners are created in the
process.

-Since, as a matter of fact, virtually the entire personal ownership of productivecapital in the U.S. economy lies in the top 5 percent of wealthholders, it is clearthat a principal contributor to this concentration of ownership of productive power(productive input being the business basis as well as the moral basis for personalouttake or income) under the double-entry bookkeeping logic of a market economy.lies in a technique of finance that builds all Incremental productive power into atiny stock ownership base that already owns functionally excessive productive power,having in mind that the economic purpose of production is consumption. Those whomust constitute the great majority of ultimate customers for business-the people withpresent and potential unsatisfied consumer needs-and wants-do not acquire incrementalproductive power through this process. Those who are in fact already exccsivel
productive (in relation to their present or potential consumer needs or wants) througt acquire all incremental productive power.
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-The other principal methods of financing new capital formation, those using internal
cash flow such as retained earnings, investment credits, depletion, accelerated deprecia-
tion, etc.. all have precisely the same concentrating effect. In the aggregate, all of
the conventional techniques of finance above mentioned accounted for nearly 98 per-
cent of new capital formation during the past fifteen years.

-As we have already observed, the sole remaining financing method, the sale of
new equities for cash, has the same concentrating effect: the new stock is sold to
people with capital-the top 5 percent of wealthholders-who can pay cash for it.

In short, the logic used by business in making Investments-the logic of investing
in things that will pay for themselves-is not available to the 95 percent of U.S.
residents born without family capital ownership. As the non-human factor increases
in quantity and in relative productive power, its ownership remains concentrated in
a stationary fraction of the population. With rare exceptions, employees, including
management employees, do not own functionally significant amounts of productive
capital .I

he conventional economists have failed either to see the problem or to propose
significant solutions.

THE EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN ("LSOP"); AN ALTERNATIVE MODE FOR FINANCING THE
FUTURE OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY TO PROVIDE RISING DIVIDEND INCOMES AND VIABLE CAPITAL

ACCUMULATIONS FOR WORKING AMERICANS
The basic building block for bringing about such change in the pattern of ownership

of capital in the U.S. economy is ESOP financing (the possible variations are numerous).
Using the assumptions referred to in connection with the above discussion of traditional
financing, the following diagram shows how it works:

MODEL 1i
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIIP FINANwiNG

CORPORATION WaWIpaymns- LENDER

----- TOOL-S----

New Stock

Market o
pd

401(a) TAX-EXEMPT

EMPLOYEE STOCK
OWNERSHIP TRUST
taon-conributory)

The most important aspects or the ESOP financing technique are:
-The loan is made not directly to the corporation, but to a specially-designed

ESOP Trust that qualifies as a tax-exempt employee stock bonus trust under Section
401(a) or the Internal Revenue Code and corresponding provisions of State laws.
Such trusts normally cover all employees of the corporation and their relative interests
are proportional to their relative annual compensation (however reasonably defined)
over the period or years that the financing is being paid off. The trusts are normally
under the control of a committee appointed by management and its membership may
include labor representatives.

-The committee invests the proceeds of the loan in the corporation by purchasing
newly issued stock at its then current market value.

-The trust gives its note to the lender, which note may or may not be secured
by a pledge or the stock. If it is so secured, the pledge is designed for release of
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proportionate amounts of the stock each year as installment payments are made on
the trust's note to the lender and the released stock is allocated to participants' ac.
counts.

-The corporation issues its guarantee to the lender assuring that it will make annual
payments into the trust in amounts sufficient to enable the trust to amortize its debt
to the lender. Within the limits specified by the Internal Revenue Code, such payments
are deductible by the corporation as payments to a qualified employee deferred compen-
sation trust. Thus the lender has the general credit of the corporate to support
repament of the loan, plus the added security resulting from the fact that the loan
is repayable in pre-tax dollars.

-Each year as a payment is made by the corporation into the ESOP Trust there
is allocated proportionately among the accounts of the participants in the trust a
number of shares of stock Proportionate to the participant's allocated share of the
payment. Note that this permits the employees to acquire stock in increments over
a period of years at a price fixed at the time the block of stock is first purchased.
Special formulas have been desipe to counteract the relatively high proportion of
early amortization payments used to pay interest and the relatively high proportion
of later amortization payments used to repay principal.

-As the financing is completed and the loan paid off, the beneficial ownership
of the stock accrues to the employees. Most trusts are designed to permit the withdrawal
of the portfolio in kind, subject to vesting provisions, either at termination of employ-
ment, or at retirement. However, it is desirable to so design the ESOP and Trust
that any dividend income on shares of stock that have been paid for b the financing
process and are then allocated to the employee accounts may be distributed currently
(with a minimum two-year deferment posibly required by law) to the employeo-partici.
pants, thus giving them a second source of income.

-Diversification of the assets of the Trust can be achieved if desired after a particular
block of stock has been paid for by exchanging the stock, at fair market value,
for other shares of equal market value. Since the Trust is a tax-exempt entity, such
diversification is without tax impact.

A brief comparison of conventional financing methods represented by Model I, with
ESOP financing represented by Model II, is as follows:

A BRUEF COMPARISON OF CONVENTONAL FINANCE REPRESENTED aY MODEL I WITH-
EMPLOYEE STOCK OwNEasHIP FINANCINO. REPRESENTED BY MODEL II

MODEL I

CORPORATE OaowTm FINANCED* IN CONVENTIONAL WAYS

TAX TREATMENT OF INTEREST
Interest deductible for corporate income tax purposes as such.

TAX TREATMENT OF PRINCIPAL
Repayment of the principal, which is not deductible for corporate income tax pur-

poses, requires $2.3 million pre-tax dollars.
WHO OWNS THE STOCK WHEN IT HAS PAID FOR ITSELF

When the financing is paid off. the employees have acquired no capital ownership.
Since their labor is their only means of making productive input, and they are faced
with rising living costs and taxes, employee" must demand ever higher compensation
for the same or less work Input.

CORPORATE STRATEGY IMPtXATION$
The corporation, by constantly replacing labor input with capital input, without recog-

nizing the need of employees to make up for their declining economic productiveness
through ownership of capital instruments, forces employees to demand more pay for
the same or les work. This raises costs without raising output.

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE TO U.S. BUSINESS
Because the corporation cannot provide better increasing economic security or in-

creased incomes to its employees except by increasing its costs, its only hope, vis-
a-vis foreign competitors, is that they suffer the same or a worse fate.

* Comparison based upon an assumption that a corporation has determined to invest $1 million in
new plant, and bas, persuaded its bank to loan that amount on a five-yew installment payout bas.
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ECONOMIC ALIENATION

The natural antipathy between owners (who generally do not work in the corporation)
and workers, who own no part of the corporation. grows. and reflects itself in alienation
of the workers, lack of common goals deline of craftsmanship, high turnover, waste,
social unrest, and. in extreme cases, even sabotage.

W0ING PUSUC VS. OI4 PRIVATE
Close holding stockholders may remain in a position where either they or the corpora-

tion, or both, will at some future time be required to make an expensive public
sale of stock to establish Its market value to provide valuation and liquidity to handle
estate tax problems.

MODEL I!

CORPORATE oOWTH FINANCEDe THROUGH EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP TRUSTS

TAX TREATMENT OF INTERUT
Interest deductible for corporate income tax purposes as a contribution to a qualified

trust.

TAX TREATMENT OF PRINCIPALS

Repayment of principal, which Is deductible for corporate income tax purposes,
requires only SI million pre tax.

WHO OWNS THE STOCK WHN IT HAS PAID FOR IT5E.,
When the employee stock ownership financing is paid off, the employees, including

executive employees, each In proportion to his relative income from the corporation.
have purchaso4 through their trust, on installment credit that is non-recourse as to
them, newly issued stock, under conditions where the proceeds to the corporation
are Invested In new tools, and where the employes* in economic theory (as distin-
guished from tax theory) are entitled to receive a preferential dividend representing
the "full wages" of their new capital to enable them to pay for It.

CORPORATE STRATEOV IMPUCATONS
The corporation, by financing its expansion on terms that are not only more favorable

to It but which also build equity ownership Into employees without diminishing
takehome pay or invading their savings, puts employees in a position to build a capital
estate without reducing spendable Income and within a few years to add a growing
second income to their wage or salary.

INTERNATIONAL COMPeTITIVE ADVANTAGE TO U.S. BUSINESS
Because the corporation can provide increasing economic security and, after the

stock has In effect paid for itself, increasing income for its employees wihout LncretWlA
Is cosis, it puts Itself progressively in a better position vis-a-vis Its competitors, domestic
and foreign.

ECONOMIC ALIENATION

There is a growing unity of Interest between owners and employees, as employees
become equity owners through their tax-exempt, In-hous mutual fund, the 9SO Trust,
having been given the opportunity to invest on the same terms the corporation tradi-
tionally Insits upon for Itself when it makes an investment-that It pay for Itself.

GOING PUSUC VS. GOING PRIVATE

The SO Trust itself can buy close-held stock, on pre-orporate Income tax dollars,
and solve normal estate tax problems and return the ful fair market value of the
stock to the Selling stockholders, without subjecting either the corpraton or its
stockholders to the vagares of the public stock market, while buldin equity ownshIp
Into corporate employees In the meanwhile.

eComparlm bood upon an anumpUon thta eorpowUoa ho daurmined to invest SI miUio ia
sew pleat, ad has persuaded its bank to len that amount an m five-year ia fistm payout bss.
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CORPORATE GROWTH FINANCED IN CONVENTIONAL WAYS
RETIREMENT SECURITY AS AN OPPRESSIVE BUSINESS COST OR AS A SOURCE OF NEW CAPITAL

FORMATION?
No anxiety of the American working man or woman could be better founded than

the concern for income after retirement. Most corporate and public employers have
policies of mandatory retirement at 65 or loss. Unless the typical employee reduces
his current standard of living (and his potency as a customer for business) sufficiently
during his life to accumulate a fund to privide one-third to % his income throughout
his retirement, even with pensions and Social Security, his income drops to the poverty
level on retirement.

Nevertheless, inadequate as governmental, union, and corporate pensions are, they
are a devastating cost to corporations and taxpayers. The reason is quite apparent:
the funds so accumulated are mostly invested in outstanding pieces or paper (stocks
or bonds) at yields that assure that the investments will never, if the market cost
of money is considered, pay for themselves. Corporations for their own accounts,
would never knowingly or intentionally make investments that will never pay for them-
selves, but for their conventional pension and profit sharing trusts, they, like govern.
ments and unions, almost invariably dot

So year after year, the corporate, union, and governmental costs of pensions go
up. Year after year their inflationary impact pushes up the cost of living, for they
contribute nothing to the output of goods and services to offset their costs. In other
words, the sums invested do not go directly into new capital formation. Year after
year the functional inadequacy of retirement plans in the face of rising costs of living
and rising taxes brings grief, privation and frustration to those who have looked forward
to depending upon them. -At the same time, many corporations would be insolvent
or stripped of must of their equity, if their retirement plans were currently fully funded.
Their stocks would plummet in the market place.

LABOR-BUSINESS STRWE OR LABOR-BUSINESS PEACE?
The employees are gradually conditioned to think in terms of the permanent em-

ployee-management warfare, using raw coercion and the threat of coercion to extract
more pay from the employer in return for the same or a diminished work input.
The "economic solution through coercion" syndrome involves maximizinp Inconvenience
to trade, business, the economy and the public as a means of making coercion of
the employer more effective. Income, in the mind of the worker, becomes more a
function of coercive power than of quality and -quantity of productive input, so coercion
grows, and the quantity and quality of goods and services shrinks.

CORPORATE GROWTH FINANCED THROUGH EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP TRUSTS

RETIREMENT SECURITY AS AN OPPRESSIVE BUSINESS COST OR AS A SOURCE OF NEW CAPITAL
FORMATION?

In terms of accumulation for retirement of corporate or governmental employees
who participate in Employee Stock Ownership Trusts, it is realistic (and theoretically
sound) to look at payments made by the employers into the trust as part of the
y eild (along with dividends) on the trusts' original investments. Thus in economic
theory (as distinguished from tax theory), the contribution is simply the preferential
dividend that enables the investment on non-recourse credit (as to the employee)
to pay for itself in pre-tax corporate income dollars. It amounts to a relatively full
payout of the "wages" of capital to enable the new beneficial owners (the employees)
to pay for their new capital out of what it produces.

Since the average pre-tax yield on invested capital for U.S. corporations is, and
for many years has been, 20 percent per annum and better, the potency of ESO
Trust financing per dollar invested by the employer in building capital ownership in
the employee is 400 percent to 600 percent greater than conventional corporate,
union, or governmental retirement plans and Iit not a corporate cost, for corporate
growth financed in the conventional way would cost as much or more!

Employee Stock Ownership financing can be adapted both to governmental and
union use, and is currently being employed by a growing number of corporations.

I.AOR.USINESS STRIFE OR LAaOR.BUSINES$ PEACE?
The employees are gradually conditioned to think like owners because they become

owners. As the reality and awareness of ownership grows, the identity of interest
between stockholders, management and employees grows. So does their interest in
underselling competitors, domestic and foreign, their pride in quality, their resentment
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of waste, their solicitude for public goodwill. Pay for non-production equally hurts
the property and income of the employee, the manager, and the stockholder.

CORPORATE GROW FINANCED IN CONVENTIONAL WAYS
CONFORMITY TO ECONOMIC REALITY

Although the objective of traditional economic policy Is to solve the income distribu.
tion problem solely through full employment, every technological advance diminishes
the relative input of lab6r and increases the relative input of capital per unit of
output in all areas of economic production. Thus pure science, applied science, en.
f ineering, and management-the disciplines involved in economic production-work
for disemployment, the exact opposite of the national economic policy. The concentra-
tion of ownership of capital expands the productive power of those without needs
or wants. The non-ownership of capital by 95 percent of U.S. families with vast un-
satisfied needs and wants prevents their ltiilmaely (i.e., other than through coercion)
increasing their productive input and thereby enlarging their Incomes and their con.
sumption of goods and services. This failure to broaden ownership of capital becomes
a main cause of unemployment, which can then only be alleviated by governmental
boondoggle and make-work producing non-consumer goods and services.

INFLATIONARY OR ANTI-INFLATIONARY?

Because this techniue of finance leaves employees no choice but to demand more
pay without more work Input, it amounts to packing the wage base of every employee
with personal welfare andforcing the corporation to use the price system to tax
the public for the cost. Soon after, the emp oyees rediscover that they are the public.
Their gains are cancelled by their rising living costs. The process starts again. It
is the engine of inflation itself.

MORE JON OR FEWER JOS
Conventional corporate strategy is built upon three tenets: (I) maximizing production

and sales, (2) minimizing costs, and (3) staying out of trouble (being a #ood corporate
citizen). When this is combined with conventional finance, which builds no capital
ownership into employees, the foundations for a shrinking employment base are laid.
Minimization of costs is best accomplished by eliminating labor through technological
innovation and capital investment. This results in shrinking consumer demand, which
further diminishes labor demand.

CORPORATE GROWTH FINANCED THaOUOH EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP TausTs

CONFORMITY TO ECONOMIC REALITY

This financing technique provides the missing link in corporate strategy. It raises
the power of corporate employees with unsatisfied needs and wants to consume as
it expands the power of the corporation to produce. Its effect in raising employee
purchasing power is real for the only way for a mature employee to become more
productive is for him to acquire ownership of -productive capi. An employee Is
not made more productive in any real sense by coercing higher pay for the same
or less work input when there is a labor surplus. When workers legitimately acquire
capital ownership as the corporation expands, their personally owned productive power
grows simultaneously with the corporation's ability to produce goods and services.
Their increased incomes do not result in increased costs, but increased output. This
is the reverse effect of conventional financing, which forces employees to demand
more pay without more productive input-a direct source of cost-push Inflation.

INFLATIONARY OR ANTI-INFLATIONARY?
Because this technique depends upon the business logic of self-liquidating investment,

it is not only not inflationary; it is deflationary.
MORE JOBS oR FEWIkR Jobs

The U.S. economy would have to be expanded somewhere between seven and twelve
times over (with further adjustment for population increase) to be capable of providing
the goods and services necessary to provide comfortable lives for all U.S. citizens
and residents. Accomplishing that task alone would require between 25 and 30 years
of the most intensive full employment. But such employment-and such growth-can
only come about if levels of consumption rise commensurately. a result only possible
in a market economy if increased productive power of the vast majority with unsatisfied
needs and wants is proportionately raised. This can only come about with expanding
private capital ownership.
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BEYOND TODAY ESOP

As Mr. Kelson outlined in his written statements and testimony to the joint Economic
Committee Hearings on Employee Stock Ownership Plans hel on December 11-12,
1975, the ESOP under present laws represents only the "tip of the iceberg" of a
more comprehensive strategy needed to spread capital ownership among all consumer
units in the course of financing new capital formation. These new program rest upon
a radically new general theory of economics known as "two-factor theory', which,
while still on the fringes of respectability within academic circles, is gradually gaining
enthusiastic acceptance in the world of practical politics and business.

There are critics who charge that the ESOP is not sufficient because It benefits
only employees of well-managed businesses. We agree. And we have designed tools
to guild ownership Into the rest of society as well. But reverslnp the present perilous
and disorderly course of the American economy involves choosing priorities. We feel
that a rapidly expanding corporate sector offers our best arena for effectively absorbing
today's "surplus" pool of employable but Idle Americans into the task of fabricating
and operating the new capital formation we need over the next several decades. To
attract the unemployed and other non-productive workers into the private sector, as
well as for financing its growth and generating the consumer demand needed to sustain
that growth, the ESP seems to us the most logical and effective means for harnessing
our largely dormant productive capacity.

Beyond the ESOP. special stock ownership plans have been designed for public
utility customers (Consumer Stock Ownership Plans or "CSOP's") and. to be active
at some future point, plans for government workers, small businessmen and profes-
sionals, teachers, the disabled and retired and others (individual Stock Ownership
Plans or "ISOP's"). Indispensable supplements for financing growth of our corporate
sector (through ESOP's and ISOP's) and of our public utifltlis (through ESOP's and
CSOP s) are Federal Reserve reforms to empower banks and insurance companies
to generate counter-inflationary, low-interest loans to ESOP's. CSOP's and ISOP's for
funding self-liquidating new capital formation in our basic Industries. To insure lenders
against the risk of default on these non-recourse loansprt of the interest rates
would include the cost of a premium to a self-sustaining Capital Diffuusion Insurance
Corporation. Thus. no taxpayer funds or direct government loans or guarantees would
be necessary to Introduce these reforms.

THE ACCELERATED CAPITAL FORMATION ACT (H.R. 421: A SMALL STEP FORWARD TOWARD
GENERAL TAX REFORM

The most important single measure to strengthen the ESOP's capacity to solve our
capital formation needs is the Accelerated Capital Formation Act. H.R. 462. now
before the House Ways and Means Committee. Introduced by Rep. Bill Frenzel on
January 14, 1973, its provisions attracted 92 House co-sponsor, including 10 members
of Ways and Means. Here are excerpts from the Congresnoiau Reo.w of January
14, 1975 where Mr. Frenzel described what this bill is designed to accomplish:

In order to facilitate the use of the ESOP technique, and thus effectively link daily
employee performance with the growth and operation of a business, the bill modifies
the Internal Revenue Code as follows:

First, the bill removes the present statutory limitation of 25 percent of covered
compensation as the maximum amount an employer can contribute to a qualified
-employee stock ownership plan when such payments am used to enable the plan
to repay stock acquisition debt incurred in connection with meeting the employer's
capital requirements. This places the sole limitation on financinq contributions on the
enterprise's capacity to service the debt out of cash flow. This reform reduces the
cost of capital growth and transfers in the ownership of corporate assets, while accelerat-
ing the rate at which employees as individuals and as a group can accumulate stock
oftheir employer and other Income-yielding assets as a new and noninflationary form
of employee benefit. Although treated as a tax deduction, this change would have
the same impact as an investment tax credit in terms of encouraging capital spending;
however, the investment tax credit increases the concentration o corporate ownership
while FSOP contributions correct this economic factor.

This also rechannels corporate profits that would otherwise have gone into the cor.
polite income tax base into productivity increases of the private sector, thus generating
lower prices for consumers, expanded private payrolls, and a broadening base of taxable
personal incomes and personal estates among productive workers.

Second. the bill privides a tax deduction to corporations for the amount of dividends
they distribute either directly as taxable second incomes on stock held in an employee's
account or which are used to repay stock acquisition indebtedness of the employees'
trust. This provision also converts taxable corporate income into either taxable dividend
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incomes for employees to supplement their paychecks or their retirement and social
security Incomes or a more rapid rate of accumulation by employees of individual
capital estates for their retirement security.

Third, the bill provides that a qualified employee stock ownership plan and trust
shall have the tax characteristics oif a charitable organization for purposes or estate,
gift, and income taxes. This would encourae agnuent taxpayers to make bs toqualified trusts in order to reconnect the ownership of-;-aital with a broader base
of private individuals, namely productive employees some of whom have contributed
to the building of the donor's wealth. Allocations to participants of the trust would
become an immediate source of taxable second incomes-to the extent dividends are
passed through the trusts-and a retirement estate for the employee-beneficiaries and
their heirs. On the other hand, Govemment would lose no tax revenues since such
contributions made to charitable organizations are already exempt from taxation, and
profits from donated income-producing property are frequently accumulated tax-free
within such organizations.

Fourth, the bill establishes a cutoff on further contributions in behalf of any employee
when the value of the assets that employee has acquired during his working lifetime
through one or more ESOP's exceeds S500,000. Such a safeguard on excessive accumu-
lations acquired through tax deductions would be espcially Important in highly capital.
intensive industries and would help foster more widespread and equitable sharing of
ownership among Americans generally.

Fifth, the bill adds to the options of ESOP participants when distributions are made
when they retire, die, or are otherwise separated from service. Although profit sharing
plan are permitted to make distributions in many forms, the Internal Revenue Service
has ruled that distribution from an ESOP must be made exclusively in company stock.

Although enabling employees to accumulate sizable holdings of employer stock has
obvious motivational value, when an employee leaves the company and can no longer
directly influence the yield on the company stock accumulated in his ESOP account,
it Is desirable to provide the departing employee and the remaining employees, through
their ESOP, to arrange an exchange for his accumulated assets with other income-
yielding assets or cash of an equivalent value. This bill would provide ESOP's the
same flexibility in making distributions that is now enjoyed by profit sharing plans.

Sixth, the bill permits a repurchase option for plans of enterprises that are wholly
owned by their employees, so that stock of departing employees can remain exclusively
held within the employee group.

Seventh, the bill exempts lump sum distributions of income-yieldinS estates derived
from an ESOP from any form of taxation, provided the assets are held to produce
a taxable second income for the taxpayer or his beneficiaries. However, if the assets
are converted into spendable income and not reinvested within 60 days. the uninvested
proceeds will be taxed as ordinary income, instead of partially at the lower capital
gains rate permitted under present law.

Eighth, the bill enables affected parties to seek advance IRS opinions on valuations
on stock or other assets acquired by an ESOP where the parties to a financing transaction
which utilizes and ESOP would be subject to serious risks or penalties if the IRS,
upon subsequent audit, disagreed with the valuations or other key features of the
financing plan. This is similar to the "no action" procedures already instituted by
the FTC and SEC.

Ninth. the bill exempts payments to an ESOP made for financing purposes from
treatment as a conventional employee benefit for purposes of any wage, salary, deferred
compensation, or other employee benefit controls or guidelines that might be established
under executive order, regulations, or future economic stablization laws at the Federal
or State levels. Instead, it would be treated as any other form of capital spending
that would have a counterinflationary effect. In effect, It offers labor a tradeoff for
wage increases while wage ceilings are established.

[From the Saines Week, Ma. 1. 19761

FMPLoYvE STocK PLANS BEGIN To CATCH FiRE
For many years the idea that the U.S. could be transformed into a paradise of

people's capitalism through employee ownership of stock in the companies they worked
or existed in an intellectual underworld whose main figure wfs Louis 0. Kelso, a

San Francisco lawyer and self-styled economic theorist.
Now, under the impact or legislation that gives new tax breaks to companies that

adopt employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs). Kelso's ideas are taking on new life.
By turning every worker into a capital owner, says Kelso, "we can enhance worker
productivity raise the capital needed to accelerate economic growth and reduce unem-
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ployment, and defuse the conflict between management and labor that underlies thewage-price spiral-*$Many businessmen and economists still argue that ESOPs have the potential for

creating more problems than they solve. But Tn the past year or two such companies
as Mobil Oil Hallmark Cards, E-Systems, and Atlantic Richfield have decided to take
advantage oF the new legislation and give their employees an equity interest in their
companies. And the trend could easily accelerate. Senate Finance Committee Chairman
Russell B. Lon (D-La.), fbr one, is an enthusiastic convert and has helped push
through two ma or bills with provisions encouraging the establishment of ESOPs, plus
two minor ones, and more are in the legislative hopper.

Little interest. Employee stock ownership plans are nothing; new, of course, having
existed for decades in the form of stock-bonus, proflt-sharing, and other so-called
money-purchase benefit plans that invest a major portion of corporate contributions
In employer stock. Like other benefit and pension plans, such ESOPs normally qualify
for special tax treatment in the sense that the funds contributed are tax deductible
and are not subject to personal income taxes until they (and investment gains) are
distributed to employees-usually upon retirement. N

Although such plans have not been particularly popular, recent legislation makes
them far more attractive. The pension reform act of' 1974 (ERISA) not only exempts
ESOPs from the diversification requirement that governs the Investment policies of
most other benefit plans, but It also singles out certain kinds of ESOPs as the only
types of plans that can be used as vehicles for corporate borrowing-thus permitting
them to be used for a variety of purposes, such as raising capital for investment.
restructuring existing debt, facilitating estate planning, recapturing past tax payments,
and helping to finance acquisitions and divestitures.

At the same time, last year's tax reduction act offers companies a big incentive
to set up ESOPs. A company can now add an extra I percent to the 10 percent
investment tax credit available to it for 1975 and 1976 if it agrees to distribute
the tax savings to employees through an ESOP. The action costs the company nothing
except administrative expenses, and everyone from the top brass down to the lowest-
paid worker can share in the laresse.

A slow beginning. So far. business has been slow to respond to this incentive,
artly because the concept Is so new. and few concrete guidelines have been issued
y the IRS. In recent weeks, however, several major corporations, including Mobil

Oil. Atlantic Richfield. and Union Oil of California, have said they plan to set up
tax.credit ESOPs.

Since companies can wait to adopt a tax-credit ESOP until the day their 1975
tax returns are field, the pace of announcements should speed up soon. American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and several utilities have Indicated they would So ahead
if Congress approves some rule changes.

If all eligible companies were to -set up such ESOPs. the cost to the U.S. Treasury
could hit some 8700 million in foregone tax receipts for 1975 and 1976. But experts
say the tax incentive is attractive primarily to capital-intensive industries. "in many
companies with large payrolls, the benefit per employee would be negliible," saysW. Gordon Hinns Jr.. assistant treasurer of General Motors Corp., noting that more
companies would undoubtedly join ESOP parade if the tax credit is extended beyond
1976. GM itself is studying the idea.

Everyone wins. Meanwhile, interest has been growing in the so-called Klso-type
ESOP, which can be used to raise employee benelts an new capital for the company
at the same time. Typically, the gambit works like this: A company that needs cash
for investment sets up an ESOP that borrows, say, $1 million from a bank or other
lender and uses it to buy newly Issued corporate stock. The loan is collateralized
with the stock and cosigned by the company, which commits itself to make annual
contributions to the MOP sufcient to cover principal and interest repayments. As
the debt is paid off, the shares are allocated to individual employee accounts for
distribution upon retirement.

FSOP enthusiasts claim several advantages for this type of strategy:
For corporations, the big plus is that the loan a paid back with pretax dollars.

Under conventional debt financing, only the interest payments would be deductible,
and a company would have to earn.$2 million to repay $I million in principal (assuming
it is in a 50 percent bracket). By using an FSOP as its borrowing vehicle, it saves
$500.000 in taxes, reducing the cost of the loan and boosting cash flow. Moreover,
management has given the employees a vested interest in improving corporate profita-
hility.

Lenders look as closely at FSOP financing as they do other loans. Nonetheless,
as Steven Lee, a consultant with Bankers Trust Co.. points out, "Lenders appreciate
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the fact the loan can be paid back twice as fast and that executives and other employees
have an added stake in the company's performance."

Employees gain when the ESOPis added to existing benefits or when ESOP financing
permits a company to set up a benefit plan where none existed before. Even when
the ESOP replaces another plan, employees often profit, says Kelso "because contribu-
tions are usually made close to the maximum allowable rate of 15 percent or 25
percent of payroll to facilitate the loan rather than the 7 percent rate typical of
regular benefit plans."

Not for all. Despite these potential advantages, experts warn that ESOP financing
is far from everyone's cup of tea. "it makes no sense for a company that isn't sound,
profitable. and In a high tax bracket," warns Nell Wanner of Main Lafrentz & Co.
'And because of the limit on annual contributions, a company's payroll should be
no less than $250,000 and ideally $500,000 or more."

Don Sullivan, vice-president of Towers, Perrin. Forster & Crosby, warns that ESOPs
"can dilute the interests of present shareholders." Under a straight equity offering,
he notes, cash flow, net worth, and net earnings are all higher than with an ESOP
because there are no financing costs to be met and no debt to be recognized on
the balance sheet. On the other hand. regular debt financing also results in higher
earnings per share since the repayment of principal is not a charge against earnings.
And although cash flow is initially lower, the eventual investment payoff does not
have to be shared with new shareholders.

Lee of Bankers Trust. however, points out that the equity nalstavi remait closed
to most companies, and cash flow concerns can inhibit the utilization of conventional
debt. "In cases where the investment promises to produce a return greater than its
cost of capital and the company's traditional return on equity. ESOP financing can
clearly benefit everyone," he says.

What to watch for. Experts point to other drawbacks. Private companies for example,
must establish the fair market value of their shares through an independent appraisal
subject to IRS approval. But there Is always a chance that the valuation will be
successfully challenged later by the IRS or a dissident employee, with heavy penalties
to the company. moreover, private companies may some day be forced to buy back
the shares of retiring employees, with a negative impact on future cash flow.

The biggest potential danger, according to many observers, is that some businessmen
will use ESOPs to bail out of shaky enterprises. Wagner of Main Lafrentz thinks
this danger is exaggerated., however. "Lenders look very closely at a company contem-
plating ESOP financing,"' he notes. "Further, everyone involved in an ESOP transaction.
from corporate officials and appraisers to trustees, may be personally liable under
the fiduciary rules of the pension reform law."

Even the most successful company can suffer reversals, however, and many observers
question the wisdom of putting all employees' benefit eggs In one basket. For that
reason, Nathan Kolbes. a Pennsylvania consultant, advises his ESOP clients "either
to maintain existing pension programs or to plan to add them when feasible."

Frederick Teague. vice-president of Booz. Allen & Hamilton Inc., points out that
the shares in an ESOP trust are normally voted by the trustee appointed by the
company, "but Congress could insist on a pass-through of voting rights in the future."
Leonard Yerkes Ill. head of Wells Fargo Bank's corporate finance department, sees
dangers if the company begins to So downhill. "Under the prudent man theory, the
trustee should liquidate the investment-but how?"

The vanguard. Despite these potential pitfalls, the Kelso bandwagon is rolling. and
experts estimate that close to 300 ESOPs have been set up in recent years. Lad
year. for example, Gamble-Skogmo Inc., the big Minneapolis-bused retailer, turned
its thrift and profit-sharing plan into a full-fledged ESOP with a credit fine of several
million dollars. The object: to pick up O-S stock when it was meling on the New
York Stock Exchange at under five times earnings and less than half of book. "We're
not using It to raise capital for the company," says Louis E. Dolan. vice-president.
"but to benefit our employees, who will get the stock at the price we paid for it."

Similarly. E-Sysems Inc., another BUS Board company, used an ESOP in 1974 to
pick up some 500,000 shares of company stock for its employees through a $7 million
tender offer. "We wanted to increase employee motivation and productivity and with
the help of Intensive communications programs, we think we are succeeding," says
Harry L. Thurmon, vice-president and treasurer of the Dallas-based electronics com-
pany. Thurmon report that turnover and absenteeism are both down sharply, and
empy suggestions have more than doubled. All of the company's five unions have"cordially" accepted the ESOP, which comes on top of its regular retirement programs.

Many small, fast-growing companies with high cash needs have turned to ESOPs
as the first step in providing for their workers' retirement. Two years ago, for example,
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Steilgr Tractor Inc. or Fargo, N.D., borrowed SI million for expansion through a
newly established ESOP. "We're 100 percent with the Idea of letting our employes
share our growth." says David Koentopf financial vice-president of the company, the
sales of-which have jumped from .. 6 million in 1971 to $32.7 million last year.

One of the main uses of ESOPS by private companies has also been to forestall
a sale to outsiders by providing a market for closly held shares. Thus, Hallmark
Cards Inc. converted its profit-sharing plan to an ESOP last year partly to assure
Its 10,000 employees, who already enjoy pension and life insurance benefits, that
the company will not go the merger route after Its founder, Joyce hall, and his wife
die. Says Bill Johnson, director of corporate communications: "We wanted to share
ownership with our employees and demonstrate that Hallmark will be staying in Kansas€City."1X $rowing use of ESOPs has been to facilitate the divestiture of subsidiaries by
large companies. This week, for example, the trustees of Omega-Alpha Inc., which
is currently being reorganized under bankruptcy proceedings, announced that they
were selling the company's Okonite Co. subsidiary to an Okonite ESOP for $38 million.

"Make" it grow faster. To Louis Kelso, the man most responsible for the mushroom.
ing interest in employee stock ownership plans, the ESOPs that have been springing
up are only the vanguard of what he hopes will become a major movement. He
has Iong argued that the basic cause of the nation's economic ills lies in the maldistribu.
tion of wealth, which results in a chronic gap between production and consumption
and the need for ever greater government Intervention to redistribute Income and
manage demand. He believes that using ESOPs to finance new investment would restruc.
ture both wealth and income patterns in a fairly painless way. *The point," he says
"is to make the pie grow faster and distribute the new rowth more equitable "

To some observers, all of this is "pie in the sky." Ct Kelso's analysis has a certain
pragmatic logic that many find appealing. Unlike traditional economic theory, which
tends to stress labor as a major actor of production, Kelso holds that capital goods
are the main producers of wealth and growth in a modern economy. Because ca l
ownership is already highly skewed, the common methods of flnancing new investment
(mainly through retained earnings and debt) Increases the concentration of wealth.
The result is increasing efforts by labor to boost its share of national income, a
quickening of inflation through the wage-price spiral, and the intervention of the govern-
ment to alternately brake and accelerate the economy. "The system today aggravates
the trends toward concentration and socilism," says Kelso. "The answer is a democratic
capitalism."

Kelso's same plan goes beyond making ESOPs the principal source of investment
financing. He would also do away with the double taxation of dividends, phase out
the corporate income tax, and encourae companies to distribute most of their earning
to shareholders-thus providing a significant second income to wage earners. He would
also establish special stock ownership plans for consumers and government workers,
set up insurance funds to insure employee accounts, and empower banks to borrow
low-interest ESOP funds directly from the Federal Reserve.

Until now. most economists have dismissed Kelib's Ieas out of hand-pahly because
such a radical restructuring of the economy seems totally unrealistic and partly because
he turns many economic concepts upside down. "Kelso really doesn't understand how
the economy works," says one academic economist. "and he has compounded his
problems by launching a hysterical attack on the profess-."

Nonetheless. a few economists have become Intrigued with Kelso's theories. James
L. Green of the University of Alabama terms them "the only viable alternative to
wage and price controls and state planning." Abel Beltran-del-Rio of Wharton EFA,
Inc., the econometric research organization, acknowledges that Kelso's program is
"theoretically weak and Inflated in its claims," but he feeb that it "contains nuggets
of gold surrounded by mud."

In light of the growing interest in ESOPs, several economists have begun to look
more closely into Kelso's ideas.

Whatron EPA itself is planning an econometric study testing Ohe potential impact
of Kelso's proposals and other capital diffusion schemes on the U.S. economy. And
Carter Bacon of the Congressional Reference Service of the Library of Congress is
at work on a background report. "There's no question that ESOP financing can help
some companies." he says, land it oeems likely that investment and savings would
be higher In an economy that functions that way. But implementing such a chae
would raise serious questions of equity and would risk unsound patterns of "p
allocation." I

For the moment at any rate, such questions are not fin Kelo and his followers
on Capitol Hill. Among other bills they are pushlg is the so-cale Accelerated Capital
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Formation Act. which would remove the limit on employer contributions to an ESOP
and make dividends paid on ESOP-held stock tax deductible to employers. Ir that
passes, there may be no stopping the ESOP bandwagon.
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STATEMENT OF THE AIR TRANSPORT Am8oCIATION

The Air Transport Association of America which represents virtually

all of the scheduled airlines in the United States welcomes this opportunity

to submit to the Subcommittee on Financial Markets a statement on the capi-

tal needs of the airline industry of the United States.

Capital formation is one of the major problems currently facing the

U.s . airlines. A recent study conducted by the Air Transport Association

indicates that in the years 1976 through 1980 the airline industry will require

at least $6 billion in new night equipment and related support equipment to

continue to operate the modern fleet of aircraft to provide service to the

ever increasing number of passengers and shippers.

Additional capital investment is needed to provide for this expected

growth. in passenger and freight traffic; to acquire quieter and more fuel-

efficient aircraft sized to minimize demands on the airport and airways

system; and to reduce maintenance costs through increased standardization

and other factors. In recent years airline industry earnings have been too

low to enable the airlines to generate funds for these necessary investments

from retained earnings. Financial institutions are reluctant to lend money

to the airlines, and equity markets offer little promise.

The impact of the airline industry both on the quality and mode of

American life, and on the U.S. economy can hardly be overstated. Mobility,

economic development throughout the country (not merely in the established
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commercial centers of the past), and new travel related industries--all these

and more have been stimulated through the technological revolution represented

by the past fifteen years of the jet age.

Underlying this revolution has been the massive capital investment

that made possible the development, acquisition, and operation of the equip-

ment on which the industry and the public it serves must depend. That in-

vestment has resulted in the creation of hundreds of thousands of jobs in the

airlines and equipment manufacturers, at airports and at the many service

organizations providing direct service to the airlines and their customers.

Some 300. 000 people are employed by the airlines alone- -nearly the same number

as in either the industrial chemcials or the motor vehicle assembly industry, and

nearly 100, 000 more than in the petroleum and coal industry. Additionally, the

immense travel related industries, the hotels, restaurant and resort com-

munities, and businesses of all types, large and small, in communities

throughout the United States are dependent for their livelihood on regularly

scheduled reliable public air transportation- -for sales, marketing, and

shipping access to the world beyond. In addition to airline employment, the

aerospace industry employs approximately 125, 000 in the commercial trans-

port manufacturing, and the tourism industry employs an additional estimated

3.5 million people whose jobs are largely dependent upon the airlines, their

investments, and their product.

While the problem of capital formation is long term, legislation has

been proposed that would provide for some immediate relief, namely the pro-
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poal to refund as overpayment of taxes unused and expiring investment tax
S

credits. Such a provision wav recently introduced in the Senate as Senate

Bill No. 3080 by Senator Stevenson (D-1ll.), and a similar provision was

introduced in the House of Representatives in the last session (H. R. 8939).

Enactment of this legislation would go far to assist the airline industry in

the near term to meet some of its capital needs.

At the present time, the airline industry has some $780 million of

unused expiring credit which, at current income levels, will expire over the

next five to seven years. This legislation, if enacted, would allow the airline

industry to receive the benefits of the investment credit which are available

to most other industries, and its effect on government revenue would be re-

latively small over the period of the next few years. During the three year

period 1975-1977, the credits ref.,nded to all the nation's business taxpayers

under this proposal would be less than 2% of the total credits that will be

allowed to profitable business tax payers over the same period, or about

$480 million as compared with $28.4 billion. The airline portion of this

total will approximate $165 million.

In conclusion we wish to thank the Subcommittee on Financial Markets

of the Senate Finance Committee for this opportunity to present our views.

We hope that the proposed legislation for refunding unused and expiring invest-

ment credits is enacted in the near future to provide for a fairer and more

efficient distribution of the benefits of investment credits, and help provide

the necessary capital funds for the future growth of both the airline industry

and the many derivative industries dependent upoq.
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STATEMENT OF CHRYSLER CORPORATION

TIM PROBLEM

Congress is aware of the need of business for realistic

provisions in the tax laws to allow capital recovery. Over

the years, Congress has recognized that the depreciation de-

duction is the most basic of capital recovery provisions and

has periodically amended the depreciation deduction provi-

sions to increase the recovery by business of its capital in-

vestment. Thus, in 1954 accelerated depreciation was enacted

and in 1971 the Class Life ADR System was adopted. Currently,

there is beginning to be a recognition that depreciation based

on historical cost provides less than the minimum needed cap-

ital recovery in these years of substantial inflation.

We believe that this Subcommittee should focus on an

even more basic point. The depreciation deduction does not

provide needed capital to companies that suffered losses dur-

ing the recent recession, but still had to invest in produc-

tive equipment. These companies realized no recovery of cap-

ital through depreciation or otherwise. They were required to

dig into and deplete all internal capital sources, such as
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reducing inventories, in order to continue production of com-

petitive products.

In addition to not recovering any capital from deprecia-

tion deductions, these businesses did not derive any current

benefit from the new capital formation provisions of the Tax

Reduction Act of 1975, such as the investment tax credit or

rate reductions, because the benefits from these provisions

are limited to currently profitable ocmpanies. Also, in some

cases, operating losses incurred during the 1974-75 recession

could not'be carried back because of the brevity of the econ-

omic recovery period between the 1970-71 and the 1973-75 re-

cessions. While existing law also provides a five-year carry-

forward, a business in this position should recover its cap-

ital investments currently, not in the future.

Thus, a company that was least able to afford to make

needed capital investments during the 1974-75 period, and

probably the least able from a competitive standpoint not to make

such investments, was also the least able to recover capital

funds to make these basic investments.

CAPITAL RECOVERY THROUGH DEPRECIATION
DEDUCTIONS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO BUSINESS

DURING BOTH RECESSIONARY AND BOOM PERIODS

We believe that any new capital recovery legislation

enacted by Congress should take into account the capital re-

covery needs of business during unprofitable periods of oper-
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nations. Such legislation is needed just as much as additional

capital formation or recovery measures which generally apply

only during profitable periods of operations. More specific-

ally, the tax laws should be amended to allow a business to

currently recover capital through refundable depreciation

deductions to the extent it made investments during the 1974-

1975 recessionary period to maintain its production facili-

ties. Such recovery should be immediate to provide business

with the necessary capital resources for continued investment

to provide jobs and maintain productivity.

The 1974-1975 ReceqpionarE Period

The recent recession, aggravated by the 1973 oil embar-

go, had a devastating effect on the U.S. economy during the

1973-1975 period, because it cost the country more than $150

billion in goods and services irretrievably lost. In many

industries sales, profits and employment were drastically

reduced during this recession. The automobile industry was

just one of many in which this occurred. Here, U.S. sales

dropped 29.8% from average 1972-73 October sales to October

1974 sales, and plummeted a further 31% the following two

months. Inventories sky-rocketed, thereby resulting in large-

scale layoffs of employees. There were similar experiences

throughout the economy.

Not only did the recession dry up the-principal source

of capital recovery and formation--depreciation and profits--

-Y J
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but the inflation during this period further dehydrated avail-

able capital funds. The pooled effect of recession and infla-

tion severely reduced available capital resources# while dras-

tically increasing the cost of needed equipment. The profits/

price squeeze made it doubly difficult for a profitless busi-

ness to maintain its productive facilities.

Investment Could Not Be Shut
Off During a Recession

Although there was a profits/price squeeze on capital

recovery during the 1974-75 period, many businesses still had

to make substantial capital investments to maintain their ex-

isting facilities. In addition, during this period important

outside sources of capital funds dried up. This left the

financing of much-needed investment to internal sources--tra-

ditionAlly, profits and depreciation. Yet neither of these

sources provided any capital funds to a business which was

not able to use the depreciation deduction on account of los-

ses. For example, during that period Chrysler was required

to invest over a half billion dollars in new equipment, even

though it recovered no capital through depreciation deductions

because of recession losses.

Large Additional Infusions
of Capital Are Required

As we emerge from the worst recession since World War II,

American industry is faced with required capital expenditures
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of unprecedented amounts. Capital is needed to develop nev

products and to retool for production. More important, how-

ever, is the need to restore full employment to our workers

that comes with additional capital formation. For example

we anticipate that Chrysler's product and investment expend-

itures for the last half of the 1970's--to develop and pro-

duce fuel-efficient cars--will apomimate $1.S billion.

The capital expenditure requirements for a hard-hit bus-

iness are no less a problem than those for a profitable bus-

iness. The profitless business must continue to make capital

expenditures during recession periods if it is to continue as

a viable competitor and a taxpayer. And the profitless busi-

ness is also at a competitive disadvantage for capital recov-

ery in the future after the economy begins to recover.

Congressional Recognition of
Inadequacy of Present Law

In thepast, when Congress determined that business had

an urgent need for capital, it provided special assistance

through, e.g., an-increased investment tax credit or reduced

tax rates. However, the businesses which most need capital,

-- those which were required to continue to make large capital

investments during a period of profitless operations--derive

little or no current benefit from this type of legislation.

We propose that Congress act to correct this problem

for those businesses that invested in productive equipment

during 1974 or 1975, but which were not able to obtain the
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needed capital through depreciation deductions because they

incurred losses in those years.

PROPOSAL FOR A
CAPITAL RECOVERY REFUND

Proposal, In General - A business which made investments

during the 1974-75 recession to maintain its productive facil-

ities and which was not able to obtain the full benefit of

the depreciation deduction in order to provide funds for this

investment would be allowed a current tax refund to recover

capital.

The recovery refund would be subject to three basic lim-

itations to ensure that it in available only for companies

that invested to maintain productive capacity and were not

able to fully recover their depreciation deductions.

The first limitation is that this refund would be avail-

able only to companies that made investments during 1974 or

1975. Qualifying investments would be the acquisition of sec-

tion 1245 property used predominantly in the United States.

In this way, the recovery refund would be limited to companies

that contributed to checking the downslide of the U.S. econ-

omy and helped restore economic growth and increase employ-

ment during the recession.

The second limitation is that the refund would be no

greater than the amount of straight-line depreciation of see-
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tion 1245 property used predominantly within the United States

to which the company was otherwise entitled. In this way, the

recovery refund would be limited to the minimum level of an-

nual capital recovery the business is normally entitled to. -

The refund would not take into account the fact that section

1245 property actually depreciates faster than straight-line.

It also would not take into account that replacement costs

frequently ar substantially greater than historical costs.

Instead, the proposal is geared toward providing the minimum

capital recovery to these companies. This limitation will

ensure that the refund is only to the extent of normal annual

investments needed to maintain existing productive capacity.

The third limitation is that the company has not been

able to recover capital because it could not use the full

amount of its depreciation deductions. Thus, the capit4

recovery refund could not be greater than the tax benefit

which would result from utilizing any operating loss incurred

by the company in the 1974 or 1975 recessionary years. The

proposal would prevent the double recovery of capital by re-

ducing the company's operating loss for the taxable year by

the base on which the recovery payment is calculated.

Amount of Recovery - The capital recovery refund gener-

ally is to provide a company with the same amount of capital

that would have been available if the company had been pro-

fitable and able to use the depreciation deduction. Thus,

W-II O - " _- 6
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the recovery refund is generally keyed to the tax benefit that

the company would have received if it had been able to use

the deduction.

The recovery refund would be calculated by applying the

corporate tax rates for the relevant year to the appropriate

bass figure. Thus# for 1974 the refund would be calculated

as 220 times the base, which is no more than $25,000 plus 480

times the base which exceeds $25,000. For 1975, it would be

calculated as 20% of the base up to $25,000 plus 22% of the

base between $25,00and $50,000, plus 48% times the base in

excess of $50,000.

Following the limitations described above, the base would

be the lowest of three amounts (1) the investment during the

taxable year in section 1245 property used predominantly in

the United States, (2) the taxpayer's depreciation deduction

for section 1245 property, calculated on a straight-line basis,

or (3) the taxpayer's net operating loss.

Election - The capital recoverX refund would only be

available if the taxpayer made a timely election. The elec-

tion would have to be made no later than 180 days after the

enactment of the proposal and in accorance with the rules and

regulations of the Internal Revenue Service.

Effective Date - The recovery payment would be available

to qualified taxpayers only for the 1974 and 1975 taxable

years.
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SUOIAY

The present capital formation rules are inadequate, be-

cause a recesion-hit business frequently cannot recover cap-

ital through depreciation deductions at the time its capital

needs are most critical# i.e.* when it must make largo cap-

ital investments during a period of unprofitable operations.

New legislation is needed which would allow such a business

limited, but immediate, capital recovery from its deprecia-

tion deductions for the 1974-75 recesqion/inflation years.
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SAferian Paper IrstLute Inc
W UM*&wOMvrUS~ftw 'mftNYeWM/ oslw2 5530o/8 t ddfrd*AMPAMISr .tWYWk March 4, 1976

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Subcommittee on Financial Markets
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

On behalf of the American Paper Institute, the national trade associ-
ation representing the pulp, paper and paperboard industry, I am
delighted to respond to your request for a statement on the importance
of enacting tax legislation this year to help meet our nation'k growing
capital needs, to create new jobs, and promote non-Inflationary eco-
nomic growth.

The 200 member firuw of the Institute produce more than 90% of al
pulp, paper and paperboard manufactured domestically. Net sales of
the paper and allied products industry were $32 billion in 1975. The
industry normally employs more than 700 thousand people in approxi-
mately 6,000 facilities; last year its wages and salaries and benefits
amounted to over $9 billion. The industry paid approximately $2 billion
in Federal, state and local taxes last year.

As one of the ten largest industries in the country, we feel our views
on this most important subject would be useful to ycur Commuittee.

As you suggested in your letter of February 17, my statement sets
forth the capital needs of our industry during the next.five years,
and the magnitude of the possible capital shortfall. I have also
briefly outlined our recommendations for tax policy which will speed
up the timetable for returning to a healthy Inflation-resistant economy
by actions designed to encourage required copital investments.

We thank you for this opportunity to submit our view.

Sincerely,

Norms Pace
Senior Vice President

NP/ep
Eno.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, INC.,
SUBMITTED BY NORMA PACE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

THE CAPITAL NEEDS OF THE PULP. PAPER AND PAPER RD INJSTRY (976-1980)

The American Paper Institute estimates that the paper industry

will have to finance $30.7 billion for both plant and equipment and

working capital in 1976-1980. Retained cash flow can provide about

60% of these requirements; it will have to seek outside financing for

about 40% of its needs in the next five years. Because of the Industry's

relatively high debt/equity ration this gap, amounting to $12 billion

for the five year period, presents significant hurdles in the invest-

ment process. Three alternatives are possible:

1. Expansion needs of the industry will not be met; resulting in

an estimated job lose of 245,000 by 1980 for the industry, its

suppliers and its customers. The tax loss resulting from this

failure to invest and generate income is estimated at least at

$1.3 billion In current dollars. These exclude the impact of

a potential outlay of $5 billion for OASHA and energy conversion

requirements.

2. The necessary funds may be obtained from borrowing and/or from

the issuance of more stock. Both of these are normal and justi-

fiable routes for funding plant expansion projects. But at any

given time borrowers may be unwilling to lend to the industry

or investors may feel reluctant to risk the financing through

the purchase of stock. Prudent managers may also decide that

the current conditions of their financial statements do not warrant

such actions and many in the paper industry feel that way at

present. During the past ten years the Industry has not relied on

stock issues; debt expansion financed 36% of its needs. The re-

sulting increase in the debt/equity ratios have been large enough

to deter further borrowing..
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3. Alternatively prices and margins could be increased to

provide more internal sources of funds for expansion. Such

recourse, however, will dampen the growth rate of both the

industry and the economy, subject individuals to a new

round of double digit inflation and invite another experi-

ment with price controls which will prove as harmful to the

nation's growth as its predecessors. For example, if the

Industry were to supply half of the needed cash from In-

ternally generated funds, paper prices would rise an addi-

tional 22% over the general inflation rate in the five year

period. Thus if the inflation rate for the nation as a

whole were 6% a year, paper prices would have to advance

10% a year to provide the needed 70% of the funds from

retained profits.

Whatever the recourse, the mere existence of this large gap poses

problems for the industry and slows down investment decisions. This

is hardly conducive to attaining the desirable goal of a return to--

full employment with relatively stable prices. This committee is ti

be complimented for its concern with the means for reattaining a full

employment economy and the role of capital formation in reaching that

goal. It can speed up the timetable for returning to a healthy,

inflation-resistant economy by reviewing and recommending actions

that encourage investments such as: '

* Liberalizing Depreciation Allowances
* Enlarging Investment Tax Credit
" Removing Double Taxation of Dividend Income
* Reducing Capital Gains Tax Rate
* Assisting in Financing Industrial Pollution Control
" Supporting Existing Tax Treatment of Foreign Source Income

(The API attaches a statement on the Industry's recommendations in these

and other areas.)
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DEAND FORECAST

The production of paper and paperboard has advanced sharply

singe the Spring of 1975. In February, the operating rate exceeded

91%. Since 95% represents the practical maximum operating rate for

the industry, February's performance shows that many companies were

operating at their maximum. According to the latest capacity survey

of the American Paper Institute, the industry plans to increase

capacity 3.5% this year so that there will be no shortage of paper

or paperboard. Still these statistics Indicate that the Industry

must invest in new capacity if it Is to meet the growth needs of the

nation with relatively stable operations and prices. But the industry

needs some help. The rising costs of capital facilities coupled with

the heavy demands on cash flow resulting from EPA regulations suggest

that the industry will not meet its capacity requirements.

CAPACITY ROUIr ffS

The demand for paper and paperboard has grown at close to a 4%

annual rate in the post World War 11 period. Some slowdown in growth

for both the U.S. economy and the paper industry Is expected by many

analysts. On the assumption that the economy grows 5% a year (a growth

that would suggest unemployment rates in excess of 5% a year through

1980), paper and paperboard demand can be expected to reach 75.7 million

tons in 1980. This compares with an estimated demand of 62 million

tons in 1976. If the Industry were t6 operate at 96% of capacity

during the five year period, capacity by the end of 1980 would have

to be 80.4 million tons. With capacity estimated ot 68.8 million tons

at the end of 1975, the industry should add 11.6 million tons to capacity

in the next five years. Actually the industry operated at an average rate

of 93% during 1964-1974. If the industry were to return to that level of

operations it would have to add 2.5 million more tons to capacity.
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CAPIT REUIEE

The pulp and paper industry estimates it will have to spend about

$27 billion on plant and equipment in the 1976-1980 period to provide

the capacity needed to meet anticipated demands. The average annual

outlay of $5.3 billion compares with the peak outlays of $2.9 billion

made in 1975. In addition to the annual outlay of $5.9 billion for

plant and equipment about $800 million a year will be needed for work-

ing capital. The requirements can be broken down as follows:

TOTAL CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

$ 5.9 billion for pollution abatement
11.2 billion for primary facilities
6.7 billion for converting facilities
2.9 billion for timberlands

$26.7 billion Total for plant and equipment

4. billion for working capital

$30.7 billion -- Total Requirements

Figufes above excuse amounts needed to meet OASHA and energy re-

quirements which could add $5 billion more to these requirements.

The industry invests to produce primary products such as pulp,

paper and paperboard which it sells or processes into converted products

such as boxes, envelopes, towelling, writing paper, etc. The capital

requirements for primary product capacity of $11.2 billion consists of

$6.3 billion for new capacity and $4.9 billion for replacement and

modernization of existing capacity.

The pollution abatement expenditures of $5.9 billion for the five

year period compares with a total of $3 billion spent by the industry

during the past 10 years. These costs are mandated by the EPA to meet

ever-changing water and air quality standards. Since these regulations

apply primarily to the primary sector of the industry; that is, to the

II M N I M I 1 0 0 1
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production of pulp, paper and paperboard and not to the finishing or

converting operations, pollution abatement outlays in our industry

in the five years ahead will* practically equal the amount the industry

will have to spend for new capacity.

Capital recovery allowances will fall short of needed outlays by

far. In the five years ahead, heavy investments must be made to tune

up and maintain the large tonnages that were added to the industry's

capacity in the 1965-1969 period. These facilities are now in rapid

stages of wear-out and this aging of facilities preempts an Increasing

proportion of the industry's cash flow. Furthermore, obsolescence of

facilities is accelerating as the attached report prepared by our

Association shows.

FUNDS--AVAILABLE

We estimate that existing depreciation allowances can fund about

30% of the total capital requirements; the remaining 70% or about

$21 billion will have to be supplied by retained earnings and external

sources such as the stock or bond markets. While this financing is

theoretically possible, Its sheer size slows down the investment

decision. The recourse to debt is limited by the fact that the paper

industry already has a high debt burden; total long-term debt is equi-

valent to 49% of equity for the industry as a whole and is about 33% of

total capital. The 49% average includes some companies where debt is

as much as 66% of equity. The more aggressive investing companies

are clearly up to and beyond their prudent debt limits. The equity

market does occasionally provide opportunities but these are of rela-

tively short duration and limited to those companies with sustained

records of earnings performance. The overall financing hurdle Is so

large that it inhibits an orderly and sustained capital investment
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program, the kind that is needed to provide more job opportunities

and greater Job satisfaction.

Our best forecast is that retained earnings'will provide about

36% of the $21 billion needed after depreciation allowances. The re-

maining 64% will have to come from the securities and credit markets.

Specific forecasts often invite criticism. To avoid these, API

has based calculations on the impact of failure to invest on three

assumptions as follows: that the industry obtain WO% of its financing

requirements after depreciation, which would be the situation if the

industry relied upon retained earnings alone and maintained a constant

debt/equity ratio. API has also calculated effects on capacity and job

creation if 65% and 75% were financed.

A summary of impacts follows:

Needed Capacity Direct and Indirect Direct and Indire.
Assum.tion Tonnage Lost Jobs Lost Tax Revenue Lost

40% Financing 9.2 million tons 245,000 $1,330 million

65% Financing 4.6 million tons 123,000 700 million

75% Financing 3.2 million tons 86,000 500 million

The schedule above shows that if the industry can provide only

40% of its cash requirements after allowance for depreciation, it will

not build 9.2 million" tors of capacity by 1980, resulting in a loss

of 245,000 potential jobs and over $1.3 billion of tax revenue. This

scenario is possible if the industry were to earn 6% after taxes on

sales in the five year period and not change Its debt/equity position.

The other scenarios would require the Industry to increase profit

performance (mostly through price Increases) ind debt/equity finan-

cing. These figures exclude the impact of potential expenditures

of $5 billion for OASHA and energy conversion. These could increase

the job Impact.
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American
Paper

Institute
Kadia AmD

TAX POLICY RECOM4NATIONS TO ENCOURAGE N TMNT

Depreciation

We urge enactment of a system of flexible, optional cost recovery
deductions.

Investmnt Tax Credit

We recommend a permanent increase In the basic investment tax credit
to 12%. We urge extension of the investment tax credit to Industrial
buildings, and elimination of the maximum limit on use of the credit.

Corporate Tax Rate Reduction

We support a downward adjustment in the corporate tax rate.

Corporate Surtax Exemption and Rates

We support a permanent $50,000 surtax exemption and continuation
beyond 1977 of the normal tax rate of 20% on the first $25,000 of
taxable income and 22% on the next $25,000.

Integration of Corporate and Individual Taxes

We recommend elimination of double taxation of dividend income.

Capital Gains

We recommend reduction of the corporate capital gains rate to 25%
and removal of capital gains as a tax preference item subject to
the minimum tax.

Industrial Pollution Control

We recommend doubling of the investment tax credit and five year
amortization for qualified pollution control facilities. We
recommend elimination of the five year write-off as a tax prefer-
ence item subject to the minimum tax.
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Minimum Tax

We strongly oppose the minimum tax and limitation on artificial
losses ([AL) provisions in H.R.10612 because of their serious
negative impact on capital formation. We support, instead,
Chairman Long's alternative minimum tax proposal.

Enersry Conservation

We support an Increased investment tax credit to provide incentives
for capital investment in fuel conserving equipment, including
facilities which would increase utilization of solid wastes as
a source of energy.

We recommend allowing both the investment tax credit and five year
amortization to apply to all energy conserving equipment. -

We-recommend that Treasury withdraw Revenue Procedure 74-27, which
would reduce depreciation allowances on power generating systems
of the pulp and paper industry.

3/4/76
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PULE, PAPMR A P.PERBOARD

Averages 1964:1974

Growth rate in production

Average Operating Rate

Haxjjum Operating Rate

Profits as percent of sales

Debt as percent of total new capital

Growth rate in investment

Productivity - Index 1967-100

Prices

3.8% per year

93.1%

96.9% in 1973

4.8%

36.5%

10.3% per year

3.9% per year

5.1% per year

ESTIMATED DEMAND AND CAPACITY RIXQUIREMFS
(millions of tons)

FORECASTS

Capacity
End of Year

68.8

70.2

71.4

74.4

77.4

80.4

American Paper Institute
March 5, 1976

YEAR

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Production

52.7

62.0

67.3

70.0

72.9

75.7
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CAPITAL L9I&2,,T, TO HEET ANTICIPATEDDV ND *
billionss of dollars)

Primary
X . acli~ties!-/

Converting
Facilities

Pollution Timber
Abatement Lands

644
FORECASTS

506

750

1,200

1,700

1,700

435

478

2,917

3,078

526 3,576

578 5,762

636 6,829

-700 7,410

* Assumes a capital inflation rate of 10% a year.

NOTE: These figures are not forecasts of Industry spending. They are
API estimates of the cost of building the facilities needed to
meet growing demand.

I Assumes 25% of additional capacity will come from improvements on
existing machines and 75% will require new machines. The cost per
ton of a new facility will be 3 to 4 times larger than an
improvement.

CASH FLM
1976-1980

Production . 347.9 million tons

Average Price

Industry Sales

After-Tax Profits/

Retained Profits3/

$725 a tonV-/

$253.7 billion

$15.2 billion

$7.6 billion

Assumes 6% a year inflation rate
Based on 6% after-tax return. The average In 1964-1974 was 4.8%.
Based on experience in average pay-out for the industry and for
other commodity-type industries. Assumes 50% pay-out.

American Paper Institute
March 5, 1976

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

981

1,194

1,300

2,615

2,871

3,194

857

900

1,000

1,369

1,622

1,816
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STATEMENT OF THE AMEMCAN MIMNG CONGRESS, BY DENNIS P.
BEDELL, CHAIRMAN OF M AMC TAX COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman:

My name Is Dennis P. Bedell. I am appearing

before you today, to testify on behalf of the American

Mining Congress.

The American Mining Congress is a trade asso-

ciation. representing all segments of the mining Industry.

-It is composed of (1) U. 8. companies that produce most

of the nation's metals, coal and Industrial and agricultural

minerals; (2) more than 240 companies-that manufacture

mining and mineral processing machinery, equipment and

supplies, and (3) engineering and contracting companies

and banks that serve the mining industry.
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The U. B. Mining Industry

In the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970,

Congress stated it was our national policy to foster and

encourage private enterprise in the development of an

economically sound domestic mining industry and in the

orderly and economic development of domestic mineral

resources. The critical importance of this national

policy becomes readily apparent when it is realized that

the United States presently faces a severe shortage of

minerals, which are the lifeblood of our industrial

economy and our national defense and are the basic

products from which substantially all other products

are derived.

The mining industry has peculiarly distinctive

characteristics and circumstances which not only Justify

its present tax treatment but in fact warrant certain

liberalizing changes in that treatment if the Industry's

after-tax rate of return on investment is to be suffi-

cient to provide, and allow it to attract, the capital

required for a needed tremendous expansion in output and

also to allow it to effectively compete abroad.

To put the distinctive features of this indus-

try in context, it is useful to look to the overall _

minerals picture. Recent authoritative sources for data
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I

on the present and projected supply and demand for

minerals are the 1972, 1973, and 1975 Annual Reports

of the Secretary of the Interior to Congress pursuant

to the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970. The

Secretary's Annual Reports project that in the years

ahead primary domestic demand for minerals will sub-

stantially exceed domestic mineral production at an

ever-widening pace. The gap was $6 billion in 1971

and is projected to increase to $20 billion in 1985

and to $52 billion in the year 2000.

To meet this gap, we.hove been and will con-

tinue to be increasingly relying on foreign sources.

In 1972, our mineral imports were valued at approxi-

mately $9 billion. Attached as Exhibit 1 is Figure 4

from the Secretary's 1975 Annual Report which shows

for a number of minerals the percentage of U. 5. 1974

demand which was supplied by imports.

Moreover, the-Secretary's 1973 Annual Report

points out (at page 25) that although "U. S. production

has increased in quantitative terms, its relative role

as a world consumer of mineral raw materials and as a

world manufacturer of products of mineral origin has

shrunk." The result is that "the United States Is

encountering steadily increasing competition in the

acquisition of non-domestic mineral raw materials as

g0411 0 - "S -- 86
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other industrialized countries also seek reliable sources

of reasonably-priced mineral raw materials."

Thus, at the same time as our needs are

increasing and the gap between domestic production and

domestic demand is widening, there is likely to be

increased world-wide competition for minerals which will

make it increasingly difficult for us to fill the gap.

In other words, we are facing a minerals crisis.

An extremely important characteristic of the

mining industry is the fact that in the case of a number

of minerals we physically do not have additional resources

in this country. Moreover, in the case of a number of

other minerals almost all of the high grade deposits have

been discovered. The ones left generally are deep,

low-grade deposits which either are not exploitable under

present economic conditions or because of a lack of the

necessary technology. There are on the other hand

foreign mineral deposits of a higher grade than domestic

deposits which accordingly may be developed at a rela-

tively lower cost. As indicated before, however, there

is also likely to be increased competition from other

countries for these supplies of natural resources.

- It is important for a number of reasons that

the United States mining industry be able to effectively
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participate In the discovery and development of foreign

mineral reserves. It is obvious that for some time to

come the United States will be in need of significant

and increasing amounts of foreign minerals if domestic

demand is to be met. The-mining of foreign reserves by

U. S. companies provides a greater assurance that these

foreign minerals will be available to us, although there

are, of course, risks arising from the uncertainty of

the political environment in some foreign countries.

Moreover, because of economic conditions, the state of

the technology and the lead time required for the

development of new deposits, increased production of

domestic minerals is simply not a viable means of

meeting projected domestic demand.

This Is not to say that the significantly

increased efforts which are necessary for further

exploration and development of those minerals which

exist in the United States should not be undertaken

from a long-run standpoint. These efforts should be

pursued, but they should be pursued hand in hand with

those efforts necessary to continue to assure ourselves

of needed supplies of foreign minerals. The sixe of

the projected gap between domestic demand and domestic

supply of minerals Is so great that In the long run
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very substantial increases in domestic production --

even a doubling of production -- will still leave a gap

which must be filled by substantial imports of foreign

minerals. It is in our national interest that the U S.

mining industry be allowed to effectively participate

in the development of these foreign minerals. If these

foreign mineral sources are not developed by American

mining companies, they will be developed by mining

companies of other major industrialized nations of the

world. This would make the availability to us of needed

foreign minerals even more dependent on, and subject to

variations in, the economic and political climates of

other countries. It is also important to note that the

availability of needed raw materials to American industry

means that mineral processing and the fabrication of

many products may be done in the United States by U. a.

employees rather than abroad.

- In addition to providing us with additional

assurance that the minerals will be available to us,

the development of foreign mineral deposits by the

U. 8. mining industry will also tend to mitigate the

balance of payments effect of imports since the profits

arising on the foreign operations of U. S. mining

companies will be at least in part repatriated to the

United States.
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The United States mining industry has already

made very substantial investments abroad for mineral

exploration and development and for- the very substantial

capital investments for facilities which are required for

the processing and transportation of minerals. Obviously,

substantial additional capital investments will be

required to find and develop additional supplies of

foreign minerals.

The Tax Treatment of Foreign Income

In attempting to carry on these activities,

American mining companies must compete with mining

companies from other capital exporting nations, such as

the United Kingdom, France, Japan and Germany. To the

extent American mining companies receive less favorable

tax treatment from the United States than companies of

other capital exporting countries receive from their

countries, the U. 8 companies are placed at a competi-

tive disadvantage.

Coopers & Lybrand Comparative Study

As a means of comparing, in fairly precise

terms, the relative tax treatment applied by capital

exporting countries to the-foreign activities of their

mining companies, the American Mining Congress had a
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comparative study made for it in 1973 by the international

accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand. This study focused

on the effect which the tax systems of important capital

exporting countries in conjunction with the tax systems

of a varied range of capital importing countries have on

after-tax rates of return of mining companies, rho

objective -of this study was to apply a common measurement

standard (i.e., after-tax rate of return) to the tax

systems of the United States and its principal capital

exporting competitors.

We believe this type of study is of substantial

help to the Committee in considering the question of the

proper tax treatment of U S. mining companies' foreign

mineral operations, Accordingly, the American Mining

Congress had Coopers & Lybrand prepare a new study for

it, which was recently completed, to reflect changes in

the tax systems of the capital exporting and capital

importing countries involved. In addition, the now

study analyzes the effect on after-tax rate of return

of various tax proposals that have been made which

would affect U. S mining companies operating abroad.

Copies of this study haye been made available to. the

Committee members and I will submit a copy for inclu-

sion in the record.
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In general this study demonstrates that our

present tax system places U. I mining companies at a

competitive disadvantage -- often a substantial one -

vis-a-vis mining companies of other major industrialized

nations of the world.

In the study both the return on equity invest-

ment (after subtraction of the interest cost of borrowed

money) and the return on total investment have been com-

puted. The comparisons have primarily been made, however,

on the basis of return on equity Investment because as

the study points out it is believed that this basis,

which assumes a debt and equity capital structure, is

more representative of typical mining investments and

consequently is more illustrative of the effect of tax

systems on mining companies-in the U. S. and other

capital exporting countries. After-tax rate of return

was chosen as the standard of comparison because it Is

a reasonable measure of an investor's capacity to make

concessions to the host country and thereby outbid

other potential investors who have significantly lower

rates of after-tax return, and because it serves as a

measure of a company's ability to borrow funds, or to

allocate internally generated funds, for the needed

capital investments.
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The after-tax rates of return of United States

mining companies have been compared with those of eight

other capital-exporting countries: Belgium, Canada,

France, Germany, japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and

the United Kingdom. The rates of return have been com-

puted on hypothetical models of mining ventures involving

four minerals: iron ore, copper, nickel, and manganese.

Twelve capital-importing countries were chosen

for the study. They are Australia, Brazil, Canada,

Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Liberia, Mexico, New Caledonia,

New Zealand, the Phillipines, and South Africa. It was

not reasonable to expect that all four of the minerals

chosen for the study would be found in each of the 12

capital-importing countries, so the computations were

made for each mineral only in those countries where it

is reasonable to anticipate that commercial deposits of

the mineral are located. Consequently, the study com-

putes rates of return on an iron ore mine in each of

seven countries, a copper mine in each of eight countries,

a nickel mine in each of seven countries, and a manganese

mine in each of six countries. In summary, 28 investment

possibilities were considered.

It would be impossible for the study to cover

all potential capital-importing countries. It is

. believed, however, that the countries selected c6ver a
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representative range of taxing systems, varying from New

Caledonia, which has no income tax, to countries such as

Canada, which has an income tax:system similar in many

respects to our own. Since the mine models utilized in

this study were standard in all instances, the rates of

return for each investment by each company wer. affected

solely by the -respective tax systems of the investor

countries and the country in which the investment is made.

Therefore, rates of return express the relative effect

of each country's tax system.

The Coopers & Lybrand study shows that the

U. 8. tax treatment of U 8. mining companies operating

abroad generally is significantly less favorable than

that of most other major capital exporting countries.

On an overall average basis for all 28 situations for

which rates of return on equity were compared, the

United States ranked next to last of the capital

exporting countries in the study. Furthermore, the

overall average U. S. rate of return was significantly

lower -- more than -20 percent -- than the country -

Japan -- with the highest overall average rate of

return. The following graph from the study shows the

comparative position of the United States on an overall

basis.

N
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In terms of the four Specific mine models

utilized, the United States on an average rate of return

on equity basis ranked eighth in the case of copper,

sixth in the case of iron ore, fifth in the case of

nickel, and was tied for last in the case of manganese.

Moreover, thi magnitude of the disparity ttween the

U. S. rate of return and the rate of return for the

highest country for each mineral was substantial. In
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the case of nickel, where the United States ranked

highest of the four minerals studied, the U. S. rate

of return was only 85 percent of that of the highest

country, Canada. In the case of iron ore, the U. 5

rate of return was 80 percent of that of the highest

country. In the case of-copper and manganese -- the

two situations in which the United States would be in

the worst competitive position -- the U. 8. rate of

return was 71 percent and 72 percent, respectively, of

that of the highest country. The graphs on the follow-

ing pages, which are from the Coopers & Lybrand study,

show the comparative position of the United States for

each of these situations.
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Another basis for comparing the capital

exporting countries tax systems Is the frequency with

whigh a given capital exporting country obtains the

highest or next highest rate of return in a capital

importing country. Of the 28 situations compared in

the study on a rate of return on equity basis, the

United States never attained the highest rate of

return and attained the second and third highest rate

of return only once each. By comparison, most of the

other major capital exporting countries achieved the

highest, or next highest, rate of return a number of

times, which is shown as follows:

Number of times
country achieved

Highest Next highest

rate of return rate of return

Canada 8

Japan 6 6

Germany 5

Belgium 4

France 3 12

United Kingdom 3

NOTE: Number of instances in. the above table of highest rate

of return totals 29, because Japan and France tied for

first In one situation.
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It is clear that no matter which method of

comparison is utilized, the present U. B. tax system

treats U. 8. mining companies considerably less

favorably than the tax systems of the other major

capital exporting countries treat the mining companies

based in those countries. Thus, our present tax system

hinders the ability of Auerican mining coqpniOs to

compete with'miming companies for the supplies of

foreign minerals which this country needs.

It is Important to emphasis that a frequent

pattern of having United States mining companies fall

significantly below the highest after-tax rate of

return in competing with investors froi other countries

is extremely serious even if the United States investor's

rate of return is comparable to the average for other

potential Investors. The reason is that the Investor

with the highest after-tax rate of return with comparable

terms in the'host country, will be able to concede no"r

to the host country and thus outbid any other potential

investors who have significantly lower rates of return

after tax.
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Local Incorporation ReSLuiremnt

U. S. mining companies operating abroad are

at the most serious disadvantage in those capital

importing countries that, either directly or indirectly,

require mining activities in that country to be carried

on by a corporation organized under the local law.

United States companies that are, thus, effectively

obliged to operate through such a locally incorporated

subsidiary are at a particular disadvantage because mine

development and other start-up expenditures by these

foreign subsidiaries cannot be deducted and these

foreign subsidiaries are not eligible for. percentage

depletion deductions when the mines reach the producing

stage.

Several of the capital exporting countries

provide a means whereby their mining companies may

obtain a current deduction for mine development expendi-

tures and therefore not be penalized by an external

requirement to conduct operations through a foreign

subsidiary. For example, France permits its companies

to consolidate, for fixed periods of time, foreign

subsidiaries with domestic activities for purposes of

computing taxable income. This consolidation election

is for a ten-year period after which the foreign sub-

sidiary need not be consolidated. Thus, preproduction
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tax losses produce a current tax benefit. Dividends

from a foreign subsidiary, if not included in a subse-

quent consolidation after the ton-year period has lapsed,

are eligible for further preferential tax treatment,

Germany also provides a method to obtain a tax benefit

for preproduction losses realized by a foreign sub-

sidiary of a German company. Germany allows Its

companies to claim a tax-deductible reserve against

Investments in foreign subsidiaries in amounts equiva-

lent to preproduction losses, subject to certain limita-

tions. Such reserves are restored to income as the

venture generates income or after a specified period of

tine has lapsed.

- Of the capital importing countries included

in the Coopers & Lybrand study, Brazil, The Phillipines,

Mexico, Indonesia, and Iran require a local corporation

to conduct mining ventures in their countries. The

following tat~le from the study shows the rate of return

on equity of U. S. mining companies from investments in

these countries, expressed as a percentage of the

highest rate of return for a capital exporting country.

company's Investment in that country, both with the

foreign subsidiary treatment to which V. 8. dining

companies are limited under present law and as If they

could be treated as branches.-

W-1 0.-w--
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Comparison of U. 8. Return on -
Equity Expressed as a Percent
of Highest Return on equity

in Countries Requiring Local Incorporations

of Highest

If Branch Treatment
Subsidiary Were Allowed

Copper:

Indonesia 56.4 80.0

Iran 40.7 59.3

Mexico 52.2 71.8

Phillipines 55.2 79.0

Iron Ore:

Brazil 56.8 96.0

Phillipines 60.6 93.9

Nickel:

Indonesia 67.7 100.0

Phillipines 75.8 100.0

Manganese:

Brazil 58.9 77.6

Iran 58.0 78.6

Mexico 53.3 75.1

Phillipines 66.0 87.3

As can be easily seon, if these investors could qualify

for branch treatment under United States tax law, the

rate of return on equity investment would be increased

sharply In every case.
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Recommo nae!on

The failure of the United States tax system

to keep United States mining companies competitive in

those countries where local corporations must be used

is serious. Furthermore, the problem is likely to grow

as other capital-importing countries adopt the require-

ment of local incorporation. To solve this-problem and

to avoid a further deterioration of the competitive

position of the United States mining companies we

recommend that in those situations where the use of a

local corporation is directly or Indirectly required by

the host country. United States mining companies be per-

mitted, at their option, to treat stock ownership in

the foreign corporation that is engaged in mining

operations as though the mining operations were coa-

ducted by a branch of the United States company or by

a partnership in which the United States company owns

a partnership interest. Thus, this option would be

available whether the hoat country, directly required.

the use of a local corporation or indirectly did-so by

a requirement of local participation in th. mining

activity which .e4ffectlvely required the use of a local

corporation.
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section 901 (e)

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 enacted a new

section 901(e). It requires that the amount of foreign

taxes paid on "foreign mineral income" from sources

within any foreign country or possession that is other-

wise available for foreign tax credit, be reduced by the

amount by which the foreign taxes paid exceed the United

States tax on the same Income, due to the allowance of a

percentage depletion deduction by the United States. We

oppose subjecting the mininp industry to more restrictive

rules than other industries in computing the foreign tax

credit. Consequently, we recommend that section 901(e)

be repealed. In the absence of repeal, we recommend

that 901(e) be amended to allow carrybacks and carryovers

of the portion of the foreign tax credit that has been

denied under this section since inequities can arise as

a result of timing differences in tho United States and

the foreign country. We think the failure to allow

carrybacks and carryovers say have been inadvertent In

the 1969 Act. We specifically recomend that section

901(e) be amended to provide for a two-year carryback

and a five-year carryover for amounts of foreign Income

tax for which a credit is denied under the "foreign

mineral income" limitation in those years, and thus

would grant the mining industry the same carrybacks and
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carryover of unused foreign income taxes on "foreign

mineral income" that are available' for foreign taxes on

nonineral income. This recommendation was embodied in

H.R. 10412, which this Committee favorably reported

during the 92nd Congress.

Other recommendations

In its Declaration of Policy, the American

Mining Congress has adopted three other proposals that

would improve the competitive position of U. S. mining

companies operating abroad. First, we recommend that

the tax treatment of foreign expropriation losses be

revised to provide a more realistic definition of

expropriation, to assure that business losses will

always qualify as ordinary losses, and to extend the

carryforward period for the use of such losses. Second,

the Asset Depreciation Range System should be extended

to foreign assets. Finally, we recommend that a foreign

tax credit be allowed for taxes that are excused by

developing countries that are seeking to attract capital

so the incentives allowed by those countries can have a

meaningful effect. This treatment is already accorded by

a number of other major industrialized countries, such

as Canada, France, Germany, and Japan. We urge the

Committee to adopt these recommendations.
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Proposals to Increase Taxes on Foreign Mineral 2erations

A number of changes have been discussed in the

tax treatment of foreign income that would further worsen

the competitive position of American mining companies

operating abroad. We oppose any change in the tax treat-

sent of foreign income that would increase the tax burden

of U. 8. mining companies operating abroad. Changes of

this type would further hinder the ability of U. 8.

mining companies to secure the resources which this

country vitally needs.

The Coopers & Lybrand study computed the effect

which various proposals would have on U. S. mining

companies operating abroad. These include repeal of the

foreign tax credit with allowance of foreign income taxes

as a deduction, repeal of the per country limitation on

the foreign tax credit, and the proposal to recapture

foreign losses which were deducted from U. 8 source

income by disallowing a portion of the foreign tax credit

when operations in the foreign country in question become

profitable. The study shows that any one of these proposals

would place U. S mining companies in last place among

the capital exporting countries in terms of overall average

return on equity. Furthermore, in a number of cases, the

present discrepancy between the United States and the
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capital exporting country with the highest overall average

return on equity would be very significantly widened.

If the foreign tax credit were repealed and instead a

deduction was allowed for foreign income taxes, the U. a

overall return on equity as a percentage of the highest

capital exporting country would fall, according to the

study, from 80 percent to 62 percent. Similarly, if the

per country foreign tax credit limitation were eliminated,

the United States would fall from 60 percent to ST percent.

In the case of the loss recapture proposal, the drop

would be from 80 percent to 76 percent. Although this

Is a smaller decrease, what is significant is that a

U. S. mining company would be 24 percent below a company

from the capital exporting country with the highest

return. Accordingly, we oppose proposals of this type.

Proposals also have been nade for a minimum

tax on foreign source income, either directly by an

additional tax on foreign income or indirectly by making

the foreign tax credit a tax preference item subject to

the present 10-porcent minimum income tax. It should be

-recognized that proposals of this type are simply complex

backdoor methods of repealing a portion of the foreign

tax credit. Accordingly, we oppose any proposals of this

type which would result--t additional tax on foreign

income and thereby through the impostion-of double tax

burdens further worsen our competitive position abroad.
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Other proposals which would also have a

deleterious effect on American mining companies operat-

ing abroad include repeal of Western Hemisphere Trade

Corporation treatment, repeal or restriction of the

exclusion allowed possessions corporations under

section 931 of the Code, and elimination of less

developed country treatment under the foreign tax

credit (i.e., requiring dividends from these countries

to be grossed-up) and under section 1248 which treats

a portion of the gain realized on the sale of stock of

a foreign subsidiary as ordinary income rather than as

a capital gain. Increasing the tax burden of the

American mining industry by proposals of this type Is

not a wise course of action. It would only hurt the

industry's ability to supply the minerals this country

needs now and will increasingly need in future years.

We also do not believe that the present

deferral treatment- accorded foreign source income of

foreign subsidiaries should be eliminated so that such

income would be subject arbitrarily to United States

taxation as earned because this would further aggravate

the competitive position of United Btates Investors

compared with investors of other capital-exporting

countries.
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Exemption' for Income Earned Abroad

Present law provides a l.1mited $20,000 per

year exemption ($25,000 in certain cases) for Income

earned abroad by U. S. citizens who reside abroad for

substantial continuous periods -- 17 out of 15 months*

Even with the tax exemption provided under present law

for income earned abroad, the mining industry finds it

difficult to induce qualified executive and technical

personnel to go abroad. It Is to the advantage of the

United States as well as the business involved to have

competent personnel in charge of the operations abroad,

and the Mining Congress believes it it were eliminated,

it would increase the cost and lower the efficiency of

operations abroad. This exemption should be retained.

Dividend and Interest ithholding Taxes

Secretary Simon, in his statement before this

Committee during these hearings, urged the abolition of

the 30-percent withholding tax Imposed under present

law on dividends and interest paid to foreign persons.

He stated that such taxes "primarily represent not a

burden on- the foreign investor but simply an additional

cost of needed capital for American business." We

agree with Secretary Simon's statement and support his

recommendation that the present withholding taxes- on

all dividends and interest be eliminated.
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Need for Capital

To meet the challenge of obtaining the

minerals we will need in the years to come will require

the expenditure of tremendous amounts of capital.

Existing facilities must be expanded and modernized to

more effectively exploit known mineral deposits. New

deposits must be discovered and developed.

The discovery and development of minerals In

the United States is becoming more and more costly.

Most of the high grade mineral beds have already been

discovered, and low grade deposits are the only ones

left. Today, the mining industry must expend great

sums of money on exploration and development in the

United States. This exploration requires sophisticated

and expensive geological, goechemical, and geophysical

equipment. Exploring underground is particularly costly.

Moreover, in many cases, the deposits that are dis-

covered are of such a low grade that the technology

required to make it economically feasible to nine and

process them must first be developed. Also, to process

low grade ores at an economically attractive cost

requires tremendous capital'investment in facilities

for large scale operations.

In addition to these expenditures, the

" American mining industry is faced with large increases
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in required capital expenditures as a result of the

great amount of environmental and health and safety

legislation affecting the industry which has been

enacted in recent years. These expenditures, which

do not add to productive capacity, further increase

the mining industry's capital needs.

whore will the enormous amount of capital

required to meet these needs come from? In recent

years the industry has boon required to turn increas-

Ingly to debt financing, thereby significantly

Increasing the Industry's debt burden and its debt/

equity ratio. The industry's ability to generate

capital internally and to attract outside capital is

dependent on Its profitability for that determines

its cash flow and return on investment. The lower

the industry's profits are, the less funds are

generated internally to meet capital needs. Noreover,

Inadequate profitability seriously impairs the indus-

try's ability to obtain external financing. Nven if

the industry is able to attract the needed funds in

the first instance, inadequate profits impairs its

ability to service new debt burdens.

The heavy inflation of recent years has

placed substantial additional burdens on the mini!g

industry. As a result of inflation, the industry is
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encountering substantially higher replacement costs.

Moreover, it in faced with rapidly escalating costs

on uncompleted mine development projects. The dis-

covery of an ore body and the development of a mine

is a long-term, 5 to 10 year project. The inflation

induced escalation of costs of mining projects has

imposed substantial new and uncontemplated capital

expenditure burdens on the mining industry. Our tax

laws must provide adequate incentives to allow the

mining industry to obtain the capital it ieods if we

are to have the needed modernization and expansion

of productive capacity.

Capital Recovery

We strongly believe that new initiatives

must be undertaken in our tax system to allow much

more rapid capital cost recovery. 'Accordingly, we

endorse the Capital Recovery Act of 1975 (H.R. 7543)

which has been introduced by Congressmen Waggonner

and Archer. This bill would provide for a system of

flexible cost recovery allowances based on a period

of 5 years for machinery and equipment and 10 years

for industrial plants and the use of accelerated

methods of depreciation. The bill wisely recognizes

that the positive stimulative effect of such a CApital
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recovery system should not be diluted and Impaired either

through a reduction In the amount of the otherwise

allowable investment credit or through the treatment Of

capital recovery allowances as tax preference items for

purposes of the 10-percent minimum tax. i.t. 743 would

substantially improve the present tax climate for the

mining industry and we urge the Committee to adopt the

provisions of this bill.

Investmat rax Credit

Over the years, it has been well demonstrated

that the investment tax credit is an Important incentive

to encourage capital investment and to assist industry

in meeting its capital needs. We believe the strengths

of this incentive should-be continued and improved.

Specifically, we recomnd the following with respect

to the investment tax credit:

-- The investment credit should be Increased

to 12 percent on a permanent basis;_

-- the full investment credit should be

allowed, regardless of whether the equipment in ques-

tion is subject to depreciation or rapid anortisation.

-- The depreciable or amortizable basis of

equipment should not be reduced by the amount of the

investment credit.
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-- Progress payment treatment, which allows

the investment credit to be claimed a expenditures

ar" incurred, should be available without regard to

whether It takes two years or more to construct the

property and without any phase-in period.

Eollution Control

The mining industry has been faced with

increasingly heavy capital expenditures to meet tho

many ne environmental requirements being iapooed on

it. Moreover, in future years the mining industry

will be required to spend staggering amounts of capital

for pollution control facilities. The present section

169 of the Code allowing the writooff of pollution

control facilities over a five-year period Is so

limited and restricted that it has not been effective

in easing the financial burden of meeting pollution

control standards.

We recommend that, to increase the effective-

ness of the tax laws in combating air and water pollution,

the deduction for the cost of pollution control faciXities

be liberalized and many of the restrictions in the present

law be removed. The most significant change we recommend

is that taxpayers should be allowed to elect to deduct

currently the cost of pollution control facilities,

/ rather than over a five-year period as under present law.
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At the very least, the following modifications

to existing law are essential it the writeotf allied

for pollution control facilities Idi to be of meaningful

assistance to the mining industry.

Taxpayers should be permitted to use accelerated

methods in computing their pollution control facility-

amortization deductions over a five-year period and

should be allowed the maximum investment credit on these

facilities.

The existing 60-month amortization rule applied

only to facilities to control pollution in plants that

were in operation before January 1, 1969. Mhe definition

of qualified pollution control facilities should be

extended to include the cost of pollution control facili-

ties used in connection with new as well as old plants.

We recoend removal of the restriction under

existing law that makes the five-year amortization

inapplicable if it appears that by reason of additional

receipts derived through recovery of waste tiO cost of

the pollution control facility will be recovered over

its life.

The requirement that pollution control facili-

ties must have Federal and state certifications to

qualify for five-year amortization should be removed.
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Under existing law a pollution control

facility must be placed in service by the taxpayer

before January 1, 1976 to qualify for 60-month

amortization. We recommend that the definition of

qualified facilities be extended to include facili-

ties placed in service on or after January 1, 1976.

The restriction of five-year amortization to

a fifteen-year portion of the actual life of a pollu-

tion control facility which has a useful life of over

fifteen years should be removed.

Under existing law a deduction for amortiza-

tion of a pollution control facility that is part of

mining operations will reduce the taxpayer's taxable

income from the mining property, and this reduction

may result in a lower percentage depletion deduction

for the mine -- thus offsetting, in part, the effect

of the amortization provision. We recommend that any

increase in deductions for pollution control not be

offset by applying the Increased deductions to reduce

the 50 percent of taxable income limitation on percent-

age depletion deductions.

Under existing law the excess of deductions

for amortization of pollution control facilities over

ordinary depreciation deductions is included in the
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tax base for the 10-percent "iniaum" tax as an item of

tax preference, thus diminishing the effect of section

169 in many cases. We recommend that pollution control

facilities be deleted from the base of the 10-percent

minimum tax.

The 10-percent Minimum Tax

The 10-percent minimum tax Imposed under

present law is in reality an additional tax, not a

minimum tax. Moreover, for the mining industry and

corporations generally, it is essentially an additional

tax on percentage depletion deductions and capital

gains. Its effect, thus, is In large part to reduce

through an indirect approach the incentive effect of

a specific provision in the tax law which is of sub-

stantial assistance to the mining Industry. The

imposition of the minimum tax on corporations is not

a sound policy. This is especially true at a time

like this when it is clear that sound policy requires

greater, not reduced, tax incentives to assist indus-

try in meeting Its capital requirements.

When this Committee originally considered

the issue of a minimum tax in 1969, it wisely confined

the application of its proposals for a limit on tax

preferences and for the allocation of nonbusiness

0-110 - " -- $8
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deductions between tax preference income and other income

to individuals. Again, in 1974 when this Committee

considered a number of modifications to the present

10-percent minimum tax, it confined the application of

those modifications to individuals.

he time has come when the inappropriateness

of the imposition of the minimum- tax on corporations

should be fully recognized and the tax made inapplicable

to corporations.

Respectfully submitted,

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Dennis P. Bedell
Chairman, Tax Committee
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STATEMENT OF THE MANUFACTURED HOUSING INSTITUTE,
JOHN M. MARTIN, PRESIDENT

Uw mbiie Im hoeAry, like =et of the housig iuMktry, has

eanoad a severe des ian Slng readdng its peak I v ndA Q level

In 1972. Tw- major facts have cmibuted to the dsastra

in IhIdnt of bl -ham units in 1973-75; the generaLly esd

oi oorictiticrs 1 during this pweic and the lock of awilablity of

fkwming for mile homs at ratmmble t om r Im inoom rs.

As a meult, onuy mzfectwlng plants and retail firm hav been fora

ouzt of business, dAiLe existing plants hame qmrted at ~nia low as

than full prmaltion caity.

In 1972 ther were 685 mol. km Inhfme plants in operation.

2hee plants exploy over 72,200 pawle and mvi pq zlls of awcad-

setely $549 millim. )bufectuwes' shlutsmu to dealers in that year

totaled 575,940 mbile hm units regmtng vtmias worth $3,252

million. 2

In 1975 there wmue 525 inafwbiring plants in qperatio, dowm 23.30

frcs1972.3 he nme of plants that have c]o dam i 1972, hmwver,

does not accu'ately reflect the full eaxzn. lapwt in to of actual job

1 Dqesaed eoncaic coned Iam hav not only affected ir Asty
prdwtln levels directly but also indirectly in two vezy iMqxtant areas:
(l) [ring peak prmobtiom years the inZdstzy maintain very high wewntory
levels. With the decline in sales, ptrIicin mw cut b* evn further to
clear the large imenbries that had =2 ated. (2) Hig -, lo-t
rates for pofies of lo nom having has resulted in a large nmer of
4qxseainw during this period. As a result f the last to years, the
industry has been ocapeting with firnarKing ititions hd ave bowa
force to enter the maret to sell ragsassd I--- -.

)- 2. U. 8. _-em, of Coas, O mis of br 1972 lixufsty Series
Mod AuIldings and Mbile Hoes, N.C. 72(2)-24D U.S. G m awt Printing
Off.UM, Ubshingto, D. C., 1974.

3. his is a lad of year figure (M 97S) 11rgred by the
mkstII raear ch firm of Elric and Lmidge, Inc., 10 South Riversife Plaza,
Chicago, 1.inol 600. Hue recen data being failed by the Ymast Scime
Tiaoratogy, Carlton Street, Athn., Geomgia 30601, indicates that the mt= of
iaf ct- I ing plants ortl i ler to 465.
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lons in Uhenonl Paf aft housing in~astry. ai ts -- of rn14e 1,, 1s hav
dCW to 215,000 units in 1975, Indioating that painting plan& ae operating

at an avea ma of 48.91 of thra ti t iWnsn l in 1972.
!ugh Im l mt i a U --matmti level we ot available

fOC 197S, an thn basi of thU 1972 lixhtry average of am 1pum emqloyd

to PrdO&M 7.9 mobi hm wits, it in estiumatd that 27,000 p "le we

W1ayecI in 1975 to gioduce 215,000 units. Mum figures mqget an

u it los of over 45,0004 jobs ad a losses of cloe to $315 Milli. 5

At the retail level, in ard Bradstret rapcte ax=dzmtely 18,000

retail lots in the United States at the ad of 19731 at the ad of 1975

uy reported a dm y 9,500 lots in business. Assuming an average

of five employs per lot, that wmald repcesut a loss of 42,500 jobs.

The eoirmic Izyect for sq*iers to trn amiafmctured turning lixhatry,

remulting fu~iesn gl I-am roht levels, is moediffkult to

estimate. However, arsning a zero g-afth rat* in Urn iusftry f.m 1972

dwough 1975, aid an wa ocst of material increase of St-a yer, olos

to $68 mdlJln of materials wee t ordered fren a liers due to pmrouotlan

cut bax~o &wrng that period.

rojec Sales - Y 1976 - rY 1980
Pbrosst were a in '-i Io ber 1975, b ni I how inutxy

Uanuirs aid mxf-'turers r estimated 1976 ab numts would

4. In 1975 ruqta Horns, 7100 Srcath #opr Arlingtxmr LWMs 76015,
0Mt_- for apprdmtely 1.9% of all wholesale IiLuato. As am of th
largest 1 Fc taf rr of mobile r,1es, they. ae ooms-asrzd to be fairly
irisntative of tn Inhsty as a whole. to epoymet level at Fucqa
Mme has dW by 520 peole in the past 18 -M w, wuggeei ma izurty
low s " W 2,o00 pe sinc mid 1974.

5. aed an the 1972 average in&wtry ammal salary of $7,000.
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reach 270,000 unLts mDIb hoem .&plaeg fonwt 305,000 units. g

avraga f cat is 290,000 wilts, a gain of 35 from tin 215,000 units

shiFsR In 1975. AsIUmAln the bAstrY will the nzuArt to a s mimi

groth rate of 140,6 pso jsA anaal. unit sales in r 1980 sZ md reach

an out of nearly half a uilli cinbm i I rm.

Mp ts to
Year* Dealers in us** Uuts

emu,,mue ,ll ¢1f

1972 575,940 475,150

1973 566,920 454,669

1974 329,300 252,243

,1975 215,000 156,735

1976 290,700 203,490

.1977 331,398 218,722

1978 377,793 234,231

1979 430,684 249,796

1980 490,979 265,128

* 1976-80 figure* estitated

Lngle Wide
average

Pzo&rvt tax**

Retail prce
unit

6,000

6,900

8,640

10,150

11,165

12,281

13,509

14,860

16,346

Dkiit ide

100,789

112,250

74,092

56,760

87,210

112,675

143,561

180,887
225,850

ibtallPlonunit

10,280

11,300

13,560

16,460

18,106

19,916

21,908

24,009

26,508

gStimated Iicreaag in - 1980.
bxkuty growth rate from 1977 -980.

35% in 1976, ad a 14% anmal

** market for theo hIm has continue to iuift towud Mr
quality ad larger .*1 IkIm., 1mrtlcularly in tim dab] wide categoy.
Since 1971 the rqmztion of dol widen has ixNiNwI at an auuI rate
of girWmately 4fit is esxtisated that 30% of all WWIle hnA sold wil
be e wden by 1976 g ng to 46 by 190. 1976-0 igur ame a
orstant awal growth rate of 4% in the xw'qm gti of db~l widee va
single widen Vcdwad and an average Izcrees in tr2 otion ts at 10%
per yer.

**** e calories of *others and W emmd b il. ham reeniting) lees thnt of toUal imnts In 1975 ari lnoluded with ingle widen.

6. Although a 14% aunl groth r&t is cAi titc, it dmn--Wtra tim
grwthice ctl n necesay to remac the 1972 1cx lax n levl kL9O. Uk-
les meursg ae taken wich t availablty of aom finowing

7bwa**C*
tail
($ DI .)

4,003
4,406

3,214

2,518

3,829

4,878

6,306

8,081

10,307

]
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Jb Creationi

A 1etq obFtir m link of 491,000 units 1980 woul bring

ia wtzy im t4iup to 850 of the pk level reached in 1972. 'a. i .ect

of this an job creation in the mu-a'bra homsing IrAszty vould be to

netveLy nwgmte the pIm tiuipts nuer of job loaes Inued bebmi

1973 and 1975, crafting an satimd 87,000 Jos.

is -uafw a houing industzy has traditioally bw a vey coital,

Ugt y. U4wng plants ha odIand to jroao w bi I 1
units using an asmby line qopatic, wiaich relies hevily on labor ad very

Uttle an atmitsd esjijmt. This, in addition to the fact that exdstin

plaits ar pvssuiLy opeatin at less than So of r c atim oqwflty,

suggests that ospital rjhxnt forplaiwuqjnt ulxaal4 hm,'be anilI

thraig 1990.

Ot wast. crucial capital z m nts at this point, necessary to

stimalats lak try grte, are at the = mr level. tkdmwmrs of woblle

hams have gmuray rmrmi -bd a muket segmnt ompind lagey of the

less afflu nt blUe oo~lwa wodas. "me people have bemi thw harfts hit

by thw recssion dispr~motinatsemplqwit las, their iuidiUty to Wild

cital a-result of how costs of UvIn aid the reluctae of financial

Izw~tti~wto UpbowM financing to these p*l have ymecludle a large

moer of them t. entering the lowest hoping sta.

AlU *t is nw declining and financial istitutins are

bsgimzin to look a=e favaly an e haw , additional tax incuitivs

an wtsay if the mnmf I houing nwtry is to re a , t he it a

level aftlsed in 1972 by 1980.

aid which Provide inoentive for the Purchase of nmlow ost hosing, the
umifacwedhassing Wwtry will. mt reach the pmw timo levels project

tiiruagh 1960.
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A-6 cgI n rnwlf o ths flies in the United Ratm am 2$.00

a .w or los uhidu acceding to tin mst ftsmtl 7 usd bWmAMs zlat c

thob men that tbW celd aftod housing ting up to $26,000. Yet,

low thm 20 t in nw having built tq falls in that pries on -.

?tm 1950 to 1974 te mdian prd am single faly sitp-bait hm

fi I f m 0,900 to $32,000. In 1975 that ct Inczre to om

$0,000.1 Ho costs hm en so high that the mjcaLAty Mcan

fmUa~w hWe bon prid cut of th housing mksnt.

Althought saisting fafsral tc credit fr u of zm

Apoldm m aa pi stilate te haUnksng lnasty as a %bale,

it hrs lrvidd only a minina incetive Loc - 2 1- is of Im cost ha.n

WUil V stzcgy m 1ndw Pctuson of tim tax cislit peowialc bqud

JamIity I, 1977, we also r Ip that the credit limits a ---aned at

the law putwiss Ueis alkwln the n in bo'mts to rewh a lagr

wnt o s the Izxx panmare of sm lrin. U yts nad

famwix, a a t m t d sluid be givth rn ap-x- tnity to resUms

a largs juriytin of the $2,000 benefit available ther tie da tax
credit pimalca.

Ihis cculd be otiusly l Ib either: (1) aLtzeing the

tax cxsdit an a gmaaated scai. starting with a highlaer atags at the

3aprice hom level adi s dmss as t*p pric goes

7. Tltarnay, ha*e=s ham pv id finwnn f h at
a selling prim of c%%x=utaly 24 time the anml salay or the loM
~qrir1,n1. Most f icisi lnstitutiaa tod hav Uwae the t
fin t to ttwo th axal salary at thSO 4' mlot.

S. rW awmrpaos allsms of NlJ IFh s qud Istel
$1,0 In 197.
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or by (2) incomes the ptemit 5,1 to 71o, ai in tm cimme

befit to ipwdmezs of lvm rJim at $26,000, rather thin $40,000.

A mt of

7.50 6,000 12,000 900

6.7% 10,000 20,000 1,358

6.2St 13,000 26,000 1,625

5.9% 1 5,000 30,000 1,767

5.00 20,000 40,000 2,000

n. amem HOuLI Omt Amunt of Tax Credit
S(0)($)

6,000 12,000 600 900

10,000 20,000 1,000 1,500

13.000 26,000 1,300 1,950

15,000 30,000 1,500 2,000

20,000 40,000 2,000 2,000

Unhw eiLtmr qVw , low ina:m bw.* %fv hew tax lUablitmee in tm

yea of the pwdimie %hidl ar lee thm the tax credit aL3d, iwald be

Ieidttod t file for a ssts matching the 4iffemm or be given tin cgi

of q1y Mn the Fio4 f nexo to bac* aid fute k o i blitie. If a direct

rebte wa& a1.oJed, it miiht ino'de a brtictio that aU or a perwitag

of it be sli'd directly to the Winalpal of th e lom. tJo mout

of tm tax credit and the ee ted tax rebate cld4 be Calculated Grin

the original UVw i pwod, aid at the option of the lwdw, a rqxxtinataly

Umm dam pesmt iht be retired. lhis woud povk e a wzy real

stiulmh lo income of nm ae.
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e FiWi Js m am pesd in t1 Bm" - 9. 12% --

Inxamlpoated a tax creit proisio Intended to s d and sta1U

sucs of ort f n. amotiJ 707 alos a =edit of 3.5% agomhmt

federal tems pid an Interest received or acia ftc a -alfring

s ultam, if at let 70 of thm tagaW s' toW m @ts

ame _aalifying r Sd a crtqmgs lam. If the pammntam, CI Mf m to

Iod in such loans i lame then 70 1cuit, the 3.5% CreLit is rebod by

I/3 of 1 lts point fW emo 1. m ta point (cc fracion tmt)

of th df m; if less then 10% of thm a smts am

t loom, the alkebla Marttage crdit Is aw.

2his section defines "Onlifing Rmiu mlalittgmgm lown as

(A) a loan secu m red by an interest in real juqty

that SMj s of thk. c em
MLs ngl or mItifesly ml11nttW

d wx t d-icuted to Pb1lC use c
perty used on a wqVrofit basis far residexts, and

mobile hoes not ued an a trmiu basis ..

'Jim Huma version of thm Finusicial, Institioms Acts, Ofinwria Wom Act

of 1976," rejecW tim mortgage invest tax credit pom in the

inistraim's refom bill.

fb re x l that tVi tax credit ouision be nmoi'dad a a Crucial

part of gimxzposs firwaxia r . It d mks mwtgas a t ttativw

th asmteb hiking aftew-tax 1me or mtg alreW In portfolio

holding 10-70% of 0ut -2F In nlgages-, aM w~uld provide an inomutiw to

Imoess muid holdings. Pbr wir of mbwreW housim, it would

Ixncas tim stwly Of Mrtigg Credit, at parhqps k rrasproviding

th im ditkial, cnaor cetal imcssmy to s~pot projected in~ntzy gcowtb

In tim -aA years
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STAT1MaT OF STUart 0. Tim, Smoot Vice PRnsiDENT, FEDERAL AFFAIRS,
PAN AMaazcw WoRLD AItWAYS, BEFOR T SeNATe FINANCE COdMITTEE ON
CATAL FORMATION ANI Tun INVEsTMENT CRmT

Mr. Chairman members of the committee, my name is Stuart 0. Tipton. senior
vice resident, Pedera affairs for Pan American World Airways. I strongly endorse
the comments made by Mr. Ignatius and underscore Pan American's support for S.
3080. This bill would constitute a sigificant tap forward in expeding the current
investment credit to those companies. Including Pan American. which have been unable
to utilize the credits under current law.

The prposl will directly stimulate a business sector of our economy which is
in serious need and will. assist those companies which have been severely disturbed
by the ravages of our economy in recent years. The late 1960's and early 1970's
were characterized by extraodinary economic turbulence with adverse effects on many
businesses. Pan American has received little benefit from the Investment credit under
current law. Pn American has had little or no income tax liability against which
to apply the credit. Nevertheless, even while Pan American has reduced lts fleet size
in recent years In an effort to improve its financial condition, It has continued to
have lare capital expenditures in an attempt to Improve the efficiency of Its operation.
These past capital expenditures and future capital needs have, and will continue to,
result In more jobs and will assist In sustaining a continued upturn in our economy.
Addition. capital investments continue to be essential if our Nation's airline system
is to continue its record of excellence.

Mr. Chairman. I would also like to comment on a recent legislative proposal which
will substantially affect Pan American's International operations. This proposal would
plce restrictions on the deductibility of expenses attributable to attending conventions.
educational seminars or similar meetings outside the United States.

Indeed, It would drastically curtail Pan Amocan's overNss activities and could
result In a revenue los of $IS milion with respect to our convention.oriented business.
Similarly. Pan American could lose foreign.oriin convention travel to the United States
in the amount of 817 million as a result of foreign retaliatxy action.

In 1975, the House of Re- ntatives passed H.R. 10612, which included a proposal
which would limit the deductions allowabe for taxpayers attending conventions, educa-
tional seminars or similar meetings outside the United States, ha poesion and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Deductions would be allowed only for expenses
Incurred in attending not more than two forel conventions and trans on expenses
would not be permitted to exceed coach afr fare. Moreover, tr expense
would be deductible in full only If over one-half of the trip were devoted to buins.
If less than half of the trip were devoted to busino no deduction would be permitted
for that portion of the anspotation expenses related to nonbusiness activities. Mels,
loding, and other similar expenses would be limited to the maximum per diem allowed
to Government employees, but only if the reed activities comprised more
than 6 hours per day. and If the taxpew attended two-thirds of such activities.

The Internal Revenue Service hio been faced with administrative problems resulting
from attempts by some individuals to deduct personal vacation a business trips in
those ituation where a compeling reason cannot be shown for meeting outside the
United States. While abuses undoubtedly occur from time to- time, the legislative ap.
proach suggested and similar alternatives would dal a severe blow to lUItimate and
proper overseas business activities. when thee activities can be effectively resictd
under parent law. Severely restricting ore travel in an attempt to curb these
abuses would be both unnecesry ad unwise.

Under current law, travel expenses may be deducted only when they constitute"oriniar and n a ex In carrying on a trade or business, ar are for
the prouction o Income. Current Tresury regulations deal specifically with this

roblm involve_ business meeting by prohibiting the deduction of a unless
*there is a sufficient relationship between the taxpayer's trade or buXnes and his

attendance at the convention or other meeting so that he is benefiting or advancing
the Interests of his trade or busine." Even more specifically, deduction of expenses
Is prhibited "if the convention is for political, social, or other purposes unrelatedto taxpayer's trade or business"

These Treasury regulations enunciate a sound and proper rule which is very clear
In its meaning. There is no doubt in the minds of taxpayers or the Internal Revenue
Service as- to what rules apply. The critical problem is one of enforcement rather
than in legislative revision. Indeed, in 1974, the Internal Revenue Service announced
(T.I.R. 1275, February 14. 1974) that it had instructed revenue agents and tax auditors
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to scrutinize deductions for business trips, conventions and cruises which apper to
be vacations In disguise. This abuse must be resolved in such situations only, and
should not inhibit thoe normal and customary business activities in which generally
txyers ensame. The Service in its announcement recpized that there are many
different factual situations to which the rule may aplPy, but the test is the sane-where
the "p .purpose" of the trip is "personal in nature," no deduction will be per-
mitted. Whether a trip "is primarily personal depends on the facts in each cae."
Therefore, "Where there are Indications of abuse. the IRS will request lists of the
names and addresses of participants." aid "taxpayers will be required to substantiate
the amount of time spent on business activities." Where the taxpayer cannot substantiate
the business nature of the trip, no deduction will be allowed.

Legislative restrictions on foreign travel are not needed to correct abuses, any more
than restrictions on domestic travel are needed. The price of travel from New York
to Hawaii flight, or Miami to Anchorage, particularly considering that foreign travelmore often occurs on charter fights. In this light, a Florida vacation is more susceptible
to abuse tUm a business trip to Iceland.

Travel abroad may have equally sound business reason as does domestic travel.
U.S. exports require meetings abroad, as does maintenance of the billions of dollars
of U.S. Investments abrod.I nt technoloical advances my become available
through foreign metings. In order to continue to maintain a healthy surplus in our
balance of payments. its essential that we maintain overseas contact with foreign
businmemn.

These conventions and seminars directly benefit U.S. complies. American hotel
chains abroad (including Hilton International. IT-Sheraton. Western International.
Holiday Inn, Hyatt, Loewes, Marriott and Ramada Inn) would suffer from any curtail-
ment of foreign travel. Many of these facilities were especially built to accommodate
meetings and conventions. The aircraft used are predominantly of U.S. manufacture,
whether flown by American fg carriers or others It is more certainly true that
American fa carriers have and will benefit particularly. Pan American estimates that
in addition to their potential air traffic revenue loss from the proposal, Intercontinental
Hotel Corp., Pan Am's wholly owned subsidiary, could lose an additional revenue
of $12 to $13 million. Intercontinental's 1975 net profit was only $2.800.000.

Foreign travel is not a one-way street. I-creasangy, meetings amd conventions am
being scheduled in the United States by foreign visitors, a trend which is expected
to accelerate in our Bicenteninal Yer. The Britisl-American Chamber of Commerce
has noted that the prposed "restrictions on U.S. organiations meeting abroad are
likely, In the wey of things, to engender an equivalent discouragement of overseas
orgaizatlone visiting Americ" with a consequent effect on domestic business.

The proposed restictions would confuse, rather than enlighten, U.S. tupayers Tax-
payers know now that travel, whether foreign or domestic, is not deductib7e unles
it is undertaken for business rther than persol reason This would continue to
be the cme. Conscientious taxpayers. aware that Congre had paed a law with
respect to foreign travel only, would tend to stay in the United Stes. But those
tsxlryer who now deduct personal travel as "bunes expanses" would still be able
to t purios business reason for their trips. The Treasury has stated that in
determining whether travel is personal or business "depends upon the facts in each
case," and this would still be the cae.

The solution is not to change the language of the rule, thereby discouraging legitimate
foreign travel with its benens for U.S. exports, U.S. investments abroad US. fla
carriers, and the ability of the United States to obtain reciprocal travel by foreigners.
The solution is vigorous enforcement of existing law in fact situations, where abuse
is real. The Internal Revenue Service should continue to effectively enforce, through
its audit preprm. current limitations on such travel. Moreover, examntiion of returns
Is not the only remedy. In the pas, tax forms have been revised requiring taxpayers
to answr pertinent questions before an exe t or other deduction could be claimed.
This-tep could be utilized in this area nd bring home to taxpayers the requirements
for claiming the deduction. This would be a more effective way of uncovering abuses
In Fr travel than a legislative h.

,inall, any proposal which w mi the deductibility of air fares to a coach
rate and subsistence payments to Oovernment per diem levels represents a substantial
departure from pat tradition. An expense is deductible only If it Is an ordinary and
necessary business expense. It must be reasonable under the circumstances. It is either
a proper and reasonable business deduction or it Is not. That is the true test which
ought to be applied. On foreign trips, businessmen may need first-class accommodations
In order to facilitate their work during the flight. The added mace and comfort In
first-class facilitates this function. Any dollar limit would merely produce a morass
of administrative complexity which ought to be avoided.
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In summary, any legislative proposal would discourage legitimate foreign travel and
reciprocal travel to the United States by foreigners. Present law estab&h a clear
and proper rule prohibiting the deduction of personal travel as a business expense
and will continue to encourage U.S. exports, maintain U.S. investment abroad, and
the survival of our sorely pressed U.S. flag carriers in competition with subsidized
foreign lines.

[Whereupon, at 1 1:15, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to call
of the Chair. J
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